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Introduction
The Earth is a dynamic planet, and much of the record of its
early history has been destroyed. Although fragments of ancient
crust remain, these constitute only a tiny fraction of the present
continents. Therefore, areas of early Archean crust, with ages in
excess of 3 billion years have been studied intensively in hopes of
providing clues as to the nature of early Earth processes.
The Archean rocks of West Greenland, of interest for decades
because of their antiquity, complexity, and magnificent exposure,
were put into modern perspective by Y.R. McGregor. He
established the key geological relationships between major rock
units; these were later confirmed by detailed geochronology, and
led to the recognition of the oldest rocks on Earth. Through
McGregor's mapping and interpretation, the Godthabsfjord region
has become a classic area to which all other Archean sequences
are compared.
For those of us who had only read about this terrane, the
possibility of examining fIrst-hand these now-classic, yet remote
exposures seemed exciting indeed. In early 1984, Pam Jones and
Vic McGregor began looking into the seemingly impossible
logistical arrangements for a field workshop to the area. Funding
was requested and approved through the Lunar and Planetary
Institute, the National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
and the U.S. National Science Foundation, and the support and
sponsorship of appropriate agencies in Copenhagen and Godthllb
was obtained. On June 20, 1985, at 4:40 A.M., 27 of 32
participating scientists from 6 countries boarded a C-141 military
transport jet at McGuire Air Force Base in New Jersey, bound for
West Greenland. For 5 days we sailed through the fjords of West
Greenland and were transported by small dinghys to the outcrops,
where Vic McGregor and his colleagues Clark Friend and Alan
Nutman showed us the wonders of Greenland's Archean geology.
Uncooperative weather, a threat which loomed in our minds to
subvert the field trips, turned out not to be a problem.
Surprisingly, no one fell into the water, and the seasickness was
taken care of by scopolamine. Perhaps most spectacular were the
helicopter excursions to see the world's oldest supracrustal rocks
at Isua. There were also two full days of technical sessions which
included oral and poster presentations and lively discussions about
some of the controversial aspects of the geology.
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This volume contains extended abstracts of the talks at the
technical sessions, summaries of attendant discussions, up-to-date
accounts of the geology of the Godthl'tbsfjord and Isukasia areas,
and detailed field trip guides for both regions. This report should,
therefore, serve as a comprehensive source book for those
interested in learning about the geology of the world's oldest
rocks, or visiting the outcrops themselves.
L.D. Ashwal
Houston
November, 1985
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Summaries
Session One: General Reviews of Precambrian
Crustal Evolution
Summarized by Lewis D. Ashwal
This session opened with a talk by A.M. Goodwin on
the cyelicity of continental growth in the "Atlantic" region,
including North and South America, Europe, Africa,
Arabia, and Madagascar. Good win estimated the areal
proportions of combined (exposed + buried) crust of
Precambrian age as: 46% late Proterozoic (0.6-1.0 Ga),
18% mid-Proterozoie (1.0 - 1.8 Ga), 22% early Proterozoic
(1.8-2.6), and 14% Archean (pre 2.6 Ga). As pointed out
in the discussio n, however, these averages cannot be used

to make inferences about secular continental growth
beeause the classifieation is based on radiometric ages,
uncorrected for reworking and reactivation by later

orogenic events. Goodwin endorsed Gasti!,s (1960)
suggestion of a roughly 400 Ma periodicity in global
orogeny and accelerated crustal growth. One explanation
for this, following the model of LePichon and Ruchon
(1984) involves periodic break-up and re-assembly of a
supercontinent, with dispersal caused by excessive heating
of the upper mantle due to the insulating continental cap.
In discussion, K. Burke suggested that the cyclicity in
the Precambrian rock record might be merely an apparent
artifact of what has been preserved, and along the same
lines, Z.E. Peterman pointed out that there are many
events which do not fit the 400 Ma periodicity.
W.C. Phinney discussed the petrogenesis of equidimen
siona!, calcic (AnSO-9o) plagioclase megacrysts which
characterize Archean anorthosite complexes l and which

also occur in mafic sills, dikes, and flows throughout most
Archean cratons. Attempts to use REE partition
coefficients to determine the melt compositions from

which the megacrysts precipitated are hampered by the
effects of alteration, contamination, and recrystallization,

and also by uncertainties in selecting an appropriate set
of partition coefficients. Analyses of fresh plagioclases,
free of alteration, from the Dad Vermilion Lake

through the crust. Phinney also discussed his model for
megacryst origir., involving ponding of mantle-derived
mafic melts near the Moho, crystallization and separation
(perhaps by flotation) of large, equidimensional plagio
clases, and transport of crystal-laden melts and mushes
to the surface or emplacement at shallow depths. In
discussion, R. Kay questioned whether there was any
independent evidence for the depth of crystallization of
the megacrysts- evidently not. K. Burke wondered if these
occurrences are truly restricted to the Archean, and we

learned from Phinney lhat there are megacrysts of calcic
plagioclase (An,,) up to 8 ·cm across in recent basalts
from the Galapagos!
S.B. Smilhson (and coauthors R.A. Johnson and W.R.
Pierson) discussed geophysical constraints on the structure
of the deep crust, and implications for Archean crusta!
development. COCORP reflection seismic data indicate
that the boundary between the early Archean (3.6-3.8
Ga) gneiss terrane of Minnesota and the later Archean
granite-greenstone terrane dips gently to the north rather
than steeply or vertically, as previously assumed . A similar
result is obtained from magnetic modelling, and the
boundary is interpreted as an Archean suture formed
during accretion of the greenstone belts to the older gneiss
terrane. Seismic data for the gneiss terrane indicates the
presence of foliated and! or layered rocks to depths of
at least 30 km; this represents either a supracrustal
sequence or a large-scale migmatite terrane. COCORP
data also nicely reveal the Cretaceous thrust which
exposed the Arehean Wind River Range in the Wyoming
Province, but more importantly, the presence of complex
arcuate reflectors to depths of 20-30 km can be interpreted
as large-scale recumbently folded gneisses similar to those
exposed in the core of the range. The boundary between
the Archean Wyoming Province and the early Proterozoic
terrane in southeastern Wyoming does not show up clearly
on seismic proftles, perhaps because it dips steeply. Gravity
data indicates an abrupt change in crustal structure across
this boundary; Proterozoic crust is either thicker or less

dense than adjacent Archean crust, and this difference
has apparently persisted since the mid-Proterozoic. A
general question raised in discussion related to the degree

of confidence with which features in reflection proftles

anorthosite complex, Ontario ind icate reasonable melt
compositions (LREE depleted patterns, 20-30X chon

can be correlated to specific geologic structures. Arcuate
reflection patterns, for example, can be interpreted in

drites, similar to primitive Archean tholeiites) if the newly
determined plagioclase partition coefficients of G.A.
McKay are used . This approach, if applied, for example,
to megacrysts in mar,C dikes, could be used to assess
whether the plagioclases are in equilibrium with their mafic
matrices, and may provide clues as to the extent of
contamination of these mafic melts as they ascended

many ways, including a variety of fold patterns, do mal
structures, or intrusive features.

C.R.L. Friend discussed the role of fluids in the
formation of charnockites in south India. In Kabbaldurga
quarry, at the transition zone between granulite and

amphibolite facies, charnockitization took place along
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shear zones and via a rectilinear network of ve ins oblique

to the preexisting fa bric of the rocks. Friend suggested
that these represent pathways along which carbonic fluids
were introduced , and charnockites formed by dehydration
during prograde metamorphism. Friend's model involves
influx of CO, from greater depths, and flushing out and
accumulation of H 2 0 ahead of the CO, "'front. "
Accumulation of aqueous fluids in amphibolite facies
rocks caused local partial melting, which accounts for
the intimate associatio n of charnockite veins and anatectic

granites. Although channelization of carbonic fluids
appears abl e t o aceount for the charnockitesat
Kabbaldurga, the regime of fluid flow responsible for the
formation of large areas of massive charnockite to the
south remains uncertain. In some areas, networks of
charnockite veins are gradation al into solid, massive

charnockitcs, suggesting the possibility that channelized
fluid s were responsible for producing both textural types.
In the discussion of this paper, both J. W. Valley and R.
Kay pointed out that CO, and H,O should be miscible
at the conditions of charnockitization (750°C, 7.5 kbar),
and questioned the likelihood of a d iscrete "front" of CO,
in COntact with dominantly aqueous fluid. In re sponse,

in ironstones at grades higher than lower greenschist. K.
Burke questioned the assumption of an oxygen-deficient

Precambrian atmosphere, pointing out that there is some
evidence to the contrary.

The session ended with a talk by D.R. Lowe on the
distinctions between and implications of early and late
Archean sedimentary styles. Early Archean (pre 3.0 Ga)
greenstone belts, such as the Barberton of South Africa
and those in the eastern Pilbara Block of Australia are
characterized by fresh or slightly reworked pyroclastic
debris, ort hochemieal sediments such as carbonates,
evaporites, and silica, and biogenic deposi ts includ ing
cherts and strom ato litic units. Terrigenous deposits are

rare, and Lowe suggests lhat early Archean sediments
were deposited on shallow simatic platforms, with little
or no components derived from sialic SOurces. In contrast,
late Archean greenstone belts in the Canadian Shield and
in the Yilgarn Block of Australia contain coarse
terrigen ous clastic rocks including eonglomerate,
sandstone, and shale derived largely from older greenstone
belts, but these rocks also contain detritus from sialic
basement. Deposition appears to have taken place in deep
water~

tectonically unstable environments. Lowe interprets

Friend commented that the miscibility of CO, and saline
aqueous fluid at high pressure is not known. K.D.
Coller son raised the question of the source of the CO,;

greenstone belts formed as anorogenic, shallow-water,

Friend favors a man tle source over one involving

simatic platforms, with little or no underlying or adjace nt

decarbonation of supracrustal rocks.

continental crust , an environment similar to modern
oceanic island s fo rmed ovef !lot spots. These units
underwent cratonization. and late Archean greenstone

G.L. LaBerge presented his biological model for the
precipitation of P recambrian iron formations. Assuming

an oxygen-deficient atmosphere and water column to
allow .ufficient Fe solubililty, LaBerge propo.ed tbat local
oxidizing environments, produced biologically, led to
precipitation of iron formations. He further suggested that
spheroidal structures about 30 I'm in diameter, which are
widespread in low-grade cherty iron formations, are reli ct

forms of the organic-walled microfossil Eosphaera tylerii.
The presence of these structures suggests that the organism

may have had a siliceous test, whicb allowed sufficient
rigidity for accumulation and preservation. LaBerge's
model involves precipitation of ferric hydrates by
oxidation of iron in the photic zone by a variety of
photosynthetic organisms. Silica may have formed in the
frustules of silica-secreting organisms, including Eos
phaera tylerii. Iron formations formed, therefore. by a
sediment rain of biologically produced ferric hydrates and
silica and other organic materiaL Siderite and hematite

formed diagenetically on basi~ /]oors, and subsequent
metamorphism prod uced magnetite and iron silicates. A. P.
Nutman inquired about the fate of these spheroidal
structures dur ing metamorphism, to which LaBerge

res ponded that he has not recognized fossil-like features

these observations to indicate that the early Archean

belts fo rmed io dee per-water, tectonically active
depositional sites. In the discussion, F. Barker pointed
out that 3.5 Ga conglomerates from the Moodies Group
in the Barberton greenstone belt contain abundant granitic
clasts, presumably derived from the adjacent 3.55 Ga
ancient gneiss complex. Lowe indicated that ages of events
in the Barberton belt are not known with certainty, and
that there was a major hiatus in the sedimentary record
before deposition of the Moodies Group. C.R.L. Friend
commented th at Lowe's picture of a relatively quiescent

early Archean Earth is different than the views of most
other geologists, who favor more violent and tectonically
active condttions during that period. Lowe responded with
a suggestion that early Archean greenstone belts may have
formed quite rapidly.

Session Two: Geology and Geochemistry of the
Archean Craton;" Greenland and Labrador
S ummarized by ZeU E. Peterman
Whether or not R b-Sr, Sm-Nd, and Pb-Pb isotopic
systems at the whole-rock scale can be completely reset
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in poly metamorphic terranes that have been retrograded
from granulite to lower grades, with all vestiges of earlier
history being obliterated, was a central issue in the session
On "Geol.ogy and Geochemistry of the Archean Craton
in Greenland and Labrador". Emphasis focussed on an
area along the south side of the Ameralik fjord called
Kangimut sangmissoq which Vic McGregor referred to
as ". . .the most controversial, but perhaps the most
important locality to be visited during the workshop. "
Alan Nutman in his presentation on "Regional
Variation in the Amitsoq Gneisses Related to Crustal
Levels During Late Archean Granulite Facies
Metamorphism, southern west Greenland" (wit h
Bridgwater and McGregor), described the dominant
lithology at Kangimut sangmissoq as nebulitic tonalitic
gneiss containing highly distended plagioclase phyric
amphibolites . The gneiss-amphibolito complex was
intruded by NOk gneiss between 3.05 and 2.90 Ga and
later (2.6-2.7 Ga) by post-granulite facies granitoid sheets.
The amphibolites are thought to be Ameralik dikes and
the older gray gneisses are then Amitsoq by definition.
The problem arises when the isotopic data are considered,
none of which indicate rocks older than about 3.0 Ga.
Paul Taylor ("Age and Origin of Gniesses South of
Ameralik, between Kangimut sangmissoq and
Qasigilinguit," by N. W. Jones, S. Moorbath, and Taylor)
presented the isotopic age data for the so-called Amitsoq
gneisses (referred to as K-s-Q gneisses) that contradicted
the age assignment based on field relations. Taylor
summarized the Oxford position by stating that the
isotopic data preclude either direct correlation of K-s-Q
and Amitsoq gneisses, or derivation of the
K-s-Q gneisses, from Amitsoq gneisses by magmatic or
metamorphic reworking. To suppon this contention
Taylor presented data for six samples of the gray gneiss
that yielded a Sm-Nd isochron of 2825 ± 125 Ma with
an initial E Nd of +2.2. This contrasts with an isochron
of 3627 ± 48 Ma (initial E Nd = +1.7) for eleven samples
of Amitsoq gneisses collected from less controversial areas.
He emphasized the implications of the positive initial for
the K-s-Q gneisses in terms of precluding any significant
component of substantially older crustal material. The
K-s-Q gneisses are dramatically depleted in Rb, but six
samples selected on the basis of higher Rb contents define
a Rb-Sr isochron of 2770 ± 185 Ma (MSWD = 4. 1)
with an initial of 0.70195 ± 54. Taylor compared these
data with Amitsoq gneiss data to show that the average
Amitsoq would have had significantly greater " Sr/ "Sr
at 2.8 Ga than the initial " Sr/ "Sr value of 0.70195 shown
by the K-s-Q gneisses.
Taylor concluded his isotopic arguments with a set of
whole-rock Pb-isotope analyses for 18 samples of

K-s-Q gneisses. He interpreted the data in the context
of a crustal contamination model for the Nilk gneisses
that he and coworkers published in 1980. Pb-isotope data
for the K-s-Q gneisses plot on or below an 2.9-Ga isochron
for uncontaminated Nlik gneisses, indicating some
interaction with Amitsoq Pb but generally less than that
shown by most Nilk gneisses. He interpreted the data
set to indicate a large proportion of the Pb having been
derived from a juvenile source during the Late Archean.
Ken Collerson ("Strontium and Neodymium Isotopic
Variations in Early Archean Gneisses Affected by Middle
and Late Archean High-grade Metamorphic Processes:
West Greenland and Labrador", by Collerson, M. T.
McCulloch, D. Bridgwater, V. R. McGregor, and A. P.
Nut man) presented a somewhat contradictory
interpretation based on isotopic data for K-s-Q gneisses.
Whole-rock Rb-Sr data for a large set of K-s-Q samples
were in agareement with the Oxford data giving an
isochron of 2768 ± 264 Ma (IR of 0.7017 ± 5) but with
substantially more scatter (MSWD = 79). Sm-Nd data
on two samples of K-s-Q gneisses yielded CHUR model
ages of 2625 and 2508 Ma.
ColleISon presented similar data for Amitsoq gneiss
from Nordafar about 55 km southwest of Kangimut
sangmissoq. Here a strongly deformed assemblage of units
includes Amitsoq gniess and Ameralik dikes interleaved
with Malene supracrustals, Nilk gneiss, and metagabbro
associated with a nearby anorthosite complex. Eight
samples of Amitsoq gneiss from Nordafar yielded a badly
scattered Rb-Sr whole-rock isochron of 3001'm Ma and
an Is, of 0.702 1:~ Two samples yielded Sm-Nd model
ages of 3.4 and 3.2 Ga.
Collerson interpreted the Kangimut sangmissoq and
Nordafar data, with supporting evidence from Uivak and
Kiyuktok gneisses in Labrador, as reflecting a Late
Archean event that resulted in mixing of Early Archean
gneiss (Amitsoq and equivalents) with a juvenile-like
component injected at about 2.9 Ga. The resulting isotopic
systematics, further clouded by hydrous retrogression of
the granulite-facies mineralogy, emphasize the younger
event.

Discussions that followed these presentations probed
at uncovering any additional points that might shed light
on the seemingly contradictory field and isotopic evidence
for Kangimut sangmissoq. Alan Nutman emphasized the
difficulty of distinguishing between the Nflk and Am1tsoq
solely on the basis of lithology (without the benefit of
Ameralik dikes), and Clark Friend suggested the Am1tsoq
at Kangimut sangmissoq may have been extensively
permeated by Nilk gneiss with the amphibolite dikes
surviving as discrete but highly deformed bodies. In this
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scenario, the problem becomes one of proportions of Nuk
and Amitsoq rather than an either/or choice between the

seeond interpretation involved numerical separation of
the data into two discrete sets with no independent

two .

evidence for doing so. These two sets define tight Sm
Nd isoehrons at 3,887 ± 65 Ma(MSWD = 0.7) and 3,J12
± 154 Ma (MSWD = 4.3) with initial toNd values of +4.2
and + 1.0, respectively. With reference to the second
interpretation, Gruau speculated that the sampling may
have inadvertently included the younger Malene
supracrustals along with the Akilia association noting that
the units have very similar lithologic components.

Subsequent examination of outcrops at Kangimut
sangmissoq did not lead to a unanimity of opinion

regarding the dichotomy between field relations and
isotopic ages (see summary by Frost and Goodwin, this
report). Those with a field bent tended to accept the
evidence for the gray gneisses being Amitsoq, whereas
those with isotopic connections retained some skepticism

regarding the contention that the isotopic systems had
been totally reset.
A major gap in the isotopic data base for this critical
region is the lack of a systematic U-Pb zircon study. One
analysis attributed to H. Baadsgaard is ambiguous as it
plots on the intersection of chords for the Akilia
association (3.8 Ga) and the Nuk gneisses (3.0 Ga). Further
isotopic elucidation will require a detailed zircon study
with careful attention to sampling and avoidance of ductile
shear zones that are common in the outcrops. Additional
Rb-Sr, Sm-Nd , and Pb-Pb studies that could lead to the
identification and assessment of the proportions of various
age components present should also be done in the context
of a carefully designed sampling protocol. Further
discussion of the current isotopic and field data is moot

until such new studies are completed.
In a relevant study in northern Labrador, L. Schi~tte
described migmatization of Early Archean Divak gneisses
by Late Archean granitic and trondhjemitic injections
("Intrusion of Mixed Origin Migmatizing Early Archean
Crust in northern

Labrador,

Canada," with D.

Bridgwater). The REE, major element, and isotopic
geochemistry of the felsic sheets is interpreted to indicate
both mantle and crustal components, and the sheets with
associated fluids were the vehicle for element transport
in the crustal column with attendant isotopic modification

of the older gneisses.
Isotopic ambiguities were not restricted to retrograded

Amitsoq (or Nuk) at Kangimut sangmissoq. G. Gruau
from Rennes reported a Sm-Nd study of metavolcanic
rocks from the pre-Amitsoq Akilia association
("Significance of the Sm-Nd Isotopic Systematics of the
Akilia Association," with A. Nutman and B. M. Jahn).
Fourteen samples of mafic and ultramafic rocks plotted
in a band bounded by 3.6 Ga isochrons. Gruau offered
two interpretions of this data set. In the context of a
3.6-Ga granulite facies metamorphism and a 2.6-Ga
retrograde event, Gruau speculated that the scatter could
reflect post-crystallization open-system behavior. His

On a more regional scale, Paul Taylor presented the
results of an isotopic remote sensing study focussed on

delineating the extent of Early Archean crust north and
south of the Nuuk area and in south Greenland ("Pb
Isotope Evidence for Early Archean Crust in South
Greenland", with Feiko Kalsbeek). Contamination of the
Late Archean Nuk gniesses and equivalents by
unradiogenic Pb uniquely characteristic of Amitsoq gneiss
was detected as far south as Sermilik about 70 km south
of Nuuk and only as far north as the mouth of
Godthabsfjord. This study was extended to the southern
part of the Arehean craton and the adjoining Early
Proterozoic Ketilidian orogenic belt where the Pb isotopes
suggest several episodes of reworking of older uranium
depleted continental crust. The technique of using the
Pb isotopic character of younger felsic rocks, in this case
Late Archean and Early Proterozoic gneisses and granites,

to sense the age and isotopic character of older
components is a particularly powerful tool for
reconstructing the evolutionary growth and development
of continental crust.

In two papers, M. Kays described Archean sequences
in east Greenland ("Archean Metamorphic Sequence and
Surfaces, Kangerdlugssuaq Fjord , East Greenland" and
"Metamorphosed Ultramafic Rocks in East Greenland",
with M . J. Dorais). Isotopic dating control is sparse here,
but Kay and coworkers have erected a detailed relative
chronology involving seven major events based on detailed
mapping of metamorphic surfaces, structures and fabrics.
A supracrustal sequence including pentes, quartzites, and
iron-formation and an associated gneiss complex were

intruded by 3.O-Ga gneisses. Pod-like ultramafic bodies
occur in the supracrustal sequence as remnants of dikes

and sills. Kay noted that such ultramafic bodies are
common in pre-2.9-Ga supracrustals in Labrador,
southwest Greenland, southeast Greenland and in the
Lewisian of northwest Scotland. He speculated that these
may mark a single major event in the evolution of the

Middle Archean of North Atlantic craton.
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Session Three: Precambrian Crustal Evolution in
North and South America
Summarized by Fred Barker
Session Three, on North and South America, consisted
of eight talks and a poster session.
K.D. Card presented a summary of the Archean
Superior Province. Forming the bulk of the Canadian
Shield and being Earth's largest single exposure of
Archean rocks at 2,200 km in strike length of individual
subprovinces and 1,200 km in across-strike width,
Superior Province shows systematic patterns of several
types of subprovince or lithotectonic terranes. The
province is bounded on the north (Pikwitonei and Minto
subprovinces) and south (Minnesota River Valley and
Upper Peninsula-Michigan subprovince) by high-grade
gray gneiss complexes . These are older than the
intervening bulk of the province: Minnesota-Michigan
rocks in part are older than 3.5 Ga, whereas the
Pikwitonei-Minto subprovinces are not yet well dated;
most of Superior Province is 3.0-2.65 Ga old.
Most of Superior Province consists of alternating belts
of largely volcanic rocks and of largely sedimentary rocks,
each belt 30 to several hundred km in breadth. Both types
are metamorphosed, tectonized and intruded by abundant
plutonic rocks. The metavolcanic or "greenstone" belts
show initial komatiitic-tholeiitic volcanism (komatiite
tholeiite and basalt-andesite-dacite piles), then calc
alkaline type (basalt-andesite-dacite-rhyolite sequences)
and ending with alkaline rocks. The alkaline volcanism
tends to be associated with strike-slip faults. Volcanic
sequences or cycles ca. 10 km thick and 100 km maximum
horizontal dimension form the bulk of the metavolcanic
belts. Volcanogenic sediments, chert and ironstone were
deposited between and around the volcanic sequences.
The metasedimentary belts are largely graywacke and
pelite deposited as turbidites. Metamorphism of volcanic
belts ranges from lower greenschist to upper amphibolite
and locally to granulite facies, whereas tbat of sedimentary
belts ranges from low greenschist to granulite facies .
Deformation of metavolcanic belts typically into sinuous
isoclinal folds is simpler than that of metasedimentary
belts, where early recumbent folds and dome-basin
structures were strongly deformed to give subhorizontal
isoclinal folds and gentle lineations. Plutonic sequences
in metavolcanic belts typically consist of early, synvolcanic
tonalite; trondhjemite and granOdiorite, granodiorite of
intermediate age; and late granite and syenite-diorite
gabbro suites. Some tonalite gneisses occur as pre-volcanic
basement. Peraluminous, high-SiO, granites are the
predominant type in metasedimentary belts.

Superior Province also contains belts. such as Behrens
River and Bienville, that consist largely of orthogneiss
and intermediate to felsic plutonic rocks: these are termed
"plutonic" belts.
Major volcanism and plutonism occurred first in the
northern part of Superior Province at 3.0-2.8 and 2.75
2.7 Ga, and then in the southern part at ca. 2.79-2.75
Ga. Deformation and metamorphism happened at 2.73
2.70 Ga in the north and 2.70-2.68 Ga in the south.
In consideration of the chemical similarity of volcanic
rocks of the metavolcanic belts to those of Tertiary to
modern island arcs, of the alternation of volcanic and
sedimentary belts, of the north-to-south seq uential age
relations and of the deformation, Card suggested a plate
tectonic origin for Superior Province. The metavolcanic
belts formed as intraoceanic island arcs~ the metasedi
mentary belts as marginal basins; both arc and basin suites
were successively accreted so that the southern margin
of the Province moved southward; and the early plutonic
rocks formed in the arcs, whereas the younger ones
resulted from crustal melting in response to crustal
thickening and high heat flow from the mantle.

J.A. Percival next considered metamorphism and
plutonism in the Quetico Belt, Superior Province, which
be has studied in Ontario for 350 km of its total 1,200
km length. The Quetico Belt lies between the metavolcanic
Wawa-Shebandowan (to the south) and Wabigoon (to
the north) Belts. It consists of marginal metasedimentary
rocks and central pelitic, gneissic and plutonic rocks.
Metamorphism is Barrovian, at depths less than 10 km,
and grade increases from margins to core of the belt:
the outermost pelites are at chlorite-muscovite grade;
inward a garnet-andalusite zone formed throughout the
inner margin; and the central zone ranges from garnet
andalusite in the west and garnet-sillimanite-museovite
(at Lac La Croix) to garnet-sillimanite-cordierite and rare
kyanite 6-150 km to the east. This increase is correlated
with granitic intrusives. Migmatites in the core have
intrusive leucosomes in the west and locally derived ones
in the east. Isograd surfaces are steep where the belt is
narrow and dip gently where it is wide.
The Quetico Park (Ontario) intrusive complex of the
central region of the Quetieo Belt shows a zonation across
its 20-50 km width from (I) older, marginal, medium
grained biotite ± magnetite leucogranites of minimum
melt composition and associated tonalite and quartz
diorite; to (2) younger, central, coarse to pegmatitic,
strongly peraluminous granites (Sturgeon Lake batholith)
variously containing garnet, muscovite, sillimanite,
cordierite, biotite, apatite , tourmaline and fluorite.
Xenoliths of the biotite leucogranites are igneous or
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metaigneous. those of the peraluminous granites are

metasedimentary. The outer, or marginal, biotite
leucogranites were derived from graywacke and / or
igneous protoliths, whereas the central peraluminous
granites came from pelitic protolith.
Sediment of the Quetico basin had its source in the
bordering metavolcanic belts and was deposited ca. 2.75
2.70 Ga ago. Boundaries of the belt dip inward, so it
essentially is a graben of inter-arc or back-arc type.
Generation of the central region of the Quetico Belt of
high metamorphic rank and abundant plutonic rocks
probably was due to emplacement of mafic, mantle
derived magma in the uppermost mantle or lower crust.
Percival also suggested th.a t the southern Superior
Province shows a tectonic style transitional from that of
the Archean to that of the Proterozoic (ca. like that of
modern plate tectonics).

L.D. Ashwal, 1.L. Wooden and R.F. Emslie presented
Sr, Nd and Pb isotopic results on Proterozoic intrusives
in Labrador and used them to infer both the nature and
extent of Archean basement along the boundary between
the Nain and Grenville Provinces. They studied the Harp
Lake and Mealy Mountains anorthosite complexes and
crosscutting mafic dikes-the latter showing similar
mineralogy, strike, and major-minor-elemental abundan

ces in both areas-to give the following:

Country
Rocks:

Harp Lake
Complex

Mealy Mountains
Complex

Nain Province, 3.6
Ga to ca. 2.7 Ga
reworked at 1.7-1.8
Ga.

Grenville Province,
Proterozoic

Intrusive Age 1.6-1.65 Ga

1.6-1.65 Ga

("Sr/"Sr)o

0.7039-0.7066

0.7026-0.7032

ENd

-2.4 to -6.0

+1.2 to +3.0

Pb isotopes

Wide scatter, mixing Linear array from
between depleted
model mantle to
Prot. man tie and
older unradiogenic
component

aver. crust

Harp dikes

Mealy dikes

Age
("Sr/ "Sr)o

1380 ± 54 Ma
0.7032-0.7033

ca. 1.4 Ga
0.7025-0.7028

ENd

-0.3 to -2.3 (plot on

+3.8 to + 5.6

ca. 3.3 Ga line)
Pb isotopes

Low 207Pb/'O<pb

Like those of
Mealy Mountains
anorthosite

complex

These authors pointed out that the Mealy Mountains
anorthosite complex and its dikes, emplaced in rocks of
the Grenville Province, are not contaminated by older
crustal rocks, whereas the Harp Lake complex and dikes
show contamination by high "Sr/ "Sr, low ~Nd and U
depleted material-yet the Harp Lake rocks show little
enrichment in SiO K,O or Na,O. Among possible
contaminants of 3.6"Ga (Uivak Gneisses) to 1.7- 1.8 Ga
(Churchill gneisses of reworked late Archean rocks),
Ashwal and coworkers favor less than 10% of low-Rb
Uivak gneisses to produce the isotopic values of the Harp
dikes. Thus Sr-Nd-Pb isotopes in Proterozoic mantle
derived intrusives may be used to show that in Labrador
the Grenville Province is free of Archean crustal rocks
and that the 3.6 Ga-age gneisses exposed at the Atlantic
coast may extend inland as far west as the Labrador
Trough.
G.P. Beakhouse and R.H. McNutt contrasted plutonism
in two adjacent subprovinces of the western Superior
Province-the Winnipeg River batholithic terrane and the
Wabigoon greenstone-tonalite terrane. The Winnipeg
River terrane consists of complex gneisses as old as 3.17
Ga, tonalite-trondhjemite plutons of both pre-tectonic
(2.83 Ga or older) and syntectonic types, and potassic
plutons of syn- to post-tectonic types (2.7-2.66 Ga).
Volcanic supracrustal rocks are widespread but form less
than 10% of the subprovince. Metamorphic grade is upper
amphibolite to granulite facies, and the gneiss complexes
and supracrustal rocks show in situ partial melting. The
authors conclude that the tonalitic intrusives formed by
partial melting of basaltic protolith, and that tonali tic
rocks, in turn, were partially melted out of lower crust
ca. 20 km thick to give the potassic plutons.
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Beakhouse and NcNutt's studies ofthe Alneau batholith
of the Wabigoon terrane-a representative batholith
indicate that it is tonalitic to granodioritic, ranging from
early, relatively darker migmatite to later, massive, light
colored variants. They suggested a plate-tectonic origin
in which a Wabigoon island arc was accreted to pre

existing "Superioria" (as coined by the summarizer), here
the Winnipeg batholith terrane. As "Wabigoonia" docked
its volcanism ceased and at 2,710-2,705 m.y. domes
(probably related to magmatism) and nappes developed.

fractions by ion microprobe by Australian workers gave

a nearly concordant age of 3,650 m.y. The 1,250-m.y.
lower intersect is without geological significance: it is

interpreted to be a result of multiple lead loss at 2.7,
1.8, and 0.5 Ga. Late Archean amphibolites in the dome
are dated at 2.64 Ga by U-Pb in zircon. Archean rocks
10-25 km northwest of the Watersmeet dome, however,
give a 2.75 Ga age on zircons. Quartz monzonite here

is dated at 2.65 Ga. These late Archean metavolcanic
and plutonic rocks presumably lie at the southern margin
of the Wawa greenstone-granite terrane.

In a paper pertinent to studies of granulite meta
morphism in the Archean, 1. W. Valley presented his results
on late Proterozoic metamorphism of this grade in the
Adirondacks. There more than 20,000 km' of rock are
at granulite facies. Low H,O fugacities (ca. 0.1) are implied
by orthopyroxene-bearing assemblages and by stability
(rclative to liquid) of k'spar-plag-quartz assemblages.
After mentioning the popular concept of infiltration of
CO, into Precambrian rocks and attendent generation
of granulite facies assemblages, Valley summarized several
features of Adirondack rocks pertinent to CO, and H,O
during their metamorphism: wollastonite oecurs in the
northeast, whereas marble occurs in the western lowlandS;
contact metamorphism by anorthosite preceeding
granulite metamorphism is indicated by oxygen isotopes.
fo, lies below that of the QFM buffer; total PH,o + P co,
determined from monticeUite-bearing assemblages are
much less than P,oa, (7 to 7.6 kb). These and other features
indicate close spatial association of high- and low-P eo,
assemblages and that a vapor phase was not present during
metamorphism . Thus Adirondack rocks were not

infiltrated by CO, vapor. Their metamorphism, at 625
775°C, occurred either when the protoliths were relativcly
dry or after dessication occurred by removal of a partial
melt phase.
Z.E. Peterman, R .E. Zartman and P.K. Sims presented
their geochronological results on tonalite gneiss of
northern Michigan that is 3.56 Ga or slightly older.
Tonalitic augen gneiss and structurally overlying biotite
gneiss and schist are exposed in a dome near Watersmeet.

They are part of an extensive gneiss I.errane of southern
Minnesota, Wisconsin and Michigan that includes rocks
of early to late Archean ages and lies south of the Wawa
volcanic subprovince. Two samples of the augen gneiss
and one of the biotite gneiss show zircon grains of similar
shape, zoning, color and development of crystal faces.
These zircons give Pb/U isotopic ratios that plot on a
chord of 3,560 ± 40 m.y. upper intersect and of 1,250
± 90 m.y. lower intersect. The 3,560 m.y. number is
believed by Peterman and coworkers to be a minimum
age because analysis of one of the least discordant zircon

C.D. Frost, B.R. Frost, M.E. Koesterer, T.P. Hulse
bosch and D. Bridgwater gave their preliminary results
on Archean rocks of the Wind River Mountains,

Wyoming. Though the southern half of this range is
formed of late Archean granitic rocks, the northern half
contains much older orthogneiss and migmatite. Work
in progress in the Medina Mountain area on migmatitic
metasedimentary gneisses, mafic gneisses and minor iron
formation, ultramafic rocks and calc-silicate rocks shows:
a large synformaJ structure; felsic garnet gneiss as a partial

melt of metasedimentary protolith; successive injection
by granite, basalt and tonalite, and lastly, granodiorite
and granite; and at least two major metamorphic events

at or close to granulite facies (at 5-6.5 kb and as hot
as 800°C). Medina Mountain supracrustals give a 3.4 Ga
model Nd age. The nearby Bridger batholith gives an
Rb-Sr age of 2.75 Ga and a crustal residence age by Nd
isotopes of ca. 2.9 Ga. Frost and her coworkers stress
that the northern part of the Wind River Mountains
contains an extensive pre-2.7 Ga history and that this
terrane is one not having extensive tonalitic-trondhjemitic
gneisses.
A.K . Gibbs and K.R. Wirth summarized the nature
and temporal development of the Amazonian Craton. This
craton, roughly 1,000 by 3,000 km, is divided into four
terranes: (I) the Imataca Province, a complex of gneisses
and sedimentary rocks as old as 3.4 Ga and metamor
phosed at 2.7 Ga; (2) the Northern Granite-Greenstone
Terrane, developed at 2.25-2.1 Ga; (3) the Central Guiana
Granulite Belt, a poorly known terrane of paragneiss,
orthogneiss, quartzite, marble and other rocks; and (4)
the Para province of Brazil, consisting of gneiss complexes,
greenstone belts, iron formation of 2.8- 2.7 Ga, and
overlying clastic rocks. AU four terranes are overlain by
1.9-1 .65 Ga age sediments and volcarucs and were intruded
by the Paraguazan granitic rocks at 155-1.45 Ga. Gibbs
and Wirth emphasized that greenstone belts otherwise
identical to those of Archean age of other cratons give
both U-Pb zircon and Sm-Nd ages of 2.3-2.1 Ga.
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F. Barker presented a poster display of a welJ-exposed,
3-km-thick layer of Cretaceous amphibolite north of
Yakutat, Alaska that was partially melted to high-Al,O,
trondhjemite pegmatite. This occurrence is significant,
especially in regard to Archean petrogenensis, in that the

melting of about 10% of hornblende-plagiocJase-epidote
quartz-sphene amphibolite occurred (apparently at high
2H,o) without development of either pyroxene or garnet.
Furthermore, the heavy REE's are strongly depleted, Eu
shows a positive anomaly (resulting from equilibration
of liquid with hornblende), and La is the rare earth element
more abundant in the trondhjemite than in the residuum.

Thus these rocks at Yakutat give excelJent evidence that
garnet-free and pyroxene-free amphibolite, indeed, may
partially melt to produce trondhjemitic liquid.

DISCUSSION OF FIELD EXCURSION TO
AMERAUK FJORD
Kangimut sangmissoq Gneiss - Amltsoq or NQk
Equivalents?

by
Carol D. Frost and Alan M. Goodwin
At a locality on the south shore of Ameralik fjord ,
40 km southeast of Nuuk!Godthilb in West GreenJand,
rocks that have clearly been retrogressed from late
Archean (2800 Ma) granulite facies have the field
characteristics of early Archean (3400 Ma) Am1tsoq gneiss
with Ameralik dikes (3400-3100 Ma), yet have Rb-Sr,
Pb-Pb and Sm-Nd characteristics that indicate derivation
from a mantle source in the late Arehean (3100-2900 Ma).
Are the field or the isotopic characteristics being misjudged
in this case, and how can the problem be resolved? This
is perhaps the most fundamental problem to emerge from
the field workshop.
The West Greenland Archean gneiss complex centered
around GodtMbsfjord and extending from Isukasia in
the north to south of Fa:ringehavn has been particularly
significant to our understanding of early crustal genesis.
The combination of excellent exposure over an extensive

area, relatively detailed geological mapping of much of
the region, and a considerable volume of high quality
isotopic and other geochemical data give special insight
into processes that operated at moderately deep crustal
levels in the Archean . Of emerging interest is the effect
of granulite facies metamorphism on these Archean rocks,

especialJy the extent to which chcmical, and therefore
isotopic systems were disturbed . Similar metamorphic
processes may have disrupted geochemical evidence for
ancient crust in other high grade terrains. If so, then an
understanding of the chemical effects of granulite

metamorphism at the Kangimut sangmissoq locality on
Ameralik fjord has importance not only for studies of
crustal evolution in West Greenland , but also for the
problem of ancient crust preservation worldwide.
The components which may comprise the gneisses at
Kangimut sangmissoq are: Amltsoq gneiss, Ameralik
dikes and! or Niik gneiss. These components were
recognized and defined in the GodtMbsfjord area by V.R.
McGregor and associates of the Greenland Geological
Survey over the last twenty years. It was established that
an older complex of rocks in the Godthiibsfjord region,
subsequently called Amitsoq gneiss, was distinguished
from younger seemingly identical rocks, called Niik gneiss,
on the basis of a single field criterion, namely the presence
in Amitsoq gneiss of abundant tabular bodies of
amphibolite derived from mafic dikes to which the name
Ameralik dikes was given. Significantly, amphibolites
derived from basic dikes are rare to absent in lithologic
units of other ages in the region. Subsequent isotopic
studies showed that the gneiss units with abundant
Ameralik dikes were all formed in the 3800-3400 Ma
age interval.
Most Am1tsoq gneiss is highly deformed , and original
discordant contacts between different phases have been
erascd and individual bodies thinned . Very little of the
Arru'"tsoq gneiss retains its primary character. Granulite
facies mineral assemblages resulting from metamorphism
at ca. 3.6 Ga are preserved in a number of localities off
the coast near Buksefjorden. This 3.6 Ga granulite grade
metamorphism may have affected the Kangimut sang
missoq area; however, later granulite metamorphism has
obliterated any field evidence of this early event.
Ameralik dikes, the abundant tabular bodies of massive,
homogeneous amphibolites derived from mafic dikes
emplaced in Amitsoq gneiss, occur every few meters or
tens of meters across strike in most outcrops of early
Archean rocks. Most Ameralik dikes, which were intruded
during the interval 3.4 to 3.1 Ga, are less than 2 m thick.
The contacts have been rotated by intense deformation
into concordance with the layering of the enclosing rocks .
A small proportion of Ameralik dikes contain white
plagioclase clots that, in some of the least modified dikes,
are thought to be derived from euhedral megacrysts of
calcic plagiocla.e. These white clots are used as a field
indicator of Ameralik dikes. Amphibolite bodies bearing
plagioclase clots are found at Kangimut sangmissoq.
The term Nilk gneiss is applied to all quartzofeldspathic
gneiss that does not contain Ameralik dikes and that
intrudes and migmatizes Amttsoq gneiss and associated
rocks . The type Nilk gneisses give U-Pb zircon dates of
3.1 to 2.9 Ga for various phases. After Niik gneiss
emplacement the region was affected by a complex and
as yet imperfectly understood sequence of deformation,
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metamorphism and intrusion. Granullte facies metamor
phism occurred at ca. 3.0 Ga under conditions calculated
at 8000 - 8500C and 7-9 kb, and again at ca. 2.8 Ga when
rocks affected by this late Archean metamorphism were
strongly depleted in U, Th, Rb and K. Evidence for the
2.8 Ga granulite grade metamorphism is present within
inner Ameralik and Freringehavn fjord, including at the
Kangimut sangmissoq locality.
The above provides the background for the problem
gneisses at Kangimut sangmissoq. The field evidence in
favor of dominantly early Archean Amitsoq gneisses at
this locality is based upon the observation that the
Kangimut sangmissoq gneisses enclose abundant tabular
bodies of amphibolite that have the field characteristics
of Ameralik dikes. A number of these amphibolites
contain trains or clots of calcic plagioclase. Relict cores
in a thick body of well-layered rock with abundant large
plagioclase clots preserve granulite facies mineral
assemblages. These abundant amphibolite bodies are
identical to Ameralik dikes in the type Amitsoq gneisses
only 10 km to the west. The obvious differences between
the type Amttsoq gneisses and the gneisses at Kangimut
sangmissoq are: (I) that the latter were subjected to late
Archean granulite facies metamorphism and subsequently
retrogressed to amphibolite facies, whereas the type
Amitsoq gneisses were not metamorphosed above
amphibolite facies in the same period, and (2) the
Kangimut sangmissoq gneisses are enclosed in and
probably to some extent penetrated by NOk gneisses.
The isotopic data from Kangimut sangmissoq is
extensive, and has yielded the following: a six whole rock
sample Rb-Sr isochron yielding a date of 2700 ± 185
· h an ...
M a wll
1n.llal " Sri ..Sr ratio of 0.70195; a six whole
rock sample Sm-Nd isochron giving a date of 2825 ±
125 Ma and an initial '''Nd / '''Nd ratio of 0.50918; 18
whole rock Pb-Pb samples indicating derivation mainly
from a Juvemle source at ca. 2.8 Ga with some samples
showing evidence for contamination with Amltsoq-type
Pb; and zircons from one gneiss sample falling on the
Akilia association zircon U-Pb discordia. These isotopic
characteristics are similar to those for Nllk gneisses. hence
the conflict with f.eld evidence.
We consider that the root of the Kangimut sangrnissoq
problem ties in overextending the available field and
isotopic data. On the one hand, the field data are limited
in terms of the ability to confidently identify Ameralik
dikes and hence Amitsoq gneiss to the exclusion of all
younger dikes and gneiss, especially so in this complexly
deformed region where stratigraphic continuity between
adjoining outcrops must remain uncertain no matter how
close their proximity. On thc other hand, our limited
understanding of element mobility during granulite facies
metamorphism, especially repeated metamorphisms, does

not permit an irrefutable interpretation of the isotopic

systematics of these rocks. One approach to the problem
is to repeat the isotopic analyses on presumed Amitsoq
gneisses elsewhere that have not been subjected to late
Archean granulite metamorphism. If a significant NOk
component is indicated in this second locality, then onc
would conclude that the Kangimut sangmissoq isotope
systematics need not be explained in terms of element
red istribution during metamorphism.
A more satisfactory approach lies in the extensive study
of high grade metamorphic processes and chemical
mobility associated with thoSe processes. Despite well
documented chemical depletion associated with granulite
metamorphism, some granulite areas show variable. little,
or no depletion of LlL and REE. This is probably a
reflection of the fact that granulite metamorphism may
be the result of more than one petrologic process.
Prominent among proposed mechanisms are the influx
of CO, which may be capable of transporting LlL elements
and REEs, or crustal melting in which the melt extracts
the elements necessary to account for the observed
depletion. Studies are needed in many different granulite
terrains before element mobility expected during a certain
metamorphic process can be well quantified.
A pressing need in West Greenland is for detailed
metamorphic petrology especially in areas such as
Kangimut sangmissoq. Studies should include documen
tation of mineral assemblages, textures, and reactions that
buffer the fluids present, in order to estimate reliably
temperatures and pressures and the metamorphic

conditions in each locality. Knowing mOre about the
metamorphic processes having taken place, for example,
at Kangimut sangmissoq, it may be possible to calculate
the degree of element depletion expected via that process
and to compare those figures to the chemical mobility
required to generate NUk-like isotope systematics from
an Amttsoq gneiss. At present, we do not have the
knowledge of metamorphic processes and partition
coefficients of various elements into various metamorphic
fluids to perform such a calculation. But if the controversy
generated at Kangimut sangmissoq serves to spur
ambitious research programs along these lines, then Our
present frustration with a currently unresolvable problem
will have served a very valuable purpose.
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SPECULATIONS ON NATURE AND EXTENT OF ARCHEAN BASEMENT IN LABRADOR
~S INDICATED B~ SR, NO, AND PB I~OTOPIC SYSTEMATICS OF PROTEROZOIC INTRUSIVES.
IL.D. Ashwal, J.L. Wooden, and R.F. Emslie
2Lunar and Planetary Institute, . 3303 NASA Road One, Ho~ston, .TX 77058,
U.S. Geological Surve~, Isotope Geology Branch, 345 MIddlefIeld Road,
Menlo Park, CA 94025, Geological Survey of Canada, 601 Booth St.,
Ottawa, Ont., Canada KIA OE8
Introduction. Sm-Nd and Rb-Sr isotopic compositions of mid-to late
Proterozoic ( ~ 1.6-1.1 Ga) massif-type anorthosites and mafic intrusives in the
eastern Canadian shield are correlated with geographic location (1 ,2 ).
S~mpl§~es in the Grenville province have positive ENd values and initial
Sri Sr (I ) generally less than 0. 703, suggesting
derivation f~bm depleted mantle . In Labrador, similar complexes close to or
northwest of a line roughly corresponding to the Grenville Front have negative
~
values and I
> 0.703. This contrast has been interpreted
asN~eflecting eit~~r enriched mantle under the Nain Province (I), or
contamination of the Nain intrusives with older crustal components (2) . Pb
isotopic compositions, however , favor the latter (3) . We speculate here on the
possibility of using these Proterozoic intrusives as tracers to characterize the
nature and extent of older basement types in Labrador.
Harp Lake and Mealy Mountains Com plexe s. Our data base includes Sr, Nd,
and Pb isotopic compositions of 1.6-1.65 Ga anorthosites and related rocks from
the Harp Lake (Nain Province) and Mealy Mountains (Grenville Province)
complexes, and also of later ( ~ 1.4 Ga) mafic dikes which 2crosscut them (Fig. I)
(3-6). The anorthosite complexes are large (7000-8000 km ) composite
massifs dominated by leucotroctolites and leuconorites, with minor ferrodiorites
and gabbros (4) . Both complexes are crosscut by an ENE-trending swarm of
olivine diabase dikes with similar mineralogy and major and minor element
chemistry (5,6). Mealy dikes yield a whole-rock Rb-Sr age of 1380.+ 54 Ma
(Fig. 2) (6). Harp and Mealy dikes have been suggested as correlatlve with
other gabbroic rocks of similar age in Ladrador, including the Shabogamo,
Michael , and Flowers River gabbros, the Seal Lake volcanics, and the Kiglapait
layered intrusion (5,6) .
Mealy anorthosites have I = 0.7026 - 0. 7032 and E = +1.2
to +3.0 (computed for 1.65 Ga)~r Mealy dikes have Is = 0~~025 - 0.7028
and E rl = +3.8 to +5.6 (computed for 1.4 Ga). Botnrare consistent with
deriva~Ton from mantle sources depleted with respect to Rb/Sr and Nd/Sm. Pb
isotope data for Mealy anorthosites and dikes form a linear array between the
evolution curves for model mantle (7) and average crust (8). This array is
essentially equivalent to that for Proterozoic carbonatites, which Tilton (9)
interpreted as reflecting depleted mantle.
Harp Lake samples show a much larger variation in isotopic composition
(Figs. 2, 3) . The major rock units of the Harp Lake anorthosite complex have
IS~ between 0. 7039 and 0.7066 , and E ~d between -2.4 and -6 .0 (at
1.05 Ga) . Harp dikes have IS = 0.70n - 0.7033 and ENrl = -0.3
1~7-2'T44at 1.4 Ga). The Nd lsotopic data for Harp dike~ show a narrow range of
Sm/
Nd (0.146 - 0.1 53), but plot along a ~ 3.3 Ga reference
line, probably reflecting mixing with an Archean component (Fig. 3). Harp Lake
anorthosites and related rocks show a wide scatter in Pb isotope compositions,
and can be interpreted as reflecting mixing between a depleted Proterozoic
mantle component and an older component with extremely unradiogenic Pb.
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Harp dikes and plagioclase separates therefrom have very low
Pb/
Pb for Proterozoic mantle-derived materials, and must be
interpreted as reflecting contamination with U-depleted crustal material .

Possible Contaminants. Although we cannot constrain the precise nature of
the contaminant, its composition must be such that it has essentially no effect
on the major or minor element chemistry of Harp Lake samples, assuming that
Mealy Mountains samples can be considered uncontaminated starting materials.
Harp dikes show no noticeable enrichments in "crustal" components such as
SiO , K 0, Na 0, etc. The most appropriate contaminant
would h~ve sufficiently low Rb/Sr, Sm/Nd, and U/~~ su§g that its isotopic
r~~Posi4aons evol~67to 26!atively low values of
Sri Sr,
Nd/
Nd, and
Pb/ Pb by about 1.4 Ga.
The Harp Lake complex, and other Proterozoic intrusives in the Nain
Province of Labrador were emplaced near the boundary between Aphebian (1.7 - 1.B
Ga) gneisses of the Churchill Province, and a belt of Archean gneisses with ages
as old as 3.6 Ga, exposed along the eastern coast of Labrador (Fig. 1) (4,10).
The Aphebian gneisses are considered to be reworked equivalents of late Archean
( ~ 2.7 Ga) materials similar to those in the Superior Province (11), and the
older Archean gneisses of coastal Labrador have been correlated with the ancient
gneiss terrane of West Greenland (e.g. 10).
Initial Sr and Nd isotopic compositions (at 1.4 Ga) of these gneisses are
compared with those of Harp and Mealy dikes in Fig. 4. Data for the Churchill
and Superior Provinces are McCulloch and Wasserburg's (11) composites for large
areas of these terranes. The wide range in isotopic composition among Uivak
gneisses is a likely consequence of early granulite facies metamorphism which
produced low Rb/Sr and I
in some areas (12,13). Among these
possibilities, the most ~~itable contaminant for the Harp dikes would be
Rb-depleted Uivak gneiss (component B, Fig . 4). Less than 10% of such a
component added to Mealy dikes would produce the isotopic composition of the
Harp dikes, assuming simple two-component mixing (Fig. 4). Although the
Superior and Churchill Province composites would not appear to be appropriate
contaminants, we cannot rule out as a possibility a Rb-depleted equivalent of
such material, produced for example, by granulite facies metamorphism (component
C, Fig . 4). This hypothetical component would be a less satisfactory
contaminant in that it would require a larger degree of contamination (15 
25%). Pb isotope systematics also favor an ancient gneiss-type contaminant
(Uivak or Amitsoq gneiss) over late-Archean gneisses (Fig . 5).
Discussion. Although it remains speculative, it could be inferred from our
data that the ancient gneiss complex exposed along coastal Labrador extends in
the subsurface, beneath the Harp Lake anorthosite complex , and possibly as far
west as the Labrador Trough, where the 1.45 Ga Shabogamo gabbros also have
negative £
values of about -5 (14). Pb isotopic compositions of
these, and ~~her mafic intrusives in Labrador are clearly needed to evaluate
this . It is possible, therefore, that the Archean North Atlantic craton is much
more extensive than indicated by present surface exposures .
In any case, Proterozoic intrusives in the Grenville Province show no
evidence of contamination with Archean crustal components . The Labrador segment
of the Grenville Front, therefore, appears to mark the southern edge of the
Archean craton in eastern North America. It is possible that this feature
coincides with a suture, but if this is the case, it must be older than 1.6 Ga .
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PARTIAL MELTING OF AMPHIBOLITE TO TRONDHJEMITE NEAR YKUTAT, ALASKA
Fred Barker, U. S. Geological Survey, Anchorage, AK 99508
At Nunatak Fiord, 55km NE of Yakutat, Alaska, a uniform layer of Cret
aceous metabasalt ca. 3 km thick was metamorphosed to amphibolite facies and

locally partially melted to trondhjemite pegmatite. A region of melting ca.
1 km broad (normal to foliation and layering) fades into unmelted amphibolite
(a feature resulting from ingress of aqueous fluid from below?). Segregations
of plagioclase-quartz±biotite rock, all presumed to be melt, range in size

from stringers several mm thick to blunt pods as much as 6m thick. The ratio
of melt/residuum is 5-10%. The assemblage aluminous hornblende-plagioclase
(An34-49 in grain-to-grain variation)-epidote-sphene-quartz gave a water
saturated melt that crystallized to plagioclase(An23_28)-quartz-biotite
trondhjemite pegmatite. Only one generation of melt is present. The pegma
tite segregations tend to be parallel to foliation of the amphibolite, but
crosscutting relations are commOTI. Deuteric or late-magmatic quartz seams

1-5mm thick are marginal to many trondhjemite pods.
The amphibolite's protolith was light-REE-depleted oceanic tholeiite of
48.3% Si0 2 , 15.3% A1 2 0 3 , 10.7% FeO*, 8.4% MgO, 12.6% CaO, 2.27% Na20, 0.08%
K2 0, 0.72% Ti0 2 , <0.05% P205, 0.19% MnO, 53ppm Sc, 320ppm Cr, 110ppm Ni,
2ppm Rb, 7lppm Sr , 22ppm Y, 41ppm Zr, L:5ppm Nb, 18ppm Ba, and La 3X, Sm 8X,
and Lu 12X chondrites. There is no Eu anomaly. Loss/gain of mobile elements
by postmagmatic processes cannot be assessed, but probably is minor. The
trondhjemite pegmatite shows 75 . 3% Si02' 15.7% A1 2 0 , 0.41% FeO*, 0.29% MgO,
3.51% CaO, 5.01% Na20, 0.32% K2 0, 0.04% Ti0 2 , <0.05%J P205,<0.02% MnO,..(5ppm
each Sc, Cr, Ni and Nb, 54ppm Rb, 232ppm Sr, 2ppm Y, 506ppm Ba, and La 6X,
Sm 0.4X, Gd-Tm 0.3X and Lu 0.7X chondrites. Eu at 2X chondrites shows a
strong (+) anomaly. (REE analyses by group separation and activation~) REE
partitioning in residuum/melt is even more pronounced than that discussed

by Arth and Barker (1976), especially in view of the involvement of sphene
and epidote.
Melting of garnet-free amphibolite to give heavy-REE-depleted (relative
to residuum) trondhjernitic melt seems to be a viable process.

Arth, J. G., and Barker, Fred,1976, Geology,

~,

534-536.
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GEOCHEMISTRY OF GRANITOID ROCKS FROM THE WESTERN SUPERIOR PROVINCE 
EVIDENCE FOR 2- AND 3-STAGE CRUSTAL EVOLUTION MODELS; G.P. Beakhouse,
Precambrian Geology Section, Ontario Geological Survey, 77 Grenville St.,
Toronto, Ontario, MSS 1B3, Canada and R.H. McNutt, Department of Geology,
McMaster University, Hamilton, Ontario, L8S ~M1, Canada.
The Superior Province is divisible into subprovinces that can be
classified as greenstone-tonalite, paragneiss or batholithic terranes and are
distinguished by differences in lithologic proportions,. metamorphic grade and
structural style [1J. This paper discusses the origin and significance of
contrasting geochemical characteristics of plutonic rocks from the Winnlpeg
River subprovince (a batholithic terrane) and the Wabigoon subprovince (a
greenstone-tonalite terrane).
In the western Wabigoon subprovince well preserved, low- to medium
metamorphic grade supracrustal sequences, in which metavolcanic rocks
predominate over metasedimentary rocks, are deformed into arcuate belts which
wrap around elliptical granitoid batholiths [2J. This volcanism and
plutonism took place over a restricted time interval between 2700 and 27S0 Ma
[3, ~,SJ. The batholiths are composite, consisting of; 1) foliated to
gneissic, tonalitic to granodioritic diapirs and 2) later, massive to
foliated dioritic to granitic plutons [6J.
The Aulneau batholith was selected as an example of a greenstone-tonalite
terrane batholith. Ziehlke [7J recognizes 19 phases which can be broadly
grouped in order of decreasing relative age as early migmatitic phases,
hornblenditic and/or biotitic foliated phases and late massive phases.
Tonalitic to granodioritic compositions predominate and there is a general
trend of decreasing colour index and increasing microcline abundance with
decreasing relative age [7J. The Aulneau batholith displays limited chemical
heterogeneity reflecting relatively uniform mineralogy. Noteworthy
geochemical characteristics include (averages in brackets); high Na20 (S.~%),
Sr (690 ppm) and low K20 (1.6%), Rb (S~ ppm), Ce (26 ppm), La (1~ ppm) and Y
(2 to 3 ppm). These characteristics are typical of Early Precambrian
tonalites [8J and have been widely interpreted to reflect an origin involving
partial melting of tholeiitic basalt at mantle or lower crustal depths [8, 9,
10, 11, 12J.
The Winnipeg River batholithic terrane is underlain principally by
variously deformed and recrystallized plutonic rocks including: 1)
pre-tectonic, heterogeneous gneissic complexes, 2) pre- to syn-tectonic sodic
plutons and 3) syn- to post-tectonic potassic plutons [13J. The gneissic
complex and some of the sodic plutons range in age from 2830 Ma to 3168 Ma
[1~, lS, 16J and are significantly older than Wabigoon subprovince volcanism
and plutonism. The potassic plutons range in age from 2660 to 2700 Ma [lSJ.
Inclusions of supracrustal rocks are predominantly of volcanic origin and
underlie less than 10 percent of the terrane but are widely distributed.
Metamorphic grade is upper amphibolite to granulite facies and evidence of in
situ partial melting is common in the supracrustal inclusions and gneissic
complex.
The youngest regional tectonic deformation, involving the development of
nappe-like structures and subsequent doming of tectonically thickened crust,
occurred between 2710 and 2702 Ma [16J.
Two distinct geochemical affinities are recognized within the plutonic
rocks of the Winnipeg River subprovince. The heterogeneous gneissic complex
and sodic plutons are predominantly of tonalitic composition; they are
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characterized by low LIL element abundances, depleted HREE and low initial Sr
isotopic composition and are interpreted to be the product of 10 percent
melting of a mafic garnet granulite of tholeiitic basalt composition [17,
18J. Potassic plutons range in composition from granodiorite to granite and
are more geochemically evolved than the tonalitic rocks. For example,
compared to the Aulneau batholith, the Lount Lake potassic batholith has
higher K20 (3.8%), Rb (116 ppm), Ce (53 ppm), La (53 ppm) and Y (11 ppm) and
lower Na20 (4.3%) and Sr (415 ppm). Other potassic plutons in the Winnipeg
Ri ver belt (e. g. the Lac du Bonnet pluton [19]) are even more geochemically
evolved. The initial Sr isotopic composition of granodioritic phases from
the Lount Lake hatholith range from .7022 to .7044 [15]. The following
suggest potassic plutons are derived from the partIal melting of the earlier
tonali tes:
1) LIL element mass balance requirements are consistent with derivation
of the potassic plutons by partial «50%) melting of tonalite. A
tholeiitic basalt source would require unrealistically low degrees of
partial melting (1-2%).
2) Y abundance in potassic plutons is highly variable but in general
they are comparable to or greater than abundances in potential source
rocks suggesting that it is unlikely that significant garnet or
amphibole was retained in the source material. Felsic rocks are more
likely to satisfy this requirement than mafic rocks.
3) The initial Sr isotope ratios of the potassic plutons are similar to
those expected in the older tonalites at the time of potassic
plutonism [15J and are more radiogenic than would be expected for 3.0
to 3.2 Ca tholeiitic basalt [20J.
4) Pods of in situ melt rocks observed in the older tonalites have
geochemical characteristics that resemble those of the potassic
plutons.
The geochemical diversity of the Winnipeg River terrane can be
interpreted in terms of a 3-stage magma evolution model, the first two stages
of which are identicai to that proposed for greenstone-tonalite terranes.
Stage I Partial melting of the mantle to produce thoieiitIc basalt
Stage II - Partial melting of tholeiitic basalt to produce magmas of
tonalitic affinity.
Stage III - Partial melting of the bi-modai assemblage formed in stages
I and II to produce the potassic plutons.
Possible implications of this model include: 1) The paucity of potassic
plutons suggests that a Winnipeg River type basement complex is thin or
absent beneath the Wabigoon subprovince. 2) The lower crust beneath the
Winnipeg River and Wabigoon terranes ma y be different with the former being
depleted as well as dehyd~ated. 3) Sialic microcontinents, parts of which
are as old as 3.0-3.2 Ga, were present in the Superior province prior to
widespread volcanism and plutonism which took place between 2700 and 2800 Ma.
Synchronous (2710-2700 Mal cessation of volcanism in the Wabigoon
subprovince and tectonic thickening and initiation of extensive crustal
anatexis in the Winnipeg River subprovince suggests that the iate history of
these terranes is related. This is interpreted within a plate tectonic model
to reflect the docking of a volcanic arc (Wabigoon suhprovince) against a
craton lying to the north of it. This lead to the cessation of subduction
and volcanism in the Wabigoon subprovir>ce and tectonic thickening in the
Winnipeg River subprovince with the latter resulting in extensive crustai
anatexis that generated the potassic plutons. Local unconformable
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relationships along the Wabigoon-Winnip eg River interface are a consequence
of late sequ ences within the Wabigoon lapping on to the Winnipeg River
terrane prior to and during collision.
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GEOLOGY AND TECTONICS OF THE ARCHEAN SUPERIOR
PROVINCE, CANADIAN SHIELD;
.
K.D. Card, Geological Survey of Canada, 588 Booth St., Ottawa, OntariO, K I A OEI<
Although it is the world's largest relatively undisturbed region of Archean
crust, Superior Province is only a remnant of a formerly more extensIve craton. It
is transected and surrounded by Early Proterozoic orogens which display
lithological and tectonic zonation consistent with the operation of plate tectonic
processes (Hoffman et al., 1982).
Superior Province has high-grade gneiss regions in the north (Pikwitonei,
Minto) and south (Minnesota River Valley) characterized by granulite facies gneiss
and abundant plutonic rocks. One of these (M RV) has rocks older than 3.5 Gaj
absolute ages of Pikwitonei and Minto rocks are unknown but Minto does have
north-south structural trends distinctive from the dominant east-west structures of
the rest of Superior Province.
Between the northern and southern high-grade gneiss regions are alternating
east-west trending subprovinces whose supracrustal components are dominated by
metavolcanics or by metasediments. Metavolcanic-rich subprovinces (Abitibi,
Wabigoon etc.) are characterized by sinuous, upright, low-grade (subgreenschist to
amphibolite facies) komatiitic, tholeiitic, calc-alkalic and rare alkalic volcanic
sequences with volcanogenic clastic and chemical sediments. Most metavolcanic
belts consist of several lensoid, overlapping volcanic piles each on the order of
100 km in maximum dimension and approximately 10 km thick. Each volcanic pile
com prises several volcanic cycles consisting of a lower komatiitic-tholeiitic basalt
sequence, a middle tholeiitic basalt-andesite-dacite sequence, and an upper calc
alkalic dacite-rhyolite-andesite-basalt sequence. Chemical (iron formation, chert)
and clastic (wacke, conglomerate) sediments occur within and between the volcanic
cycles and, to a Iimi ted extent, as marginal aprons about the volcanic edifices. In
terms of rock types, sequences, and overall configuration, Archean metavolcanic
belts are most closely analogous to modern island arcs (Goodwin, 1977).
The intervening metasedimentary belts (Quetico, Pontiac, etc.) consist
mainly of turbidi tic wacke and pelite metamorphosed at grades ranging from low
greenschist at belt margins to upper amphibolite, and locally granulite, in belt
interiors. Metasedimentary subprovinces have a deceptively simple "straight"
structural aspect due to strongly developed foliation, subhorizontal isoclinal folds,
and gently plunging lineation. These, however, are late structures overprinted on
earlier complex re cumbent folds and dome and basin structures. Although data are
lacking on their age, it is possible that the metasediments are broadly correlative
with the adjacent metavolcanic sequences. Hence, they may represent dominantly
volcanogenic detritus deposited in inter-arc sedimentary basins.
Plutonic rocks are particularly abundant in Superior Province; several
subprovinces (Berens River, Winnipeg River, etc.) consist almost exclusively of
felsic and intermediate plutons and orthogneiss. Plutonic rocks in the volcano
plutoniC subprovinces include tonalitic gneiss, synvolcanic quartz diorite,
trondhjemite and granodiorite plutons, younger granodiorite batholiths, and still
younger granitic and syenitic intrusions. Peraluminous S-type granites are common
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in the high-grade migmatitic parts of the metasedimentary subprovinces. Some
early plutonic units may represent pre-volcanic sialic basement, but unconformable
relationships can rarely be demonstrated. For the most part, the earliest plutonic
rocks intrude the supracrustal rocks and commonly contain abundant, locally
derived xenoliths. The tonalitic and mafic gneisses are characterized by do mal
structures, in part attributable to diapirism and in part to polyphase deformation
involving thrusting and recumbent folding.
U-Pb zircon dates demonstrate that volcanic, plutonic, deformational and
metamorphic events of relatively brief duration were essentially synchronous over
large parts of Superior Province but that there are detectable differences in ages
of events from one area to another (Krogh et al., 1982). In the north (Uchi,
Sachigo) major volcanism and plutonism occurred between 3.0 and 2.8 Ga and again
between 2.75 and 2.7 Ga. Major deformation and metamorphism at about 2.73 to
2.7 Ga were accompanied and followed by plutonism. In the south (Abitibi, Wawa,
Wabigoon) major volcanism and plutonism occurred at about 2.75 to 2.79 Ga. Here,
deformation and metamorphism of the supracrustal sequences at about 2.68 to
2.7 Ga were accompanied and followed by plutonism at 2.7 to 2.66 Ga.
Dextral transcurrent faults trending EW and NW and sinistral faults trending
NE form subprovince boundaries in part, as do NE and EW trending thrusts. The
most notable product of the thrust faulting, the Kapuskasing structural zone,
exposes granulites considered to represent lower crust brought to surface by
movements on crustal-scale faults that transect the east-west trending
subprovinces (Percival and Card, 1983).
In summary, Superior Province consists mainly of Late Archean rocks with
Middle Archean gneisses in the south, and possibly the north. The Late Archean
supracrustal sequences are of island arc and inter-arc affinity and are cut by
abundant plutonic rocks, including early arc-related intrusions, late synorogenic
intrusions, and post-orogenic plutons that are possibly the product of crustal
melting caused by thermal blanketing of newly-thickened continental crust
combined with high mantle heat flux. The contemporaneity of magmatic and
deformational events along the lengths of the belts is consistent with a subduction
dominated tectonic regime for assembly of the Kenoran Orogen. Successive
addition of volcanic arcs accompanied and followed by voluminous plutonism
resulted in crustal thickening and stabilization of the Superior craton prior to uplift
of Kapuskasing granulites, emplacement of the Matachewan diabase dykes, and
Early Proterozoic marginal rifting.
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GREENLAND AND LABRADOR . K.D.Co11erson 1 ,5, M.T.McCulloch 1 , D.Bridgwater 2 ,
V.R.McGregor 3 and A.P.Nutman 4
1 Research Sc hool of Earth Sciences, Australian National University, Canberra,
Australia. 2Geological Museum, Copenghagen, Denmark . 3 Atammik, Greenland
and 4Geological Survey of Greenland, Copenhagen, Den mark, 5Presen t Address
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Introduction. Relicts of continental crust formed more than 3400 Ma
ago are preserved fortuitously in most cratons. They provide the most direct
information about crust and mantle evolutionary processes during the first
billion year s of Earth history. In View of their polymetamorphic character,
the s e terranes are commonly affected by s ubsequent tectonothermal events. Hence,
their iso tope systematics may be severely disturbed as a result of bulk chemical
change or local isotopic homogenization. This leads to eq ui voca 1 age and
source information for different components within these terranes (see for
example, [1-3]). In this paper we present Sr and Nd isotopic data for early
Archean gneisses from the North Atlan t ic Craton in west Greenland and northern
Labrador which have been affected by younger metamorph ic events.
Regional Geol og ical Setting.
(1) West Greenland. The early Archean Amitsoq gneisses of southern West
Greenland were first identified around the mouth of Ameralik Fjord, ca. 15
km south of Nuuk (Godthaab). In this area, both field and isotopic data doCUment
the existence of an ancient hig h-grade gneiss complex [4 -6]. It is impor tant
to no te that la t e Archean tecto notherma l events (3100 to 2600 Ma) in this
area were characterized by amphibolite facies rather than granulit e facie s
metamorphic conditions, and that little migmatization occurred durin g this
time interva l . To the south and east, late Archean metamorphic grade reached
granulite facie s at 2900 - 2800 Ma, and mid-Archean tonalitic gneisses (correlated
with 3050-2900 Ma Nuk gneisses in Godthaabsfjord) as well as later Archean
granitoid gneisses, are volumetrically important. However, fie l d studies
suggest that an early component (Amitsoq gneiss) i s present wit hin the se
polyphase gneisses (7]. Relevant a s pects of the regional geology are discussed
in detail by McGregor et a1., [7] and Nutman et a1., [8]. Isotopic data for
the gneisses are discussed in the context of three regional geologic f ield
divisions:
(i) Amitsoq gneisses from type area (northwestern Buksefjorden and outer
Ameralik). In this area there is evidence of ca. 3600 Ma granulite fa c ies
metamorphism [9].
ii) Amitsoq gneisses (from N",.dafar) which are continuous with those in the
type area but are strongly affected by late Archean granitoid inject ion and
variable metasomatic alteration. The late granites probably f ormed as a result
of granulite facies metamorphism at depth.
iii) Gneisses further to the south and east (at Kangimut sangmissoq, Tini s saq
and Ikerasakisup akornga) which preserve field characteristics of Amitsoq
gneisses but were metamorphosed under granulite facie s conditions at ~. 2900
to 2800 Ma and subsequently experienced patchy retrogression under amphibolite
fac ies conditions. These units are not structurally continuous with the type
Amitsoq gneisses to the northwest.
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(2) Northern Labrador
The Uivak 1 gneisses and the interleaved Nulliak (supracrustal) assemblage
in northern Labrador are of similar age and character to rocks descri bed
above from west Greenland [10-13]. Large areas of northern Labrador show
variable effects of late Archean (ca. 2800 to 2900 Ma) granulite facies metam
orphism. Early Archean relationships are best preserved on Big Island, Cape
Uivak and the area immediately to the west and southwest, where late Archean
metamorphic grade did not exceed amphibolite facies conditions. This is shown
by Sr and U-Pb isotopic data presented in [14 & 15] . A striking feature
of the early Archean Uivak 1 gneisses affected by the late Archean granulite
facies event is the obliteration of early Archean fabrics by garnet and ortho
pyroxene porphyroblasts. This results in the development of a characterist ic
"blebby texture" [11) in the quartzcifeldspathic gneisses. Developmen t of
this texture is associated with pervasive migmatization by granitic material. The
resulting nebulitic assemblage constitutes the Kiyuktok gneisses [11). Rocks
similar to the Kiyuktok gneisses (albeit, generally strongly deformed) were
recognized in west Greenland in 1984 [7]. The Kiyuktok gneisses, together
with the Amitsoq gneisses discussed above, are interpreted to represent different
evolutionary stages (and perhaps crustal levels) in the chemical and metamorphic
differentiation of the gneiss complex in the North Atlantic Craton ca. 2800
to 2900 Ma ago.
-
Isotopic Data
Nd and Sr isotopic data are presented in Figures 1 to
5. The following data presentation for each area is arranged in order of
increasing severity of late Archean "reworking".
(1) Type Amitsog gneisses. Sr isotopic data presented by Moorbath et al.,
[5] for mixed populations of Amitsoq gneisses yielded ages ranging between
3670 and 3612 Ma (recalculated using 1.42xl0-11 a-1 as the 87Rb decay constant).
Initial 87S r /86S r ratios (ISr) for these populations ranged between 0.7001
and 0.7015. Nd isotopic data for samples from the same area are shown in
Figure 1. The data show a significant degree of scatter about the reference
3650 Ma isochron (calculated assuming that the INd had a positive £Nd)' The
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nation i n 147Sm/144Nd r at ios and demonstrates their primitive c haracter. TCHURNd
model ages r ange from ca. 3300 to 3680 Ma. Similar Sr and Nd iso topic variat ions
are observed in the best preserved Uivak I gneisses [14,16-19).
(2) Uivak ~neisses. Nd isotopic data for the Uiv ak I gneisses exhibit a range
of 14/Sm/ 44Nd values between 0.0612 and 0.1197, correspond i ng to ENd(O )
of -63.1 to -35.4. TCHUR Nd model ages range from g. 3300 to 3620 Ma. When
regres sed together with data for the early Archean Nulliak assemblage the
total populat i on yields an isochron wi th a slope equiva lent to an age of
3665+/-104 Ma and an INd of ENd +2.5-/+1 [14 & 19). U-Pb ion probe results
for Uivak 1 zir con co res yield Concordia inter cept and 207Pb/ 206 Pb ages rangi ng
from ca . 3600 to 3900 Ma (2).
(3) NOr-dafar. Sr iso topic data for a varied suite of 8 samples of Amitsoq
gneiss from this area yield a poorly cor related i s ochr on (Fig. 2) equi valent
to an age of 3001 +193/-153 Ma with an ISr of 0.7021 -20/+17 (regressed using
Nordofot
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Figure 4
the method of Cameron et al., (17) and assuming partial isotopic homogenization
at 1800 Ma). Nd isotopiC data for three Nordafar gneisses (Fig. 1) li e within
the scatter for the type Amitsoq gneisses. These samples yield TUr Sr model
ages between g. 3400 and 3200 Ma.
(4) Kivuktok gneisses. Sr and Nd isotopic data for these rocks are discuss ed
in [II, 14, 19-21). The nebulitic reworked components of the Kiyuktok gneisses
comprise varying proportions of old and new components. They have hig h ISr' s
(ca. 0.7055 to 0.7081) and relatively unradiogenic Pb isotopic compositions
which r ef lec t involvement of pre-existing crust in their formation. Nd isotopic
data for the Kiyuktok gnei sses (Fig. 1) plot either within the Uivak 1 
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Amitsoq gneiss field or above this field, with more enriched radiogenic 143Nd
compositions.
(5) Ikerasakitsup akornga. Sr isotopic data for felsic gneisses from this
area are shown in Figure 3. They are moderately well correlated and define
an isochron with slope equivalent to an age 2837+585/-315 Ma and an I Sr of
0.7024-21/+12. The large uncertainty in age results from limited dispersion
in 87Rb/ 86 Sr within the suite. Nd isotopic data for specimen (430), the gneiss
from this area whi ch gives the oldest TUR Sr model age (3284 Ma), is plotted
in Figure 1. The TCHUR Nd model age of this gneiss is 2755 Ma.
(6) Tin issag • Gneisses from Tinissaq show greater dispersion in their 87Rb/ 86 Sr
ratios than those from Ikerasakitsup akornga and define an isochron with
slope equivalent to an age of 2858+214/-163 Ma and an ISr of 0.7020-2/+2
(Fi g . 4). When Rb- Sr isotopic data for the Tinissaq and Ikerasakitsup akornga
populati on s are regressed as a regional population using the McIntyre et
al., [22) method they define a Model 2 isochron equivalent t o an age of 2906+1-136
Ma with an I Sr of 0.7020-1+3 (MSWD = 10) . Using the Cameron et al., [17)
method the age is 2903+115/-103 Ma and the I Sr is 0.7020-1+2. Nd isotopic
data for a single specimen of felsic gneiss from Tinissaq (425) are shown
in Figure 1. This specimen ha s a s lightly more fractionated REE pattern
( £ Nd (O) = -31.9) than the specimen from Ikerasakitsup akornga and yields
a TCHUR Nd model age of 2821 Ma.
(7) Kangimut sangmissog. Sr isotopic data for felsic gneisses fr om this loca lity
(Fig. 5) are poo rly corre lated and define a Mc ln ytre et aI., [ 22 ) Model 4
i sochro n equivalent to an age of 2768+1-264 Ma with an ISr of 0.7017-1+5
(MSWD=79). The Cameron et al., [17) treatment for the same data is also shown
in Figure 5. The large uncertaint y in the age reflects the influence of the
large population with 87Rb/86Sr ratios less than 0.1. This depletion in Rb
relative to Sr is a characteristic feature of gneisses from this localit y. Nd
isotopic data f or two felsic gneisses are shown in Figure 1. They are less
fractionated than the gneisses from the other l oca lities and have £Nd(O)
values of - 24.6 and -20.5 respectively. TCHUR Nd model ages for these samples
(viz., 2625 and 2508 Ma respectively) are significantly lower than model
ages displayed by the other felsic gneisses. Also presented in Figure 1
are Sm-Nd isotopic data for a ca. 2900 to 3000 Ma Nuk gneiss from Kangimut
sangmissoq, which has an TCHURNO-;ode i age of 2773 Ma.
Discussi on The different groups of felsic gneisses described above are
considered to represent different stages in evolution of late Archean crust
in the North Atlantic Craton. Sr and Nd isotopic data for most of the gneisses
yield equivocal information regarding the crustal prehistory of the gneiss
complex. This is particularly true when different groups are studied in isola
tion. Only the type Amitsoq and Uivak 1 gneisses preserve unequivocal Sr
and Nd isotopic evidence of the antiquity of their protoliths. The Kiyuktok
gneisses and some of the Nordafar gneisses preserve information about their
crustal history in their Sm-Nd is o t ope systematics (see Fig. 1). However,
the Rb-Sr isotopic evolution of the Nordafar gneisses differs from that of
the Kiyuktok gneisses and yields no information concerning a possible crustal
pre-history (cf. data for the Kiyuktok gneisses, [11 & 21). This contrasting
pattern is interpreted to reflect either variation in metamorphic grade of
the early Archean protoliths of these rocks or variable enrichment in Rb
during the ca. 2900 Ma metamorphic events (see Nutman et al., [8). Gneisses
at Ikerasakitsup akornga and Tinissaq have similar ISr ' s to those at Nordafar
(cf. Figs 2 to 4). However, unlike the Nordafar gneisses, their Nd isotope
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systematics show no evidence that they contain an older crustal component. Most
of the Kangimut sangmissoq gneisses are significantly more depleted in Rb
, relative to Sr than felsic gneisses from the other areas and are characterized
by less highly fractionated REE patterns. Nd isotopic data for these gneisses
also show no evidence of an older crustal component.
When combined, the Nd isotopic data for Ikerasakitsup akornga, Tinissaq
and Kangimut sangmissoq define a remarkably well correlated array (Fig. 1)
with a s lope equivalent to an age of ca. 3300 Ma and an extremely depleted
£ Nd (+5.9). On face value this might be interpreted as having "real age
significance". However, one of the samples from Kangimut sangmissoq which
plots on this line is a ca. 3000 Ma Nuk gneiss also affected by the granulite
facies event. This array is therefore interpreted as a pseudoisochron; probably
a mixing line without any geochronological significance. The Sm-Nd isotopic
systematics of samples which fall on this a rray, together with the Nordafar
and Kiyuktok gneisses, are interpreted to have developed during the ca. 2800
t o 2900 Ma tectonothermal event. The data appear to reflect mixing between
i sotopically evolved Uivak and Amitsoq crust ( £Nd
-8 to -12 at ca. 2900
Ma) and a juvenile-like component, possibly derived from a depleted mantle
source withE Nd of +4 to +6 at ca. 2900 ,Ma '. The nature of this juvenile component
or the mechanism by which the interaction occurs has not yet been established.
The model is depicted graphically in Figur e 6. Nd isotopic data for Tertiary
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basalts flanking, and formed during the opening of Davis Strait, when Labrador
was separated from west Greenland clearly have been derived from depleted
mantle sour,ce regions. The Baffin Bay data, combined with the postulated
evolutionary vector f or the mantle source region of the early Archean suites,
demonstrates that the mantle beneath the North Atlantic Craton would have
had the appropriate depleted character at ca. 2900 Ma required by the postulated
mlxlng process.
A similar model was suggested by Collerson and McCulloch
[14] for the Kiyuktok gneiss and is strengthened by the data presented for
the west Greenland gneisses.
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VARYING ROCK RESPONSES AS AN INDICATOR OF CHANGES IN CO - H 0
2
FLUID COMPOSITION; C.R.L. Friend, Dept. of Geology & Physical sciences,
Oxford Polytechnic, Headington, Oxon. OX30BP. U.K.
The formation of the late Archaean charnockite zone of southern
India has been ascribed to dehydration recrystallisation due to an influx
of CO (1 2). PT conditions for the metamorphism have been calculated at
2
0
about 750 C and 7.5 Kbar. The composition of the volatile species
presently contained in fluid inclusions in the rocks changes across the
transition zone. They are CO dominated in the granulite facies and H 0
2
2
rich in amphibolite facies rocks. Additionally they demonstrate a
decrease in pressure northwards away from the granulite facies (3). At
the time of charnockite formation it has been estimated that activity of
water was less than 0.35 (3). The charnockite is superimposed across an
anactectic granite, the Closepet granite, but in places sheets of granite
cut the charnockite (4). This led to the hypothesis that the two events
were contemporaneous and that anatexis had occurred as a result of the

increase in water activity in front of the influx of CO

2

(5).

A study of the transitional zone was carried out at Kabbaldurga
(Fig. 1) and it was r ecognised that the paths taken by the fluids could
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be identified (6). In the charnockite terrain to the south, fluid
migration appears to have been pervasive (cf. 7), the rocks having
completely inverted to granulite facies assemblages (3). though some
areas have been subjected to Proterozoic retrogression. However, at the
transition zone it is clear that CO migration was at least initially
2
'
,
channelled (cf 7). The channels a re picked out as brownish hypersthene
bearing veins superimposed over the structure of grey amph1.bolite facies
gneisses and pinkish granites (2 , 4 , 5). This channelled migration was
controlled either by the fabric of the rocks, foliation surfaces and
lithological layering, or by struc tur al features. Development along
shear zones is COmmon and a rectilinear network of veins, often oblique
to the fabric of the rocks suggests that active stress patterns were
controlling fluid movements along microfractures.
It was reasoned that since there is evidence of the movement of CO ,
as a result of dehydration effects upon the rocks, it may be possible t~
find a sequence of change laterally along a pathway (6). It is evident
that the charnockite veins die out laterally (2,5) and by looking at the
detailed structure of the veins a complete progression was recorded (6).
Briefly this sequence passes from com pletely recrystallized charnockite
into incipient charnockite, where there is occasionally, relics of the
original structure, and then into a pathway along which only minor
modification of the texture has taken place before passing into a
reddened vein in the country rock . I n this latter portion of the pathway
it was concluded that the release of water by dehydration reactions had
so modified the composition of the invading fluid that it was no longer
capable of causing hydrates to breakdown , the reddening simply reflecting
the passage of fluid.
The ingress of CO is considered to have taken place into what
2
initially was a closed system so that water flushed out from lower levels
accumulated in front of the CO advance and locally may have become
2
ponded (8) causing local partial melting to occur in the amphibolite
facies rocks. Subsequently channelled CO created the network of
charnockitic veins superimposed ove r the tounty rock fabric and structure
(fig 2), which includes local zones of anatexis. Lateral change along
the veins is e x plained by inhomog e neity in the fluid composition in the
rock which locally may have had the ability to buffer the incoming fluids
whilst elsewhere the system was flood ed (cf 7).
At Kabbaldurga the passage of fluids may be attributed to channelled
flow. However, important information may be gained which may help in
understanding the flow regime in the totally inverted granulite facies
rocks to the south where they appear to have suffered pervasive flow. In
certain parts of Kabbaldurga quarry t here are areas of totally inverted
charnockite around which are arranged network arrays of charnockite veins
(fig 2). In these areas the decrease in intensity o f charnockite
formation along the length of the pathway is evident over several metres.
Between the veins cells of amphibolite facies rocks remain which decrease
in size towards the area of charnoc kite (fig 2 ). In the areas of solid
charnockite it would appear that pervasiv e flow of CO has occurred.
2
However, the evidence from the networks would sug gest that two separate
processes are going on. CO has free acces s along the channels which are
2
structurally held open , and the mafic phases are dehydrated to
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orthopyroxene + a new biotite. The dehydration of the cells would appear
to be a process whi c h is controlled on a local sca le by the rate of
breakdown o f hydrates along the wall s of the main CO channel. Clearly a
H]O is low in the channel, thus a gradient exists between the c hannel and
tne cell, where ~ H 0 is high. It is thus possible that fluid flow in
2
the charnockites to the south was also channelled and not necessarily
pervasive.
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WYOMING;

DEVELOPMENT OF ARCHEAN CRUST IN THE WIND RIVER MOUNTAINS,
C.D. Frost, B.R. Frost, M.E. Koesterer, T.P. Hulsebosch,

University of Wyoming, and D. Bridgwater, Copenhagen University.
The Wind River Mountains are a NW-SE trending range composed almost
entirely of high-grade Archean gneisses and granites which were thrust to
the west over Phanerozoic sediments during the Laramide orogeny.

Late

Archean granites make up over 50% of the exposed crust and dominate the
southern half of the range, while older orthogneisses and migmatites form

most of the northern half of the range (Fig. 1).

Locally these gneisses

contain enclaves of supracrustal rocks, which appear to be the oldest
preserved rocks in the range.

Detailed work in the Medina Mountain area

of the central wind river Mountains and reconnaissance work throughout
much of the northern part of the range has allowed us to define the
sequence of events, described briefly below, which marked crustal
development in this area.
I.

Sequence

~

events in the Medina Mountain area

The oldest rocks present in the Medina Mountain area consist of a
paragneiss-rich migmatite and a supracrustal succession (Fig. 2).
least two discrete sedimentation events are preserved.

At

The older sequence

consists of mafic rocks (metavolcanics?), calc-silicates, iron formation
and rare pelites and occurs as melanosomes in a migmatitic gneiss.

Also

found within the migmatitic gneiss are enclaves of metamorphosed
peridotites, pyroxenites,
Qr_ LATE ARCHEAN QRANITES

Fig. 1.

Regional Geology of the
Wind River Range,

Wyoming.

A

=

Downs Mountain Area;

B

=

N. Fork Bull Lake

Creek Area; C = Medina
Mountain Area.
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Geology of the Medina Mountain Area.

gabbros and leucogabbros.

These rocks seem to have suffered the same

comple x metamorphic and intrusive history as the older supracrustal rocks
but the age relations between them and the supracrustal rocks are not
known.
This sequence of rocks was injected and migmatized by an early set of

granitoid dikes, isoclinally folded and subjected to regional metamorphism
that reached granulite facies in this area.

Following these events, thin,

porphyritic mafic dikes and volumetrically minor amounts of tonalite were
intruded.

Because these dikes and tonalite sheets cross-cut the

migmatitic gneiss and do not cross-cut the younger supracrustal sequence,
they form an important marker in the geologic evolution of the area.
The younger supracrustal sequence consists of banded amphibolites
(metavolcanic?), calc-silicates, semipelitic and pelitic gneisses.
succession defines a large-scale synformal structure that is locally
migmatized by sheets and irregular layers of felsic garnet gneiss.

The
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Portions of the felsic garnet gneiss are interpreted to be a partial melt
of the metasediments and formed during the last regional metamorphism of
the Medina Mountain area.
Late Archean granitoid plutons intrude
entire Medina Mountain sequence.

a~d

locally crosscut the

These late plutons range from

granodiorite to granite, are weakly deformed, and retain igneous

textures.

The Bridger batholith to the north is strongly to weakly

foliated and has a metamorphic mineralogy, but locally retains igneous
textures.

The batholith crosscuts older orthogneisses and migmatitic

gneisses.

II.

Archean Lithologies Elsewhere

~

the Wind River Range

Blocks and pods of supracrustal rocks are found in orthogneisses

1n

many areas of the northern and central Wind Rivers, although nowhere are
they as coherent as near Medina Mountain.

Lithologically,

these rocks are

very similar to the Medina Mountain supracrustals, consisting of fine
grained, banded mafic gneisses thought to be of metavolcanic origin,
pelitic and semi-pelitic metasediments, quartzite, and iron-formation.

As

in the Medina Mountain area, metaperiodotites and metagabbros are
intimately associated with the supracrustals in many places in the
northern part of the range.

Many of these supracrustal enclaves are found

within the Mt. Helen Structural Belt (mylonitic gneiss, Fig.l) which is a
major orogenic feature associated with the latest regional metamorphism
and deformation.

Tonalitic gneiss,

though present in the northern part of

the range and to the ' west of Medina Mountain does not make up the major
portion of the older rocks, as appears to be the case in many other
Archean terranes.

III.

Metamorphism
At least two Archean high-grade regional metamorphic events have

affected the Wind River Mountains.

The last regional metamorphism

attained amphibolite grade over most of the range.

Metamorphic conditions

0

for this event were around 700 C and 4.5 kilobars in the Downs Mountain

area in the northern part of the range (I) and in the N. Fork Bull Lake
Creek area (2) (Fig.I).

In the Medina Mountain area the younger

supracrustal rocks are locally upgraded to granulite facies.
In the North Fork Bull Lake Creek area, the supracrustal inclusions
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Field relations indicate

that this granulite metamorphism preceded emplacement of many of the
orthogneisses and hence is older than the second regional metamorphism.
Conditions for this metamorphism are difficult to determine because 10n
exchange geothermometers and geobarometers were reset during the second
high-grade metamorphic event.

The widespread occurrence of the assemblage

ga rnet-orthopyroxene-cordierite, however, allows one to establish that the
pressure was 6kb or less and that the maximum temperat ure was below 780°C

(Fi g .3).
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f i g . 3. P-T diagram showing
stability field for garnet
cordierite-orthopyroxene.
Shaded area indicates probable
equilibrium conditions for
first metamorphic event. From
Grant. (6).

Isotope geochemistry and geoc hr onology
Of the sequence of events outlined above, absolute ages are known

only for the Late Archean intrusions.

Stuckless et al. (3) have obtained

U-Pb and Rb-Sr dates on two gra nitoid lithologies of 2.63
2.50 + 0.04Ga.

~

0.02Ga and

The Bridger batholith. which outcrops immediately to the

north of the Europe canyon area. has been dated at 2.67 + 0.04Ga

(C.
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Frost, unpublished Rb-Sr data).

Since this pluton is interpreted as

having been intruded during the waning stages of metamorphism and
deformation, its age provides an upper limit on the time of latest
regional metamorphism_
Nd crustal residence ages, which provide an estimate of the average

period of time the protoliths of a particular unit have resided in the
crust (4), have been calculated for samples of the Bridger batholith.

All

of the samples yield crustal residence ages of around 2.9 Ga, only around

200 Ma

10

excess of intrusive ages.

The difference between crustal

residence and intrusive ages for Bridger batholith gneisses is small
compared to other late Archean granitoids (5) and indicates either that
the rocks are derived mainly from mantle materials with a small proportion
of significantly older crustal component, or that the
intrusives are derived mainly from crustal materials which are on average
only slightly older than the intrusives themselves.

Field and textural

evidence indicates that significant portions of the supracrustal sequence
had begun to melt under conditions of peak metamorphism; however, it is
uncertain how much of this melt has been incorporated into the Bridger
batholith.

v.

Summary
The essential features of Archean crustal development in the Wind

River Mountains are as follows:
1.

Supracrustal rocks and paragneiss-rich migmatites are the oldest
materials preserved in the range.

2.

Unlike many other Archean terranes, tonalitic rocks are
volumetrically minor.

3.

The Archean crust of the Wind River Mountains was subject to
mUltiple deformation and metamorphism prior to 2.7 Ga.

4.

Late Archean granitoid intrusions comprise a large proportion of
the range.

They have been derived in part from crustal melts

produced during the last Archean metamorphism.
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ORIGIN AND EVOLUTION OF THE AMAZONIAN CRATON
A.K. Gibbs and K.R. Wirth; Institute for the Study of the Continents and
Department of Geological Sciences, Cornell University, Ithaca, NY 14853
The Amazonian craton appears to have been formed and modified by processes
much like those of the better-known Precambrian cratons, but the maj or events
did not always follow conventional sequences nor did they occur synchronously
with those of the other cratons .
Much of the craton's "Archean style"
continental crust formation, recorded in granite-greenstone and high-grade
terranes, occurred in the Early Proterozoic: a period of relative quiescence
in many other Precambrian regions. Some of the Archean rocks originated in
cont inental settings.
The common Archean to Proterozoi c transition in
geological style did not occur here , but an analogous change from a bundant
marine volcani s m to dominantly continental sedimentary and eruptive styles
occurred later, during the~2 Ga Trans-Amazonian orogenic cyc le.
Amazonian geology is summarized in Fig. 1 and Table 1 (see also recent
reviews:
1-3a).
The Amazon basin divides the c rat on into the Guiana
(no rthern) and Guapore Shields, with Precambrian geology easily matched across
the basin. Archean rocks in the northern ( Imataca) and southeastern (SE Pa r a ,
Brazil) extremities of the craton are separated along the nor thern and
northeastern
craton margins by an Early Proterozoic granite-greenstone
terrane. Most of the remaining area is an immense anorogeni c felsic igne ous
terrane, with felsi c rocks belonging to or correlated with the Uatuma ( 1.1-1.9
Ga) and Parguaza (~1.5 Ga) cycles.
The Early Proterozoi c Central Guiana
Granulite Belt (CGGB) , divides both the adjacent granite-greenstone and Middle
Proterozoic terranes in the Guiana Shield.
ARCHEAN TERRANES:
The Imataca Complex includes medium t o high-grade
quartzo-felspathic paragneiss es and iron formations accompanied by acid,
intermediate, and mafic granulites and orthogneisses, dolomitic marbles,
manganiferous metasediments, and anorthosites (4,5). Intense Trans-Amazonian
deformat i on , metamorphism, and isotopic resetting obscure its Archean history
(6).
The
Imatac a
Province
also includes small areas with undated
greenstone-belt lithologies. The province is in (thrust? ) fault co ntact with
the adjacent Early Prot e rozoi c g ranite-greenstone terrane (1) . It may be
co rrelated with the Kenema-Man domain of west Afri ca (8), which also has
Archean high g r ade rocks , iron formations, and fault contact wi th the adjacent
Early Proterozoic terrane. They may once have been contiguous, and their
faults may belong to the same system, according to paleomagnetic evidence (9) .
Both low and high-grade Archean rocks are present in SE Para (-6~10° S).
Archean greenstone belts with pillow basalts and komatiites, amphibolite
belts, and granitoid rocks and gneisses (10) form a basement t o the low-grade
Grao Para Group at Se rra dos Carajas (Fig 1.). The Grao Para hosts the major
Serra dos Carajas iron formation and was considered Proterozoic, but we
recently obtained a rhyolite zircon age of 2.15 Ga f o r it. The group has an
apparent minimum thickness of about 6 km and consists o f bimodal, partially
spilitized metav olcanic rocks overlain by 100-300 m of iron formations,
overlain in turn by more basalts (10,11). Subalkaline basalts with flat REE
patterns (10x chond ) and basaltic andesites and shoshonites with LREE-enriched
and flat HREE patterns predominate over rhyolites. The mafic r ocks are unlike
typical Archean basalts and basaltic andesites, but resemble those of Triassic
rift r ocks of eastern North America, consistent with their eruption through
co ntinental crust . They also resemble Proterozoic bimodal volcanics of the SW
USA, whi ch have been attributed to a rifted continenta l setting ( 12) . Shales,
tuffs, conglomerates, arkoses, quartz arenites, and iron, manganese, silica,
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and carbonate chemical sediments overlie the Grao Para Group in a pattern that
is broadly concordant on a map scale, but may actually be unconformable.
These sedimentary rocks might be Archean, or as young as Middle Proterozoic.
The boundary between the Archean crust of the Carajas region and the Early
Proterozoic crust of French Guiana has not been adequately determined. Some
suggest that it is located immediately north of Carajas, striking E-W (13).
The similarity of map pattern o f the ( unda ted) belts of Amapa (0° _ 2°N) and
Carajas suggests that Amapa may be part of the same terrane, and may thus also
be Archean.
Gneisses and granulites that separate the Amapa greenstone and
amphibolite belts have been cons idered by some to be Archean, though only
tenuous isotopi c evidence in support of this interpretation has been published
( 14) •
Archean Amazonian iron deposits have features in common with both Algoma
and Superior types.
The dimensions and lateral persistence of both the
Carajas and Imataca deposits are like those of Superior type; the association
of the Carajas deposits with basalts is an Algoma-type feature.
EARLY PROTEROZIOC GRANITE-GREENSTONE TERRANES:
All the autochthonous
constituents of the northern Guiana Shield are thought to have emerged from
the mantle during the Early Proterozoic.
Greenstone belts are the oldest
dated units; they have yielded 2.1-2.3 Ga U-Pb zircon and Sm-Nd ages (15 -18 ).
Gneisses and amphibolites in the same terranes have yielded similar and
younger ages, and appear to be the intrusive associates and metamorphosed
equivalents of the greenstone belt rocks (15,16,18-20a).
Low
initial
87Sr/86Sr ratios « .703) are consistent with little involvement of older
continental crust in the generation of the Trans-Amazonian granitoid and
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metamorphic rocks of the northern craton. The greenstone belts share similar
lithostratigraphy: lower dominantly low-K basalts overlain by interstratified
mafic, intermediate, and felsic volcanics of both tholeiitic and calc-alkaline
suites; overlain by and lnterstratified with volcani c lastic greywackes,
pelites, and chemical sedimentary rocks (21-23).
There
are
reg ional
differences in the abundances and varieties of volcanic and sedimentary rocks:
felsic volcanics are irregularly distributed, and . magnesian basalts and
possible komatiites are particularly common in central French Guiana (23) and
Amapa (24). Sea-floor metamorphism as well as very low to medium grade
regional and contact metamorphism have affected these belts, and folded,
crenulated, and cataclased metamorphic minerals indicate a complex, multistage
metamorphic
history.
Most northern Amazonian greenstone belts have a
r andomly-branching synclinal map pattern,
but
the
eastern
Amaz on ian
greenstones and granitoid rocks belts have been elongated WNW by late
Trans-Amazonian deformation.
Clastic sedimentary rocks of continental provenance are info lded with
several of the Amazonian greenstone belts. Some form synclinal cores to the
belts of northern French Guiana and Amapa.
Stratigraphic relations between
these rocks and the underlying greenstone belts are not well resolved. The
abrupt appearance of rocks of continental provenance in belts that otherwise
appear to have been formed in ensimatic settings may be accounted for by
unconformity; by more gradual tectonically-controlled
changes
in
the
sedimentary source areas and depositional environments; or, possibly, some of
the associated greenstone belts may actually be ensialic.
These enigmatic
continental sedimentary rocks and the underlying greenstone belts have much in
common with the west African Tarkwaian and Birrimian, respectively.
CENTRAL GUIANA GRANULITE BELT: This extends from western Suriname into
Roraima Territory, Brazil, and consists of medium- and high-grade metapelites,
cross-bedded quartzites, calc-silicates, marbles,
and
ferruginous
and
manganiferous quartzites, as well as interstratified mafic metavolcani c rocks,
and metagabbros and metadolerites (25-27). These metamorphic rocks have not
yielded
reliable ages older than Early Proterozoic (20,28,15).
Their
stratigraphy and relation to the rest of the craton are poorly known.
The
abundance of sedimentary rocks of continental provenance in the CGGB is not
consistent with correlation of its supracrustal precursors with the Early
Proterozoic greenstone belts of the northern terranes. The lack of evidence
of Archean ages argues against their correlation with the Imataca or SE Para
Archean.
They might be another product of continental emergence during the
Trans-Amazonian.

TRANS-AMAZONIAN OROGENIC CYC LE: Originally defined by the concentration of
plutonic and metamorphic rock K-Ar and Rb-Sr model ages at about 2 .0-2.1 Ga
throughout the Amazonian craton (29) , some have extended the term to include
rocks of the 1.1-1.9 Ga Uatuma cycle . However, these younger rocks belong to
a discordant, though only slightly younger stage of continental development
(30).
The cyc le marks the assembly of diverse crustal fragments into a
continent, their common deformation, and the first development of continental
environments on much of the craton.
Di kes and structur~s of the late
Trans-Amazonian and succeeding Uatuma cycle are extensive, and demonstrate
that the crust behaved in a continental fashion . Like the Kenoran orogeny in
Canada, the Trans-Amazonian included multiple s tages of intrusion, including
tonali tic plutonic and hypabyssal in trusions , ge neration of two-mica "s" - type
granitoid rocks, and even the pos s ible intrusion of some kimberlites prior to
the final stages of metamorphi sm and deformation (23) . The cycle ended with
WNW and ENE-striking cata c lastic
deformation
of
both
plutonic
and
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metasupracrustal r ocks prior to the deposition of the Uatuma Supergroup.
POST-OROGENIC EVOLUTION:
Uatuma Supergroup and Parguaza granites and
felsic volcanics, Roraima ( 1.85-1. 65 Ga) and Gorotire Group arkoses, shales,
quartz arenites and conglomerates , and 1.85 and 1. 65 Ga mafic intrusives were
emp laced in and on the upper crust of most of the Amazonian craton in the
Middle Proterozoic. Only the northern and eastern margins and the CGGB lack
evidence of this extensional and thermal modification, which affected both
Archean and Early Proterozoic basement. The diffuse,50-100 km wide Uatuma
Sgp.
boundary on the Nand E cuts across older structures. Little is known
about the ages of the pre-Uatuma basement in the vast central porti ons of the
craton: few greenstone belts are exposed, and few ages in excess of 2 Ga have
been determined. The Uatuma and Parguazan eruptions affected vast areas
rather than linear belts, but there are indications that the ages progress
fr om older (NE) to younger (SW) , both in Venezuela (31 ) and in the southwest
(32) .
Middle Proterozo ic and younger faults and Paleozoic to Mesozoi c dikes
have reactivated Trans-Amazonian deformation zones, particularly the NE and
ENE zone crossing the central Guiana Shield (33,34).
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CYCLIC GRO~TH IN ATLANTIC REGION CONTINENTAL CRUST; A.M. Goodwin, Department
of Geology, University of Toronto, Toronto, Canada M5S 1A1
The four continents of the Atlantic region -- Europe, North America - with
Greenland, South America, and Africa with Arabia and Madagascar -- contain
large Precambrain platforms which, together with adjoining Phanerozoic mobile
belts, give evidence of cyclic continental growth, involving regular ca. 400
Ma-long cycles.
Precambrain continental platforms comprise both exposed shields and
buried basement.
Recently compiled maps serve to provide the areal
proportions by eon and era of exposed and buried rocks in the Precambrian
platforms of the Atlantic region (Table 1).
Because the basis of
cl assification is radiometric dating, rocks assigned to an era include both
Thus areal
newly formed rocks and reworked (met amorphosed) older crust.
proportions by era reflect accumulated orogenic history, the younger eras
gaining at the expense of the older.
In fact Significant survival of older
crust e.g. Archean (14%) and Early Proterozoic (22%), requires enduring
cratonization during continental growth, attributable to deep sub-shield
tectospheric roots (1).
The proportions by era (and eon) (A,B,C,D in Table 1) of exposed
Precambrian crust only in the combined continents of the Atlantic region are
roughly equal with A (33%) being the highest and B (21%) the lowest.
Considered by continent, divisions C and 0 are significantly high in North
America, B in South America, and A in Africa; A and B are unusually low
respectively in North America and Africa.
However, considering entire
platforms (exposed & buried Precambrian crust) the youngest era (A)
predominates as expressed in D:C:B:A = 1 : 1.6 : 1.3 : 3. 3. Geologically
this expresses 1) widespread Pan-African influence in Africa and South
America, and 2) the presence of large Late Proterozoic-Phanerozoic-filled
basins in Europe (Moscow Syneclise) and Africa (Taoudeni and Congo).
Considering relative sizes by continent of Precambrian platforms and
adjoining Phanerozoic mObile belts (Table 2), the European platform is the
smallest and the African platform the largest (x3.?). Phanerozoic belts of
Europe (Hercynides-Caledonides-Alpides ) are the largest, and of Africa
(Cape-Mauritanides-Atlas) the smallest. In all continents except Europe the
Precambrian platform is substantially larger than the adjoining Phanerozoic
mobile belts. The combined continental crust by continent is, in increasing
order of size, South America, Europe, Africa, North America.
Thus each
continent is an aggregate of partly covered interior Precambrian platform of
deSignated composition and peripheral Phanerozoic mobile belts.
Gastil (2) established that abundant global igneous and metamorphic
dates, corresponding to periods of orogeny, are about 210 Ma in length, and
alternate with like periods of mineral date scarcity (tectonic qui essence)
for a mean 417 Ma-long cyclic distribution pattern extending back to 2600
Ma. This pattern corresponds to long cycles in Earth's orogenic history, the
peaks in the number of radiometric ages coresponding to terminal events of
the major crustal processes.
Post-1960 dating, extending back to 3.8 Ga,
supports the validity of Gastil 's main peaks of mineral dates marking global
orogenies and accelerated crustal growth.
The main culminations occur
approximately at 2.6, 1.8, 1.0 and 0.6 Ga, which respectivly demarcate
Archean eon (D), and Early-(C), Mid-(B) , and Late-Proterozoic (A) eras;
others are dated at 3.5, 3.0 and 2.2 Ga. In close accord, Cahen et a 1. (3)
select the following dates as chronological milestones in the evolution of
Africa, the continent with the largest Precambrian platform (Table 2), each
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date marking the approximate age of comparatively widespread events : 3.5,
2.9, 2.5, 2.1 , 1.75, 1.1 and 0.57 Ga.
Culminations of the same crustal processes are also reflected in the
post-Archean paleomagnetic record by "hairpin" turns which mark sudden
reversa ls in the sense of polar motion of continental plates (4). Worsleyet
al. ( 5) summarize a "non- random" crustal model to account for long-term
tectonic cyclicity.
Plate motion is attributed, accordingly, to a thermal
instability mec hanism
(6)
resulting
from
the
repeated
assembly of
s uperco ntinents (Pangea) that never completely disperse. A pattern of plate
tec toni c cycles, each cycle of about 400 Ma duration, i s recognized back to
2000 Ma.
The popular "random" plate motion model (7), however, advocates
that Mesozoic Pangea represents assemblage of continental fragments dispersed
from a still-earlier supercontinent centred on the Pacif ic Ocean, and now
marked by the central Pacific residual geoid high. Le Pi chon and Huchon (8)
in turn, interpret evidence pert ai ning to the geoid and supercontinent in
terms of a weak coupl ing of a separate steady-state lower mantle, which is
responsible for the present geoid, to upper mantle convection leading to
hemispheric continental configuration (P angea) whi ch ends when excessive
heating of the upper mantle due to the insulating continental cap leads to
continental dispersal, the complete cycle from one su percontinent to the next
being in the order of 400 Ma.
Thus whatever model is used, the evidence
points to regular cyclicity in the evolution of continental
crust.
Specifically, taken together with the ongoing plate cycle (since 0.2 Ga), the
data on Atlantic region crust provide for a regular cyclic pattern of about
400 Ma duration, a pattern involving 8 cyc les back to 3.0 Ga.
The Atlantic region of the collective Europe-Americas-African plates has
experi enced repeat ed hor i zont a 1 crus tal osc ill at ions.
Inc 1ud i ng the modern
Atlantic opening, at least 3 (to 1.0 Ga) and possibly 4 (to 1.4 Ga) coherent
Wilson cycles have been tracked, each involving early divergence with
supracrustal accumulation followed by convergence and orogeny over about 400
Ma.
For the most part these particular cycles are readily interpreted in
terms of modern plate tectonic pr oc esse s involving ocean floor consumption
with active and passive continental margins.
However, whereas certain
intercontinental Pan-Af r ican belts, e.g. Pharusides, do likewise carry Wil so n
cycle signature, others, e.g.
Oamara-Katanga, Ribeira, Paraguay, are
apparently ensialic in origin and suggest a different tectonic origin.
Mid-Proterozoic (B) cr ust (cycles 4,5) is characterized by widespread
anorogenic magmatism, aborted rifts and aulacogens together with major mobile
belts
(Grenville,
Rondonian),
some
apparently
ensialic
(Kibarides,
Espinhaco). Paleomagnetic data suggests a single stable s upercontinent (9).
The nature of the operating plate tec tonic processes is highly controversial
and uncertain.
Early Proteroz o i c (C) crust (cycles 6,7) features numerous,
commonly asymmetric fold belt s whi c h appear, more often than not, to be
superposed on an ensialic basement.
Some belts, however, e.g. Coronation,
closely resemble Phanerozoic equivalents.
Still others, e.g. Birrimian,
contain Archean-type greenstone belts. Most belts are severely deformed as a
result of low-angle foreland transport . This tectonic mobility is frequently
followed by intensive and repeated granitoid intrusion, commonly with
ring-structure s , generally high-level, often alkal ine, and linked to lava
extrusion, all conducive to cratonization. Finally Archean (0) crust (cycle
8+) contain s the well known low-to-medium grade granitoid-greenstone belt s
and higher grade gneiss-migmatite terrains, commonly granulitic. Up to three
generations of greenstone belts are known in some regions.
Numerous
accretion-differentiation episodes occurred
locally in near-continuou s
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succession.
Widespread tonalite plutonism led to rapid growth of stable
cratons.
In keeping with its antiquity and uniqueness the nature of the
formative plate tectonic processes is largely unresolved.
In brief, Atlantic region continental crust evolved in successive stages
under the influence of regular, ca. 400 Ma-long tectonic cycles. Data point
to a variety of operative tectonic processes ranging from widespread ocean
floor consumption (Wilson cycle) to entirely ensialic (Ampferer-style
subduction or simple crustal attenuation-compression).
Different processes
may have operated concurrently in some or different belts. Resolving this
rema ins the maj or ch all enge.
Table 1.

Areal Proportions by Era of Exposed and Buried Precambri an Crust in
Precambrain Platforms, Atlantic Region.
Precambri an Era and Eon (%)

Precambrian Platform (103km2)

Proterozoic Era
A. Late
(0.6
1. 0 Ga)

I

B. Mi d
(1. 0
1. 8 Ga)

C. Early
(1. 8
2.6 Ga)

D. Archean
Eon
(+2.6 Ga)

Exposed Crust On ly in Platform

Europe (1,595)

35

17

28

20

North Ameri ca (5,969)

10

23

37

30

South America (5,366)

33

36

15

16

Africa (10,684)

54

8

18

20

Total Atlantic Region (23,614)

36

19

23

22

II Gombined Crust (exposed + buried) in Platform
Europe (7,572)

45

11

20

24

North Ameri c a (19,470)

4

30

49

17

South Ameri ca (12,969)

48

28

17

7

Africa (28,381)

75

6

7

12

Total Atlantic Region (68,392)

46

18

22

14
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Table

2.

Relative Sizes by Continent of 1) Pre cambrian platforms 2)
adjoining Phanerozoic mobil e belts, and 3) combined continental
crust .

Continent

Precambri an
Platform
Si ze
(103Km2)

Europ e
North America
South Ameri ca
Africa
Total

7,572
19,470
12,969
28,381
68,392

Rat i 0
1
2 .6
1.7
3.7
9.0

Phanerozoic
Mobi Ie Belts
Size
(103Km2)
15,846
13 ,122
4,152
1,396
34,516

Combined
Continental Crust

Ratio
1
0.8
0.3
0.1
2.2

Size
(10 3 Km 2 )
23,418
32 ,592
17,121
29 ,777
102 ,908

Ratio
1
1.4
0. 7
1.3
4.4
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SIGNIFICANCE OF THE Sm-Nd ISOTOPIC SYSTEMATICS OF THE AKILIA
ASSOCIATION;
G. Gruau*, A. Nutman**, and B.M. Jahn*, *CAESS-CNRS, Uni versite
de Rennes, Institut de Geologie (France), .* Geol ogica l Survey of Greenland,
Copenhagen, (Oanmark )
Sm-Nd iso topi c analyses we re carried out on fourteen samples of basic
to ultrabasic metavolcanics from several enclaves of the Amitsoq gneisses
(T

~

3, 700 Ma). Field observatio ns suggest that all the analyzed rocks

belong to the pre-Amitsoq Akilia Association. Consequently, a minimum age
of 3,700 Ma is pos t ulated for the emplacement of their protoliths.
When all the data points are put together in a conventional i sochron
diagram, no c lear isochron relationship can be discerned. Howe ver, they seem·
to fall within a ban d broadly corresponding to an age of 3,600 Ma (F ig. 1).
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The isotopic results are di ff icult to interpre t satis factoril y. We
offer in the following two contrasting interpretations : (1) data scatter
as a result of open system behavior ; (2) data scatter due to a melange of
dat a sets defining tow distinct isochrons.
(1) Open System Interpretat ion: Disturbance of Sm-Nd systems in high
grade metamorphic terr ains has been documented ( 1 ,2) . The basic-u1trabasic
enclaves of the Akilia Association have undergone very complicated
metamorphic history ( 3,4, 5 ) . At least two ·prograde ( 3,600 Ma, 2,800 Ma)
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and one retrograde (2,550 Ma) metamorphic episodes have been recognized (6,
7). The 3,600 Ma metamorphism has clearly affected the area from where the
present samples were collected. Although it is not certain that the Sm-Nd
systems of the studied samples have been opened, isotopic disturbance in
the se repeatedly metamorphosed enclaves i s likely. Furthermore , because
the data array seems to be parallel to the reference isochron of 3,600 Ma,
it appears that the hypothesized open system might be concurrent with the
3 ,600 Ma granulite facies metamorphism (7). Accordingly, the scattering of
dat a points (Fig. 1) could be due to incomplete rehomogenization of Nd
i so t opes during the granulite facies metamorphism. Alternatively, the
scattering might represent additional disturbances during later metamorphic
episodes.
(2) Two-Isochron Interpretation: Assuming no po s t-magmatic isotopic
disturbances have occurred, the present data sets could be resol ved into
two well-defined isochrons : 0) T

= 3,887

(Fig. 2) ; (2 ) T

E

~

( T) = + 4.2 ± 0.4,
Nd
1.0 ± 0.9, (F ig. 3) . In other

65 Ma,

E

( T) = +
Nd
word s, th e scattering of data points shown in Fig. 1 was a result of mixed

= 3,112

± 154 Ma,

populations representing a set of Akilia rocks and a set of post-Amit soq
Malene meta vo lcanics respe c ti vely.
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The grouping in Figs. 2 and 3 was made by visual judgement and is
certainly subject to debate. Two sets of arguments could, however, support
this interpr etation . First, the Akilia association and the younger Malene
Supracrustals a r e known to have very similar lithologies (3,8). Both have
been severely deformed and folded during later te ctono -metamorphic episodes,
and are now intimatel y juxtaposed ( 9). Recognition of the two supracrustal
se quences in such highl y deformed areas ma y not be easy. Henc e it is possible
that samples of diffe rent sequences ha ve been collected and analyzed. Second,
the two "isochron" ages correspond reasonabl y, ma y it be acc identl y , to the
anticipated events for the volcanisms of the Akilia Association ( T
Ma) and the Malene Supracrustals ( T

~

~

3,800

3,100 Ma, 4).

At present, we have no preference over the two alternative
interpretations. Should the second interpretation be proven correct, both
the age (3,887 , 65 Ma) and the high positive ENd value (+ 4) would be
very significant in th e understanding of the early chemical evolution of the
terrestrial mantle . High positive ENd values

2 to

(+

reported for several units of the Isua Belt (T

~

+

3.5) have also been

3,800 Ma, 10). All these

data suggest that at least some parts of early mantle have been highly
depleted and isolated soon following the accretion and very early
differentiation of the Earth about 4,500 Ma ago.
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A~E AND ORI~IN OF ~NEISSES SOUTH OF AMERALIK,
KAN~IMUT-SAN~MISSOQ AND QASI~IAN~UIT.

Jones,N.W., Moorbath;S.
D~partment

of Earth

~ Taylor,P.N.
Scienc~s, Uni v ersity

BET~EEN

Gneisses which crop out along the sQuth€ r n

of Ox ford,

U.K.

coast of Ameralik

bet ween Kangimut-sangmissoq and Qasigianguit . have been the

subject of long-standing contro v ers y cocerning their
relationship to the ~arly Archaean Amttsoq gneisses of the
Godthaab district.
On the basis of field observations, it has been al' gued that
gneisses ~t Kangimut-sangrnissoq and Qasigianguit are
correlatives of the ~arl y Archaean Amitsoq gneisses.
However, we believe that isotopic data on the K-s-Q gneisses
are incompatible either with the direct correlation of K-s-Q
and Amttsoq gneisses or with the proposition that th~ K-s-Q
gneisses could have be~n substantially derived frOM Arottsoq
9neisses by magmatic or metamorphic reworking during a later
tectonothermal e v .nt.

Fi9.1 shows a Sm-Nd isochron diagram on which are plotted
th~ whol.-roc k anal Y$es of si x samples of the K-s-Q gneisses
and ~leven sampl~s of Amitsoq gneisses. The K-s-Q gneisses
d~fine ~ 282~±125 Ma.isochron, with €
Nd ( I ) of +2.2 units .
The Aroftsoq gneisses define a 3 627±48 Ma. isochron, with

E Nd CI ) of +1.7 units.

Th~

Sm-Nd isotopic data for the two

rock-units are clearly quite distinct and do not permit any
simple genetic relationship between th€ gneiss suites. The
positive £Nd ( I) value demonsf, r-'at, es tho:' lack of .:-.n y
i dent i f i ab 1e c omponerlt of anc i C'nt c 1:lr"it i nc-nt. a,1 c t··l..l$"t. a,l t~d in
the K-s-Q 9n.;sses.
Fig.2 shows a, Rb-Sr whole-rock iso c hron diagram for' si x
samples of K-s-Q gneisses. These define a 2770±185 Ma.
isochron. with an initial 87 Sr / 86 S r ratio of e.70195±54 .
The K-s-Q gneisses ~r~ generall y ver y depleted with respect
to Rb. The si x saropl~s analysed for this work are those with
the highest Rb conc~ntration~. The Sr iso t ope ev o luti o n
diagr&m
(fig.3) show$ t.he bulk-e~rth evolution line
terminating at • , the ~verage Amtt s oq gneiss gro wth line,
and th~ 9rowth lines for th~ K-s-Q gneisses with the least
and most r~diogenic S r. Aver~ge Affiftsoq gneiss at pres~n t
erosion le v el h~d S r far roo r € radiogenic than K-s- Q gneisses
at ca.2770 Ma. Such AmftsoQ gn~isses could not be the parent .
material from which K-s-Q gneisses were formed. Ind e ed.
almost all anal y sed Amtt s oq gneiss e s would ha v e had 87'5 t'/
86 Sr ratios ~r~ater than ca.e.70195 at ca.2 7 70 Ma. Mo dels
requi r ing very se v er~ earl y Archae~n Rb-depletion, fol lo wed
b y I~te Archaean re-introduction of Rb could be proposed to
e x plain K-s-Q 9n~is s Sr isotope evolution in orde r to permit
an early Archaean crustal residence age for the pr o tol iths
of the K-s-Q ~neisses. Ho wever, s uch models cannot b~ made
consistent with requirements f o r the Nd and Pb isotopic
evolution, and they should therefore be di s counted.
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Fig.4 is a Pb-Pb diagram in which tile who le-roc k isotopic
analyses of eighteen K-s-Q gn~isses are plotted. The Pb
isotope data are interpreted within the framework of the
crustal cont.al'l'lin-3.tion model presentE"d b y Taylor et· .al. (1)
for NOk gneisses emplaced into or through Am'tsoq gneisses.
AND is the single-stage growth curve' for a system with a~1
v alue of 7.48. A is the- model initial Pb of Am1t:E.oq gneisses
at c .... 3700 Ma., and fl the model initial Pb of ca.2900 Ma.

old NOk gneisse s which did not suffer contamination due to
interaction with Amttsoq gneisses.

NO is the present-day

isochron line occupied by uncontaminated NOk gneisses. In
the Godthaab district most of the late Archaean intrusiv~
rocks show cle~r Pb isotop~c evidence of i nteraction with
Am't'Soq gnei sses, i .E' . t~ heir Pb isotopic anal ~lses plot below
NO. The K-s-Q gneisses also show st'ch evidenc~ for
contamination with Amttsoq-t ype Pb, although ve ry few show
severe c()nt,aminati,:,n effe-.:ts, and most ha'...' ,,;- a I...lery large
proportion of theil~ initial Pb fro m a juvenile SOurce at ca.
2770 Ma.
i.e. the y are generally less contaminated than
most NOk gnei$ses.
Two K-s-Q grle; ss es plot close to the e x tension of the
present-day array of Arottsoq gneiss Ph data ( AO in fig.4.),
but much closer to 0 than the analysed Amttsoq gneisses frOM
the Godthaab district, whiCh occupy the lower third of AO.
It is highly improbable tha t tt1€Se two samples actually
ro?pr'esent Anltt s,o q g n e-isse-s : thE-V l,. .l ould bo;' VE-rV unusual in
having suffered much less severe U-depletio n than any
analysed Am'tsoq gneisses from the Godthaab d ist rict.
Consequently i t is very unl i ke l y that these two samples
should be interpreted differently from oth er K-s-Q samples.
We conclude that the K- s-Q gneisses represent an addition of
substant i al ly juvenil~ ,~antl e- deri ve d material to the
Ar-chaean Ct~aton of West. Gt"e..:nl -~nd during la.t, ':' At"chaean
times. Some of t.he parent magmas have unde,"gone interaction
with older crust, as ind i cated by the Pb iso tope eviden ce
for contamination with AMttsoq-der· ived Pb. Ho weve r, the
positive E Nd (I) v alue fo r th e K-s-Q gn eisse s firmly rules
out ~ny significant material contribution from th ~ Am'tsoq
gneisses to the K-s-Q gne iss es.
Referen.:e.
( 1 )

Taylo r ,P.N., Moorbath,S., Goodwill,P. & Petr ykow ski,A.C.
Geochim. Cc.srllochirll. Acta 44, 1437-1453.

(1980)
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ARCHEAN METAMORPHIC SEQUENCE AND SURFACES, KANGERDLUGSSUAQ FJORD,
EAST GREENLAND. M.A. KAYS, Dept. of Geol., Univ. Oregon, Eugene, OR 97403
Introduction: The characteristics of Archean metamorphic surfaces and
fabrics of a mapped sequence of rocks older than ca. 3000 Ma [1] provide in
formation basic to an understanding of the structural evolution and metamor

phic hist ory in Kangerdlugssuaq Fjord, east Greenland. This information and
the additional results of petrologic and geochemical studies [2] have culmin
ated in an extended chronology (Table 1) of Archean plutonic, metamorphic,
and tectonic events for Kangerdlugssuaq Fjord [3,4]. This paper considers the
basis for the chronology and especially the nature of the metamorphic fabrics
and surfaces in the Archean sequence. The surfaces, which are planar mineral
parageneses, may prove to be mappable outside Kangerdlugssuaq Fjord, and if
so, they will be helpful in extending the events that they represent to other
Archean sequences in east Greenland. The surfaces will become especially im
portant reference planes if the absolute ages of their metamorphic assembl
ages can be determined in at least one location where strain was low subse
quent to their recrystallization. Once an isochron is obtained, the dynamo

thermal age of the regionally identifiable metamorphic surface is determined
everywhere it can be mapped.
Pre-3000 Ma Gneisses: The reconnaissance mapping (1:500,000) over the
greater area of Kangerdlugssuaq Fjord [5], and the more detailed mapping (1:
20,000) of this study (Fig. 1) along Watkins Fjord indicate that there are
two distinct generations of granitoid gneisses. The distinction between the
two is mainly structural. The older gneisses are banded migmatitic rocks con
taining thin biotite-rich and/or hornblende-rich parts veined and fragmented
by quartz-feldspar-rich layers. The mafic bands occur as faded, "ghost-like"
remnants within the bands and layers of quartz-feldspar. Early folds involv
ing mafic paleosome and quartzofeldspathic neosome are refolded.
Supracrustal Sequence: The supracrustal rocks of this study are in appar
ent tectonic contact with the older gneisses, and both these rock groups are
intruded by the ca. 3000 Ma calc alkaline gneiss suite. The mapped character
of the supracrustal sequence is that of very narrow and deformed, elongate
belts that are gradationally xenolithic in the ca. 3000 Ma gneisses. Outcrop
patterns of belts are ~artly the result of folding (Fig. 1). Elongate belts
of character similar to those of the supracrustal rocks in Kangerdlugssuaq
Fjord extend south nearly 300 km to Angmagssalik [5].
Metaclastic rocks are abundant in the belts of the map area. The common
types are biotite-bearing quartz-feldspar schists, micaceous quartzites,

garnet-biotite schists, and quartz-sillimanite-biotite schists (±cordierite±
garnet). Amphibolites are nearly as abundant as the metaclastic rocks; horn
blende and plagioclase are finely banded on a mm scale and locally have grad
ational relations with garnet-biotite schists. Thin bands of iron-silicate
bearing quartzites or metacherts have persistent inter layered association
with the amphibolites. The main iron-silicate in the quartzites is almandine,
but hornblende is commonly present, there are subordinate iron-ores, and
there is rare occurrence of hypersthene and fayalite.

Ultramafic Rocks: Elongate, pod-like ultramafic bodies of variable dimen
sions commonly measured in m, but up to O.S km long and 100 m thick, are
widespread in the supracrustal sequence. Although greatly modified by later
deformation, discordant contact relationships with the older gneisses and
supracrustal rocks provide evidence that the ultramafic rocks are remnants

of elongate dikes/sills. Mapped metamorphic surfaces, structures, and fab
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rics in the supracrust and older gneiss show that intrusion of ultramafic

liquid was earlier than regional metamorphism/deformation common to all these
rocks. The ultramafic rocks are largely amphibole-bearing peridotites with
olivine, orthopyroxene or clinopyroxene (but not both), green hercynitic,
brown, and iron-chrome spinels, talc and chlorite.
'

3000 Ma Gneisses: The younger gneisses from which the 2980±20 Ma Pb-Pb
isochron [IJ was obtained are polyphase intrusive rocks with compositional
range tonalite to grandiorite, adamellite and granite [2J. These gneisses are
the most voluminous Archean rocks in the area, and intrude supracrustal belt
rocks and migmatitic gneisses. Directional fabrics of the rocks are strong
but of variable character, and many rocks are foliated.

Significance of Fsp-Stage and Fgn-Stage Folds: Archean surfaces folded by
Fsp-stage folds are I) Sbgn migmatitic banding in the older gneisses; 2) Suml
compositional banding generally at a high angle to and frequently transposed
by 3) ScI metamorphic cleavage in the ultramafic rocks; 4) Ssp metamorphic
foliation and nearly parallel compositional banding in the supracrustal rocks.
Fsp~stage folds are not found in the 3000 Ma gneisses (Table I). Strong de
formation during and following intrusion of the younger gneisses developed in
them penetrative fabrics Sgn and nearly parallel trends with Ssp, ScI, and
Sbgn surfaces of the intruded rocks. Nevertheless, evidence is preserved for
angular intrusive discordance just at the contacts between intrusive and in

truded rocks. The gneisses with Sgn fabrics are folded by only the Fgn-stage
folds which also affect the Fsp-stage folds and all the Fsp-folded metamor
phic and migmatitic surfaces (Table I).
The Sbgn Surface and its Relation to Ssp: Of earliest generation in this
region may be the Sbgn surface of migmatitic banding. Biotite-rich and/or
hornblende-rich bands now only mm thick are clearly fragmentary remnants of
some pre-existing, presumably supracrustal rocks, and constitute the paleo

some. The Sbgn and Ssp surfaces are both affected by Fsp-stage and Fgn-stage
folds. However, on northwest Kraemers Island the Ssp and Sbgn surfaces of
supracrustal belt biotite-garnet schist and migmatite gneiss, respectively,
are discordant: here, near their contact, discrete and streamlined lenticu
lar bodies of schist are enclosed by gneiSS and their respective surfaces
I

share Fgn-stage folds. The interpretation is that the discordance is tecton
ic and that the lenticular schist bodies are tectonic slivers formed as a

result of thrust faulting during the later stages in the development of a
fold nappe. According to such a model the Sbgn surface must be older than
tectonic juxtaposition but the relative age of it with respect to the surface
Ssp cannot be determined.

The Ssp Surface in Supracrustal Belt Rocks: The prominent penetrative
fabric Ssp in the supracrustal belt rocks consists of planar orientations of

the minerals biotite,
tosity is parallel or
alternating layers of
tions of a variety of

hornblende, platy quartz, and feldspar. The Ssp schis
subparallel to compOSitional banding which consists of
quartz, or quartz-feldspar, or feldspar and segrega
Fe-Mg-Al-silicates and sillimanite. Because they have

essentially the same orientation, and there is no consistent evidence for
transposition of one by the other, schistosity and compositional banding are

not distinguished and both are referred to as Ssp foliation. The parallel
growth of planar minerals and their segregation into roughly parallel bands
were in response to syntectonic recrystallization possibly along axial

planar surfaces at an earlier stage. Subsequently, minerals of Ssp-stage
fabrics were folded about Fsp-stage hinges earlier than or during tectonic
juxtaposition with the migmatite gneisses. Maximum metamorphism associated
with the Ssp surface in pelitic and semipelitic rocks is constrained only in
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terms of the divariant association of sillimanite-biotite-quartz above the
breakdown temperature of muscovite-quartz (upper amphibolite facies). This is
because the assemblages of the supracrustal rocks are polymetamorphic . and re
crystallization following development of Ssp assemblages overlapped their
stability field while preserving Ssp assemblages and fabrics.
ScI and other Surfaces in Ultramafic Rocks: Observations from many loca
tions indicate that there are three kinds of fabrics recognizable in the ul
tramafic rocks: 1) compositional layering SumI in which occasional iron
chrome-oxide-rich bands alternate with olivine-richer and pyroxene-richer
bands that are frequently several cm to tens of cm thick; 2) metamorphic
cleavage ScI which transposes and frequently obliterates the earlier composi
tional layering; 3) reaction selvages Surs which conform generally to the
pod-like shape of the bodies and are several cm to tens of cm thick separat
ing the ultramafic rocks from the adjacent gneisses and gneiss-intruded con
tact with supracrustal rocks. The evidence is good .that the order given here
is also the order in which the fabrics were acquired. Field evidence from
northwest Kraemers Island suggests that perfectly parallel ScI cleavage and
Ssp foliation are equivalent in ultramafic and supracrustal rocks. respect
ively, and are later than the discordant contact between the two rock types.
Assemblages which form the ScI surface correspond regionally to metamorphism
in the T-P field of tremolite-chlorite peridotite [6). However, the assem
blages are polymetamorphic and post-ScI assemblages Surs are at higher grade.
The Sgn Surface: The penetrative foliation Sgn in the ca. 3000 Ma gneis
ses consists of flattened-elongated quartz-feldspar, parallel biotite flakes,
and elongated hornblende. The assemblages are consistent with subsolidus re
crystallization above the stability of muscovite+quartz but below the stabil
ity of biotite+quartz and hornblende+quartz in rocks of compositional range
tonalite to granite. Sgn fabrics are discordant with and later than ScI, Ssp,
and Sbgn cleavages and foliations.
Post-Sgn Effects: Porphyroblastic minerals of supracrustal rocks incor
porate minerals of the Ssp surface and overlap their stability fields. Local
ly the porphyroblastic minerals have measured alignment in outcrop parallel
with Fgn axes and transpo se Ssp foliation in the hinge areas of Fgn folds.
The porphyroblastic assemblages of ultramafic rocks are those of previously
described Surs s e lvag~ assemblages. Preferred orientations of the porphyro
blastic assemblages aren't obvious, but the Surs selvage surfaces have boud
inage elongation parallel to Fgn axes. In the 3000 Ma gneisses, annealed
mylonitic flaser structure emphasized by coarse feldspar a~gen also has
elongation parallel to Fgn axes locally transposing Sgn foliation through Fgn
fold hinge s . None of the post-Sgn effects just described is penetrative. Ssp,
ScI, and post-Sgn porphyroblastic assemblages together constitute polymeta
morphic assemblages which at maximum grade are repr esented by 1) chlorite =
orthopyroxene + olivine + green spine l + vapor [7) in peridotites, and by . 2)
biotite + sillimanite + quartz = cordierite + garnet + K-feldspar + vapor/
liquid [8] in metap e lites.
Summary and Conclusions: An effective method of documenting isotopically
disturbed rocks older than the ca. 3000 Ma Pb-Pb isochron obtained for the
voluminous calc alkaline gneisses in Kangerdlugssuaq Fjord is to map the met
amorphic surfac es and fabrics of all the Archean rocks. A key to an under
standing of Archean chronological relations (Table 1) is the recognition of
Fsp-stage folding that is earlier than formation of the metamorphic surface
Sgn i n th e ca. 3000 Ma gneisses. Important featur es of the earli e r metamor
phism are the we ll preserved, and predomi nant Ssp and ScI metamorphic sur
faces which record a high grade dynamo thermal event older tha~ intrusion of
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the ca. 3000 Ma gneisses . The interpretation here is that the final high
grade metamorphic event overlapped with the heating associated with emplace
ment and continuing deformation (Fgn) of the youngest gneisses. The Sgn fab
ric in those gneisses is interpreted to be the result of synkinematic crys

tallization and/or subsolidus flow at temperatures above about 600·C [9,10]
in a recumbent tectonic regime [11,12). Flow fabrics equivalent to Sgn are
absent in the supracrustal, ultramafic, and older gneiSSic rocks because
stress as a component of lithostatic pressure effected pervasive movement in

only the hot plastic or semi-liquid calc alkaline nappes.
References: [1) Leeman, W.P., Dasch, E.J., & Kays, M.A. (1976) Nature 263, p.
469-471. [2) Kays, M.A., McBirney, A.R., & Goles, G.G. (1981) Contrib. Mine
ral. Petrol. 76, p. 265-284. [3] Kays, M.A., Dorais, M.J., & Goles, G.G.
(1983) Geol. Soc. Amer. Ann. Mtgs. 15, p. 609. [4) Kays, M.A. (1984) Trans.
Amer. Geophys. Union (E@S) 65, p. 1128-1129. [5) Bridgwater, D., Davies, F.B.,
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Table 1. Chronology of Archean events in Kangerdlugssuag Fjord
7. Isoclinal upright Fgn folding of the ca. 3000 Ma calc alkaline gneiss
suite. Ssp, Scl, Sbgn surfaces; local transposition of Sgn and Ssp fo lia
ti on through Fgn hinges during final high grade equilibration of Archean
rocks.
6. Extended period of intrusion. sheet-like pulses of calc alkaline mantle
derived magma invade tectonically inter layered supracrust and migmatitic
gneisses. Planar and linear penetrative Sgn fabrics by synkinematic or
sub-solidus flow of plutonic rocks forming flattened-align ed quartz. feld
spar, and biotite±hornblende.
5. Fold nappes form resulting at some early stage in tight recumbent Fsp
stage folds of Ssp and Sbgn surfac es ; at a later stage there is thrusting
and tectonic interleaving of the recumbent folded sequence.
4. Syntectonic regional metamorphism of intermediate baric type forms pene
trative Ssp foliation (supracrust) and Scl cleavage (ultramafic rocks).
3. Intrusion of ultramafic magma forming elongate dikes in supracrust and
migmatitic gneisses; crystal settling-differentiation of magma forms Suml
compositional layers (iron-chrome-oxides. olivine, and pyroxenes).
2. DepOSition of supracrustal rocks apparently on granitoid basement gneisses.
Accumulation of sedimentary debris with very aluminous interlayers (to 25
wt % Al 2 0,) was apparently in a basin of moderate depth with nearby volca
nic source which peri~cally erupted basic magma; associated chemical pre
Cipitation of silica forms ch er t beds with locali zed iron-oxides-sulfides.
1. Intrusion of granitoid magma into biotite and hornblende-bearing layered
and presumably metamorphosed· rocks results in secondary migmatitic layers
in which there is alternating quartz-feldspar and hornblende/biotite
identifiable now as the surface Sbgn.
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Fig. 1. Geology of the inner part of Kangerdlugssuaq Fjord in the Watkins Fjord area.
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METAMORPHOSED ULTRAMAFIC ROCKS IN EAST GREENLAND: M.A. Kays. and M.
J. Dor~is*. Department of Geology. University of Oregon. Eugene. OR 97403
(*University of Georgia. Athens. GA 30602)
Introduct.ion: Ultramafic rocks have widespread distribution as elongate
pod-like bodies in association with supracrustal belt rocks and granitoid
basement gneisses older than ca. 2900 Ma (Fig. 1) in east Labrador [1.2].
west Greenland [3.4.5]. east Greenland [6.7]. and northwest Scotland [8.9].
The bodies have locally preserved discordant contacts with the supracrustal
belt rocks [5.6.7]. and have strong compositional banding with cm thick lay
ers enriched in chrome-iron oxides, olivine, pyroxene, or some combination of
these minerals. Some ultramafic bodies also contain layers of gabbro [7.8] .
The ultramafic rocks are not unCOmmon as xenoliths in Archean gneisses with
age of ca. 2900 Ma or younger; the xenoliths occur with size ranging from a
few cm diameter to large rafts more than 100 m long. Analyzed suites of the
pod-like Archean ultramafic bodies have compositional characteristics simi
lar to komatiite-tholeiite suites of Ar chean greenstone belts [8.10.11]. or
to the basal parts of layered intrusions and constructional sequences of sim
ilar character [12]. In the indexed localities of Fig. 1 the major period of
emplacement of the ultramafic -rocks was earlier than the voluminous genera
tion of calc alkaline magma at ca. 2700-2900 Ma [13.14]. Thus. the occurrence
of the ultramaf i c rocks may be an important marker in documenting the distri
bution of Archean rocks older than ca. 2900 Ma 1n the craton of the North
Atlantic region.
This paper summarizes compositional and mineralogical characteristics of
Archean ultramafic rocks in Kangerdlugssuaq Fjord (Fig. 1): the first provide
information important to understanding the primary character of the rock
suite, whereas the latter provide data necessary to determine conditions of
their equilibration during the latest metamorphism. Field characteristics
and document.ation for the occurrence and probable emplacement history of the
ultramafic rocks are given in a companion paper [7]. The two kinds of inform
ation will be of value in determining the affinity of the suite to similar
Archean rocks in other areas of the North Atlantic craton.
Whole Rock Compositional Characteristics: Major element oxides of the
ultramafic rocks have decreasing abundance with respect to increasing MgO
contents. but Ni shows strong positive variation rising to nearly 1800 ppm in
MgO-enriched rocks (Fig. 2). Cr contents in samples that don't have oxide
segregation are variable and only a crude pattern is recognizable with re
spect to MgO. The highest Cr content measured is about 5500 ppm in a rock
with the highest measured MgO content (34 wt.%); otherwise. Cr contents range
from about 1600 to 3500 ppm rising to the higher value in rocks of intermedi
ate MgO content (ca. 25 wt. %). Analyses of amphibolites associated with the
ultramafic rocks in the supracrustal belts are plotted in Fig. 2. but the. re
lationship of amphibolites and ultramafic rocks is not clear in Kangerdlug
ssuaq Fjord. REE contents of three ultramafic rocks from Kangerdlugssuaq
Fjord have chondrite normalized plots showing enrichment in these trace ele
ments similar to komatiites [11]. but are in strong contrast to the patterns
of depletion recognized in alpine peridotites (refractory mantle lherzolites.
harzburgites. and dunites) [15] shown for comparison (Fig. 2).
To test the hypothesis that the regular major oxide compOSitional varia
tions and the locally preserved surface of compositional layering Sum1 [7]
are consistent with crystal fractionation of basic magma. plots of TiOz (wt.
%) and Y (ppm) vs Zr (ppm)in ultramafic-mafic rocks were reproduced by calcu
lated Rayleigh fractionation of olivine. pyroxenes. hornblende. and plagio
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clase (Fig. 3). In the calculations, distribution coefficients
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liquid) were used consistent with crystallization of minerals from basaltic

or pi critic liquids [16]. The trend lines, when viewed in comparison with the
major element contents of the ultramafic rocks, are consistent with olivine

fractionation (±pyroxenes). Irvine [17] has also demonstrated that in basic
or picritic melts crystallization follows a predictable path depending on min
eral/melt ~ values and magma fO . Thus, if olivine crystal fractionation was
the mechanism responsible for forming the variety of Kangerdlugssuaq Fjord
ultramafic rocks, Al would have been effectively excluded to the melt during
the process. During such crystallization and exclusion, AI/Mg+Fe 2 + changes
gradually, the fractionation path changing little with additional separation
of the pyroxenes. Ultimately, Al exclusion is drastically altered by separa
tion of the feldspars. The path of Kangerdlugssuaq Fjord ultramafic rocks
seems consistent with such a model (Fig. 3), although it seems doubtful that
the stage of feldspar separation occurred during fractionation of the ultra

mafic sequences.
Metamorphism and Mineral Chemistry of the Ultramafic Rocks: Diagnostic
assemblages in the polymetamorphic ultramafic rocks at the highest grade are
the previously described Surs assemblages [7] containing olivine+orthopyrox
ene+green spinel+chlorite+amphibole. Textural evidence in the field and in
thin section is that there was modification of the ScI assemblage (metamor
phic cleavage) during the last recrystallization episode at ca. 2900 Ma [18].
We assume here that the assemblage reflects equilibrium recrystallization
that was in part mimetic after the ScI assemblage. Mimetic recrystallization

was perhaps aided because conditions of the final event greatly overlapped
those of the earlier episode and because a penetrative fabric did not form in
the ultramafic or adjacent supracrustal rocks during the final event. The
assemblage indicated above is approximately equivalent to the sillimanite

zone amphibolite facies boundary with the granulite facies [19], and is con
sistent with the assemblage quartz+biotite+sillimanite+cordierite+garnet+K
feldspar in the metapelites. The two assemblages in ultramafic and pelitic
rocks, respectively, are consistent with the equilibria 1) chlorite = 2 or tho
pyroxene+olivine+spinel+vapor, and 2) quartz+sillimanite+biotite = cordierite
+garnet+K-feldspar+liquid/vapor [19,20].
The equilibrium P~T curve for equation (1) calculated recently [21] gives
a temperature of about 770°C at 5 kbars for pure Mg end member thermodynamic
data where water pressure and total pressure are the same. Recalculation of

the curve to include compositions of analyzed minerals in sample KWF72 (Table
1) gives a temperature of about 25°C lower at the same pressure. Thus, the
effects of Fe-Mg and other substitutions in the minerals of Surs ultramafic
assemblages reflect conditions of equilibration not greatly different from Mg
end member reactions. Results of olvine-spinel geothermometry in five ultra

mafic rock samples with an assemblage close to that of (1) indicate continued
re-equilibration during cooling following the main recrystallization.
Some additional data for the minerals analyzed by electron microprobe in
samples containing green spinel+orthopyroxene+olivine+amphibole±chlorite in

Kangerdlugssuaq Fjord ultramafic rocks are given in Table 1. We also note
that olivine and pyroxenes have nearly identical compositional range and var
iation in the five rock samples analyzed. Fo and En contents in olivines and
pyroxenes vary from about 75 to 87 mol %; these compositional variations in
the minerals, are consistent with bulk compositional variations of their host

rocks (MgO varies from 20 to 32 wt%). The green spinels are aluminous and Fe
rich, but with variable Cr contents; compositional variations on an atomic
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basis are: YAI ;O.86 to 0.96; Y ;0.04 to 0.14; ~ ;0.39 to 0.58; ~ ;0.42 to
0.61. We note too that the amp~Iboles are colorle§s pargasite and gr~enish
edenitic hornblende. Analyzed chlorite of KWF-72 is clinochlore according to
the nomenclature of Hey [22] .
Summary and Conclusions: Studies in a number of localities in the North
Atlantic region including Kangerdlugssuaq Fjord indicate that elongate Arch
ean ultramafic bodies have intrusive contacts with rocks of supracrustal se

quences that are mostly older than 2800 -2900 Ma. Thus. the ultramafic rocks
may prove to be reliable markers that identify Archean crustal sections old
er than the voluminous accretionary magmatism at ca. 2700- 2900 Ma. In some
locations. as in Kangerdlugssuaq Fjord. the bodies have preserved composi
tional banding that is probably related to crystal accumulation or some simi
lar magmatic process. Such layering provides another reference surface with
which to "re-orient'l Archean crust with respect to subsequent deformation and

recrystallization. The surface. such as Suml in Kangerdlugssuaq Fjord. also
has the potential to provide ages of primary Archean rock emplacement earlier
than that of accretionary magmatism and earlier than the metamorphism of the
supracrustal sequences that contain the bodies. Widespread distribution of
the ultramafic bodies suggests the possibility of an important tectonic even t
associated perhaps with dilatational fracturing of the craton. Such an event
would contrast markedly with the tectonic setting that followed and in which
there was massive addition of calc alkaline magma to the Archean cratonic
nucleus. Mineral assemblages of the ultramafic bodies also provide reliable
markers of the temperature conditions of their metamorphic equil ibration, and

appear to offer proof in Kangerdlugssuaq Fjord of polymetamorphism compatible
with that of the associated supracrustal sequence.
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A MODEL FOR THE BIOLOGICAL PRECIPITATION OF PRECAMBRIAN
IRON-FORMATION; Gene L. LaBerge, Geology Department, University of Wis cons in
Oshkosh, Oshkosh, WI 54901
As the major chemical sedimentary ro ck formed in the Archean and Early
Proterozoic, iron-formation ha s been widely used as a basis for geochemical
inferences about the chemistry of the early atmos phere and oceans. However ,
the present mineralogy of iron-formation probably better reflects diagenetic
and metamorphic modifications rather than chemical attributes of the early
atmosphere and oceans. On the other hand, the existence of iron-formation
sequences, which may contain thousands of cubic mile s of chemically precipi
tated iron and silica, probably does reflect on the nature of the early
atmosphere and oceans. In thi s discussion I am restricting the term iron
formation to rocks containing roughly equal proportions of silica and iron
minerals.
Today, under an oxygenated atmosphere and consequent oxygenated ocean,
the extreme insolubility of ferric iron precludes attaining significant con
centrations in a water column. Therefore, widespread cherty iron-formations
do not form. A relatively oxygen-deficient atmosphere seems necessary to
allow suffi cient fer rous iron in solution to produ ce wide sp read iron
precipitation. However, an oxygen-deficient atmosphere, with its associated
re ducing water column and load of ferrous iron, poses the problem of a
mechanism in the Proterozoic and Archean to precipitate the iron. Thi s
would be accomplished most readily by oxidizing the relatively soluble
ferrous iron to an in so luble fer ric hydrate, whi ch textural evidence and
geochemical models suggest i s the main precipitate.
Becau se iron-formations range in age from 3,800 Ga to about 1,900 Ga,
and were formed in a wide variety of geological settings, it i s not unre aso n
able to suggest that their precipitation was controlled by local conditions.
These conditions would include local oxidizing conditions developed in dif
ferent basins at different time s and local availability of iron in these
basins. The fact that the major Proterozoic iron-formation s range from about
2,500 Ga for the Hamersley Range of Western Austra lia to about 1,900 Ga for
the Lake Superior re gion suggests that iron-formation deposition was con
trolled mainly by lo.cal basin chemistry, and that atmospheric influence was
minor. Furthe rmore, the widespread occurrence of iron-formation s in the
Archean also points to local basin control. While it is possible to pro
duce a locally reducing environment with an oxygenated atmosphere today. I
know of no way to produce a locally oxidizing environment with an oxygen
deficient atmosphere except by biological activity. Therefore, precipitation
of the iron would be most readily accomplished by biological activity.
The precipitation of s ilica, the other major ingredient in iron
formations, is especia ll y problemmatical, including disagreement on whether
it is prima ry or secondary. While most workers assume that the chert is a
primary precipitate, some (1,2 ) suggest that it i s a replacement of earlier
calcite. Te xtura l relations, including syneresi s cracks (3), suggest that
the silica is a primary precipitate . However, the mechanism of precipitation
i s not resolved. Although most Phanerozoic cherts are considered to be
biologically precipitated (by diatoms, radiolaria and spo nge s), Precambrian
cherts are gene ra lly considered to be inorganically precipitated because
Precambrian silica-secreting organisms have not been recognized. The
typical, ubiquitous association of iron and silica in iron-formations sug 
gests that the precipitation of the two must be related, even though the
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chemistry of sili.ca is very different from that of iron. I propose to show
evidence that the si.lica as well as the iron in iron-formations was
precipitated biologically.
One of the characteristic features of iron-formation cherts is the wide
spread occurrence of spheroidal structures about 30 um in diameter that
consist of a centra l 20 um sphere surrounded by a variable number of 5 um
spheroids (4). In most cases, the spheroids are revealed by a fine hematite
"dust" that outlines the structures. Although the spheroids are not present
in every layer, they are present in every Proterozoic and Archean iron
formation which has not been excessively metamorphosed and sheared that I
have examined. As pointed out by LaBerge (4), the structures are remarkably
s imilar in size and morphology to the organic- walled mi crofossil Eosphaera
tyleri, and I suggest that the spheroids are best interpreted as relict
forms of that organ i sm . If so, the details of these structures may have

Sketc h o f hypoth e tic al si t uat i on of wha t an acc umulation of
Eosoha era tyl e ri mi g ht l ook l i k e .

Photomicrograph of jasper with Eosphaera-like
stru ctures showing their abundance.
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significant implications on the precipitation of iron-formation. First, the
fact that these structures are abundantly preserved ~ spheroids in the
cherty layers suggests that they had some rigidity, and were not simply an
organic sheath, because a vast majority of organic matter in iron-formation
does not retain its organic structure. Many jasper layers are virtually
composed of spheroidal structures. Microscopically, the textural pattern of
the Eosphaera-like structures suggests that the layers formed by accumulation
of the spheroids. The fact that the spheroids appear to have had rigidity
and to have formed the siliceous layers suggests that Eosphaera may have had
a siliceous test. Similarly, the presence of similar structures within
siliceous granules seems to attest to the durability of the spheroids. In
addition, all Eosphaera-like structures are typically preserved by a fine
hematite "dust" that colors the jasper red. The dust, then,may represent
fine ferric hydrate that adhered abiotically to the organic walls of
Eosphaera, or alternatively, it may indicate that Eosphaera was photosynthe
tic and the ferric hydrate accumulated on the membrane where oxygen was
expelled (such as in modern Volvox), or it may be similar to the way the
chemotrophic bacterium Leptothrix encases itself in a sheath of ferric
hydrate. These two observations in the jaspers lead to the tentative inter
pretation that Eosphaera may have been a photosynthetic organism with
siliceous frustules. If this interpretation is correct, it is significant
regarding iron-formation and early life because these spheroids are present
in Archean iron-formations including some from the 3,500 Ga old Pilbara
blo ck of Western Australia. Furthermore, the abundance of Eosphaera-like
structures in laminated (deep water) jaspers may indicate that it was plank
tonic rather than benthic in life-style.
Several authors (4, 5, 6, 7) have reported that siderite in relatively
unmetamorphosed iron-formations occurs as prominent spherical grains about
30 um in diameter. Microprobe examination of spherical siderites in
Proterozoic iron-formation from the Gunflint district of Ontario reveals that
they are double-walled structures remarkably similar to Eosphaera tyleri.

Comparison of aouble-walled spherical siderite (left)
and Eosphaera tyleri (right). Siderite is white in
the electron mlcrograph. Photos are approximately the
same scale.
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These double-walled , spherical siderite grains are interpreted to have
formed by diagenetic alteration of primary hematite-coated varieties.
Bacterial degradation of organic matter in the ano xic zone on the basin floor
may have produced C02 and utilized ferric hydrate as an electron donor which
reduced the i ron to the ferrous s ta te . The ferrous i ron and C02 combi ned to
form siderite "pseudomorphs" afte r hematite-pigmented forms involving pro
gressive replacement of the si lica. Siderite i s a major mineral in some
iron-formations, however, it appears to be primarily of early diagenetic
origin, because siderite i s part of the sedimentary fabrlc of the rock. The
conversion of primary ferric hydrate to sider ite is often incomplete,
because hematite and siderite may co -exist in iron-formations. Perhaps this
may be due to the amount of associated organic matter that was available for
bacterial degradation on the basin floor. The net result seems to have been
a primary precipitate containing a mi xture of ferric and ferrous minerals
in a metastable association.
Magnetite is the most abundant iron mineral in metamorphosed iron
formations, and I suggest that the hematite and siderite react to produce
magnetite, which appears to be the equilibrium phase at elevated tempera
tures. In contrast to hematite and siderite, whi ch were involved in the
depositional fabric, magnetite typically forms crystal aggregates and veins
that tend to obliterate primary features (6). Furthermore, Han (8) showed
that much of the magnetite forms as overgrowths on earlier, rhombohedral
hematite crystals. It may be appropriate to note here that these diagenetic
(?) hematite crystals, which resemble monoclinic se lenite crystals, may have
been misidentified as pseudomorph s after gypsum (2, 9). If so, this may
lead to erroneous interpretations about the oxygen content of the Precambrian
atmosphere and oceans.
I suggest that the iron in iron-formations was precipitated as a ferric
hydrate product by photosynthetic oxidation of iron in the photic zone.
Presumably a variety of organisms were involved in the process, including
planktoni c iron-stripping bacteria such as Leptothri x and Metallogenium,
which precipitated ferric hydrate in t he ir sheaths from ferrous iron in the
water. While some of the iron accumulated on the Eosphaera-like s tructures,
most of it evidently formed as minute ferric hydrate parti cle s that settled
in the water column. The silica may have been precipitated largely as
frustule s of silicaCsecreting organisms, particu larly Eosphaera tyleri.
Thus, the "sediment rain" consisted of Eosphaera, ferri c hydrate, and other
organic materials, which accumulated on the basin floor. Incipient layering
of iron and silica may have been produced by a relatively co nsta nt "rain" of
ferric hydrate punctuated by periodic "blooms" of sil i ceous organisms. In
the organic-rich ooze, anaerobic decay and chemoautotrophic bacteria may have
flourished, giving off waste CO 2 and ferrous iron. These products reacted
to form siderite, which may have been nucleated by the ferric hydrate on
the Eosphaera or elsewhere. The notorious lack of sulfide minerals in cherty
iron-formatlons suggests that sulfate was scarce in the basins, and that it
did not serve as an oxygen source for organic delay. Continued accumulation
of iron on the upper part of the siliceous layer, coupled with diagenetic
formation of siderite would produce a marked density contrast between silica
and ferrugi nous "grains". The 1ayeri ng woul d then be enhanced by currents
separating the ferruginous and silica "grains". During periods of higher
energy bottom cu rrents, this laminated material might have been broken up
to form granule - bearing units in shallower water as discussed by LaBerge (3).
Subsequent metamorphism of the metastable siderite-hematite-chert rock would
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re sult in widespread development of magnetite and/or iron-silicates.
OXYGtN- OErrC IENT ATMOSPHtRt
Oxygen from photosynthetic organisms
con~erts Fe+2 to insoluble ferric
hydra"te, which rains .down with
organic matter and s11iceous tests .

Dep t h of l ight penetration

Anae robic bacteria in bottom mud'
decompose organic tissue utiliz~ng
oxygen from ~erric hydrate. Th15
produces Fe+ and C02 which combine
to form siderite.

Ske t ch of the proposed model for the biological precipitation
of Precambrian iron-formations.
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ARCHEAN SEDIMENTARY STYLES AND EARLY CRUSTAL EVOLUTION; Donald R.
Lowe, Department of Geology, Louisiana State University, Baton Rouge, LA 70803
Preserved Archean sedimentary rocks accumulated in at least three 'major
depositional settings represented by sedimentary units (I) in early, pre-3.0
Ga-old greenstone belts, (II) on late Archean cratons formed from the early
Archean greenstone belts, and (III) in late Archean, post-3.0 Ga-old
greenstone belts.
(I) The principal volcanic s equences of early Archean greenstone belts in
the Barberton Mountain Land, South Africa, and the eastern Pilbara Block,
Western Australia, contain sedimentary units deposited on low-relief, anoro
genic but rapidly subsiding, shallow-water platforms constructed largely of
mafic and ultramafic volcanic rocks (1). The primary sediment types included
fresh or only slightly reworked pyroclastic debris; orthochemical precipitates
including carbonate, evaporites, and silica; and biogenic deposits now repre
sented by black carbonaceous chert, banded chert, and stromatolitic units (1,
2, 3). Terrigenous deposits, such as sandstone and shale derived by weathering
and erosion of older rocks. are rare. Algoma-type iron formation, volcanogenic
mas s ive sulfide deposit s , and turbidites, all of which usually form under
deeper-water conditions, are ,also poorly developed. Detrital modes of clastic
units are dominated by volcanic and intraformational sedimentary components
and essentially lack coarse alpha-quartz, potash feldspar, and metamorphic
and plutonic rock fragments. These units reflect sedimentation on large,
shallow-water simatic platforms far removed from sources of sialic detritus.
The upper, sedimentary parts of these early Archean greenstone belt
sequences are made up largely of detrital units reflecting orogenesis and deep
erosion (4). The debris includes material eroded from both the underlying
greenstone belt sequence and quartzose intrusive and metamorphic rocks. De
position took place in environments ranging from alluvial to deep-sea (4).
These units mark the regional transition from simatie platforms to continents.
(II) Following early Archean cratonization, the South African Kaapvaal
and Australian Pilbara cratons were subject to deep erosion and, in late
Archean time, were the sites of deposition of thick sedimentary and volcanic
sequences. These include the Fortescue Group on the Pilbara Block and the
Pongola and Witwatersrand Supergroups and succeeding units in South Africa.
Although volcanism was widespread during the accumulation of many of these
sequences, the sedimentary rocks clearly reflect deposition on relatively
stable blocks of continental crust. They directly overlie the eroded plutonic
and greenstone belt basement of early Archean age, are much less deformed and
metamorphosed than underlying greenstone belt rocks, have not been extensively
intruded by granitoid plutonic rocks, and contain large amounts of craton
derived arkosic and quartzitic debris.
(III) Late Archean, post-3.0 Ga greenstone belts in Canada and much of
the Yilgarn Block, Western Australia, include sedimentary units in the vol
canic part of the sequence that differ significantly from those in the older
belts (1). Coarse terrigenous clast i c units occur throughout the volcanic sec
tion instead of just at the top, as in older belts. These units are made up of
conglomerate, sandstone, and shale derived largely by erosion of the green
stone belt sequence itself but contain detritus eroded from penecontemporan
eous intrusions and older sialic basement. Deposition was mainly by subaqueous
sediment gravity flows, including turbidity currents and debris flows.
Shallow-water deposits in the volcanic sections accumulated mainly around
high-standing felsic volcanic cones. Carbonaceous cherts, banded cherts, and
evaporites are rare, whereas volcanogenic sulfide deposits and Algoma-type
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iron formation are widespread. Deposition took place under subaqueous, in
large part deep-water, tectonically unstable conditions (1).
As in the older belts, the uppermost clastic units at the top of the
greenstone belt sequence reflect orogenesis. They were deposited in an
association of environments ranging from alluvial to deep-sea (5).
The sedimentology of these Archean sedimentary systems bears strongly on
interpretations of the character and evolution of the Archean crust. (A) The
preserved early Archean greenstone belts formed as large, high-standing, an
orogenic sima tic blocks that were not underlain by or adjacent to signifi
Cantly older continental crust. They underwent cratonization which age rela
tionships of associated plutonic rocks suggest proceeded more-or-less con
currently with deposition of the greenstone belt sequences (6, 7).
(B) The cratons formed from these early Archean greenstone belts served
as sites for the deposition of late Archean volcanic and shallow-water shelf
sequences. These deposits are generally similar to cratonic sediments that
are abundant in younger sequences and are clearly distinct from greenstone
belt sediments.
(C) In contrast to the early Archean belts, late Archean greenstone belts
represent largely subaqueous and tectonically active depositional sites (1).
Both radiometric dating and included detrital sediments indicate that they
formed in close association with significantly older sialic blocks. These
belts also underwent cratonization more-or-less concurrently with accumulation
of the greenstone belt sequences to form stable continental blocks that hosted
the subsequent deposition of early Proterozoic shelf sediments. The co-exist
ence in the late Archean of (a) large, stable cratons in South Africa and the
Pilbara, Western Australia, and (b) younger greenstone belts in Canada, the
Yilgarn, and elsewhere emphasizes the clear sedimentological and tectonic
contrasts between these terranes. These contrasts argue strongly against sug
gestions that greenstone belts developed upon blocks of continental crust.
These results suggest that the Archean was characterized by at least two
diachronous styles of crustal evolution. Early Archean cratons evolved from
anorogenic s hallow-water simatie platforms, perhaps resembling modern oceanic
islands formed over hot spots . These platforms show no evidence of an associa
tion with significantly older continental blocks. Late Archean greenstone
belts, perhaps analogous to modern magmatic arcs, developed adjacent to but
not entirely upon older sialic blocks.
REFERENCES: (1) Lowe, D. R. (1982) Precambrian Research, 17, p. 1-29.
(2) Lowe, D. R., and Knauth, L. P. (1977) Jour. Geology, 85, p. 699-723.
(3) Barley, M. E., Dunlop, J. S. R., Glover, J. E., and Groves, D. 1. (1979)
Earth Planet. Sci. Letters, 43, p. 74-84; (4) Eriksson, K. A. (1978) Canada
Soc. Perrol. Geol. Mem. 5, p. 287-311. (5) Walker, R. G. (1978) Can. Jour.
Earth Sci., 15, p. 1213-1218. (6) de Laeter, J. R., Libby, W. G., and Trendall
A. F. (1981) Geol. Soc. Western Ausr., Spec. Pub. 7, p. 145-158. (7) Barton,
J. M., Jr., Robb, 1. J., Anhaeusser, C. R., and van Nierop, D. A. (1983)
Spec. Pub. Geo!. Soc. S. Africa, 9, p. 63-72.
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REGIONAL VARIATION IN THE AMITSOQ GNEISSES RELATED TO CRUSTAL
LEVELS [JURING LATE ARCH'[AN GRANULITE FASIES /lETAMORPHIS~, SOUTHERN WEST
GREF.NLANf). A. P. NlffMAN , D. BRIDGWATER , V. R. IkGREGOR. 1 Department of
Earth SCiences, HUN, St. John's, Nfld., Canada. 2 Geological Mus eum, .
Copenhagen, Denmark. 3 Atammik, Greenland.
I NTROf)IICTION: Regional mapping by the Geological Survey of Greenland
has shown that large areas of southern West Greenland preserve middle to
late Archean granulite facies assemblages (Chronology, Table 1). From
min eralogical and textural evidence further large areas were affected by
granulite facies metamorphism but were subsequently retrogressed under
amphiholite facies conditions prior to the intrusion of the c. 2550 Ha
Qorqut granite complex (McGregor et al., this volume). In Godth~bsfjord
(Fig. 1) however, the rocks appear to have been only metamorphosed under
amphiholite facies conditions in the mid and late Archean.
Table 1.

Relevant events in the regional chronology.

q) Intrusion of post-tectonic QCirqut granite complex, 2550 ~la

7) Deformation, retrogression of granulite facies roc ks under amphibolite

facies conditions ( A
nOO-2fiOO 'ta

on Fig. 1) and intrusion of granitoid sheets,

6) Granulite facies metamorphism
in north, c. 3000 'la.

([G)

on Fig. 1).

In south, c. 2800 Ma,

5) Intrusion of the '1uk gneisses. 2900-3050 Ha.
4) f)eposition of Malene supracrustal rocks.
3) Intrusion of the Ameralik dykes.
2) Intrusion of the Am!tsoq gneisses (predominantly 3 750-3700 Ma tonalites)
accompanied and followed by deformation, metamorphism and gra nite sheet
injection. 3750-3400 Ma.
1) Deposition of a supracrustal sequence, r epresented by the Akilia
association and the Isua supracrustal belt. 3800 Ita .
Airborne radiometric surveying (Secher, 197 7, ~ pers. comms.) shows
there is considerahle areal variation in oray (combin ed K-\I-Th-Rb)
radioactivity, which persis ts even after 'stripping' of anomalous
concentrations associated with descrete potassic granitoids of various ages,
such as the OCirqut granite comnlex. This l eads to a relatively simple
regional pattern for radioactivity: Terranes that have never experienced
granulite facies metamorphism are mor e radioactive than those that have
(Fig. 1).
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Sampled area
Oorqut granite
Low radioactivity' amph.
High radioactivity' amph.
Low radioactivity - gran.

Figure 1. Radioactivit y/ metamorphic facies zones of study area. [G] 
affected by 3000- 2800 'la granul i t e faci es metamorphism [AJ - affected
by 3000-2800 Ma amphibolite facies metamorphism. A - amphibolite facies
metamorphic conditions between 7. 800- 2550 'la.
Th e northwest ern terrane (Nordlandet) und e n , ent granulite facies
metamorphism at c. 3000- 2900 'la, as oppos ed to at c. 2800 'la for the
granulite rocks in the south east (e .g. ~aylor e t al., 1980 )
This paper
comnares the southern [G] and the [AJ zones (Fig. 1) to see i f variation
in content of radioactive minerals can be related to the c. 2800 Ma
granulite facies event. ,his is done by examining Amttsoq grey gn e isse s ,
mostly derived from tonalites, from three localities: (1) Kangimut
sangmissoq [G] , low radioactivity, (?) Akugdlerssuaq [Al ' high radio
activity and (3) Isukasia [A] ,moderate to low radioactivity (Fig. 1).
FIELD RELATIONS: Lat e Arche an ductile deformation accompanied
retrogression of granulit e facies rocks ([ej followed by A ). ~lost
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obvious are 'straight zones' up to 1 km wide with a steeply dipping LS
fabric with amphibolite facies ·ass emblages, and more or less contempor
aneous non-cylindrical southerly-plunging fOld s with wavelengths of up to
15 km. In areas of low deformation granulite facies rocks are patchily
retrogressed, with amphibolite facie s assembla ges mimicking textures
developed under granulite facies metamorphi sm. These textures are
obliterated or strongly modified in the zones of strong deformation
described ahove. Granitoid shee ts intrud e d during formation of these
structures are between 2700 and 2600 Ma old (McGregor et al., 1983), giving
the time of retrogression. Th e boundaries between the regions of different
metamorphic history (Fig. 1) are complicated on a 10 to 20 km scale due to
th e folding, and in some places the boundary between the southeastern
granulite facies terrane and th e amphibolite facies terranes of
Godthftbsfjord could be a tectonic break. This could explain wh y well
preserved, type Amitsoq gneiss es of outer Ameralik are found juxtaposed
with granulite facies rocks slightly further into the fjord (Fig. 1).
However, the zonal facies arrangement appears valid on the regional scale
(cOOkm) .
It is likely that 2700~2600 Ma deformation juxtaposed regions that
were at different crustal levels during the c. 2800 Ma granulite facies
event, so that 2800 !Ia granult e fac i es rocks outcropping in the south were
probably overlain by amphibolite facies terranes equivalent to thos e
found in Godth~bsfjord. Rb-Sr data on retrogressed granulites to the north
of Godth~bsfjord (Gard e et al. , in press) shows that c. 3000 Ma gneisses
there were 'reset' und er amphibolite facies conditions at c. 2850 Ma. This
suggests that during the c. 2800 PIa granulite facies event in the south,
that c. 3000 P~a granulite facies terrane to the north was not at great
depth, and formed a metastabl e granulite facies block in the middl e -crustal
level amphibolite f ac i es terranes.
The character of the quartzofeldspathic components of the three areas
sampled in this study is outlined helow.
Kangimut sangmissoq: Th e dominant lithology here is buff-coloured, medium
to coarse-grained, somewhat inhomogeneous to nebulitic tonalitic gneiss es
that contain remnants of plag ioclase-phyric amphibolite dyk es that
lithologically and geochemically resemble poorly-preserved Ame ralik dykes
from the t ype area, 10 km to the west. The gneisses contain granulite
facies assemblages but show widespread retrogression under amphibOlite
facies conditions. The Kangimut sangmissoq rocks are part of a large raft
intruded first by massive tonalites that resemble main phas es of the ~Qk
gneisses s.s., emplac ed between 3050 and 2900 t1a (Baadsgaa rd f. McGregor,
1981), and then by 1700-2600 '!a (post granulite facies) gran i toid sheets
(Roberts, 1979; !1cGregor et al., 1983). The Kanigmut sangmissoq gneisses
are interpreted as conta i ning an appreciable component of Amits oq gneisses
('1cGregor et al., this volume), Isotopic data on these rocks, when
considered in isolation, do not conclusively show that thes e rocks are
early Archean (S, "oorbath, P. Taylor f, H. Baadsgaard pers. comms. E,
Collerson et al., this volume),
Akugdlerssuaq: The gneiss complex is dominated by amphibolite facies
schlieric and nebul i tic gneisses with disrupted amphibOlit e dykes ("ith
discordances only rarely preserved), and containing enclav e s of banded
amphibOlit e an d banc'ed iron formation (A!:ilia association )
These are cut
by coarse-grain ed granite and pegmatite sheets, that in places can be hard
to distinguish fr om, and grade into, in situ neosome . The comp l ex was then
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cut by sharp-margined sheets of tonalitic to granItIc composItIon, and .was
further deformed under amphibolite facies conditions (Nutman, 1982). Th e
gneisses are interpreted as containing an Arnltsoq component, that was
affected by two episodes of late Archean migrnatisation. Rb-Sr and Pb-Pb
isotopic studies from this and adjacent areas show that the isotopic
systematics of Amltsoq gneisses was strongly disturbed in the late Archean
and that the grey sheets are 2700-2600 Ma old (Robertson, 1983; S. Robertson
F, M. Brewer, pers. cornrns; Bridgwater, Nutman F, Larsen, unpublished data).
lsuk asia : The gneisses consist of 3750-3700 Ma tonalites veined by c. 3600
Ma granite sheets and comparatively rare c. 3400 Ma pegmat ite dykes (Nutman
et al., 1983; Baadsgaard et al., in prep.). In the late Archean there was
heterogeneous deformation, but no significant migrnatisation. The Arnltsoq
gneisses of this area widely preserve their early Archean characters, whilst
in the other areas discussed above late Archean tectonometamorphic over
printing and migmatisation hav e obliterated their early Archean characters.
GEOCHE!1ISTRY: This study considers grey gneisses that have undergone
different metamorphic histori es. From field work the samples are identified
as derived from )3600 Ma tona1itic and banded Amltsoq grey gneisses. How~
ever from the point of view of element migration discussed here, this age
identification is unimportant since similar features are developed in
po1ymetamorphic suites of ~Qk gneisses at localities adjacent to those
chosen for this study.
There is marked variation seen in the composition of these rocks in
areas of different metamorphic history (Table 2)
For example
Akugd1erssuaq, where metamorphic grade was not above amphibolite facies
and which forms part of the belt of high radioactivity (Fig. 1), there is
a gain of LREE, Th, Rb, Pb, and K relative to both rocks from the low
radioactivity, granulite facies terrane (e.g., Kangimut sangmissoq) and the
well preserved, low radioactivity, amphibolite facies terrane to the north
(e.g. Isukasia).
Table 2. Significant regional variation in composition of Amitsoq grey
gneisses (expressed as average abundance
more than 15 samp les pe r group).

Isukasia [AJ , mod erate radioactivity
Akugd1erssuaq [AJ , high radioactivity
Kangimut sangmissoq · [G] low radioactivity

KoO
1.61
2_36
0.57

- Rb

Pb

Th

Ce

85
104
9

17
22
8

4
11
1

37
141
29

There seems to be a good correspon dence between metamorphic history and
regi onal variation of radioactivity and geochemistry. It is suggested that
the amphibolite facies, high radioactivity zone represented by Akugd1erssuaq
could be an enriched zone, containing LIL elements expell ed from underl ying
granulite facies terrane, represented here by Kangimut sangmissoq. The
amphibolite facies, low radioactivity r ocks of Isukasia are interpreted as a
part of a crustal level above the enriched zone, not significantly
metasomatised and intruded by granit oids during the granulite facies
metamorphism at depth. Accep ting this explanation implies redistribution
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of LIL elemen ts on the scal e of several kilometres during granulite facies
metamorphism. In a heterogeneous, polyphase gneiss complex, this must have
involved isotopic mixing betwe en lithologies of different ages and origins,
leading to modification of the isotopic signatures of the units (McGr~gor
et al. f, Col lerson et al., thi s volume )
It is apparent that enrichment
of LIL elements in the gneisses from the enriched zone (Akugdlerssuaq) could
in part be introduced via the inject ed granitic and pegmatitic sheets, that
form at the most 10% of the gneisses complex at Akugdlerssuaq, and at other
comparabl e localities such as Nordafar (see Collerson et al., this vOlume).
However, the likely reason for concentration of these sheets is their
derivation as either melts or hydrous fluids from the area undergoing
granulit e facies metamorphism (Bridgwater et al., in press; Schi¢tte
et al., in press).
DISCUSSION: The regional variation of Amltsoq gneiss composltlons
combined with structural interpr etat ion s sugges t that the c. 2800 Ma crust
of the reg i on wa s stratified, with granulite facies terrane at depth, (e.g.,
Kangimut sangmissoq) overlain by enriched amphibolite facies containing LIL
elements expelled from the granulite facie s terranes (e.g., Akugdlerssuaq)
and capped by non-enriched,' relativel y undisturbed amphibolite fac i es
terrane (e.g., Isukasia). Such stratification has also been discussed for
other areas (e .g. Newton et al., 1981; Condie et al., 1982; Schi¢tte et al.,
in press). Development of such a layer cake structure with a zone rich in
LIL elements imposes important controls on subsequent anatexis and
granitoid generation.
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METAMORPHISM AND PLUTONISM IN THE QUETICO BELT, SUPERIOR
PROVINCE, N.W. ONTARIO
J.A. Percival, Geological Survey of Canada, 588 Booth St., Ottawa, Ontario, KIA OE4
Reconnaissance study of 350 km of strike length of the 1200-km-long
Quetico belt reveals regional patterns of metamorphism and plutonism. Located
between the Wabigoon and Wawa greenstone-granite belts, the Quetico belt
consists of a marginal metasedimentary schist unit and an interior complex of
metasedimentary schist and gneiss and plutonic rocks. Metamorphic grade in
marginal pelitic schists varies from a chlorite-muscovite zone at the outer margin
to a garnet-sillimani te zone toward the interior. Common assemblages of garnet
andalusi te throughout the marginal unit and in the interior in the Lac La Croix area
indicate low-pressure metamorphism (bath ozone 2). Assemblages of stauroli te
sillimanite and rare kyanite some 60-150 km east of Lac La Croix suggest
bathozone 3 conditions. Mineral assemblages in peraluminous granitoid leucosome
dykes and plutons also vary regionally along strike. Sillimanite, in association with
garnet and muscovite, is common in the west; cordierite is present only to the east.
Leucosome in migmatites is mainly intrusive in the west and locally derived in the
east. These features together suggest a deepening level of erosion from west to
east.
Two large plutonic complexes characterize the interior of the western
Quetico belt: the Vermilion complex of Minnesota and the Quetico Park complex
(1) of Ontario. The Vermilion complex consists mainly of biotite granite and
leucogranite with metasedimentary schist inclusions. A zonation in plutonic rock
types characterizes the Quetico Park complex across its 20-50 km width.
Peraluminous white granite of the Sturgeon Lake batholith (2) occurs in the centre
of the complex and is flanked by older, small « 10-km-wide) plutons of pink
biotite + magnetite leucogranite, rarely with inclusions of monzonite-diorite
hornblendi teo Small (> 5 km) plugs of diorite-monzoni te cut marginal
metasedimentary schists.
The two granite types of the Quetico Park complex have distinctive
mineralogical, textural and chemical characteristics. Biotite leucogranites are
generally homogeneous, massive medium-grained rocks with less than 5% biotite
and some magnetite. Granites of the Sturgeon Lake batholith are coarse-grained
to pegmatitic, have numerous metasedimentary inclusions and contain some
combinations of garnet, muscovite, sillimanite, cordierite, biotite, apatite,
tourmaline and rare fluorite in addition to quartz and alkali feldspar.
Ferromagnesian minerals have high Fe/Fe+Mg ratios and garnet is spessartine-rich.
Chemically, the Sturgeon Lake rocks are higher in Si02 than biotite leucogranites,
and lower in Ti02, Fe203, FeO, Fe203/FeO, CaO, Na20, Na20/K20, Rb, Sr and
REE. Biotite leucogranite has a fractionated REE pattern with a negative Eu
anomal y (3).
Zircons in both grani te types are complex, with cores and overgrowths and
resorbed appearance. Texturally-simple monazite is being used in U-Pb
geochronology.
U-Pb zircon geochronology places constraints on the timing of development
of the Quetico belt. In the Wabigoon metavolcanic belt to the north, volcanism and
early plutonism occurred at 2750-2702 Ma and late plutonism at 2695-2680 Ma (4).

QUETICO BELT, ONTARIO
Percival, J.A.
The Wawa-Shebandowan metavolcanic belt was active at the same time, with
volcanism in the interval 2749-2696 Ma (5) and late plutonism at 2690-2675 (6).
Sediments were deposited in the Quetico basin before intrusion of the Poohbah .
Lake complex at ~2700 Ma (7) and were probably derived from adjacent volcanic
highlands.
A composite section through the belt shows steeply inward-dipping margins
and tadpole-shaped plutons derived from a metasedimentary source in the centre
and tonalitic rocks of the greenstone-granite terranes towards the margins. A
back-arc or inter-arc basin environment is postulated to account for early
development of an elongate sedimentary trough characterized by high heat flow
which led to later deep crustal melting and magma rise to high structural level.
Underplating by mafic magmas possibly contributed to heat transfer from the
mantle to the lower crust.
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EARL Y ARCHEAN TONAL I TE GNE I SS I N THE UPPER PEN INSULA
OF MICHIGAN;
Zell E. Peterman, R. E. Zartman, and P. K. Sims,
U.S. Geological Survey, MS963 Box 26046 DFC, Denver, CO 80225

REGIONAL SETTING.--Early Archean

l

gneisses are
exposed
in
the core of a
structural
dome near Watersmeet
in the upper
peninsula of Michigan (Fig. I).
These gneisses are part of an
extensive gneiss terrane in the Lake Superior region [ I ] that
lies
i mmed i ate I y
south of a
Late Archean
greenstone-gran i te
terrane
(Ule Wawa Volcanic Belt of Canadian usage).
Other
occurrences of such 0 I d rocks in th i s reg i on are Ear I y Archean
gneisses
in
southeastern
Minnesota
[2]
and Middle Archean
gneisses [3] in central Wisconsin.
The two terranes are joined
a long a Fundamenta I
structura I
feature ca I I ed the Great Lakes
tectonic zone [4] that extends From west-central
Minnesota to
and possibly beyond the Grenville Front in Canada.
This feature
e x erted a sustained influence on the structural evolution of the
reg i on through the Ea,- I y Proterozo i c with the gne i ss terrane
generally
e x hibiting
greater
mobility
than
the
greenstone-g,-anite terrane during the Penokean orogeny at 1 . 8 to
I .9 Ga.
GEOLOGY.--The gneiss dome near Watersmeet (Fig. 2) contains
a diversity of rock types and tectonic overprints that record a
remarkably long interval
spanning nearly two bi I I ion years of
earth history.
Isotopic dating [5.6] and Field studies [7] have
e I uc i dated much of th i s prot racted geo I og i c record.
The 0 I dest
unit
is
a
tonal i t i c augen
gneiss
which
is overlain by a
succession of well-layered biotite gneiss and schist.
Both of
these units are Early Ard,ean.
These Early Arct'ean gneisses
were overlapped by Late Archean volcanic and sedimentary rocks
that
formed
during the development of the
volcanic belt
immediately
to the
north.
The
Late
Archean
units
are
amphibol ite and
interlayered biotite and biotite-hornblende
gneiss. All of the gneisses are cut by leucogranite dikes that
were emplaced after the gneisses were Folded. Collectively, the
Ear I y
and Late Archean rocks Formed the basement on wh i ch a
thick succession of sedimentary and volcanic rocks of the Early
Proterozo i c
Marquette Range
Supergroup
were
depos i ted.
Reactivation of the Archean basement during the Penokean orogeny
led to the development of gneiss domes that rose diapirical Iy to
penetrate the overlying supracrustal rocks.
GEOCHRONOLOGY. - - The i sotop i c systems in the Archean rocks
were
strong I y
disturbed dur i ng
the
ep i sode
of
duct i Ie
deFormation that resulted in " the Formation of the gneiss domes.
Rb-Sr
who I e-rock
systems were open over a
sca I e of
severa I
meters suggest i ng the presence of Flu i ds.
M i nera I
(P I-M i -8 i)
data yield good isochrons of about 1.750 Ma, and metamorphically
reconst i tuted zircon from b i ot i te gn i ess
i n a duct i I e-br i t t I e
shear zone gives concordant U-Pb ages of 1.757 Ma [5.6].
I DNAG Precambrian classification
[8].
Intervals are:
Late
Proterozozic. 570-900 Ma; Middle Proterozoic. 900-1600 Ma. Early
Prote r ozoic,
1600-2500 Ma;
Late Archean.
2500-3000 Ma; Middle
Archean. 3000-3400 Ma; and Early Archean. 3400-3800(?).
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U-Pb zircon systematic s
[ 5, 6]
for
Archean r ocks
in the
Watersmeet dome are shown . in Figure 3.
The array for the Early
Archean gne i sses
is compr i sed of data for size a nd magnet i c
fract ions of zir con from two samp I es of augen gn i ess and one
sample of biotite gneiss.
Zircons from all thr ee samples are
very simi lar
In shape,
crystal
face development,
zoning, and
color.
This array, with some ex cess ive scatter, defines a chord
with intercepts at 3560±40 Ma and 1250±90Ma.
Three fract ions
of zircon from a biotite gneiss in the Late Archean amphibolite
seq uence give an upper intercept of 2640 Ma but a much younger
lower inter c ept of about 630 Ma.
Size fractions of zir con from
a leucogranite dike suggest an emp lacement age of about 2590 Ma.
The concordant zircon from biotite gneiss in a zone of very high
str ain i n the dome Is s h o wn at 1,760 Ma.
The lower inter cept age of 1250 Ma for the Ear I y Archean
c hord doesn"t correspond well to any known event in the region,
Keweenawan igneous act i vi ty and r i f t i ng at abo ut 1 100 Ma be i ng
the closest in time.
Th i s anoma I y and the much younger lower
intercepts shown by the Late Archean zircons has
led us to
s uggest that the d i spos i t i on of po i nts for the Ear I y Archean
zircons is the result of multiple episodes of lead l oss in a
fairly systematic fashion [6].
Episodic loss of lead at 2.7,
1.8,
and 0.5 Ga cou I d
produce a
trajectory on a
concord i a
diagram which
would be nearl y
linear over the
interval
represented by actua I data po i nts.
Subsequent ion mi croprobe
analyses by William s
and others
[9]
of one of the
least
discordant zircon
fractions
( F ig .
3)
has
shown additional
complexities
in the dis cor dan c e pattern .
They found domains
within grains that
y ielded nearly concordant
result s
and
extended the age to 3650 Ma.
They also found overgrowths that
had formed at 2600 Ma when the Ear I y
Ar c hean gne i sses and
overlying Late
Archean
supracrustals
were
def o rmed,
met a mol"phosed,
and
intruded b y granite.
In this particular
samp Ie, no ev i dence wa s found for the Ear I y Proterozo i c event
suggesting that
its effect on the U-Pb zircon systems was
restr i cted to zones of except i ona I I Y high st ra i n such as that
whi c h produced the concordant 1760-Ma zircon.
Archean rocks northwe st of the dome are part of the Late
Ar chean greenstone-gran i te terrane
(F i g.
2).
Zircons from a
biotite gneiss in a bimodal gneiss-amphibolite sequence presumed
to be interlayered mafic and felsic volcanic ro c ks are dated at
2750
Ma,
somewhat 0 I der than the
s i mil ar
2640-Ma
sequence
infolded with the Early Ai"Chean gneisses
in the dome.
The
Puritan Quartz
Monz o nite,
the principal
granite
in the
greenstone-granite terrane in this area is dated at 2650 Ma b y
Rb -S r
[10].
Whole-r ock
samples
of
Earl y
Proterozoic
metagraywackes
immediately north of the d o me give a
Rb-Sr
isochro n
age of
1820±50 Ma.
This
is a
metamorphic age
repr ese nt i ng
resett i ng attendant
with
dewater i ng
and
recry stall ization of the matrix.
I t is consistent with whole
ro ck and mineral
isochrons within the dome that
reflect
resetting during deformation related to the doming.
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Figure
I. - - I ndex map
showing
location Or
Fig.
2.
Diagonally
r u I ed area represent s
1100
Ma
Keweenawan
igneous and sed i mentary
rocks or the m i dcont.
rirt
system .
The
line-dot pattern shows
the
lim i t
or Pa I eozo i c
strata .
GL TZ
Is
the
Great
Lakes
Tecton i c
Zone
that
separates
remnants
or Early to
M I dd I e Archean gne i sses
on the south rrom the
Late Archean greenstone
terrane on the north.
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Figure 3. --C oncord i a
diagram ror
zircons
rrom
Ear I y
and Late
Archean
rocks
in the
Watersmeet dome.
Dirrerences
in
lower
intercepts
suggest
that the Ear I y Archean
array is the resu I t
or
multiple episodes or
lead loss and that 3560
Ma is probably a

minimum age.
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PETROGENESIS OF CALCIC PLAGIOCLASE MEGACRYSTS IN ARCHEAN ROCKS;
W. C. Phinney, D. A. Morrison, SN4/NASA Johnson Space Center, Houston, TX
77058 and D. E. Maczuga, LEMSCO, 2400 NASA Road 1, Houston, TX 7705S.
Anorthositic co:nplexes with large (up to 20 cm across) equidimensiona1
plagioclase grains of highly calcic composition. (An80-90) occur in nearly all
Archean cratons.
Similar plagioclase occurs as megacrysts in many Archean
sills, dikes, and volcanic flows . In the Canadian Shield these units occur
throughout the Archean portions of the entire sh~eld and are particularly
common as dIkes over an area of a few 100,000 km in Ontario and Manitoba
during a period of at least 100 my (between 2.6 and 2.S by) in many diffe rent
rock types and metamorphic grades.
In Ontario megacrysts occur in the
Matachewan dikes (1) which intrude tonalitic gneisses, greenstones, and
granites. In Manitoba low grade greenstone belts that contain anorthosites
can be traced into equivalent units in high grade granulite terrain that
contains similar anorthosite (2). In addition, large inclusions of anortho
sites of potentially Archean age occur in younger Precambrian intrusions of
northeastern Minnesota and central Wisconsin (3). In summary, these occur
rences indicate a cOlrmon, widespread, long-term igneous process in the
Archean at crustal to sub-crustal levels.
Because the anorthositic complexes are clearly crystal segregati ons and
the megacrysts in the sills, dikes, and flows are generally not in equili
brium with thei r matrices, the nature of the melt from which the calcic
plagioclase formed has remained elusive. Attempts to determine the melt com
position through REE distribution coefficients are hindered by the fact that
REE concentrations, especially the heavy REE, are quite low in plagioclase
and may be significantly enriched (see Fig. 1) by alteration, contamination,
and recrystallization, all of which are common in Archean anorthosites. For
the very few megacrysts that appear relatively fresh and from attempts to
subtract contaminants or alteration from suites of plagioclase, the most
recent REE distribution coefficients for plagioclase-basalt equilibrium
indicate a parent melt with a somewhat light depleted REE pattern at about
10 - 20X chondrites, similar to the range of REE patterns of the less fraction
ated tholeiites in Archean greenstone belts.
In essentially all intrusive
anorthositic complexes the original mafic material has been completely, or
almost completely, recrystallized generally to amphiboles or mixtures of
amphibole and chlorite thereby eliminating any opportunity to use distribu
tion coefficients with any mineral other than plagioclase.
The plagioclase generally occurs in three modes: as inclusions in mafic
intrusions at various stages of fractionation (4), as crystal segregations in
anorthosite complexes (5), or as megacrysts in fractionated sills , dikes, and
flows (6).
Most occ urren ces suggest that the plagioclase was formed else
where before being transported to its present location. Ge nerally, the large
plagioclase grains are quite uniform in compOSition at AnBO to AnB5, although
individual grains may differ in a single thin section.
However, in many
dikes, sills, and flows there are many grains with very thin rims of a much
lower An content approaching that of the matrix plagioclase (see Table 1).
This relationship holds regardless of the grain size of the matri x whether it
be very fine-grained basalt or medium-grained gabbro. In the Bird River area
of SE Manitoba AnB5 megacrysts occur in matrices that are coarse-grained and
contain homogeneous plagioclase that may be An35 in one unit and AnS5 in
another. In a few of the occurrences, however, the bulk of the large plagio
clase grains may be homogeneous at AnSO to An85 but their outer rims are com
plexly zoned. In the Bird River area there are discrete steps in the zoning
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of these outer rims with the steps being at An 73-75, An55-57, An38-40, and
An23-25. The number and sequence of steps varies from grain to grain, even
between adjacent grains, thereby suggesting a complex set of infusions of
interstitial melt or significant stepwise changes in fugacities of volatiles.
The evidence seems to be quite clear that occurrences of these types of
calcic plagioclases require:
1) ponding of a relatively undifferentiated
Archean tholeiitic melt at some depth, 2) isothermal crystallization of
large, equidimensional homogeneous plagioclase crystals, 3) separation of the
plagioclase crystals from any other crystalline phases, 4) further fractiona
tion of melt, 5) transport of various combinations of individual plagioclase
crystal sand cl usters of crystal s by variously fractionated melts, and 6)
emplacement as various types of igneous intrusions or flows.
It is quite
possible that intrusions of this type could deposit their plagioclase crys
tals as anorthosite while most of the melt continues to shallower or surface
levels or, alternatively, the melt could crystallize as gabbros amongst the
previously formed plagioclase to form an anorthositic complex.
The major remaining question is the location of plagioclase crystal
formation when the melt is first ponded.
The most likely location for
ponding is at a density barrier that could trap rising melts in a stratified
density sequence. Such possible density barriers could occur at the crust
mantle boundary or at changes in metamorphic mineral assemblages in the lower
crust.
As the ponded melt cools and crystallizes, the high density mafic
phases would sink to become parts of the uppermost mantle or lower crust and
the lower density plagioclase, being less dense than essentially all mafic
melts at these depths, would float or remaian in suspension in the melt. As
the melt density decreased during differentiation, or fractures developed
from tensional stresses during doming, rifting, or other tectonic processes,
the melts would rise with entrained plagioclase as crysts, clots, or anortho
site fragments to form flows, sills, or dikes containing megacrysts, com
plexes of anorthositic rocks, or inclusions of anorthosite.
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Table 1
Matachewan Dikes:
LOCATION
main
cryst
Sta 8
9-11
10
16
16
16
18
34
35

CRYSTS

Plag. Compos iti ons
MATRIX
LATHS

inner
ri m

outer
ri m

An79-81
An56
80-82
66-69
75-78
61-62
81-84
82-84
83-85
Too Altered
81-83
81-83

I

core

An42-49
54
54
62-67
64-65
72-76

An61 -64
An47
65 -69
54
58-61
45-50
68- 70
52-53
46 -5 3
64-66
66-69
71 -72
50 -54
33
No laths
61-63 I
51-54

78-80
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Figure 1 . REE patterns for plagi oc la se
megacrys ts from flows and s i lls at Utik
l ake, Manitoba.
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INTRUSIONS OF MIXED ORIGIN MIGMATISING EARLY ARCHAEAN
:CRUST' IN NORTHERN LABRADOR, CANADA. L. Schil'ltte and
~ D. Rridgwater, Geologi3'k Museum, 0s;te-rvoldgade 5-7,1350
Kl'lbenhavn K., Denmark.
In the Saglek-Hebron area o~ northern La;brad'or, Canada,
old-Archaean (~3. 6 Gal) gneilmeS3 and s,upracrustals are migmati
3'ed by late-Archaean granites and trondhjemitellE.
A S'implified chronological scheme 01: the geological evolu
tion in the area compared to God-thaabl'!'fjord, Wes"t Greenland is
attown in Table' 1. In the early Archaean the evolution o:f the'
Labrad'orian Ui yak continent ham much in common with the evolu
tion of the Greenlandic Ami tsoq continent. In the lat,er Archae
an, however, remelting and reworking of the already existing
continent plays a more important role in Labrador, than is de
scribed from the type area of the Amits:oq gneisS'es between
God'thaabs·fj ord and Ameralik (1). Conversely the equi valent o~
the ca. 3000 Ma: Nuk g neiss (8'. s.) which i$ dominated' by rockS!'
formed from · protolithS' with a short crustal history, has only
Table l.
Si mplified geo l og iDal table of ev en t s for the Arenaean
ot the Saglek-Hebron area and out er Godthaabsfjord.

:1

Saglek-ftebron:
Oi vak continent esta:E blished (i ncl. rafts of
"'" Nulliak supracrustal ..).

Godthaabrljo rd:
Amitsoq continent esta
bli~hed (incl . raft$ of lsua/
AXilla supracrustaIs).

"

Ameralik dy ke sware.

o

•

:£

o

g

'"~

Sa~lek

dyke

s~arm.

Deposition of Up e rnavik
supra c rustals·,

Depositi on or Malene
·supracrustals .

Intr us i on of Lister
Intrusi on of an or th osite
gneiss, restricted extent . t'olloved by wide spread lfuk
gnei:!sea.
Tectoni c intercalation of
gneisses and Uperna~ik
aupracrustals.

Wide s pread granulite
fa c i es metamorphism,
::.:: partial melting of c o n
g tinen t. Gran! tic-trond
co hj"emi tic migmatla-ing
N
sheets.
cd

Tectonic intercalatiOD of
gneisaes, ano rthosit e s and
Malene supracrustals.
Granulit e facies
lie ta.m.o rphiam.

l

•

:£

is

Emplacement of discrete
Emplacement of Qarusuk dykes.
pink-grey granitic sheets. (Wide spread granite sheeting
in inner Godthaabsfjord) .
Formation of post-tectonic Formati o n of post~ectonic
K-feldepar rich granite.
Qorqut granite.

~

N

Data fr om (2-5)
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got

~ ve~y

restricted extent.

Late-Archaean sheets which migmatiae the old-Archaean
ro c k ftl, are intruded during the ....aning stages of high-grade me
tamo rp hi~. DifEerent crus~al level~ of the late-Archaean mi g
at it e complex are 5'€en at the present level of erosion, due to
po ff't-Ar chaean faulting 0:1' the Saglek-Hebron area. In the deep
eat crustal level Sl the nrigmatisring i!EheetS' crystallised in gra
nuli te facies. At intermediate level:!' the granulite f 'a cies con
di tiona; had ceased at the time of intrUSion, and' migmatil!f.at,ion
i~

locally related to retrogression. At the highest crustal le
velS" represented, the migmatising sheeta; cut gneisses' which did
not reach granulite fae-ies' during the late-Archaean.
The sheets are leucocratic with very restricted amounts of
afic minerals· (opx and gar in granulite facies;, biot and occa
sional gar in amphibolite facies). K20/Na'2 0 ratiollf. IIfhow a large
fl!-llread, even within one intrusion. Absolute contents of REE are
generally low (fig. 1), with prominent positive Eu-anomalie$~
LREE are in most cases' highly enriched! relative -to HREE, that
is' (Ce/Yb)N 50-2'50. A garnet-bearing K-feldspar rich pegmat,i te
(fig. 1), however , shows' a concave REE-pattern.
These REE-patterns are difficult to explain in terms of
l'Fimple magma differentiation from trondh;f'emi te to granite'
(which would mainly be a matter of plagioclaarE fractionation),
and we interpret the variable K 0/Na 0 ratiollf all!' due to alkali
2
2
n :eh:ange with fluidi!!' wi thin the lJneet!l' and the s,urrounding
gneisses'. We suggest that REE and other trace elements usually
considered immobile were involved in this int,e r'c hange. The
main factor controlling REE distribution in these fluid-rich
Enrvi rol'lme l'lts: is, thought to be the stabili -ty of the main REE
bearing phases' (allanite, z:ircon, apatite and garnet). Eu could
alway~ eaaci ly be accomodated by the very :felds;pathic rock i t
self whilst. allanite' grown in the Uivak gneiss adjacent, to!
lIIligmatising S'heet:ll, an.lggeiirltfIE LREE 8'?lrichment by interchange
across the contact. The concave REE-pattern displayed by one
sam'Ple' in fig. 1 ilJ accounted for by HREE incorporation in
garnet ;
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Provia;ional Sm-Nd ia;otopic meaaEUreJllentll' 01: the: lltigmatia;ing
sheets;

DOW'

negative, though numerically !ifIIlall

valuelF, ranging from

~2

~d)

(2800 Ma)

t ·o -4. Since e

(2800' Ma)-valueSl 1:oT
Rd
lillivak gneislifes a:n:d Nulliak $UpracrustalSl are strongly negative'
(-5 ito -10), thillJ; aruggeai;1IF a lIrixedi origin for the migmatilfiing
lI'Aeets; with both cr1llii!i1r.aI, and mantla like comrponents.· If REE
exchange with the surrounding rockS3 took place, the Ui vak
gn.eisaellf (and' Nulliak supracrustals;) would have' been contaJmi
m;aited with an abnormally radiogenic NJd in the late. Archaean,
in which case previoua;ly reported (6) pOl$itive ~d (3665 Ma)
valUieSl of Uivak gneisses couler be an artifact. and not: ne'Cear
sarilly indicative of derivation fJrom a depleted mantle SlOurce.
Pb-Pb resul tSl also indicate' that upper crustal levels:
were contaminated: with Pb 0-1' abnormal isot.opic compoa:1 tioD du
ring the late-Archaean migmatisation. In fig. 2 granulite, and
amphib,oli te facies Ui yak gneisses· reveal <a) diff'erence in Pb
radiogemei ty which i$ not explicable in terms. of tl-los:s from
granuli te g rade areaw· at 2800 Ma. If U-loss and partial isoto
pic hom'Ogenisation were: the only distuxbing factors, the only
systematic variation between <a)IDphi boli t ·e and granulite facies
r'ockSl would fall along a line with 2800 Ma slope. From fig. 2
it cam; be seen that amphibolite facies rocks have radiogenic
Pb with an abnormally high 207pb/206pb-ratio (that 1ft radio
genic Pb developed before 2'800 Ma). If Uivak gneisses do not
have different his-tories; between the e'arly Archaean and the
late-Archaean high-grade metamJOrphiam on different sidea; of
th:e facieS'· ooundaries', the easiest explanation is: that amphi
bolite facie:!!' gneisseBii were cOl'ltaurinat.ed with radiogeniC Pb
at 2800 Ma.
The grani tic-trondhjemi tic m'igmatiS'ing $heets have Iifu.i t .a
ble' Pb-com'p ol!'ition5r f'or being the contam'inating agent!h (Di
rect evidence of Pb mobility is seen in local galena minerali
sa'Hons of probable late-Archaean age in the area).
The main conclusion is that grani tic-trondhjemi tic iIl'heets

,

and their related fluid phases acted as vehicles for element

%
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trans;po-rt from one crWltal level to) another,' This caused iao
topic aNomalies' in the Pb-Pb and possibl], als'O the S_Nd sy
stemls. Both isotopic syste_ indicate a mixed origin for the
md.gmatil£ing sheets, with crustal as well as mantle cOIlllpOnentfF,o
FIrom their general geochemistry and mineralogy the 1Il0'1St p~
hable origin o'! the Dlligmatising sheets was Belting: of s.ialic
cruEfrlt. The mantle: component may either have been introduced
by fluid meitasomat.ism directly from the maI'l!tle, Oll' al ternati

vely by d'erivation :ll'rom- adj-acent U'!lernavik supracrustals if
thiese had a short crustal history.'
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SOME EXAMPLES OF DEEP STRUCTURE OF THE ARCHEAN FROM GEOPHYSICS;
S.B. Smithson, R.A. Johnson and W.R. Pierson, Department of Geology and
Geophysics, Program for Crustal Studies, University of Wyoming, Laramie,
Wyoming 82071
The development of Archean crust remains as one of the significant
problems in earth science, and a major unknown concerning Archean terrains
is the nature of the deep crust. The character of crust beneath granulite
terrains is especially fascinating because granulites are generally
interpreted to represent a deep crustal section.
Some of the oldest Archean crust in North America is found in the
Precambrian of Minnesota, which has dates of 3.6-3.8 b.y. (1). Here the
ancient Minnesota Valley gneiss terrain is bounded on the north by the Great
Lakes tectonic zone (2) and a series of late Archean greenstone belts. The
Great Lakes tectonic zone was presumed to be a steeply dipping Archean
border but COCORP crustal reflection data (3,4) shows a gently dipping
reflection beneath the zone. Because some of the best crustal reflectors
may be fault zones along which mylonites have formed within the ductile
regime (5,6), the reflection could be caused by a mylonitic thrust fault.
It could equally well be interpreted as a mylonitic listric normal fault,
especially since younger rocks lie on older across the fault. However, the
indication of a major recumbent fold above the fault reflection (4) suggests
that this event is coming from a thrust fault; mylonitization along the
fault zone is the postulated cause of the strong, multicyclic-reflection
(6). Magnetic data from this area can be best modeled with a magnetized
wedge of older Archean rocks (granulitic gneisses) underlying the younger
Archean greenstone terrain (Fig. 1). The dip of the boundary based on
magnetic modeling is the same as the dip of the postulated thrust-fault
reflection. Thus several lines of evidence indicate that the younger
Archean greenstone belt terrain is thrust above the ancient Minnesota Valley
gneiss terrain, presumably as the greenstone belt was accreted to the gneiss
terrain, so that the dipping reflection represents a suture zone. This
dipping reflection, however, with a thickness of about 1-2 km, seems
remarkably simple to represent an Archean suture. Its apparent simplicity
may just be a function of resolution in the seismic survey and the postu
lated suture may be more geologically extensive and broader.
Other dipping events beneath the greenstone terrain may also be reflec
tions from thrusts. Thus by at least late Archean time, a horizontal tec
tonic regime was dominant. This may reflect the operation of
plate-tectonics mechanisms, and if greenstone belts are formed around island
arcs, then their presence is more evidence for early plate tectonics.
Seismic data from underneath the granulite-facies Minnesota gneiss
terrain shows abundant reflections between 3 and 6 s, or about 9 to 20 km.
These are arcuate or dipping multicyclic events indicative of layering.
Flat events continue to 10 s or more than 30 km. The gneisses consist of
granodioritic to tonalitic gneisses with mafic layers or schlieren and gar
nets (7). Foliation in the gneiss generally dips moderately. Although the
layered sequences underlying the gneiss could be mylonites their arcuate
geometry and general geologic setting suggest that these events are caused
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by layered gneisses that could represent a supracrustal sequence (altho.ugh
with transposed layering). This indicates that no mafic residuum from ana
texis closely underlies the gneiss unless it is highly heterogeneous. The
significance of layering may rather be to indicate a large-scale migmatite
terrain. This reflection data furnishes important information concerning
what underlies a granulite terrain. The rocks appear to be a heterogeneous,
layered, deformed sequence of rocks with moderately dipping foliation.
Seismic data is available from two areas within the Archean Wyoming
province, the Wind River Mountains which are comprised of some of the oldest
rocks of the Wyoming province, and the Laramie Range. The COCORP Wind River
lines that imaged the Laramide Wind River thrust fault crossed the flank of
a greenstone belt at South Pass (8). Except for one strong event at 2.5 s,
the seismic section does not show many reflections from the upper crust.
This is somewhat surprising because of the different velocity contrasts
expected from within the greenstone belt rocks; however, the explanation for
this might be the steep dips that are present near the surface.
The crust beneath the Wind River Mountains produces discontinuous but
strong reflections all through the crust and complex arcuate events at 8 s
on line lA (10). Interpretation of these events on the basis of fold struc
tures exposed up-plunge in the hanging-wall block of the Wind River uplift
suggests that the deep crust is not significantly different from the folded
high grade metamorphic rocks intruded by granites exposed in the core of the
range. Furthermore, Smithson et al. (1980) suggest that a crustal thickness
of 35-40 km was attained by 3 b.y. based on the interpretation of complex
fold structure. Constraints on deep crustal development may best be deter
mined from the reflection data.
A Proterozoic suture zone in southeastern Wyoming marks the border bet
ween the Archean Wyoming province (which includes the basement rocks of the
Wind River Mountains) and 1.7 b.y. crust to the south (10). The suture zone
consists of a steeply dipping mylonite zone from 1 to 7 km wide (10). This
area has been the site of extensive geophysical studies including acquisi
tion of seismic reflection and gravity data by the University of Wyoming
(11,12) and COCORP seismic lines (13). These data have provided constraints
on the interpretation of surficial geological features as well as deep
crustal structure. Most of the seismc data comes from the Proterozoic
terrain south of the suture zone. Gravity interpretation indicated that
charnockitic syenite associated with the Laramie anorthosite complex was
underlain at several kilometers depth by mafic rock (14), and later seismic
work showed refractions coming from a high-velocity (mafic) zone. Both
seismic reflection interpretation C11,13) and gravity interpretation suggest
that the Laramie anorthosite itself is about 6 km thick. Reflections from
depths of 4 to 18 km are found beneath the vast 1.4 b.y. Sherman granite and
indicate the presence of heterogeneities that could represent features such
as xenoliths or the base (or far below the base) of the batholith (11).
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Many ambiguities still exist in the interpretation of deep crustal
reflections. Complexities are illustrated by a zone of reflections
resembling an unconformity on COCORP line 5. When this data is migrated to
move dipping events into proper geometric position, the reflections then
form the shape of a dipping saucer. This could come from a layered mafic
intrusion (15), and modeling, which is generally the only check on a deep
crustal reflection interpretation, indicates that this · is a plausible
conclusion (16, Fig. 4, p. 96).
The shear zone marking the Proterozoic suture may have been detected by
the COCORP reflection survey which suggests that it dips about 50 0 southeast
(13). Although Moho depths were picked from the COCORP data, the seismic
data are highly ambiguous and unreliable on this question. Gravity data,
however, indicates a change in crustal structure across the
Archean-Proterozoic suture (12). The gravity field decreases to the
southeast at the suture zone (Fig. 2) and the interpretation of this obser
vation is that the crust thickens to the south and/or crustal density
decreases to the south (12). Because of Laramide effects, some long
wavelength thickening of the crust occurs to the south, but an abrupt change
in crustal thickness or change in crustal density or both occurs at the
boundary and has apparently persisted since middle Proterozoic time (12).
The southern Proterozoic province is believed to consist of deeply eroded
roots of a migrating chain of island arcs and a continental margin that
evolved from an Early Proterozoic Atlantic-type passive margin to a con
vergent margin in the Middle Proterozoic with the accretion of island arc
terrains (10). This is somewhat similar to the early Paleozoic history of
the Appalachians.
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Figure 1. Interpretation of seismic sections showing structural
relationships between different terrains in Minnesota Archean
separated by a mylonitic thrust zone.
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Figure 2. Gravity profiles (A) over Proterozoic suture (Cheyenne
belt) in southeastern Wyoming. Profiles are from three different
areas and show a general decrease in gravity across the Cheyenne
belt. Gravity model B explains the decrease in gravity solely on
the basis of a change in crustal thickness and gravity model C com
bines a change in crustal density with a small change in crustal
thickness as an alternative interpretation (After Johnson et al.,
1984) •
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Pb ISOTOPIC EVIDENCE FOR EARLY ARCHAEAN CRUST IN SOUTH
GREENLAND.
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+ The Geologic.' Survey of Greenland (GGU ) ,
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Earl y Archaean crust has been positively identified
in the Godthaab district of West Greenland - the Am'tsoq
gneisses, the Isua supracrustals, and the Ak i l ia association
- and on the oth~r side of the Davis Straits in the Saglek
area of Labrador - the Uivak gneisses et c .. TheSE" rock-units

ha v e all

been directl y sampled and dated

b ~1

a variety of

rrtel hods.

An indirec t

met~lod

of delecting une x posed anc i ent crust

using Pb isotopic anal yses of youn ger

igneous

r ~ ocks

e x posed

at surface was pjon~~r~d by Moorbath ~ Welke ( 1 ) in their
study of Tertiar y basalt s on Sky~, N.W .Scot land. Anci~nt u
d~pleted Lewisian bas~ment
is recognizable as the source of
v ery distinctive unradiogenic contaminant Ptl in the basalt s .
Th~ earl y Archaean Am'tsoq gneisse s have a stillmore
distincti v e, less r·adioge·ni,: Pb, and t,ha t ch .~r· a,:teTi~tlc has
be en employed in studies of the lat~ Archa@an gneisses of
West Greenland - the NOk gneisses of the Godthaab district,
and th~ir tempor"al equivalents in a r ~as to the north and
south of Godt~laab - to test for the presence of Amftsoq
gneiss at depth (2). Contamination of late Archaean rocks
with Amttsoq-derived Pb has been detected as far south as
Sermilik. The Nordland-Sukkertoppen granulites show no
evidence of contamination with Amftsoq-t ype Pb; nor do the
qua rt zo-feldspathic gneis ses at Majorqap Qava in the
F isk enaesset area - the southerrl 1 imit of that study. Tf1u5
Sermi1 ik was identified as the southern I imit of inferr·ed
ear·ly Archaean crust in West Gre@nland, and the mouth of
Godthaabsfjord as t11€ north-west~rn lim i t.
Over the last few year·s we have carried o u t a substantial
programme of Pb isotope geochemi stry on late Arc.laean and
earl V Pro·t.e-rozo; c t-·c,ck-units in t.hE· ::.(ll.lthe-rn p .:a.-- t of the
Archaean craton and t he Keti I idiall ( Proterozolc ) mobile belt
belt. Tabl@ 1 pr'e·sents a';;;Ie dat,.:&' .and nl,:,del~f . . 'alue-s fc.r- e .a.ch
of the r' clck -unit s. studie·d, By' compari:=.,)n with the frl':ode· 1..,AJ,·
val ues for most othe-r late Archaean - earl y Prote-ro2o ic rock
-units, the roodel ~I v .3.1IJes r·e por·t. ed in t·::tbIE· 1 ar' @
ubiquitousl y lo w, a characteristic feature of rock-units
derived fr.:.Ut, or cont .,;"wln .! lted by, an l: ient U-de-plet....... cr·IJ::.t
irl which Pb isotopic evolution has been severel y rt)~rd€d.
Fig. 1 illustr·ates t.he· l...'ar-i·a. t ion:=. in oll:ldel,...u, l}.:..lue l.o.Iith
tiMe predicted by Zartman & Doe ~ Plumt ,otecto nics ~ ( 3 ) for
~ck-'_.mits deri . . 1 ed ft--om their roodE' I
lowel'· I:t-·ust, uppet-
"""'.~St.,
nl.3.nt 1 E", and orogE'ne sourl:e-s. NClt e· the· '.. ' ery lot.J ......,J.
.... v a I ues for' det"· i v.:&.t i on of Pb f,-- om t, he I O~'JE"r · c ,-·ust·
late Archaean and earl y Proterozoic times. T)1~ low m
valu~s for even the oldest · of the anal ys ed rock-units
South Gre- e nland - the gneisses around I vigtut - imp l y
this area has been the stte for several episodes of
re·work i rll;;;l of' older·, IJ-dep I e"t4W L: ont ; ne·nw..J. c t-·IJ:=.t.
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Fig_ 2 illustrates possible two-stage Mod~l solutions for
the isotopic evolution of the initial Pb of some of the
South Greenland rock-units, assuming that the lowest viable
first stage ~ value would be ~7.5. This assumption yields
minimuM estimates for the age of the source of crustal Pb
in the rock-units concerned. Thus the ~3110 Ma. Ivigtut
gneisses Must have a source of crustal Pb at least as old as
-3300 Ma., and the -2150 Ma. Torssut MD3 dolerite dyke must
have acqui t"'ed

its Pb from crust

at

1 E'ast

"'3000 Ma.

01 d.

In

fact the source of crustal Pb in the Torssut dyke is likely
to be significantly older than that minimum of f\.I3eee Ma.

for two reasons:
( i ) No continental crust suffers total
U-depletion to give
~~ values of 0 : finite ~~ values require older source ages.
( ii ) Since Torssut is a dolerit.e dyke, it inevitably has a
juv~ni le (~ 21S0 ffiA.) mantle-derived component of Pb : this
requires that its source of crustal contaminant Pb must have
t, -jA2, characteristics plotting below / to the right of
the cur v e for Torssut in fig. 2. (4)
The country rock gneisses to the Torssut dyke had Pb already
too radiogenic at ~278e Ma. to provide t.he contaminant Pb
required to account for t.he Torssut dyke compositions. This
point is illust. rated in fig. 3, in which it is also shown
that Pb of a similar character to that of the Am'tsoq
gneisses i . a very plausible contaminant (4).
Despit. e x tensive studies of gneisses from the southern part
of the West Greenland craton, we have yet to discover any
direct evidence for the presence of early Archaean rocks
at the present surface. However, we consider that the Pb
isotopic data discussed above is strong indir~ct evidence
indicating the occurrenc~ of ea r l y Archaean U-depleted crust
at depth beneath south£rn West Greenland.
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FLUID-ABSENT METAMORPHISM IN THE ADIRONDACKS .
John W. Valley, Department of Geology and Geophysics, The University of
Wisconsin, Madison, WI 53706, USA
Introduction. Granulite facies metamorphism occurred over an area
of> ZO,OOO kmL in the Adirondack Highlands, N.Y., USA and has been dated
at - 1.1 by. (Grenville Orogeny, ref. 1). Peak metamorphic conditions as
determined from numerous geothermometers and barometers in many rock types
increase from about 675 0 at the orthopyroxene isograd in the N\~ to 775°C
in the Central Adirondacks at 7.6 ± 0.5 kbar (Fig. 1, ref. Z). Low values
of water activity (aHZO) are demonstrated by assemblages of tremolite +
diopside + enstatite + quartz; phlogopite + quartz + enstatite + K-feldspar;
annite + K-feldspar + magnetite + ilmenite; and unmelted K-feldspar +
plagioclase + quartz. Quantitative estimates from mica and amphibole
equilibria yield aHzO ~ 0.1 (3,4,5). Muscovite + quartz assemblages in
adjacent amphibolite facies rocks in the NW Adirondack Lowlands indicate
high aHZO demonstrating that the amphibolite to granulite facies
transition in the Adirondacks is the result of increasing temperature
and decreasing aHZO.
Causes of Iowa H20 . Three processes Can account for Iowa HZO in
granulites , A) large amounts of C02 infiltrat i on where HzO-rich fluids
are diluted by C02 and dehydration reactions for mica and amphibole are
driven in the prograde direction (6); B) partial melting with or without
the extraction of a magma and where H20 is partitioned preferentially into
the silicate liquid (7); and C) metamorphism of igneous or metamorphic rocks
tha t were already "dry . "
The recognition that one of theBe processes has influenced the formation
of a given rock is important in understanding its history because the
results of each process can be quite different . Only processes A) and B)
can result in large amounts of mass transport such as is necessary to
dehydrate a metasediment or cause L1L element depletions . Processes Band
C on the other hand Can lead to a metamorphic recrystallization in the
absence of a free fluid phase where any hydrogen or carbon that may be in
a rock during metamorphism is not in the form of an HZO - COZ fluid.
COZ infiltration, process A, cannot proceed under fluid-absent conditions.
Fluid-absent metamorphism. Fluid-absence has thus far been demonstrated
in two rock types. in the Adirondacks. In calc-silica tes and marbles adja
cent to massif-type anorthosite bodies low values of 6180 (-1.3 to 3) indi
cate that low P contact metamorphism preceded granulite metamorphism (8,9).
In these rocks numerous wollastonite occurrences indicate low crCOZ and in
one rock the assemblage monticellite + forsterite + diopside + calcite +
spinel indicates P H20 + P CO2 < 0 . 5 kbar at P
7.5 kbar (Fig. Z) . These
results, plus the close preservation of pre-regional metamorphic 6180
values, indicate that granulite facies metamorphism was representative of
process C where early shallow contact metamorphism volatilized marbles and
subsequent granulite metamorphism WaS fluid-absent.
Q
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Many charnockites in the Adirondacks are also indicated to have been
fluid-absent by low, buffered values of oxygen fugacity (f02) and water
fugacity (fH20, ie aH20). Estimates of f02 in Adirondack charnockites
from coexisting magnetite + ilmenite (10) are mostly below the quartz +
magnetite + fayalite buffer (Fig. 3) and are too low for the stable
existence of a C02-rich metamorphic fluid (Fig. 4). These rocks typically
contain orthopyroxene + K-feldspar assemblages which also indicate low
fH20. Simultaneous solution of C-O-H fluid equations show that at such
low f02 and low fH20 there cannot have been a free C-O-H fluid phase and
thus metamorphism was fluid-absent in these rocks (11) . Many of these
charnockites are clearly indicated by field relations, textures, and
geochemistry to be meta-igneous rocks and thus it is reasonable that they
experienced fluid-absent me tamorphism because they were already "dry."
However, this has not been demonstrated in all instances and significant
partial melting is likely to also be important.
Recognition of fluid-absence in some Adirondack rocks does not
necessarily imply that this entire former portion of the deep crust
was lacking in fluids. Assemblages of phlogopite + calcite + quartz
and tremolite + calcite + quartz are common and at Adirondack P-T this
requires P H20 + P C02 ~ 6-8 kbar (12) suggesting fluid saturation.
This result in no way conflicts with fluid-absence for other rocks if
the fluid regime of the deep crust is complex. Sharp gradients in 0 18 0 and
in buffered fluid compositions (3,8) indicate that fluid conditions in the
Adirondacks were locally heterogeneous. Thus it is likely that processes
B, C, and possibly A all operated synchronously and possibly in close
proximity. However, no evidence of large scale C02 infiltration has yet
been found in the Adirondacks and even in terranes where strong evidence
of C02 infiltration has been located in some rocks (6) it is premature to
assume that all rocks were affected.
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Figure 1.

Values of peak metamorphic pressure and temperature in the
Adirondacks (ref. 2).
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Mineral equilibria buffering fC02 and fH20 at 780°C and
8 kbar. The dashed curve represents P H20 + P C02 = 8 kbar
and fluid-absent conditions plot belo.. or to the left. The
fluid-absent assemblage monticellite + forsterite + diopside
+ calcite + spinel plots at log fC02 = 3.3, log iH20 < 2.5
(ref. 9).
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Log fOZ - T plot at 8 kbar. Data points are from coexisting
magnetite + ilmenite (10,13). Abbreviations are: H hematite,
Q quartz, M magnetite, F fayalite, U ulvospinel, I ilmenite,
W wu s tite, C graphite, Tr tremolite, Cc calcite, Di diopside.
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C-O-H fluid equilibria at 700·C, 7 kbar. The outermost curved
solid line represents graphite saturation at Pfluid : 7 kbar.
Solid isopleths below this curve are the maximum total
pressure of all C-O-H fluids possible regardless of the
presence or absence of graphite and thus the field below
graphite saturation represents fluid-absence unless large
amounts of some non C-O-H fluid are present (ref. 11).
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INTRODUCTION
This account is concerned with the part of the West
Greenland Archean gneiss complex centered around
Godth~bsfjord and extending from Isukasia in the north
to south of Faeringehavn. The special significance of
this region for understanding crustal genesis in the early
history of the Earth includes the following.
(1) Extensive outcrops of 3800-3400 Ma rocks can
provide some direct evidence of conditions and processes
that operated on the Earth in the early Archean.
However. the ways in which primary characteristics have
been modified by later deformation, metamorphism, and
chemical changes must first be taken into account.
(2) The rocks exposed are the products of two major
phases of accretion of continental crust, at 3800- 3700
Ma and 3100-2900 Ma. The main features of these two
accretion phases are similar, but careful study of the
least modified rocks may reveal differences related to
changes in the Earth in the intervening period.
(3) The combination of excellent exposure over an
extensive area, relatively detailed geological mapping of
much of the region, and a considerable volume of
isotopic and other geochemical data gives special insight
into processes that operated at moderately deep levels
of the crust in the Archean. Of particular interest is
the effect of late Archean granulite facies metamorphism
on early Archean rocks, especially the extent to which
isotope systems were disturbed. Similar processes may
well have partly Or wholly destroyed evidence of more
ancient components of other high grade terrains.
Stratigraphic relations and the first-order elements of
the chronology were first worked out during the late
1960s, mainly within the area of the Q6rqut 1: 100,000
geological map sheet (64 V I S). Field mapping of this
sheet extended from 1965 to 1979 and much of it was
of a reconnaissance nature only, based on coastal

outcrops and rather widely spaced traverses inland. Part
of the Nordlandet peninsula, the Qorqut granite complex
between Qorqut and Sulugssugutip kangerdlua, the
peninsulas and islands between the mouths of
GodthAbsfjord and AmeraUk, and somc areas on the
south side of Ameralik were mapped in greater detail.
The Buksefjorden 1:100,000 map sheet (63 V 1 N)
to the south was mapped in considerable detail between
1972 and 1977 (Chadwick and Coe, 1983). Most of the
sheet was mapped on a scale of I :20,000, while the
Narssaq peninsula and the islands around Qilangarssuit
were mapped at I: 10,000. Our field studies and those
of Sharpe (1975) show that the full extent of early
Archean rocks is not shown on the Buksefjorden map
sheet.

Field mapping for the Ivislutoq (64 V 2 N) and Isukasia
(65 V 2 S) 1:100,000 map sheets in the northeastern
part of the region was carried out from 1981 to 1983.
Mapping was less detailed than for the Buksefjorden
sheet but benefited from advances in understanding of
the regional geology that had been made in the 1970s.
Both sheets are in the process of compilation and
drafting. Mapping is in progress for the Fiskefjord
I: 100,000 map sheet (64 V I N) north of the QOrqut
sheet. The Isua supracrustal belt and adjacent gneisses
have been mapped in considerable detail by G.G.V.
geologists and will be published at 1:40,000.
The Frederiksh~b Isblink-Slindre Strlimfjord
1:500,000 geological map sheet is based on the 1:100,000
map sheets for the whole of the area south of 64°N
and for the area of the Q6rqut sheet. The remainder
of the map area was compiled from helicopter and coastal
reconnaissance in 1976- 1978. It does not include the
results of mapping for the Ivisiirtoq, Isukasia, and
Fiskefjord I :100,000 sheets. No furtherregional mapping
has been done since helicopter reconnaissance in J976

within the Kapisigdlit 1:100,000 map sheet area (64 V
2 S), east of the Q"rqut sheet. The geology of this part
of the region is relatively poorly known.
It is recommended that the reader acquire the
1:100,000 Q6rqut (64 V I S) and Buksefjorden (63 V
I N) and I :500,000 Frederiksh~b Isblink-Sllndre
Str~mfjord geological map sheets in order to follow the
description of the geology that fo llows. These map sheets
Can be ordered from the Geological Survey of Greenland,
(lster volgade 10, DK-1350 Copenhagen K, Denmark.
The price per sheet in 1985 was 100 Danish kroner,
exclusive of mailing charges.
This account does not attempt to be an exhaustive
review of all work carried out on the geology of the
region. Rather, it attempts to summarize aspects of the

geology and some recent speculations on its significance
that can be of interest in the context of early crustal
genesis. Earlier papers and ideas are referred to only
where they have not been superseded by later work.
The geology of the GodthAbsfjord region is extremely
complex and still far from properly understood. We
apologize if the reader becomes lost at times in the details
of what follows . We often get lost ourselves.

EARLY ARCHEAN
An older complex of rocks in the GodthAbsfjord region
was separated from younger rocks initially on the basis
of a single field criterion: that they contain very
abundant tabular bodies of amphibolite derived from
basic dikes to which the name AmeraUk dikes was given
(McGregor, 1973). Amphibolites derived from basic
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dikes are rare or absent in other lithologic units in the
region, and these units were presumed to be younger
than the Ameralik dikes. Subsequent isotopic studies
showed that the units with abundant Ameralik dikes
or, in the Isukasia area, cut by less deformed Tarssartoq
dikes, which are at least in part equivalent to the
Ameralik dikes, were all formed between about 3800
and 3400 Ma (references elsewhere in this volume).
Early Archean rocks, intercalated with younger rocks,
have been recognized with certainty within a tract that
extends for 200 km from the margin of the Inland Ice
at Isukasia to the outer coast south of Faeringhavn.
To the southeast, early Archean units are disrupted by
increasing amounts of mid-to late Archean gneisses, and
they become more difficult to recognize because of more
intense late Archean modification. In particular, late
Archean granulite facies metamorphism partly erased
field evidence for separating early Archean gneisses from
younger rocks and destroyed the early Archean isotopic
signature (see below). Early Archean rocks extend farther
south and southeast than is indicated on· the 1:500,000
and the Buksefjorden 1:100,000 map sheets. Rocks that
we consider on the basis of field criteria to be early
Archean crop out to within 4 km of the head of
Buksefjorden and south as far as Tinissaq (Chadwick
el aI., 1974) and the islands at the mouth of Sermilik
(Figure I) . Here they make up only a relatively small
proportion of the geology.
Early Archean rocks may be present locally north
west of the GodthAbsfjord region. Hal/(1977, 1985) noted
banded iron formation and other lithologies that suggest
early Archean rocks near the margin of the Inland Ice
80 km NNE of Isukasia. Rocks tlIat resemble Amitsoq
gneisses and Ameralik dikes form part of Tovqussap
nunfi, north of the mouth of Fiskefjord.
Early Archean rocks in northern Labrador (see
Col/erson el al. , 1982, for references) resemble the early
Archean rocks in the southern part of the GodthAbsfjord
region, and they pro bably formed parts of the same
complex before the opening of the Labrador sea.

In West Greenland the early Archean rocks are best
preserved in the Isukasia area, which is described
separately (Nulman and Rosing, this volume).
Throughout the remainder of the tract wl\ere they have
been recognized , their primary characters have been
severely modified by mid- to late-Archean plutonic
activity: intense deformation, intrusion of voluminous
granitoid magmas, and high-grade metamorphism. The
early Archean rocks in the GodthAbsfjord region outside
the Isukasia area comprise the Akilia association of
supracrustal and basic to ultrabasic intrusive rocks and
the younger and much more voluminous Am1tsoq
gneisses that intrude them.

AKJUA ASSOCIATION
Fragments of older rocks occur throughout the region
within the Aniitsoq gneisses. Except for the rocks of
the Isua supracrustal belt, they are all grouped for
convenience under the term Akilia association
(McGregor and Mason, 1977). The range of Akilia
lithologies is similar throughout the region and there
are similarities witlI especially the lowest part of the
Isua supracrustal sequence. There is no indication that
. rocks of more than one age group are involved. It seems
most probable that the Isua supracrustal belt and all
of the Akilia supracrustal rocks are parts of a single
sequence that was "exploded" by intrusion of the parents
of the Amitsoq gneisses.
Individual bodies of Akilia rocks range in size from
very small up to mappable units hundreds of meters
thick that can be followed for kilometers. Especially
extensive units crop out northeast ofQ6rqut and between
the Isukasia area and the head of GodthAbsfjord.
Nulman (1980) grouped Akilia rocks SSW of the
mouth of Ameralik into (I) an early assemblage of
intcrlayered amphibolites, banded iron formations, and
felsic gneisses of probably volcanic and sedimentary
origin; (2) massive leucogabbroic rocks intrusive into
(I); and (3) layered ultramafic rocks.

Fig. I. Geological sketchmap of the southern part of the GodthAbsfjord region and the northern part of the Fiske
nresset region; (1) Belt of rocks not affected by granulite facies metamorphism in the late Archean; (2) Mid-Archean
supracrustal and anorthosilic rocks; (3) Early Archean rocks, mainly Amitsoq gneisses; (4) Areas with early Archean
rocks extensively intruded by mid- to late Archea n gneisses; (5) mid- to late Archean gneisses (Nl1k gneisses and equival·
ents); (6) Q6rqut granite complex; (7) Areas with granulite facies mineral assemblages; (8) Localities with mineralogical
evidence (relic orthopyroxene) of late Archean granulite facies metamorphism in rocks mainly retrogressed to amphibo
lite facies; (9) Localities with textural evidence of late Archean granulite facies metamorphism in retrogressed rocks; (l0)
Post-granulite facies deformation belts; (11) Approximate position of originaJ late Archean prograde granulite
amphibolite facies boundaries.
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Rapid variations occur within the rocks of group (I),
which is dominated by basic lithologies. These comprise
layered mesocratic amphibolites with Fe-rich tholeiitic
affinities and rocks that range from pyroxene-bearing
amphibolites to clinopyroxenites. The pyroxene-bearing
layered basic rocks have high MgO, Cr, and Ni and
low Al,03, TiO" and Na,O. McGregor and Mason
(1977) concluded that they were chemically comparable
to the komatiitic association but considered it possible
that at least some were of cumulate origin. No primary
igneous textllres are preserved in them. Nutman et al.
(in preparation) question whether any of these rocks
crystallized from komatiitic liquids and suggest that all
or most of them are derived from tholeiitic magmas

in which olivine and orthopyroxene had accumulated.
The metasedimentary rocks are mostly quartz-rich
pyroxene-, amphibole-, magnetite-, and garnet-bearing
rocks in which graphite, biotite, molybdenite, and
carbonate occur locally. They are interpreted as derived
from varieties of banded iron formation with possible
associated chert. Less common are rusty,..weathering

biotite-garnet-feldspar gneisses, locally associated with
quartz-rich gneisses, that are thought to be derived from
acid to intermediate volcanics or from feldspathic detrital
sediments. Some quartz-rich layered rocks appear to be
the result of secondary introduction of silica.
The leucogabbroic rocks of group (2) form sheets
intruded into the volcanic-sedimentary sequence. Locally
there is poorly developed layering interpreted as of
primary igneous origin, for example, on SE Qillmgarssuit
where this unit contains anorthositic layers. The
composition of fine-grained homogeneous varieties may

to a first approximation be that of liquids and resembles
strongly fractionated "komatiitic" liquid compositions.
The ultramafic rocks (3) are mainly meta-peridotites.
Olivine has been partly or completely hydrated and
occurs as relics associated with pyroxene, tremolitic

amphibole, talc, serpentine, and phlogopite. These rocks

of Buksefjorden, as well as in the Isukasia area (references
in Nutman and Rosing, this volume), they have yielded
early Archean ages by Pb/Pb and Rb/Sr whole rock
isochron methods (Black et al., 1971; Moorbath et al.,
1972; Griffin et al., 1980) and by U/Pb and Th/Pb
zircon methods (Baadsgaard, 1973). Sample suites used
in the earlier isotopic studies were collected before the
polygenetic nature of the Amltsoq gneisses was
investigated in detail. Later studies of better preserved
rocks from the Isukasia area (Baadsgaard, 1983, and
unpublished data), show that the various phases that
make up the Amltsoq gneisses were intruded episodically
over a period between 3750 and 3400 Ma. The
approximate Rb/Sr and Pb/Pb whole rock isochrons
obtained from the mixed suites collected in the late 1960s
and early 1970s are probably to a considerable extent
the result of high-grade metamorphism, reaching
granulite facies grade in the south, that affected most
of the Amltsoq gneisses ca. 3600 Ma ago (Griffin et
al., 1980).
Most of the Amltsoq gneisses are highly deformed,
layered grey gneisses, commonly with abundant thin
peg mati tic layers. Layered gneisses of this type are seen
in the Isukasia area to be the products of intense
deformation of polyphase parents that include an early
tonalitic suite intruded 3750-3700 Ma ago, a granitic
suite intruded into the tonalitic gneisses at ca. 3600 Ma,
and minor peg mati tic sheets emplaced around 3400 Ma
(Nutman and Rosing, this volume). The intense
deformation erased original discordant contacts between
the different phases and smeared out individual bodies
into thin concordant layers. In many places it was
accompanied by metamorphic differentiation and
segregation of pegmatitic material into discrete thin

layers. Thus most of the Amltsoq grey gneisses outside
the least deformed part of the Isukasia area have lost
almost all of their primary characters. Homogeneous
phases that preserve some primary characters do occur

are interpreted as derived from cumulate facies of the

locally outside the Isukasia area in small areas of low

layered basic rocks.

strain.

Extensive units of Akilia association rocks between

South of the mouth of Ameralik, a geochemically

the mouth of Ameralik and the head of Godthabsfjord
have not been studied in any detail and could well repay
investigation.

distinct iron-rich suite of augen and ferrodioritic gneisses

AMiTSOQ GNEISSES

in the same area. Contacts between them and the grey

makes up - 30% of the Amitsoq gneisses (Nutman et
al., 1984). These rocks are generally more homogeneous
and preserve more primary features than grey gneisses

This term is used for all quartzofeldspathic gneisses
in the Godthabsfjord region that contain abundant
amphibolites derived from basic dikes or that, in the

gneisses are everywhere concordant, but several Jines
of evidence suggest that the iron-rich suite was intruded

Isukasia area, are cut by Tarssartoq dikes. Wherever

as sheets into the layered grey gneisses.
The ferrodioritic gneisses occur as strips within the
augen gneisses. Locally they grade into augen gneisses

these rocks have been studied isotopically between Stor~,
in Godthabsfjord, and the islands northwest of the mouth

sharply bounded inclusions within them. The two

over several tens of meters, but elsewhere they form
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lithologies are interpreted as having been emplaced more
or less contemporaneously. The augen gneisses form
sheets up to 200 m thick that can be traced for as much
as 15 km. Their composition ranges from dioritic to
granitic with potassic granodiorite most abundant.
Granodioritic and granitic varieties contain abundant
augen derived from microcline megacrysts. In the least
deformed rocks these megacrysts are up to 2 em long
and may be randomly oriented. Compositional layering
is interpreted as deformed igneous layering.
Geochemical studies suggest that the parents of the
augen gneisses were the products of mixing of
granodioritic melts of deep crustal origin with
fractionated basic melts of mantle origin. The
ferrodiorites are interpreted as strongly fractionated ,
crystallized pans of basic intrusions that were carried
up to higher crustal levels within the heterogeneous
pluto ns. The Amitsoq iron-rich suite resembles post
orogenic granitic complexes from younger epochs such
as the mid-Proterozoic rapakivi granite suites.
Homogeneous tonalitic gneisses that appear to be
younger than the layered grey gneisses form discrete
mappable bodies on some islands south of the mouth
of Ameralik. Their relations to the iron-rich suite are
not known. Sheets of trondhjemitic and granitic gneiss
up to 20 m thick cut rocks of the iron-rich suite and
adjacent layered grey gneisses. They are only a very minor
component of the Am1tsoq complex and are interpreted
as crustal melts of local origin.

EARLY ARCHEAN GRANULITE FACIES
METAMORPHISM
Granulite facies mineral assemblages are preserved
very locally within rocks of the Akilia association and
the Am1tsoq iron-rich suite on islands northwest of the
mouth of Buksefjorden (Griffin el al., 1980). We have
found relic textures that we consider to have formed
under granulite facies conditions in AmHsoq gneisses
and inclusions in them between the Telt¢erne, just south
of Faeringehavn, and Qorqut in GodtMbsfjord. All of
these localities are outside the terrain affected by
granulite facies metamorphism in the late Archean (see
below). There is no evidence of granulite facies
metamorph ism in intercalated Malene supracrustal
rocks.
Mafic augen gneisses with partly retrogressed granulite
facies mineral assemblages from a small island west of
the mouth of Buksefjorden give well-fitted Rbl Sr and
Pbl Pb whole rock isochrons that yield dates of 3560
± 140 Ma and 3625: :;1 Ma, respectively (Griffin el al.,
1980). This shows that the granulite facies metamorphism
occurred no later than ca. 3600 Ma ago, since granulite

facies metamorphism is normally accompanied by
movement of V and Rb. Zircons from Akilia association
rocks affected by early granulite facies metamorphism
from a number of localities yield a concordia intersection
age of 3587 ± 38 Ma, while zircons from the Isua
supracrustal belt yield a concordia intersection age of
3813~;: Ma (Baadsgaard el al., 1984). There is no reason
to believe that the Akilia rocks are younger than those
of the Isua supracru·stal belt, and the Akilia intercept
age is considered to be the result of resetting of the
zircons by the early granulite facies metamorphism.
Zircons from Am1tsoq gneisses affected by early granulite
facies metamorphism from localities south of the mouth
of Ameralik yield V-Pb and Thl Pb concordia intercept
ages of 3600 ± 50 Ma and 3550 ± 85 Ma, respectively
(Baadsgaard, 1973; recalculated with new constants by
Baadsgaard el al., 1976). Four of the six samples were
from the iron-rich suite, one was from a late sheet cutting
augen gneiss and one was from a late homogeneous
tonalite. A Lui Hf age of 3550 ± 220 Ma was reported
by Pettingill and Palchell (1981) for a collection of
Am1tsoq gneiss samples belonging almost entirely to the
iron-rich suite and closely associated late phases.
Intrusive suites that are chemically similar to the
Amltsoq iron-rich suite are commonly closely associated
in time and space with granulite facies metamorphism,
for example the 2800 Ma llivertalik augen granite suite
in the Fiskenaesset region to the south (see below). The
Amitsoq iron-rich suite is restricted to areas affected
by the ca. 3600 Ma granulite facies metamorphism and
it is likely that the two phenomena were connected.
By 3600 Ma the continental crust of which the early
Archean rocks in this region formed a part was at least
20 km thick, had a geothermal gradient of 30°C/ km
(Griffin el al., 1980) and had developed a chemical
stratification through anatexis and movement of granitic
magmas to higher crustal levels. This early Archean sial
thus had many features in common with sialic crust
that stabilized later in the Earth's history, particularly
toward the end of the Archean.

AMERAUK DIKES
This term is used for the abundant tabular bodies
of massive, homogeneous amphibolite derived from
basic dikes that occur within early Archean rocks in
the Godthilbsfjord region. Less deformed, unbroken
basic dikcs, at least in part equivalent to the Ameralik
dikes, that cut early Archean rocks in the Isukasia area
are termed Tarssartoq dikes (NUlman el al., 1983).
Ameralik dikes occur every few meters or tens of
meters across the strike in most outcrops of early
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Archean rocks outside the Isukasia area. Tarssartoq
dikes in the least deformed parts of the Isukasia area
are much more widely spaced. This probably· reflects
telescoping of the rocks by more intense deformation
outside the Isukasia area. Most Ameralik 'dikes are less
than 2 m thick, while Tarssartoq dikes are commonly
20-100 m thick . The contacts of most Ameralik dikes
have been rotated by intense deformation into
concordance with the layering of the enclosing rocks.
Most Ameralik dikes are strongly folded and broken
up .
There is no compelling reason to believe that the
Ameralik dikes are all genetically related or that they
were intruded within a relatively short period of time.
Chadwick (1981) grouped Ameralik dikes between the
mouths of Buksefjorden and Ameralik into a number
of different types on the basis of field and petrographic
characters. A small proportion of Ameralik dikes, shown
by rare intersections to be among the older dikes, contain

white plagioclase clots that in some of the least modified
dikes are seen to be derived from euhedral megacrysts
of calcic plagioclase. The plagioclase clots are commonly
concentrated

i~

trains nearer onc margin of the dikes,

suggesting flotation in nonvertical bodies (NUlman,
1980). We have not observed comparable plagioclase
clots in any other bas ic lithology in the region and have
found them to be a particularly useful indicator of highly
modified Ameralik dikes and thus of early Archean units.
Chadwick el al. (1983) reported plagioclase aggregates
in a small number of metamorphosed basic dikes in
the Ivisartoq area that they considered to be younger
than Ameralik dikes. We are, however, skeptical about
their interpretation of the field relations.
The chemistry of Ameralik dikes between the mouths
of Buksefjorden and Ameralik was studied by Chadwick
(1981) and that of a compositionally more restricted
collection of Ameralik dikes, including Tarssartoq dikes,
from the whole region by Gill and Bridgwaler (1976,
1979). Most of the dikes have low-K tholeiitic affinity
but are commonly iron-rich. However, ultramafic dikes

also occur (Chadwick, 1981; Gill el al., unpublished
data).
The Ameralik dikes cut rocks that 3600 Ma ago
formed part of a body of sialic crust with typical
continental thickness. Gill and Bridgwaler (1979) pointed
out that there were no recent examples of low-K tholeiitic
magmas intruded into the interior of a large sialic crustal
segment, except where there was rifting in the initial

stages of sea-floor spreading. The Ameralik dikes were
intruded after ca. 3400 Ma (the age of Isukasia area
Amltsoq pegmatites) but before intrusion of the first
Nilk gneisses ca. 3100 Ma ago. They may well have
been intruded toward the end of this period. after the

continental mass that included the Am1tsoq gneisses had
been thinned tectonically and by erosion, near what
subsequently became the rifted margin of a continent.

MALENE SUPRACRUSTALROCKS
This term is used for all mid-Archean supracrustal
rocks (formed at the surface, i.e., of sedimentary or
volcanic origin) in the GodthAbsfjord region.

1. Stratigraphic Relations
It was originally thought that Malene supracrustal
rocks were not cut by basic dikes like the Ameralik
dikes (McGregor, 1973). Metamorphosed basic dikes
have subsequently been found cutting some Malene
lithologies, although they are not nearly as abundant
as Ameralik dikes within the early Archean rocks
(Chadwick, 1981; Friend and Hall, 1977). The apparent
scarcity of amphibolites derived from basic dikes within
the basic Malene units may be more apparent than real,
since deformation and metamorphism would have
transformed most basic dikes into thin, concordant layers

of homogeneous amphibolite. Amphibolites derived
from basic dikes are absent or rare in most Malene
metasedimentary units.

The chemical similarity of basic dikes cutting Malene
supracrustal rocks and of homogeneous Malene
amphibolites to the most common types of Ameralik
dikes has been considered 10 support the idea that at
least some of the Ameralik dikes were feeders to the
lower, basic part of a Malene sequence laid down on

a basement of Amitsoq gneisses (Chadwick, 1981;
NUlman and Bridgwaler, 1983). However, these chemical
similarities are common to the majority of Archean basic
rocks in other terrains and other situations, including

many greenstone belts (Gill, 1979; Gill and Bridgwaler,
1979).
Malene supracrustal units enclosed jn Arn'itsoq
gneisses are very extensive, even where they are quite

thin. Contacts with Amltsoq gneisses that are not
modified by the intrusion along them of Nilk gneisses,
pegmatites, etc. are generally concordant and sharp. At
least some Malene-Amitsoq contacts are modified
thrusts , since Malene lithologies are cut out when

followed along them (Chadwick and NUlman, 1979),
and successive MaJene units within the composite

Malene-Amitsoq pile have d iffere nt lithological
associations (McGregor, 1975). Northeast of GodthAbsf
jord, Malene amphibolites in which the way-up is
indicated in places by little-deformed pillow-lava
structures are overlain stratigraphically by Am1tsoq
gneisses (Hall and Friend. 1979; Chadwick, 1985). One
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of the contacts between these two units must therefore
be a thrust, yet there is no mylonitization or brecciation
and S fabrics are no more intense than in the gneisses
and Malene rocks distant from the contact. In places
there is a thin layer of biotite schist with quartz nodules
along the contact.
Chadwick and Nurman (1979) and Nurman and
Bridgwaler (1983) have argued that certain contacts
between Malene and Amltsoq units on the islands
between the mouths of Ameralik and Buksefjorden are
parts of a deformed unconformity. This is based on the
following: (a) The presence of thin units of brown,
micaceous gneiss and quartz-rich lithologies between
Malene amphibolites and Amltsoq gneisses. These can
be followed for hundreds of meters along parts of the
contact and are interpreted as being derived from basal
sediments (arkoses, detrital quartzites, and cherts) that
were deposited on a basement of Amltsoq gneisses.
(b) Lack of veining, intense shearing, mylonitization,
or interdigitation along the generally sharp contact. (c)
Several lines of evidence that suggest that the Malene
amphibolites lie stratigraphically below the AI-rich
paragneisses that are the other major component of the
Malene unit on the southern islands. (d) Local truncation
of migmatitic veins in Amitsoq gneisses by sharp contacts
to Malene amphibolites. This evidence is compatible with
the interpretation that these Malene units were laid down
as a cover sequence on a basement of Amitsoq gneisses,
but it does not prove it. It remains a possibility that
all Malene-Amltsoq contacts are thrusts.
Malene paragneisses on Rype~ have REE patterns
and abundances (Dymek el 01., 1983; McLennan el 01. ,
1984) that suggest derivation from rocks like the tonalitic
gneisses that are the dominant lithology in both the
Amitsoq gneisses (O'Nions and Pankhursl, 1974;
NUlman el 01., 1984) and the type Nuk gneisses (J . G.
Arth, unpublished data). Sm/ Nd characteristics of two
samples of the Rype¢ paragneisses do not indicate

1981). Here, as elsewhere in the West Greenland Archean
(e.g., Myers , 1978), intense deformation of basic pillow
lavas and associated pillow lava breccias and agglomer
ates produced finely layered ("striped") amphibolites
such as those that make up about half of the Malene
amphibolites in other areas. A common variety of striped
amphibolite has discontinuous layers and lenses that
contain varying proportions of hornblende, diopside,
and epidote in addition to plagioclase, and locally also
garnet, scapolite, and carbonate. In the Ravns Stor~
supracrustal belt in the southern part of the Fiskenaesset
region similar rocks can be followed into pillow lavas
in which the pillow centers have been altered to Ca
rich compositions (Friend, 1975). Larger bodies of calc
silicate-rich (skarn) lithologies occur locally within
Malene amphibolite units . For example, layers of
diopside-scapolite-<!pidote-sphene rocks are common in
the Malene unit at Narssaq south of the mouth of
Ameralik. It is reasonable to assume that the striped
Malene amphibolites are mainly derived from basic
volcanic parents, many or all of which were erupted

contributions to the parent sediments from early Archean

gneisses.
(c) Quartz-gamet-sillimanite and quartz-cordierite

under water.

Concordant sheets of homogeneous amphibolite,
some rich in garnet, that are interlayered with the striped
amphibolites are assumed to be derived from thick basic
flows , sills, or dikes that have been rotated into
concordance by deformation.
Hall (1980, 198 I) found a continuum in the chemistry
of the pillowed Malene rocks on Ivisanoq from tholeiitic
to basaltic and pyroxenitic komatiitecompositions, while

Chadwick (1981) reported low-K tholeiitic chemistry for
homogeneous Malene amphibolites between the mouths
of Buksefjorden and Ameralik.
(b) Ultramafic rocks occur as sheets and pods within
Malene amphibolite units and along the contacts of some
units with Amitsoq gneisses. They are most extensive

west of the thick Malene unit on Sadel¢ and Bj¢rne
~en in Godthabsfjord where this unit is intruded by Nilk

rocks (Hamillon el al., 1983). As yet unpublished ion
probe studies at Cambridge University have identified
early Archean zircons in Malene paragneisses, but
indicate that the provenance of the sediments also
included contemporaneous (felsic?) igneous rocks.

anthophyllite gneisses form what is interpreted as the
stratigraphically higher part of the Malene unit on the
islands northwest of the mouth of Buksefjorden (Beech
and Chadwick, 1980). Quartz-gamet-sillimanite gneisses

2. Lithologies

associated with thin , nonpersistent units of marble, green
mica gneiss and gedrite-magnetite rock overlle Malene

(a) Amphibolites are the most abundant lithology.
Deformation has been so intense in most places that
primary structures have been destroyed or modified
beyond recognition. Pillow structures arc preserved on
Ivisanoq both in amphibolites and in subordinate, but
intimately associated ultramafic horizons (Hall, 1980,

amphibolites and locally contain structures interpreted
as cross-bedding. They are in turn overlain by quartz
rich cordierite-anthophyllite-mica gneisses that contain
lenses and thin layers of cordie rite-anthophyllite
staurolite rocks. What may well be the same unit crops
out on the east side of the type Malene unit on Store
Malene and the islands to the south. Similar rocks form
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part of a thick unit of Malene paragneiss in central
Ameralik (Roberts, 1979).
These gneisses are generally depleted in CaO, Na,O,
and K,O and enriched in MgO and AI, O, compared
with all common sediment types. They have very high
contents of incompatible trace elements such as Y, Zr,

and Nb reflected in high contents of zircon and niobian
rutile (Dymek , 1983). Some combination of processes
that reworked altered mafic volcanic rocks may have
been involved in their genesis. Beech and Chadwick
(1980) discussed the chemistry of these gneisses in
considerable detail and concluded that the parent
sediments could have been mixtures of quartz and Mg
rich clay minerals. On the basis of zircon morphologies,
they suggested a detrital origin for the quartz. Higher
iron contents and the presence locally of disseminated
magnetite and gedrite-magnetite lenses suggest precip
itation of additional iron in the parent sediments of the
quartz-gamet-sillimanite association. Friend (1975)
discussed the origin of similar rocks in the s.outhern part

of the Fiskenaesset region.
(d) Mica·rich and quartzo/eldspathic metasediments
of probably detrital origin form part of several Malene
units. Quartz-plagioclase-biotite gneisses with smaller
quantities of sillimanite, muscovite, microcline, and

Rb/ Sr whole rock dating of Malene supracrustal rocks
yielded a scatter between 2500 and 2800 Ma reference
isochrons (unpublished Oxford Unviersity data). Zircons
from Malene metasediments have given a wide range

of ages between 2580 and 2960 Ma (Baadsgaard, 1976),
which like the Rb/ Sr systematics, are considered to be
the result of metamorphism.

4. Depositional Environment
There is a larger variety of lithologies and more rocks
of sedimentary origin in the mid-Archean supracrustal
rocks in the GodthAbsfjord region than in most other
parts of the West Greenland Archean. Most of the
Malene supracrustal rocks, including amphibolites of
basic volcanic origin, appear to have been laid down
under water. The chemistry of the best preserved Malene
basic rocks is similar to that of mid-Archean supracrustal
amphibolites in the southern part of the Fiskennaesset
region (Friend e/ al., 1981) where there is no evidence
of early Archean rocks. Supracrustal rocks of domi
nantly basic volcanic origin are the oldest rocks
recognized in the Fiskenaesset region and have been
interpreted as fragments of Archean oceanic crust

sedimentary protoliths, possibly alternations of sandy,

(Rivalenti, 1976; Weaver et aI., 1982). Friend et al.
(1981) suggested that the Malene supracrustal rocks in
the Godthltbsfjord region may have been primitive
ocean.ic material that overlapped onto the margin of
a continent made of Amitsoq gneisses. NUlman and
Bridgwater (1983) suggested that some of the Malene
units may have been deposited on a thinned Amitsoq

silty, and muddy sediments in a near-shore environment.
A lens of graphite-bearing mica schist enclosed in

on further in the section below on mid-Archean crustal

garnet that crop out on Rype¢ have been described in
some detail by Dymek et al. (1983). No primary
sedimentary structures have been recognized, but the
considerable lithological variation and general arkosic
composition were considered to indicate heterogeneous

Malene amphibolites on the north side of Kobbefjord
has REE and other chemical characteristics that suggest
derivation of the parent sediments from basic igneous

material like the protoliths of the Malene amphibolites
(McLennan et al., 1984). Rusty-weathering garnet-mica
graph ite-bearing gneisses on northern Stor¢ in
GodthAbsfjord make up one of the largest bodies of
Malene paragneisses. Their trace element chemistry
suggests a mixed source of mafic volcanics with felsic

volcanics and/or tonalitic gneisses (McLennan et aI.,
1984.).

basement in a zone of ensialic rifting. This is remarked
structure.

ANORTHOSITIC COMPLEXES
Anorthositic rocks, strongly broken up by later
gneisses. occur semicontinuously for more than 150 km

from the outer coast at Tre Br¢dre through Kangerd
luarssoruseq (Faeringehavn), outer Buksefjorden,
Ameralik, Itivdleq , Kapisigdlit kangerdlua, Stor~, and
Kangiussap nuna to I1ulialik in inner Godthabsfjord.
Although the anorthositic rocks along much of this tract
have been reduced to thin slices and trains of inclusions

3. Age
A minimum age for the type unit of Malene
supracrustals is given by the fact that on southeast
Bj¢rne~en this unit is intruded by tonalitic NOk gneisses
that have yielded zircon ages of 3070 and 3020 Ma
(Baadsgaard and M cGregor, 1981).

in the gneisses, it is probable given the large strains
suffered subsequently, that they could be all derived from
a single layered intrusive sheet. Anorthositic rocks
northeast of the head of Ameralik (NUlman , 1982) may
also be part of the same sheet.
Where they have not bcen modified by later intrusions,
the contacts of the anorthositic complex are with Malene
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supracrustal rocks, or, northeast of the head of Ameralik,
with Malene supracrustal rocks and Amltsoq gneisses .
(NUlman, 1982). In the Godthabsfjord region no
intrusive contacts have been found. Meta-leucogabbros
and meta-anorthosites are the most abundant lithology
and are associated with smaller amounts of amphibolites
derived from gabbros that contain layers of olivine
hornblende ultramafics. The gabbro-<Jerived amphibo
lites formed the marginal phases of the complex and
occur between the anorthositic-leucogabbroic rocks and

the enclosing Malene supracrustal or Amltsoq gneiss
units. In places they have been mistaken for supracrustal
amphibolites. Relic cumulate textures are commonly

preserved in the less deformed leucogabbros. Only the
anorthositic rocks in the Tre Br~dre and Faeringehavn
areas have been studied in any detail (Sharpe ,
1975; summarized by Chadwick and Coe, 1983).
Anorthositic rocks in the Fisken~sset region crop out

within an area some 40 km wide and at least 100 km
long. They are considered to be parts of a single layered
sheet, termed the Fiskenaesset Complex, that was
intruded into submarine basic volcanic rocks and

subsequently broken up by granitoid sheets, now
gneisses, and complexly folded (see Myers , 1981 and
1985a; for recent summaries of the geology and
literature). Windley (1970) likened the Fiskenaesset

leucogabbro rather than meta-anorthosite is the
dominant lithology, and there may be a transition in
composition between these and the dioritic gneisses that
intrude them. Together with their country rocks, the
Nordlandet leucogabbros preserve granulite facies
mineral assemblages, locally statically retrogressed to
amphibolite facies. They may be a different association
from the Fiskenaesset and Godthabsfjord-Buksefjorden
complexes.
Lead isotopic data have been reported for anorthosites
on Stor~ and Ivnajuagtoq, inner GodthAbsfjord, by
Gancarz (1976) and for anorthosites from Buksefjorden,
Faeringehavn, Ameralik, and western Nordlandet by
Taylor et al. (1980). The Pb isotopic charcteristics of
these anorthosites are similar to those of the gneisses

that enclose and intrude them (see under Nuk gneisses).
Although the GodthAbsfjord anorthositic rocks do not
preserve as many primary features as those in parts of
the Fiskenaesset region, they are the next most extensive,

varied, and well preserved rocks of this type in the West
Greenland Archean. Potentially the best areas for further
study are Stor~ in GodtMbsfjord and the nunataks
Akugdlerssuaq (Nutman, 1982) and Nunatarssuk east
of the head of Godthabsfjord. The west Nordlandet
leucogabbro complex has been mapped on a scale of
1:20,000 but has not been studied in any detail.

anorthositic rocks to lunar anorthosites and suggested

that they might be part of the Earth's primordial crust.
Windley and Smilh (1976) compared them with early
cumulate rocks in calc-alkaline batholiths of Cordilleran
type. Neither of these interpretations has been supported
by subsequent work. The Fiskenaesset Complex is now
considered to be a layered tholeiitic cumulate that is
genetically related to the basic volcanic rocks into which

NUK GNEISSES
The term Nfik gneisses is used for all quartzofelds
pathic gneisses (deformed granitoid intrlIsives) in the
GodthAbsfjord region that do not contain Ameralik dikes
and that intrude and migmatize Am1tsoq gneisses,
Malene supracrustal rocks, and the layered anorthositic

it was intruded (Weaver el al. , 1981; Myers, 1976, 1985a).
The primary magma is deduced to have been a
moderately aluminous tholeiitic basalt, which may have
been generated by hydrous fusion of previously depleted

complexes (McGregor, 1973). It is now apparent that
the Nuk gneisses include at least two distinct and
probably unrelated generations of rocks.

mantle and which underwent crystal fractionation under

1. Pre-2900 Ma Gneisses

low pressure conditions (Weaver el al., 1981).
The southernmost outcrops of the Godthabsfjord
Buksefjorden anorthositic complex are 55 km from the
nearest outcrops of the Fiskenaesset complex. There arc

many similarities between the two. One notable
difference is that chromitites arc a characteristic feature

of the Fiskenaesset complex throughout most of its
extent but have not been observed in the Godthabsfjord
Buksefjorden anorthositic rocks.
Anorthositic rocks with relic coarse-grained cumulate
textures crop out extensively on western Nordlandet.
They were intruded into dominantly basic supracrustal

rocks and are extensively broken up by later intrusive
rocks of dioritic and trondhjemitic compositions. Meta

The type Nfik gueisses, those first mapped by
McGregor (1973), crop out on the western parts of the
peninSUlas between GodthAbsfjord and Ameralik and
on islands to the SSw. They extend north through the
islands of Sadel~ and Bj~rne~en . The oldest phases are
massive, homogeneous, diorjtic gneisses that were

subsequently intruded by voluminous, polyphase,
tonalitic gneisses. The youngest major phases are
granodiorites that form thick, homogeneous sheets and
the cores of diapiric domal antiforms as well as the matrix
of agmatitic units . Smaller bodies oftrondhjemitic gneiss

cut the other lithologies. Intrusive relations and primary
igneous textures are best preserved on eastern Sadelll.
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variable proportions of anomalously unradioactive Pb
that they interpreted as derived from early Archean,
Amltsoq gneiss-type continental crust. The samples with
the highest proportions of Amltsoq-type Pb are probably
all from the younger (2700-2600 Ma) gneisses. Sm/Nd
analyzes reported by Taylor el al. (1984) indicate a
contribution of Nd from low-Sm / Nd crustal sources for
some of the same samples that show contamination with
Amltsoq-type Pb. Most of the samples used in this study
are from the post-2800 Ma gneisses. The Pb and Nd,
together with other chemical charcteristics (McGregor
el al., 1983) of these rocks indicate an origin by partial
melting of sialic crustal rocks that included a substantial
early Archean component. High, variable alkali contents
and very variable trace element chemistry in the Qarusuk
dikes suggest they crystallized in a Iluid-rich environment
and therefore their chemistry must be regarded as
controlled by both igneous and hydrothermal processes.
Many of the N uk gneisses for which Compton (1978)
reported REE concentrations belong to the post-2800
Ma group. Older gneisses studies by Complon are all
from the terrain affected by 2800 Ma granulite facies
metamorphism (see below), where Sm/Nd systematics
appear to have been upseel during the granulite facies
metamorphism. Compton's data cannot, therefore, be
used to discuss the origin of the more voluminous, pre
2900 Ma type Nuk gneisses.
Mid to late Archean gneisses like the Nilk gneisses
are by far the most abundant rocks in the West Greenland
Archean. They occur mainly as folded sheets that split
up sequences of mid-Archean supracrustal and
anorthositic rocks and, in the God thAbsfjord region, also
early Archean rocks. The great lateral extent and
concordant f Ofm of the gneiss sheets is in part the result
of extreme attenuation by deformation, but is in part
also a primary feature. It appears that \he Nuk-type
magmas were commonly intruded as sheets along active
thrust planes between and wit hin units of older rocks

and that differential movement of the walls of the sill
as the magmas solidified caused many of them to
crystallize with gneissic textures (McGregor, 1979;
Myers, 1978, 1985a,b) .

of subduction zone. Detrital sediments derived from the
early Archean rocks and from contemporaneous,
subduction-related intermediate to acidic volca~ics were

deposited on the basic volcanics as they approached the
continental margin. Slices of the composite supracrustal
sequence were intercalated tectonically with the early
Archean rocks in the deeper parts of the continent, while
mainly basic rocks were Ilaked off and underplated the
continent (Weaver el ai, 1982). Dioritic, tonalitic, and
granodioritic magmas generated by partial melting
associated with subduction and were emplaced along
active thrusts mainly in the deeper parts of the pile.
There was a tendency for denser, more mafic magmas
to accumulate at deeper levels.

According to this model, differences from area to area
in the proportions of the early and mid-Archean
lithological associations could be explained in terms of
different crustal levels:
I. The shallowest level now exposed is in the lsukasia
area, which is made up entirely of early Archean rocks.
Mid-Archean supracrustal and intrusive rocks are
absent.

2. A deeper level is preserved in the tract through
Godthabsfjord where mid-Archean (Malene) supracrus
tal and anorthositic rocks are intercalated with early
Archean rocks. Mid-Archean (type Nilk) intrusives
comprise subequal amounts of tonalitic and granodi
oritic compositions.

3. Much of the Fiskenaesset region and northern
Nordlandet represent a deeper level still, interpreted in
this model as below the base of the early Archean
continent. The oldest rocks are mid-Archean basic
supracrustal rocks with oceanic affinities and anortho
sitic cumulates. These are subordinate in volume to mid
Archean intrusives.

4. The deepest level now exposed is on southern
Nordlandet. Early Archean rocks are absent and there
are only minor amounts of mid-Archean supracrustal
rocks derived almost exclusively from basic volcanics.
The dominant rocks are mid-Archean leucogabbroic to
dioritic intrusives together with trondhjemitic rocks

formed by partial melting of the diorites under granulite
facies conditions.

MID-ARCHEAN CRUSTAL STRUCTURE

The overall structure of the Fiskenaesset region may
be that of a very large dome centered south of eastern

The following model is sugge'ted by V.R.M. as a
possible explanation of many features of the central part
of the West Greenland Archean: Mid-Archean oceanic
crust made up of basic volcanics with subordinate

Sermilik (see the 1:500,000 map sheet). The form of
the inferred dome has been strongly modified by late
Archean folding. In this interpretation, rocks from the
depest exposed crustal level, in which the Ilivertalik

anorthositic cumulate complexes and locally derived

granite suite is a major component, crop out in the center

sediments was carried toward a continental mass of early
Archean rocks beneath which it descended in some form

of the dome. Early Archean rocks occur only at higher
crustal levels on the flanks of the inferred dome to the
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north in the GodtMbsfjord-Faeringehavn region and to
the south in the FrederikshAb-Ivigtut region (Taylor and
Kalsbeek, this volume).
Nordlandet is interpreted as a tilted block with rocks
from progressively deeper crustal levels exposed along
a section from north to south.

fabric element that plunges in most places at moderate
angles to SSw. Toward the south the deformation zone
broadens and the planar fabric element becomes less
pervasive, although the linear fabric element remains
slrong. South of the mouth of Ameralik the linear fabric
is coaxial with sheath folds that have the form offlattened
dunces' caps (Chadwick and Nutman, 1979). Structures

LATE ARCHEAN PLUTONIC DEVELOPMENT

in the linear belt are consistent with a sinistral strike

Between 3000 and 2500 Ma the region was affected
by a complex and as yet rather impenectly understood
sequence of deformation. metamorphism, generation,

slip component of displacement across the belt and a
vertical component that brought up the rocks of
Nordlandet with respect to those east of the bell.
It is important to realize that most of the rocks in
the West Greenland Archean have been affected by one

and intrusion of granitoid magmas and movemen t of
especiaJly minor and trace elements.

1. Deformation

The deformational history of much of the region has
not been considered in detail. The best studied areas
are the Isukasia area (Nutman and Rosing, this volume),
the Ivisartoq area (Hall and Friend, 1979; Chadwick,
1985) and the peninsula and islands southwest of the
mouth of Ameralik (Chadwick and Nutman, 1979).
Chadwick and Cae (1983) summarized ideas on tllc
structure within the Buksefjorden 1:I00,000 map sheel.
A strong, subhorizontal, planar fabric was probably
developed widely in the mid-Archean, associated with
thrusting that interleaved early Archean rocks with
Malene supracrustal rocks and controlled the intrusion
of some Nfik gneiss parents .
In most areas where there are good lithological
markers, early recumbent isoclinal folds can be identified
and are refolded by one or more generations of upright
structures. However, fold phases or sequences of phases
with similar styles were not necessarily synchronous from

or more episodes of intense ductile deformation that

rotated earlier structures into parallelism and streaked
out bodies of different lithologies. This produced
regularly layered rocks (gneisses, amphibolites, meta
anorthosites, etc.) from parents that may not have been
layered at all. Myers (1978) has figured particularly clear
examples of this process.

2. Metamorphism
The belt of rocks that crops out from Faeringehavn
through much of GodthAbsfjord to the margin of the
Inland Ice in the Isukasia area (Figure I) and that
contains all the rocks that have yielded early Archean
isotopic ages differs from the remainder of the northern
part of the West Greenland Archean in that it did not
reach granulite facies in the late Archean.
Granulite facies metamorphism northwest of this belt
appears to have occurred 3000-2950 Ma ago, about the
same time as intrusion of the very voluminous Taserssuaq

tonalite (see above under NOk gneisses) . Conditions of
800°-850°C and 7- 9 kb total pressure have been

area to area. For example, in the area north of

caJculatcd for granulite facies rocks on southern

Fiskenaesset large-scale recumbent fold s were refolded
by two sets of folds with steep ax.ial sunaces at high
angles to one another (Myers, 1978, 1985b). All three
phases pre-date granulite facies metamorphism at ca.
2800 Ma (see below). Between Ameralik and the head
of Buksefjorden a major recumbent fold, the Inugssugs
suaq nappe, that is refolded by large upright folds
(Chadwick et al., 1982) is interpreted by us as post
dating late Archean granulite facies metamorphism.

Nordlandet (Reed, 1980) and 825°C and 8.3 kb for rocks
a little north of Nordlandet (Dymek , 1984).
South and southeast ofthe GodthAbsfjord region there

Late ductile deformation was concentrated in linear

belts, some of which are indicated in Figure l. One such
belt passes through the peninsula on which Nuuk town
is situated and separates the granulite facies rocks of
Nordlandet from rocks to the east that never reached
granulite facies. The rocks in this belt have a strong,
subvertical, planar fabric element parallel to the
orientation of the belt as a whole and a strong linear

are areas with granulite facies mineral assemblages

separated by areas with amphibolite facies assemblages
(see the 1:500,000 geological map and Figure 1). The
age of the granulite facies metamorphism around
Fiskenaesset is given by: (a) A Pbl Pb whole rock
isochron age of 2810 ± 70 Ma for four anorthositic
rocks and one gneiss (Black et al., 1973). (b) An
essentially concordant age of 2790 Ma for a large
euhedral zircon from an ultramafic pod. This zircon

is considered to have crystallized during granulite facies
metamorphism (Pidgeon and Kalsbeek, 1978). (c) A
concordia intercept age of 2795 ~ l ~ Ma on zircons from

the llivertalik granite, considered to have been emplaced
during granulite facies metamorphism (Pidgeon et al.,
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Fig. 2. Big-hornblende pegmatite in retrogressed gneisses
with blebby lex~ure , Kangimut sangmissoq, Ameralik.

Fig. 3. Pegmatitic patches in mafic gneisses retrogressed
from granulite facies, Amitsorssuaq, BUksefjorden.

Fig. 4. Slightly deformed big-hornblende pegmatite in
gneisses retrogressed from granulite facies, north coast of
Buksefjorden ..

1916). Granulite facies metamorphism thus appears to
be 150-200 Ma later here than northwest of
Godthitbsfjord .
Some workers have assumed that the present
granulite-amphibolite facies boundaries in the Fiske
naesset and Sermilik-Buksefjorden areas are close to the
original prograde boundaries and that granulite facies
metamorphism outlasted all major ductile deformation
(Wells, 1976, 1979; Myers, 1976, 1978; Chadwick and
Coe, 1984). Our own observations indicate that most
of the amphibolite facies rocks betweeen Fiskanaesset
and a line that extends NNE through Kangerdluars
soruseq (Faeringehavn) and central Ameralik (Figure
1) originally had granulite facies assemblages but have
been retrogressed. Retrogression was associated in many
places with deformation and, at least in the north, with
intrusion of the younger (post-2800 Ma) suite of Nfik
gneisses.
Our conclusions are based on recognition of textural
features related to crystallization of orthopyroxene that
are preserved in relic form in rocks that have been
retrogressed to amphibolite facies:
(a) Concentration of mafic minerals in gneisses of
intermediate composition into open clusters, giving the
rocks a characteristic "blebby" texture (Figure 2). Where
retrogression was incomplete, the mafic clusters are seen
to be secondary after orthopyroxene or garnet. Diffusely
bounded pegmatitic patches were developed that in
retrogressed gneisses have prominent, well-separated
mafic clots or large hqrnblende grains (Figure 3).
(b) Blurring of earlier structures in gneisses (for
example, original sharp contacts between intrusive
phases) produced nebulitic texture. Because of this
process of textural homogenization it is not usually
possible to separate components of different ages in
quartwfeldspathic rocks that have been affected by
granulite facie s metamorphism.
(c) Occurence, especially in intermediate gneisses, of
discordant pegmatites with prominant large hornblendes
(Figures 2 and 4). In places, the hornblendes can be
seen to be secondary after orthopyroxene. The thinner
big-hornblende pegmatites appear simply to be planar
zones in which the gneisses were recrystallized to very
large grain ~izes.
(d) Abundant mafic-rich pegmatitic patches and veins
in basic lithologies (Figures 5, 6). These contrast with
.the typically very leucocratic pegmatitic segregations
formed in basic rocks under high amphibolite facies
conditions (Figure . 7). In places, however, mafic
. pegmatitic segregations with clinopyroxene or garnet
formed under amphibolite facies conditions.
(e) Small, replacive ultramafic veins and patches made
up of orthopyroxene in unretrogressed areas and
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Fig. 5.

Mafic segregation pegmatites witb orthopyroxene in

pyribolite (granulite facies mafic rock), Tovqussap nuna.

Fig. 7. Leucocratic, amphibolite-facies, segregati on pegmat
ite in amphibolite (Ameralik dike), Prrestefjord.

Fig. 6. Mafic pegmatite vein with orthopyroxene in pyribo
lite, Tovqussap nuna.

Fig. 8. Replacive onhopyroxene patch in pyribolite, Tovqus
sap nuna.

hornblende in retrogressed areas are common in basic

Dymek (1978, 1984) discussed the polyphase meta

lithologies (Figure 8).
Some or all of these features are found in rocks that
were partly or completely retrogressed from granulite

morphism of the Malene supracrustal rocks. The earliest

facies under static conditions. We have been able to
follow these clearly retrogressed' rocks into area.~ where
relic granulite facies textural fcatu,res have been

progressively modified and, finally , completely destroyed
by deformation with the formation of a new foliation.
The original prograde boundary (Figure I) between
rock s affected by the 2800 Ma granulite facies
me\amorphism and those to the northwest in the belt
through GodthAbsfjord that were not metamorphosed
above amphibolite facies in the late Archean has been
obscured by retrogression, intrusion of the later suite
of Nllk gneisses and the Q6rqut granite complex (see
below), major folding, and strong deformation in the
late linear belts.

and highest grade of metamorphism for which
petrographic evidence is preserved at any locality ranges
from middle amphibolite grade in a zone through western
GodthAbsfjord that includes Sadel¢ and Bj~rne¢n to
hornblende granulite grade On Nordlandet and north
of the mouth of Fiskefjord . Metamorphism occurred
almost eniirely within the sillimanite stability field.
However, the highest grade assemblages date from
different episodes of metamorphism in different places:
early granulite facies metamorphism at JOOO-2950 Ma
northwest of GodthAbsfjord ; amphibolite facies metam
orphism at ca. 2800 Ma in parts of the belt through
Godthabsfjord; and metamorphism at 2700-2600 Ma
in areas where there was complete (ecrystallization

associated with late deformation, for example, in the
linear belt through Nuuk town.
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In many places there is petrographic evidence of
retrograde metamorphism under conditions where

kyanite was stable and that Dymek interpreted as the
result of renewed crustal heating and hydration'.
Am1tsoq gneisses around and south of the mouth of
Ameralik show considerable isotopic evidence of
metamorphic crystallization in the period 2700-2500 Ma.
This is seen in KI Ar and 40 Ar/)9 Ar dates on hornblende
(Pankhurst el al., 1973); U / Th / Pb dates on sphene,
apatite, and allanite, Rb l Sr relations in hornblende, K
feldspar, apatite, allanite, and sphene (Baadsgaard el
al., 1976); and by leachable Pb in feldspars that is
considered to COme from U-rich inclusions (Gancarz and
Wasserburg, 1977). Limited open system behavior is
indicated by considerable scatter of points on the Pb l
Pb whole rock errorchron (MSWD = 21) and by
specimens of mainly basic rocks that scat ter about a
2700 Ma Rb l Sr reference isochron (Black el al. , 1971).
The lower intercept with the concordia of the Akilia
zircon chord suggests Pb loss during metamorphism at
ca. 2500 Ma (Baadsgaard el al., 1984).
Mineral-<:hemical studies suggest depths of burial of
15- 30 km for rocks now exposed and indicate thick
continental crust in the late Archean (Wells,
1979; Dymek, 1984).

3. Element Mobility
In common with many other granulite facies terrains,

the rocks affected by late Archean granulite facies
metamorphism in southern West Greenland are strongly

impoverished in U, Th, Rb, and K (Kalsbeek, 1974,
1976). The airborne radiometric survey (Secher, 1976,
1977; Secher and Steen/ell, 1981) shows low levels of
radioactivity, reflecting low contents of K, U, and Th,
in areas where granulite facies mineral assemblages are
still extensively preserved on Nordlandet and in the area

north of Fiskenaesset (Figure 9). A belt with very low
radioactivity extends NNE from the mouth of Sermilik
through Buksefjorden to and beyond the middle of
Ameralik. Most of the rocks in this belt now have
amphibolite facies mineral assemblages, but there is
widespread field evidence that they have been retro
gressed from granulite facies. The western margin of

the low radioactivity belt corresponds to the position
of the prograde granulite-amphibolite facies boundary
indicated by field evidence. Areas with higher radioac
tivit y to the southeast correspond at least in part to
outcrops of more potassic rocks including the l1ivertalik
granite (see below). The airborne radioactivity survey
shows a belt with unusually high radioactivity
immediately west of the original prograde granulite

amphibolite facies boundary, i.e., on the amphibolite
facies side and presumably structurally just above rocks
affected by granulite facies metamorphism. In part, the
high radioactivity reflects the outcrop of the Q6rqut
granite complex (see below) and other late granitic rocks,
but Am1tsoq gneisses within the belt and, in inner
Godthilbsfjord, Nilk gneisses also have high levels of
radioactivity. The high radioactivity belt is relatively
narrow south of Ameralik, but widens to the northeast.

This may in part be the result of late deformation, with
attenuation of the belt in linear deformation zones to

the south and repetition by folding to the northeast.
The high radioactivity belt appears to be a zone of
accumulation of elements including K, U, Th, Rb, and
Pb that were expelled from deeper rocks affected by
2800 Ma granulite facies metamorphism. Am1tsoq and
Nilk gneisses within the belt in inner Godthabsfjord are
enriched in K, Rb, and Pb compared with their
equivalents outside the belt, and Sr and Pb isotopes
indicate that this enrichment could not have occurred
much earlier than 2800 Ma (S . Robertson, personal
communication). The enriched zone was probably the
source region of granites formed by partial melting (?
associated with renewed heating and influx of aqueous

fluids) during the period 2700-2500 Ma. The largest
volumes of late granites, e.g., the "main body" of the
Q6rqut granite complex (see below), may have been
generated where the enriched zone had been thickened
as a result of folding.
Rb l Sr, Pbl Pb, and systems appear to have been
highl y disturbed by the 2800 Ma granulite facies
metamorphism south of Godthibsfjord. This is seen
most clearly in specimens from a unit of what we

confidently interpret as early Archean Amltsoq gneisses
that crops out on the south coast of Ameralik between
Kangimut sangmissoq and Qasigniimguit (Figure I; see
locality 3.3. in the Excursion Guide). Specimens from
this unit that we consider must include a large proportion
of Amitsoq gneisses yield a RblSr whole rock isocbron
age of 2270 ± 180 Ma with Sr, = 0.7019 ± 0.00005 and
a Sm/Nd model age of ca. 2800 Ma. The pattern of
Pb isotopes in the samples is analagous to the pattern
in the type Nilk gneisses, with between I % and 33%
of an Amltsoq-type component in the Pb in 16 samples
and about 49% in 2 samples (Jones et al. , this volume;
Collerson el al., this volume).
The obvious differences between the type Am1tsoq
gneisses in outer Ameralik and the gneisses at Kangimut

sangmissoq-Qasigianguit are the following: (a) The latter
were recrystallized during the late Archean under

granulite facies conditions and subsequently retrogressed
to amphibolite facies , while the type Amitsoq gneisses
were not metamorphosed above amphibolite facies in

the same period . (b) The Kangimut sangmissoq
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Qasigianguit unit of Amltsoq gneisses is enclosed in and
probably to some extent also penetrated by NUk gneisses.
The type Amltsoq gneisses in outer Ameralik lie within
a 1600 km' tract of early Archean rocks interrupted
only by thin units of Malene supracrustal rocks. N(lk
gneisses penetrate the margin of this tract, but occur
only very locally within it.
The type Amitsoq gneisses retain early Archean Rbi
Sr, Pb/ Pb, and Sm / Nd (K. D. Collerson, personal
communication) whole rock systematics. We conclude
that resetting of these systems in the gneisses at Kangimut
sangmissoq-Qasigianguit is the result of processes
associated with granulite facies metamorphism and
subsequent retrogression. Proximity ofNilk gneisses may
also have been a contributing factor.
Kalsbeek and Pidgeon (1980) considered Rbl Sr
isotope systematics of gneisses of Nilk type in the
Fiskenaess.t region for which zircon U I Pb results
suggest ages of at least 2900 Ma. They found that the
isotopic characters could be explained if the rocks had
suffered large-scale Sr isotope homogenization after their
emplacement, probably at ca. 2800 Ma, and small-scale
isotope homogenization during later metamorphism.
Granl and Hickman (1984) pointed out the lack of
Sr isotopic evidence for a history prior to 2800 Ma in
gneisses from the terrain affected by late Archean
granulite facies metamorphism south of Godth!bsfjord
and from what we interpret as the enriched zone in inner
Godth!bsfjord. They concluded that if the N(lk-type
gneisses in this terrain were broadly cogenetic with the
type Nilk gneisses that escaped granulite facies
metamorphism, then addition of Rb, loss of Sr, and
lowering of "Sr/ " Sr ratios through complete isotopic
equilibrium with a reservoir containing unradiogenic Sr
were all required to account for the isotopic differences.
CAUSE OF LATE ARCHEAN GRANUUTE
FACIES METAMORPHISM

Kalsbeek (1976) suggested that the depletion in U,
Th, and Rb observed in granulite facies rocks in the
northern part of the Fiskenaesset region might be the
result of partial melting that produced granites such as
the llivertalik granite complex and left a residue of
hypersthene gneisses. The lIivertalik granite complex
crops out very extensively as thick folded sheets of
homogeneous augen gneiss in the center of the terrain
affected by 2800 Ma granulite facies metamorphism
(Kalsbeek and Myers, 1973; Myers, 1976. See the

1:500,000 geological map sheet). It is interpreted as
intruded during granulite facies metamorphism (Pidgeon
el al., 1976). The parent lithology was granite with large
potash feldspar megacrysts associated with smaller
amounts of layered tonalite and diorite. Wells (1979)
concluded that the chemistry of the . granulite facies
gneisses north of Sermilik did not support Kalsbeek's
hypothesis. Field evidence does not indicate eXlensive
partial meiting and segregation of granitic melts at the
present level of exposure during granulite facies
metamorphism. The disruption of older lithologic units
was not associated with granulite facies metamorphism,
but with intrusion of the parents of the Nilk gneisses
and equivalent rocks.
Wells (1979) suggested that granulite facies metam
orphism in the Buksefjorden area was the result of heat
transferred to the crust by intrusion of the N(lk magmas.
This view was based on acceptance at face value of
Moorbalh and Pankhursl's (1976) whole rock isochron
ages of between 3000 and 2750 Ma for rocks collected
as Nilk gneisses. It is now apparent that these dates
reflect metamorphic or metasomatic processes rather
than the intrusion of the Nilk parent magmas. Dates
from outside the terrain affected by granulite facies
metamorphism (the type Nilk gneisses in western
Godth!bsfjord and gneisses in the southern part of the
Fiskenae sset region; Pidgeon and Hopgood,
1975; Pidgeon and Kalsbeek, 1978) indicate that the
parents of the bulk of the gneisses in this part of the
West Greenland Archean were intruded before 2950 Ma.
However, isotopic data show that granulite facies
metamorphism in the Fiskenaesset region occurred at,
or at least continued until ca. 2800 Ma. It is clear from

Well's (1980) calculations that heat transported to the
crust by Nilk-type magmas before 2950 Ma would have
been lost by conduction before 2800 Ma.
The mechanism suggested by Wells does not seem
appropriate for the granulite facies metamorphism south
of Godth!bsfjord , but it may possibly explain the
granulite facies metamorphism northwest of Godth!bs
fjord, which present data suggest occurred shortly after
or at the same time as the intrusion of later phases of
the type Nilk gneisses and the Taserssuaq tonalite. Some
differences between granulite facies metamorphism on
either side of Godth!bsfjord are summarized in Table
I.
A possible model for the 2800 Ma granulite facies
metamorphism south of Godth!bsfjord is that it was
caused by an influx of heat and fluids from the mantle,

Fig. 9. Radiometric map of the GodthAbsfjord region and the northern part of the Fi s lcenn~s set region, based on air
borne gamma-spectrometric survey from Secher and Steen/ell (1981). Values in counts per second.
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Table I.

Comparison of late Archean granulite facies metamorphism northwest and south of GodthAbsfjord
NW of GodthAbsfjord
(Nordlandet-Qugssuk)

S of GodthAbsfjord
(Buksefjo rde.-$ennili k -FiskenlleS,et)

Age: 3000-2950 Ma

Age: ca. 2800 Ma

"Bleb by" gneisses, big-hornblende

Extensive textural modification produced "bJebby" and nebulitic tex
tures in gneisses and (retro~essed) big-hornblende pegmatites

pegmatites rare or absent
Extensive partial melting under
granulite facies conditions

Limited partial melting under granulite facies conditions

No rapakivi-type granites

Associated with intrusion of rapakivi-type I1ivertalik granile suile

No high radioaclivity belt along
original prograde boundary to lhe
east in Qugssuk

progade boundary to the northwest

High radioactivity belt enriched in K., U, Th, Rb, Pb along original

possibly through intrusion of basic magma near the base
of the crust. The Ilivertalik granite complex could be
the product of melting of deep crustal rocks by a
mechanism like that proposed for the Am1tsoq iron
rich suite (Nurman el 01., 1984), with which it has
chemical similarities. Fluids migrating upwards through
the crust could have caused extensive recrystallization
to orthopyroxene-bearing assemblages with the textural
features noted above. They could be the agents that
moved U, Th, K., Rb, and Pb out of the rocks that
developed granulite facies assemblages and into the
enriched zone above the prograde granulite-amphibolite
facies boundary. They could be the cause of movement
of Sr and fractionation of the REE. Rb, Pb, U, and
the light REE may have been reintroduced during
subsequent retrogression (Bridgwater el 01., 1985).

QORQUT GRANITE COMPLEX
Late, essentially post-tectonic granites crop out within

a belt that extends from the mouth of Buksefjorden
NNE through Qiirqut and Omanap suvdlua into inner
GodthAbsfjord. These rocks are now termed the Qorqut
granite complex (Brown and Friend, 1980; Brown el
01., 1981), having originally been called the Qorqut
granite (McGregor, 1973). The largest area of continuous
outcrops of granite (referred to as the "main body" of
the complex) lies between Ameralik and Kapisigdlit
kangerdlua (Figure 10) and is made up of a very large
number of discrete sheets with abundant enclaves and
rafts of country rocks (Figure II).
Samples from the northern part of the "main body"
yield a U I Pb zircon concordia intercept age of 2530

± 30 Ma (Baad.gaard, 1976). Moorbalh el 01. (1981)
reported Rbl Sr and Pbl Pb isotopic data on a varied
suite of Qorqut granites from localities over a distance
of 28 km from Ameralik to Sulugssugutip kangerdlua.
Twenty-three whole rock samples yield a Rb i Sr
errorchron (MSWD
3.2) age of 2530 ± 30 Ma, with
a high Sri value of 0.7081 ± 0.0008, and a Pbl Pb
errorchron (MWSD
3.2) age of 2580 ± 80 Ma with
an apparent ILl value of 6.2. For an assumed mean
emplacement age of 2550 Ma, four of the samples yield
ENd values in the range of -6.7 to -8.1 with T CHUR model
ages of ca. 3000-3100 Ma (Taylor el 01., 1984). The
isotopic systematics are consistent with an origin by
anatexis of mixed sialic crustal rocks that had generally
high RblSr ratios and that included a considerable
proportion of U-<lepleted, early Archean gneisses.
The Qiirqut granite complex between Qo'qut and
Sulugssugutip kangerdlua is described by Friend el 01.
(1985). The chemistry and petrogenesis of the granites
in this area have been studied by Perkins (1984), whose
data and conclusions are reported below. Further work
on the overall form and internal structure of the "main
body" is in progress at Oxford Polytechnic (DaYies, in
preparation).
The "main body" of the complex is made up mainly
ofhypidomorphic granular, non porphyritic granites with
very subordinate granodiorites. The granites have been
divided into three groups on the basis of field and

=
=

petrographic characteristics:
Group 1: leucocratic granites, often containing biotite

schlieren and lamellae.
Group 2: grey granites, essentially homogeneous
biotite granites.
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SKETCH MAP AND SECTIONS OF THE OOROUT GRANITE
COMPLEX,S.W.GREENLAND.
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Group 3: composite granites, comprising granite with
pegmatite and com posite aplogranite-granite pegmatite.

Based on the distribution of these granite types and
the included co untry rock enclaves, the "main body"
has been divided into five zones, th e characteristics of
which are summari zed in Table 2 and their distributi on

~

z

o
N

shown in Figure 10.
The lower zone is dominated by group I inhomo
geneous granites which are the earliest phases in the

complex. At the western end of Q6rqut the leucocratic
granites contain enclaves of Amltsoq and NQk gneisses

that have been modified by anatexis. There is a ran ge
of metatexites and diatexites (Figures 12, 13) in these
mod ified enclaves.
Much of the inhomogeneity and schlieric nature of
the leucocratic granites is due to the break-up of the
rnetatexites and the formati on of inhom ogeneous

diatexites. Much of the biotite in the granites appears
to be derived from biotite (± plagioclase) melanosomes.

~

z

o

N

The chemistry of the granites is consisten t with th eir
being mi xtures of non minimum melts and biotite-rich
restites, The leucocratic granites have the characteristics
of cotectic melts in equilibrium with quartz, plagioclase,
and K-feld spar from an environment where P H10
approached Plolal' Thus the upward movement of these

granites was restricted by the negative slo pe of the granite
solidus.
Grey granites predominate in the intermediate zone
and the gne iss enclaves they contain have not been

modified by anatexis. They are interpreted to have
moved SOme distance above their zone of generation

and to have become more homogeneous. Most of the
chemical variation, including that of the REE (Figure
14), in the grou p I and 2 granites could have been
produced by batch melting of a mixture of crustal
gneisses in which biotite was the major ferro-magnesian

phase and melted inco ngruently. Melting models cannot
produce the high Rb values unless the source rocks were
enriched in Rb. The field , petrographic, and REE
evidence suggests crystallization of the group 3 composite
granites from H 20-rich fluids .
All the gra ni tes analyzed plot within the projection
of the 685° C isotherm in the granite system at P H,a
= P ,.ul = 5 kbar (Figure 15), the lowest pressure fa r
which comprehensive data is available ( Winkler , 1979).
By lowering PH,a to around 3 kbar, complete agreeme nt
with the petrographic data could be obtained .
The field , petrographic, chem ical , and isotopic
evidence thus all supp ort an origin for the granites of
the "main body" by partial melting of a mixture of
Am1tsoq and Niik gneisses within the enriched zone
above the late Archean prograde granulite-amphibolite
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Fig. II . Venical secti on through about 2000 m of the Q6r
qut granite complex in the vici nity of Sagdlia. The upper
zone is drawn from photograp hs of the 1493 m moun tain. the
intermediate zone from the mountains nonh of the Qarqut
ho tel and the lower w ne from Ujara.

boundary . The MSWD of3 .2 for the Rb l Sr errorchron
reported by Moorbalh el al. (198 1) indicates a high
degree of homogeneity of Sr; over a distance of 28 km
in the "main body " granites at the time of their
em placement. This is surprising considerin g that the
proportion of Am1tsoq to Niik gneisses in the SO urce
region probably varied considerably over the distance
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Table 2.

Summary of the characteristics of the five zones of the Q6rqut granite complex

Lower zone:

Comprised of dominantly leucocratic granite that contains modified enclaves and some unmodi
fied rafts of country rock aU cut by sheets of biotite granite and recut by a few sheets of compo
site granite.

Intermediate zone:

Comprised of dominantly grey biotite granite of various types that occur as cross-cutting
sheets, some of which include su bordinate amounts of country rocks and with occasional hori
zons dominated by country rocks. all of which are cut by composite granites. which are more
common than in the lower zone.

Upper zone:

Comprised largely of country rocks as angular rafts enclosed within a network dominantly of
sheets of grey biotite granite, the whole forming the host for numerous anas tamosing sheets of
composite granite that breaks up this ho st into lozenge-shaped blocks,

Border zone:

Comprised largely of angular blocks of country rocks enclosed within a network of leucocratic
granites all of which may be cut by sheets of grey biotite granites.

Distal zone:

Occurring mainly at the NE and SE extremities of the complex and comprising sheets of com
posite granite and pegmatite cutting country rocks.

Fig. 12. Gneissose melanosome (lower right) giving way to
banded metatexite comprising melanosome of biotite-rich lay
ers and leucosome of felsic material.

Fig. 13 . Detail of the components of a metatexite showing
the hypidiomorphic granular texture of the felsic layers and
the biotite-rich melanosome. Note that while there is a promi
nent banding. the texture is not gneissic.
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Fig. 14. Chondrile-normalized REE pattern for (a) group I granites; (b) group 2 granites; (e) group 3 granites.

sampled . The intrusion of the complex as many small
pulses of magma makes the possiblity of homogenization
of Sr isotopes by convective mixing appear most unlikely.
Undeformed to weakly foliated granites and pegmatite
sheets crop out extensively in inner Godthabsfjord, but
are more patchily distributed over a broader area than
to the south (Friend and Hall, 1977; Coe and Roberlson,
1982; Brewer el al. 1983, 1984). The larger outcrops
are polyphase, sheeted networks. RblSr and Pb l Pb
whole rock ages in the range 2615- 2490 Ma confirm
that these rocks are similar in age to the "main body"
of the Qorqut granite complex.
Rocks mapped at Qorqut granite south of the mouth
of Buksefjorden (Sharpe , 1975) are affected by the
deformation in a late, linear belt and are therefore
probably older than the Qorqut granite complex.

POST-ARCHEAN EVENTS
Proterozoic dolerite dikes are less common in the
Godthabsfjord region than in most other parts of the
West Greenland Archean.
The pattern of late faults in the region is interpreted
as the result of predominantly simple shear deformation
with the greatest principal compressive stress oriented
W to NW (Smilh and Dymek, 1983). The KObberfjord
fault zone through central Godthabsfjord has a dextral

transcurrent displacement of 5 km and a zone of
deformation and strong alteration under greenschist
facies conditions about 100 m wide. Quartz-rich
mylonites were produced by intense ductile deformation.
Proterozoic faulting, alteration, and related phenomena
in the Isukasia area are discussed by NUlman and Rosing
(this volume).
Thermal activity at 1550-1770 Ma is indicated by Rbi
Sr dates from micas in Amltsoq gneisses from south
of the mouth of Ameralik and from the Isukasia area
(Pankhurst et aI., 1973; &adsgaard et al., 1976). A mild
thermal event at 1150 ± 100 Ma is indicated by fission
track ages from sphene, zircon, and allanite (Gleadow,
1978, and personal communication, 1982).
Later intrusions are restricted to a few thin, E-W
trending, deuterically altered basic dikes around the
mouth of Ameralik, one of which has given a KI Ar
age of 57 Ma (Bridgwater, 1970), and thin lamprophyres
in the Faeringehavn-Qilangarssuit area.
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Fig. 15. Analyzed samples from the Q6rqut granite complex plotted with respect to the granite system projected from
An Onto the base of the tetrahedron. Isotherms on the eOlectic surface are projected as dashed lines; also shown are the
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quartz-plagioclase eolectic surface, open symbols indicate those samples that plot below the surface. Triangles
ites; diamonds = group I granites; dots = group 2 granites; and stars = group 3 granites .

Postcript
Some of the hypotheses put forward above must be
modified in the light of new discoveries made during our
field work in July-August, 1985.
(1) The boundary of the terrain affected by late Archean
granulite facies metamorphism in the southern pan of
the GodthAbsfjord region is sharp and tectonic wherever
we observed it from the outer coast south of Fa:ringehavn
through Kangerdluarssoruseq, outer Buksefjorden and
central Ameralik. It appears to have been a major tectonic

= migmat

break, probably a thrust. It has been folded and in most
places the rocks on either side of it have been strongly
affected by post-granulite facies deformation. Between
Buksefjorden and Ameralik the tectonic boundary runs
close to the eastern of the two anonhositic units that
outline the lnugssugssuaq structure, not the western
anonhositic unit as indicated in Figure I. The boundary
crosses Ameralik, is folded around the Nipinganeq
synform on the nonh side of Ameralik, and crosses back
to the southern side of Ameralik east of Kangimut
sangmissoq.
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It is now apparent tbat tbe zone enriched in K, U,
Th, etc. that extends from Fleringebavn through
GodthAbsfjord and that includes the Qiirqut granite
complex does not follow a prograde granulite-amphibolite
facies boundary at the present level of exposure. It could,
however, be related to such a boundary at depth.
The Nilk gneisses with abundant anorthositic enclaves
within the lnugssugssuaq structure and at Naujanguit
(locality 3.4) are on the northwestern side of the tectonic
boundary, within the block that did not reach granulite
facies grade in the late Archean. Thus the relationship
of these gneisses to the late Archean granulite facies
metamorphism cannot be deduced from field relations.
The tectonic boundary runs between the unit of
presumed Amltsoq gneisses at Qasigianguit-Kangimut
sangmissoq and the type Am:itsoq gneisses in outer
Ameralik.
(2) A prograde granulite-amphibolite facies transition

fjord to tbe west (Tasiussarssuaq) the prograde boundaries
have been obscured by extensive retrogression to
amphibolite facies and by some post-granulite facies
deformation. The airborne radiometric survey (Seeher and
Steenfelt, 1981) does not show any very extensive
enrichment in K, U and Th in this area.
(3) Several of tbe textural features described by us as
being characteristic of rocks recrystallized during granulite
facies metamorphism in the southeastern part of the
GodthAbsfjord region were not developed throughout the
granulite facies terrain farther south. Spotty pegmatitic
patcbes in the gneisses occur throughout the terrain
affected by granulite facies metamorphism. Pervasive
blebby texture in gneisses and abundant mafic pegmatites
in basic rocks were not observed near the original prograde
boundaries, but rust appear farther north, around
FiskenleSsel. Big-horn blende pegmatites were observed
only in the northernmost part of the terrain affected by

was observed in one area in inner Bj~mesund, south of

granulite facies metamorphism.

Fiskenlessel. Elsewhere in inner Bj!!rnesund and the next
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EXCURSION GUIDE
EXCURSION 1
NUUK TOWN

Why Nuuk and Nllk?
Over the last 10 years a new orthography for the
Greenlandic language has gradually been introduced. Both
the new and the old orthography are still used, for example
in the newspapers, but the new orthography is now the
correct official spelling. The stratigraphic terminology was
introduced using the old orthography and this is retained
to prevent confusion outside Greenland. Among other
things, the new orthography does away with all accents
and unsounded consonants. Some examples of spellings
in the new and old orthographies are:

Old Orthography

New Orthography

NQk
Amltsoq

Nuuk
AmiitsoQ

QArusuk
Nagssugtoq (type area for the
Nagssugtoqidian fold bell)
ltivd leq
QilAng1rssuit
Q6rqut
manap suvdlu8
Kangimut sangmissoq

Qaarusuk
NassuttoQ

o

Itilleq
QiJanngaarsuit
Qooqqut
Uummannap sullua

Kangimut sammisoq

Nuuk (Greenlandic = "the point', is the official name
for the administrative capital of Greenland, the Danish
name for which is GodthAb. It is the type locality for
the mid-Archean NGk goeisses.
Road cuttings and other blasted sites, the coast south
west of the town, and inland exposures where the lichen
has died, all provide excellent exposures of typical
polyphase NGk gneisses with a considerable variety of
compositions.
The town area lies within a NNE-SSW-trending belt
of late, strong ductile deformation that at a higher level
in the crust may have passed into a fault with the western
side (Nordlandet) uplifted with respect to the eastern side
(the islands and peninsulas in GodthAbsfjord) and with
a sinistral (?) strike-slip component of movement. The
whole of the peninsula from Nuuk town east past the
airport and beyond Store Malene, the high ridge that
dominates the view to the east, lies within this deformation
belt. To the north, on Bjjlrnejlen, the deformation in the
same belt affects late aplitic dikes (Qfuusuk dikes,
McGregor et al., 1983, see Excursion 4), one of which,
outside the deformation belt, has yielded a zircon date
of266O Ma(Baadsgaard and McGregor, 1981). Movement

in the deformation belt is thought to have overlapped
in time with the intrusion of the Q&rusuk dikes.
The late deformation has given the rocks in Nuuk town
a strong, steeply-<lipping planar fabric element that strikes
ca. 0300 • A regular, linear fabric element that plunges
ca. 250 to the SSW is usually conspicuous on foliation
surfaces. Both fabric elements are interpreted to be mainly
the result of rotaiion of earlier siructures, lithological
boundaries, compositional inhomogeneities, etc. into
approximate parallelism. Most original discordances
between different intrusive Ntlk phases have been rotated
into concordance. Compare this situation with that seen
during excursion 4 in Ntlk goeisses on SE Bjjlrnejlen that
are part of the same mega-unit, but outside the late
deformation belt. There, discordances between intrusive
phases are commonly still visible.
The goeisses in Nuuk town enclose and intrude many
rafts and enclaves of amphibolite belonging to the Malene
supracrustals. These include lithological types with calc
silicate lenses, probably derived from altered pillow lavas,
as well as scattered fragments of ultramafic lithologies.
Malene amphibolites form extensive rafts cut by sheets
of various Nftk goeiss lithologies in the north-west part
of the town area and are well exposed on the coast west
of the oldest part of the town. Elsewhere in the town
area they occur mainly as smaller fragments in the goeisses.
Early, massive dioritic and tonalitic phases make up
a belt through the center of the town and contain fewer
enclaves of Malene lithologies. The dioritic goeisses form
large rafts in the tonalitic goeisses.
A Sm/Nd whole-rock isochron age of ca. 3050 Ma
has recently been determined at the University of Alberta
on the Nuuk town area samples used for zircon age
determinations (H. Baadsgaard, pers. comm.). Rbi Sr and
UI Pb systems in most of these gneisses appear to have
been affected by later events. An exception is the
homogeneous tonalitic goeiss, specimens 152726 and
201415, from Locality 5, Fig. 16, which has yielded a
UI Pb zircon concordia intercept date of 2980 Ma with
several points on or near the concordia (Baadsgaard and
McGregor, 1981). This is the same age as the Taserssuaq
tonalite (Garde et al., in press). It suggests the possibility
that the belt of more homogeneous tonalitic·gneisses that
extends through the center of the town area is the extension
of the Taserssuaq tonalite, highly attenuated within the
late deformation belt.
Eight other specimens from a number of localities within
the town area gave considerably more discordant ages
in the range 2990-2880 Ma (Baadsgaard and McGregor,
1981). Eleven goeisses that range in composition from
dioritic through tonalitic and granodioritic to trondhje
mitic, collected from localities across most of the town
area, yielded a RblSr whole rock isochron age of 2710
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Fig. 16. Localities of some dated and analyzed specimens of Niik gneisses in Nuuk town.
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± 190 Ma (Taylor et al., 1980). Grant and Hickman (1984)
calculated ltR = 3388 Ma for these specimens.
The late deformation belt through Nuuk town separates
rocks affected by 3000-2950 Ma granulite facies
metamorphism to the west on Nordlandet from rocks
that never reached granulite facies to the east. Intense
deformation erased almost all evidence of granulite facies
metamorphism in rocks in the western margin of the belt
where it is exposed on the east coast of Nordlandet. No
field evidence has been found to indicate that rocks in
Nuuk town were affected by granulite facies metamor
phism, but it is a possibility that must be borne in mind.
Another possibility is that the isotopic systems were
affected by fluids that moved through the deformation
belt.
A unit of highly migmatized Am1tsoq gneisses that
extends from the islands south of Nuuk to south-west
Sadle~ (Locality 6.9, Excursion 6) crops out around Nuuk
airport. There are few, if any, recognizable Ameralik dikes
or early Archean supracrustal rocks in the road cuttings
and other blasted sites around the airport. More
recognizable Ameralik dikes have been found on the coasts
in the western part of the unit.
The following are some of the localities, shown on Fig.
16, where dated and analyzed (Table 3) specimens ofNilk
gneisses were collected:
1. Road cutting below and SW of Hans Egede's statue.
Sheets of Nilk gneiss separate large rafts of Malene
amphibolites. Specimen 131581 is a pegmatite-layered,
granodioritic gneiss collected several meters from an
amphibolite raft near the western end of the road cutting.

2. Inhomogeneous, ~'streaky , " pale gneisses with
migmatized, drawn-out lenses of Malene amphibolites
outside the Catholic Church. 131588 is a granadioritic
gneiss from the blasted foundation of the chapel.
3. Blasted face behind the Greenland Radio (ICalaallit
Nunaata Radioa) building. 131587 is a homogeneous,
coarse-textured, granodioritic gneiss. 152725 and 201417
are zircon dated specimens from the same locality.
4. 152724 and 201416 are zircon dated specimens of
massive, homogeneous, grey, tonalitic (1) gneiss from a
blasted cable line behind the Sports Hall. The zircons
are very discordant.
5. Loose blocks of homogeneous tonalitic gneiss left
from blasting for the road were collected as specimens
131586 (analysis and Rb / Sr) and 201415 and 152726

(zircon dating). The latter give the most concordant zircon
dates in the town area. 152726 was noted to be a little
epidotized.
6. Blasted cutting on the north side of road between
Magasinet and the bus company's house. There is
homogeneous dioritic gneiss (131579) to the west, and
homogeneous tonalitic gneiss (131580) which cuts the
dioritic gneiss, to the east.
7. Road cutting on the north side of the road just west
of the comer. 131582 is homogeneous trondhjemitic gneiss
enclosing small, broken-up inclusions of Malene
amphibolite.
8. Streaky, granadioritic gneiss (131585) from the road
cutting between the Seamen's Home and the marina. Note
the strong linear fabric on foliation surfaces.
Table 1 Analyses of NOt. Gneisses From Nuuk Town
SiO]
li01
Al 2O,
t
FeO

MnO
M80
CaO
Na,O
K,O
P10 S

L01

Total

Rb
Sr
Ba
Zn
Y

Zr
Pb
Nb
Cr
Co
Ni
U

131579
51.65
1.06
18.28
8.14
0.12
4.55
7.74
4.4
1.59
0.75
0.50
99.68

131580
65.62
0.50
16.29
3.89
0.06
1.74
3.99
4.6
1.98
0.26
0.58
99.94

40
1119
1010
79
. 19
113
11
6
90
28

49
526
1040
55
1
149
14
5

54

0.31

44

15
17
0.337

131581 131582 131584
71.76 71.73 67.51
0.20 0.10 0.24
15.11 16.34 17.06
1.06 0.80 1.83
om 0.01 0.Q2
0.46 0.40 1.65
2.10 3.06 2.30
5.9
5.7
5.3
2.60 0.99 2.47
0.09 0.04 0.05
0.58 0.53 0.49
99.39 99.99 99.52
47
735
1560
21
138
24
2
22
9
0.51

18
678

J40

64

460

520

10

25

4
158
22
2
24
12
3
0.52 0.303
71
12
3
23
12

131586 131587 131588
64.48 69.49 70.71
0.56 0.35 0.18
16.40 15.32 15.96
4.17 2.68 1.20
0.05 0.04 0.01
1.85 1.10 0.61
4.47 3.22 2.67
4.6
4.8
5.3
1.46 2.18 2.15
0.29 0.15 0.08
0.50 0.48
~
99.41 100.13 99.48
42
39
46
580
690
460
870 1340 1220
53
44
19
2
5
5
108
128
ISO
12
17
15
4
2
25
SO
30
12
18
11
21
7
0.37 0.288 0.133

Leeds University XRF analyses, except U, by delayed neutron
activatjon, Ris~. Denmark. Major elements in weight percent, minor
elements in ppm. Total Fe is reported as Fed . LOl = loss on ignition .

EXCURSION 2

NUUK - NORDAFAR - NUUK
Localities for excursion 2 are shown in Fig. 17.

Fig. 17. Geological sketchmap of the outer Ameralik, northwestern Buksefjorden area showing localities
for excursion 2. (I) AkiIia association; (2) Amltsoq banded grey gneisses; (3) Amltsoq iron-rich suite, mostly
granodiorite; (4) Malene supracrustal rocks; (5) Ugpik metadolerite; (6) Nuk gneiss; (7) late Archean
deformed granitoids; (8) late Archean undeformed granitoids, probably correlating with the ca. 2550 m.y.
Q6rqut granite complex; and (9) Proterozoic fault.
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Fig. 18. Detailed map of the area around Godthab, after McGregor (1973).
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As we cross the first stretch of water, between Nuuk
and Rype~, the antiform on Lille Malene can be seen
to the north (Figs. 18 and 19). This is one of a row of
diapiric domal antiforms that have cores of very
homogeneous Nilk granodioritic gneiss. Another of these
antiforms will be seen during excursion 4 on southern
Bj~rne~en (Locality 4.2). Compared with the antiforms
to the north, the Lille Malene antiform has been strongly
drawn out along a NNE-SSW axis within the late
deformation belt.

Locality 2.1: West Coast of Rype,l
Malene metasedimentary gneisses crop out in two areas,

separated by Amitsoq gneisses, but are probably the same
unit. In the southern area they are overlain structurally
by Malene amphibolites, wruch in tum are overlain by
Am1tsoq gneisses. Large pods of ultramafic rocks occur
along the amphibolite-Amltsoq gneiss contact. The
locality has been described in some detail by Dymek et
aI. (1983) and copies of their figures are included (Fig.
20).
The Malene metasedimentary gneisses are quartz-rich
with abundant plagioclase and biotite and smaller
amounts of sillimanite (prominent on foliation surfaces),
muscovite, microcline and garnet. Similar lithologies occur
only as very thin units elsewhere in the GodtMbsfjord
region. REE analyses have been reported by Dymek et
aI. (1983) and McLennan et aI. (1984), and indicate a
source for the sediments with REE abundances similar
to those in Amitsoq and Nilk tonalitic gneisses. Sm/Nd
characteristics of two samples reported by Hamilton e(
aI. (1983) do not indicate early Archean contibutions to
the parent sediments.
Only the northern contact between the Amitsoq gneisses
and the Malene metasediments is exposed. We interpret
ttlis contact as tectonic and the rocks immediately to the
west as including recrystallized cataclasites and intrusive

granitoids, the latter now concordant layers of quartzo
feldspathic gneiss, as well as gneisses of metasedimentary

ongm. Dymek et aI. (1983) described a "pod-rock" in
the metasedimentary unit near the contact and considered

that it could be derived from an intraformational
conglomerate or from interlayered sandy to silty
sediments. We consider that it may be derived from rIDca
rich metasediments cut by trun granitoid veins and then
rughly deformed. Very similar structures occur on SE
Bj~rne!,>en where rafts of chlorite-biotite-rich ultramafic
rocks were cut by thin NOk veins and then intensely
deformed. Deformation was concentrated in the chlorite
mica-rich lithology and the mica-poor Nilk veins were
intensely folded and in extreme cases broken up into pods
like those in the "pod-rock" on Rype~. The Malene units
on Rype~ contain other pale grey- to brown-weathering
(and in some cases sillimanite-bearing) layers of
quartzofeldspathic gneisses of intrusive origin that can
easily be taken (0 be part of the supracrustal sequence.
Elsewhere in the region amphibolite units contain sheets
of intrusive granitoids, rotated into concordance by strong
deformation, that have been described and collected as
metasediments.

The Amitsoq gneiss unit contains a number of thick,
tabular bodies of amprubolite interpreted as derived from
Ameralik basic dikes. They contain leucocratic symplectic
ovoids that are secondary after gamet. The gneisses also
contain rafts of other lithologies (Ak:ilia association) that
include mafic and ultramafic rocks and a thin layer of
quartz-magnetite-actinolite-diopside ironstone.
The Amitsoq gneiss unit is cut by a dolerite dike that
is presumed to be Proterozoic and, near the contact with
the southern area of metasediments, by a thin, vesicular,
red-weathering dike that is typical of a suite of E-W dikes
that occurs around the mouth of Ameralik. A dike
belonging to trus suite on the north coast of Ameralik
between Ugpik and Amitsoq has yielded a K/ Ar date
of75.2 ± 1.1 Ma (Bridgwater, 1970).
Looking up Kobbefjord, between localities 2. 1 and 2.2,
one can see abundant large pegmatites in the Malene
supracrustal unit on Store Malene. They are presumed
.,'.;';::
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Fig. 19. Geologic section corresponding to dashed linc in Fig. 18, after McGregor (1973).
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to be the same generation as little- or undeformed
pegmatites in the same Malene unit on Sadlej! to the
north (see tbe Qllrqut l:100,OOO map sheet), which have
the form of giant tension gashes. The pegmatites on Store
Malene, within the late deformation belt, are folded. The
original orientation of the pegrnatites, as seen on Sadlej!,
and the folds on Store Malene are taken to indicate the
sense of movement in the deformation belt (Fig. 21).

\

Fig. 20. A: Geology of the northern group of Malene
metasedimentary rocks on Rypej!. Akilia association
refers to supracrustal (?) enclaves in Amltsoq gneiss as
defmed in McGregor and Mason (1973). B: Southern
group of Malene supracrustal rocks on Rypej!. Both A
and B from Dymek et aI. (1983).

Locality 2.2: Serfartllrssuaq
Intercalation of Amltsoq gneisses, Malene supracrustal
amphibolites and Nfik gneisses can be seen on the
mountain face to the north-east (Figs. 19 and 20). Two
different units of Malene supracrustal rocks are visible;
a thicker unit to the west (unit C) that is the core of
a re-folded, isoclinal, recumbent fold, shown in Fig. 19,
and a thinner unit (unit D) that outlines a synform with
a core of massive, pale Nilk gneiss. Unit C contains much
folded pale pegmatite and gneiss. The two Malene units
are separated by a thin unit of well· layered Amltsoq
gneiBses and by more massive Nfik gneisses intruded along
the eastern contact of unit C.
Part of unit C and the thick Amltsoq gneiBs unit to
the west are well exposed on the south coast of
Serfartorssuaq. The Amltsoq gneisses are well-layered,
variable, mainly pale gneisses. They enclose thin,
continuous, concordant Ameralik dike amphibolites. One
of these that iB poorly exposed, but that occurs as detached
blocks on the coast, contains the characteristic calcic
plagioclase clots. The Akilia association is represented
by a few thin layers of laminated amphibolite and a
broken-up layer of striped, green-and-black
clinopyroxene-hornblende rock. There are many concor
dant, deformed pegmatites, probably several generations.
The contact between the Amltsoq gneisses and th~,
Malene supracrustal unit is concordant. The western part.'
of the Malene unit iB made up of finely laminated ,
("striped'') black and dark green-brown amphibolites that
are most likely derived from very highly deformed , altered
pillow lavas. To the east, in the core of the isoclinal fold,
amphibolites are interlayered with gamet-, anthophyllite-,
cordierite-, and staurolite-bearing lithologies. The
supracrustal unit contains sheets of strongly deformed
pegmatite and grey gneiss Nfik type.
Locality 2.3: SimiutA
On Simiuta, Malene supracrustal units dominated by
amphibolite are separated by gneisses with concordant
tabular amphibolites. The gneisses are probably domi
nantly early Archean, but there are also late Archean
granite and pegmatite sheets. The supracrustal rocks may
all be the same unit repeated by folding. Symmetrical
arrangement of lithologies suggests that the eastern
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supracrustal unit is the core of an isoclinal fold. Thin
sequences of quartzose rocks, interpreted as metasedi
ments, occur along both contacts between tbe amphib
olites and the enclosing gneisses.
On the north coast, tbe most complete section is:
Amitsoq-type gneisses with concordant Ameralik dike
type amphibolites; layered quartzite; massive quartzite

(metachert?) with mica schist; layered amphibolite with
ultramafic pods. Thicknesses of tbe Malene lithologies
vary considerably along strike, probably because of
hetrogeneous strain, and tectonic slides. have been
identified locally. The layered quartzites (243057c, Table
4) are aluminous and contain zircons. Layering is
continuous laterally with respect to its thickness. The

N

1

kilomet re

Fig. 21. Deformed (1) Qarusuk pegmatites in the Malene supracrustal unit on Store Malene. The
pegmatites are assumed to have been formed as giant tension gashes with NW-SE orientation like th ose on
Sadle~ . This orientation has been retained in the mOre competant Malene amphibolites (MA), while they
have been rotated into concordance with the layering of the Malene metasediments (MS). The pattern
suggests simple shear deformation with a large ve rtical component in addition.
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massive quartzites are coarse-grained and have a vague
layering defmed by flecks of amphibole. The associated
mica schists are weakly layered and consist mostly of
biotite and chlorite with some quartz and feldspar. Locally
they have knots of greenish-weathering (Cr-bearing?)
white mica. They are rich in Fe, Mg, Ni and Cr and
may be sediments derived by weathering of penecontem
poraneous basic volcanics. The amphibolites include
variable banded types, some with pods of calc... ilicate
minerals, as well as sheets of very homogeneous
amphibolite. The unit contains large pods of peridotite
and hydrated equivalents, which may be olivine-pyroxene
cumulate facies of layered basic flows or sills.
Nutman and Bridgwater (1983) have interpreted the
contact between the quartzites and the Am1tsoq gneisses
as a deformed unconformity and the quartzites themselves
as fairly mature sediments deposited on an Am1tsoq
basement. Y.R.M. considers it possible that the contact
is tectonic and has been "healed" by intense deformation
and metamorphic recrystallization. Quartzites are care in
the Malene supracrustal rocks, but are known to occur
locally within amphibolite units, and therefore not only
along Malene-Am1tsoq contacts.

Locality 2.4:

Kanajorssuit

Augen gneiss (deformed big-feldspar granodiorite,
analysis 162475, Table 4) of the Am1tsoq iron-rich suite
is unusually weU preserved here in a small area of low
deformation. The effects of progressively stronger
deformation on the gneiss and on Ameralik dikes that
cut it can be observed along the coastal outcrops to the
south.
Where least deformed, the augen gneiss has more or
less randomly oriented microcline microperthite meg
acrysts in a matrix of quartz, plagioclase, microcline and
mafic minerals. The microcline augen comprise relic,
single-grain cOres surrounded by recrystallized, polygran
ular aggregates . In rocks where the augen have
deformation ratios of more than about 10: I they are
completely recrystallized to granular aggregates. Gancarz
and Wasserburg (1977) reported Pb isotopic abundances
and other data from feldspar megacrysts from this locality.
Biotite and hornblende are commonly concentrated in
clots that also contain apatite, zircon, sphene and
magnetite-ilmenite. Where least deformed the augen
gneisses range from completely isotropic through rocks
with faint igneous (?) layering defined by slight
concentrations of mafic minerals to very hetrogeneous
rocks containing irregular concentrations of mafic
minerals. They contain quartzofeldspathic and amphibo
Iitic inclusions, several of which are mantled by
concentrations of the mafic clot material. Mlcrocline

megacrysts have grown within and across the contacts
of some inclusions.
Along the coast to the south the augen gneiss and
Ameralik dikes are progressively more ·deformed. A
marked foliation is developed in the gneiss and the
microcline augen become smeared out. Ameralik dikes
are folded and progressively broken up. To the south,
strongly deformed augen gneiss is in contact with Am1tsoq
layered grey gneisses that contain trains of highly broken
up Ameralik dike amphibolites. The fabrics in the gneisses
on either side of the contact are pllrallel. This locality
illustrates clearly how difficult it can be to recognize and
distinguish different lithologies in the gneiss complexes
where, as is normally the case, they are strongly deformed.

Locality 2.5: South-East Corner of QiJangi'lrssuit
Augen and ferrodioritic gneisses of the Am1tsoq iron
rich suite are separated by Am1tsoq layered grey gneisses.
Augen gneisses were first described here in the early 1800s
by Giesecke, the first geologist to work in West Greenland!
Berthelsen (1955) described in considerable detail the
ferrodiorite and the Ameralik dike that cuts it (Fig. 22).
The ferrodiorite (analysis 155734, Table 4) occurs as
a folded sheet ca. 50 m. thick and is rather homogeneous.
An area of brown-weathering rock several meters in
diameter near the center of the body preserves the
assemblage opx-epx-gnt-plag (An,,) -hbd-qtz, which is
interpreted to be a relic from the early Archean granulite
facies metamorphism. The ferrodiorite is cut by big
hornblende pegmatites like those found in dioritic and
tonalitic lithologies affected by late Archean granulite
facies metamorphism in the south-east part of the
GodtMbsfjord region. Layered Amitsoq grey gneisses to
the west have strongly deformed blebby texture, suggesting
that they too are retrogressed from granulite facies, but
there is no evidence of previous granulite facies
metamorphism in Ameralik dikes in this area, with the
possible exception of the dike that cuts the eastern part
of the ferrodiorite. Towards its margin, the ferrodiorite
has moderately strong foliation and has been retrogressed
to amphibolite facies. Contacts with the enclosing layered
grey gneisses are sharp and conformable, the result of
deformation.
The metamorphosed basic dike that cuts the eastern
part of the ferrodiorite is clearly discordant to the folded
foliation of the diorite. It contains relic megacrysts of
plagioclase that have sericitized cores surrounded by
recrystallized aggregates of clear plagioclase (ca. An,,).
The dike contains hornblende-bearing segregation
pegmatites that have some similarity to the mafic
pegmatites found in basic rocks retrogressed from
granulite facies (Figs. 5 and 6). It contains other
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segregation pegmatites composed mainly or entirely of
plagioclase ± quartz and bordered by mafic extraction
zOnes. This type of segregation pegmatite (d. Fig. 7),
wlUch is also seen in Ameralik dikes at locality 2.7,
developed under amphibolite facies conditions.
A thicker, more typical Ameralik dike is separated from
the western contact of the ferrodiorite by a thin slice of
grey gneiss. It was misidentified by Berthelsen as an
apophysis of the diorite. To the west there are typical
Ami'tsoq layered grey gneisses that inland border a raft
of layered ultramafic rocks (Akilia association). Around
the point to the west they are in contact with rather massive
Amitsoq augen gneiss from wlUch Ameralik dikes are
absent. It is unusual, outside the lsukasia area, to fmd
a section of Amitsoq gneisses as thick as this with no
Ameralik dikes.
Locality 2.6: Ingnerssuartllt
A wide range of supracrustal and intrusive basic and
ultra basic rocks belonging to the Akilia association are
exposed on this group of islands (Fig. 23). An unusually
thick, layered Ameralik dike crops out on the eastern
and southern islands, but elsewhere there are only a few
tlUn Ameralik dikes.
An early layered sequence includes banded iron
formation (with combinations of quartz, magnetite,
grunerite, Fe-rich orthopyroxene, clinopyroxene, garnet,
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actinolite and sulplUdes) and layered amplUbolites with
subordinate ultramafic rocks, quartz-biotite-sulphide
gneisses, felsic gneisses and clinopyroxenites. The layered
amphibolites and metasediments are interlayered on scales
of less than I meter to more than 50 meters. In places
there is evidence of secondary silica penetration of the
layered rocks. The chemistry of the best preserved
amplUbolites suggests that they are predominantly of
Archean picritic to 'Fe-tholeiitic affinity.
The layered sequence is cut by tlUck, locally discordant
bodies of leuco-amplUbolite that are weakly laminated
in places. They have geochemical affinities with some
strongly fractionated komatiitic liquid compositions.
Relic cores with early Archean granulite facies mineral
assemblages are preserved locally, for example in layered
basic rocks on the low island south~ast of the largest
island and connected to it at low tide, and in banded
iron formation on the south-west coast of the largest
island. The tlUck Ameralik dike on the eastern and
soutbern islands has gamet-bearing, IUgher grade cores,
but has not been found to contain orthopyroxene. It thus
appears to post-<iate the granulite facies metamorphism.
There are thin, post-Ameralik dike sheets of grey gneiss
on the northern part of the largest island and many little
or undeformed sheets of biotite-bearing pegmatite and
micrograuite that liere, as elsewhere in the Qillmgiirssuit
area, commonly trend E-W.
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locality 2.7: Island Between Ingnerssuartllt and
Qilangllrssuit
At this locality Amitsoq gneisses and Akilia basic rocks,
which are in an area of unusually low late Archean
deformation in the core of a synform, preserve textural
evidence of early Archean granulite facies metamorphism.
Because of the low deformation, most Ameralik dikes
at this locality are still clearly discordant. There are several
types that range from ultramafic to leucoamphibolite in
compositio n. Some dikes contain very scattered, small
plagioclase megacrysts. On the south side of the island
a homogeneous mesocratic Ameralik dike is cut by a rllSly
weathering leucocratic Ameralik dike with many
pegmatitic segregations. Both dikes are strongly
discordant to the layering in the gneisses. At the western
end of the island there is a strongly folded , broken-up
ultramafic dike and nearby a thicker dike with a pattern
of segregation pegmatites. The segregation pegmatites in
Ameralik dikes at this locality are all of the type with
leucocratic cores that formed under amphibolite facies
conditions (see locality 2.5). Note the relatively wide
spacing of Ameralik dikes at this locality compared with
more typical Amitsoq gneiss exposures seen elsewhere,
where strong late Archean deformation has telescoped
together and thinned the originally more widely spaced,
thicker Ameralik dikes. The Ameralik dikes here are
totally recrystallized to linea ted hornblende amphibolites,
showing that all the rocks at this locality recrystallized
under middle-upper amphibolite facies conditions in the
late Archean.
Nonetheless, because of the low degree of late Archean
flattening deformation, early Archean textural features
that indicate recrystallization under granulite facies
conditions are preserved locally . The polyphase,
pegmatite-streaked, grey gneisses have patches with clear
relic blebby texture, spotty pegmatitic areas and big
hornblende pegmatites, features comparable to those seen
in areas retrogressed from late Archean granulite facies
metamorphism (localities 2.10 and 3.3). These features
are truncated at the discordant margins of Ameralik dikes,
and it can be seen that the relic granulite facies textures
were deformed before the Ameralik dikes were intruded.
There are abundant mafic pegmatites and ultramafic
segregations, both indicators of previous granulite facies
recrystallization, in rafts of layered Abba amphibolites.
Comparable features are absent from the Ameralik dike
amphibolites. This is clear evidence that the Ameralik
dikes here posHlate the granulite facies metamorphism,
which must therefore have occurred in the early Archean.
Near the western end of the island there is a large raft
of Akilia metagabbro that is cut by a discordant Ameralik
dike.

There are a few lones, c.g., ncar the western end of
the island, where the degree of late Archean flattening
deformation is greater. Note how the Amitsoq gneisses
in these zones take on a rather simple: regularly layered
appearance. It is clear that both early- and late-Archean
deformation must have erased the complex early history
of the Amitsoq gneisses in most places. As a general rule,
the layered grey gneisses that form much of the Amitsoq
gneisses cannot be used to provide detailed information
on the nature of early Archean crust formation .

locality 2.8: Simioitat
Malene supracrustal rocks, especially metasedimentary
gneisses, are more varied and better exposed on this group
of islands than anywhere else in the region. The geology
of the islands is shown on Fig. 24, which has been drawn
for this excursion guide by Dr. Brian Chadwick, University
of Exeter.
We visit a locality where Malene quartz-cordierite
anthophyllite-sillimanite gneisses are well exposed. The
very unusual composition of this lithology is shown by
analysis 131490, Table 4, of a specimen from the same
unit on Sagdlerssua, an island just to the northwest. More
analytical data can be found in Beech and Chadwick
(1980). Dymek (1983) has shown that the rutile in this
lithology is unusually rich in Nb. In places it can be seen
with the naked eye. Cordie rite, anthophyllite and
sillimanite can be found as very large grains. It is clear
from the geological relations of the unit here that the
rock cannot be the product of local metasomatic action,
but must have been laid down as a thick, exten.sive unit
in the supracrustal sequence. Note also the complete lack
of any amphibolites of Ameralik dike type. The unit
contains lenses rich in garnet that locally enclose relics
of staurolite.

localities 2.9-2.12: Kangerdluarssoruseq
(Fal!ringehavn Ijord)
At these localities (Fig. 25) we see early Archean rocks
on both sides of the late Archean prograde granulite
amphibolite facies boundary. The granulite facies mineral
assemblages have been almost totally retrogressed to
amphibolite facies , but the rocks retain textural features
that were developed under granulite facies conditions.
They have been affected by strong post-granulite facies
deformation that included major folding and the
development of a late "straight belt" of intense ductile
deformation similar to the deformation belt through Nuuk
town. The rocks on the amphibolite facies (western) side
of the metamorphic facies boundary were intruded by
late granitic ("white gneiss") and pegmatitic sheets that
may well have been generated by anatexis of rocks
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SIMfuTAT. BUKSEFJORDEN REGION. SOUTHERN WEST GREENLAND
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enriched in elements expelled from deeper levels that
suffered granulite facies metamorphism. The late granitic
rocks were affected by the "straight belt" deformation.
locality 2.9:

Relic cores in a migmatized basic unit of uncertain
but probable Akilia affInity contain abundant orthopyr
oxene, together with hornblende, especially in mafic
pegmatites and ultramafic segregations. They can be

followed through rocles in which orthopyroxene is
progressively replaced, fIrSt by fIbrous brown amphibole
and then by blacle hornblende, into adjacent amphibolites
that IU'e totally retrogressed to amphibolite facies. The
gneisses that intrude the basic rocks preserve clear blebby
tuture locally in low deformation lU'eas, but have mainly
suffered very intense deformation that destroyed textural
evidence of granulite facies metamorphism.

Simiutat
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Fig. 25 . Excursion localities in Kangerdluarssoruseq. Geology from 1:100,000 Bulesefjorden map sheet.
Blacle = supracrustal and basic rocks; dotted = anorthositic rocks; ruled = late granitic gneisses and
pegmatites.
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Locality 2.10:
Amitsoq gneisses with relatively unbroken Ameralik
dike amphibolites contain abundant textural evidence of
late Arcbean granulite facies metamorphism:
I. pervasive blebby texture in tbe gneisseS,
2. most of the layered structure in the gneisses has been
lost and the gneisses have become nebulitic,
3. mafic pegmatites and ultramafic segregations in
Ameralik dikes,
4. relic orthopyroxene or fibrous, brown amphibole
secondary after orthopyroxene.
From this locality we wail< along the coast towards
tbe west and observe bow textural indications of granulite
facies metamorphism in tbe Amitsoq gneisses and the
common, thin sheets of Ameralik dike-type amphibolite
have been modified by strong "straight belt" deformation.

Locality 2.11:

Nordafar

The rocks at Nordafar appear to be just outside the
original prograde granulite facies boundary, but relations
are complicated by late deformation.
On the coast just west of the Seamen's Home, Amitsoq
gneisses with Akilia association lithologies that include
striped green-and-black clinopyroxene-hornblende rock
are cut by clearly discordant Ameralik dike ampbibolites,
several of which contain the characteristic plagioclase
clots. The rocks are cut by late white gneiss-pegmatite
sbeets. There is scattered blebby texture in the gneisses,
especially in more mafic areas, but no evidence of previous
granulite facies metamorphism in the Ameralik dikes (no
mafic pegmatites or ultramafic segregations). This
situation (textural evidence of previous granulite facies
metamorphism in Amitsoq gneisses, but none in enclosed
Ameralik dikes) holds throughout the outer part of
Kangerdluarssoruseq and the islands to the south-west,
and leads us to conclude that the blebby texture in the
gneisses dates from the early Archean and not the late
Arcbean granulite facies metamorphism.
Eigbt Amitsoq gneisses from this locality yield a poorly
correlated Rbl Sr whole rock isochron with an age of
3001~!~~ Ma. Nd isotopic data for 3 of the specimens
lie within the scatter for the type Amltsoq gneisses. They
yield model ages of between 3400 and 3200 Ma (Collerson
et aI., this volume).
Eastward the sequence seen on the coast around the
bay and near tbe wbarf is:
I. Amitsoq gneisses as described above.
2. A thin mylonite and pegmatites near the contact
to (3).
3. A thin unit of pale, well-layered Malene amphib
olite, strongly affected by late deformation.
4. Garnet-bearing Malene metasedimentary gneisses,
including quartz-.:ordierite gneisses.

5. A thin unit of Amltsoq gneisses with thin, unbroken
Ameralik dikes.
6. Ratber bomogeneous gneiss of N1lk-type.
7. Interlayered ampbibolite and metasedimentary
gneisses, including a bomogeneous amphibolite witb
granulite facies-type mafic pegmatites.
8. Layered gamet-bearing amphibolite, probably
derived from a gabbroic marginal phase of the anortbosite
complex.
9. L<:ucogabbroic schist.
10. Gamet-bearing Malene metasedimentary gneisses
with thin amphibolites.
II. Polyphase, relatively homogeneous, Nilk-type
gneisses,
On the island just east of the wharf tbere are Amltsoq
gneisses with Ameralik dikes and layered basic rocks
belonging to tbe marginal phases of the anorthosite
complex. In all of these rocks there is abundant textural
evidence of late Archean granulite facies metamorphism,
as seen at locality 2. ll, although the rocks now bave
amphibolite facies mineral assemblages. The granulite
amphibolite facies boundary must be within the strongly
deformed' section through the Nordafar wharf. Elsewhere
in this area it can be seen to be tectonic.
~

Locality 2.12: Old Faeringehavn
Early Archean rocks intruded by late pegmatites and
white gneisses are all affected by very strong "straight
belt" deformation. This makes the distinction between
early and late Archean rocks rather uncertain, a COmmon
situation in this region. There are a number of clearly
recognizable Ameralik dikes with abundant plagioclase
clots. There are also layered basic rocks that contain
granulite facies-type mafic pegmatites: They are thus
probably early Archean (Akilia association).
The white gneisses and pegmatites here appear to be
the same association as the rocks to the west that are
shown as QOrqut granite on the Buksefjorden 1:100,000
map sheet. These are, however, probably older than the
type Qorqut granite, which posHiates all major ductile
deformation. We have been unable to fmd the thrust
shown on the 1:100,000 map sheet. It is drawn through
a section where the geology appears to be continuous
and where there is an increase in the proportion of
pegmatite to white gneiss and a decrease in the intensity
of late deformation.

Locality 2.13: Polaroil
At this stop we see a typical unit of mid-Archean
leucogabbro-anorthosite, a lithology that is widespread
throughout the region and forms useful structural
markers.
From the west, at the boundary fence of the oil depot,
we traverse pegmatite-streaked quartzofeldspathic
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gneisses witb highly attenuated, migmatized rafts of
amphibolite derived from the gabbroic marginal phases
of the anorthosite complex. There is no textural evidence
to suggest that the gneisses have been retrogressed from
granulite facies. Toward the massive leucogabbroic rocks
there are discontinuous layers of garnetiferous gneisses
that may be metasediments or alternatively may be
products of interaction between the metagabbros and the
intrusive gneisses.
The anorthositic unit is made up of interlayered, rather
fine-grained leucogabbro and anorthosite with subordi
nate mafic gabbro. All the rocks have probably suffered
total metamorphic recrystallization and have been severely
flattened and attenuated by straight-belt deformation. This
anorthosite locality is situated near the margin of an eye
of low strain within the deformation belt. Local graded
layering occurs, which indicates that the unit is inverted.
This is in accord with the direction of younging observed
in the area of lower strain a little to the south.
Table 4. Analyits of Rocks Seen On Excursion 2.

Sial
TiOl

AI 2O,
FeO'

MnO
MgO

Cao
Na,O

155734

131490

162475

243057c

53.06
2.26

72.46
0.24
14.85
2.97
0.02

61.56
1.32
13.89
8.19

87.80
0.08
6.32

no

nd

6.94
0.09

1.38
4.26
3.26
2.87
0.52
0.43

0.02
0.01
0.61
4.50

illi

13.63
13.54
0.20
2.75
7.46
3.07

0.10

EXCURSION 3
NUUK - AMERAUK - NUUK
The eastern contact zone of tbe "main 'body" of the
QOrqut granite complex is well seen on the mountains
on the north side of Ameralik. Type Amitsoq gneisses
with very large rafts of Akilia association basic and other
lithologies are cut by a plexus of sub-horizontal sheets
of granite and pegmatite. A very thick sheet of layered
aplite-pegmatite can be seen capping the eastern end of
the mountain Qaqlmsuaq. The amount of rafts of country
rocks decreases eastwards into the granite, but the sub
horizontal sheeted structure of the complex is still evident.

Locality 3.1: Coast Below Inugssugssuaq
Here we will see Amitsoq gneisses in what may be the
zone enriched in elements expelled from deeper rocks
affected by late Archean granulite facies metamorphism.
No specimens from this locality have been analyzed. The
rocks have a distinctive pinkish color that is unusual for
the region. Most outcrops of Amitsoq gneisses appear
grey when viewed from a distance. There are numerous
Ameralik dike amphibolites, some strongly broken-up and
others more continuous. The gneisses contain granitic
layers, both modified early layering and discordant veins,
as well as pegmatitic veins bordered by biotite-rich zones.
These structures may represent Ihe beginning of melting.
The rocks are folded and have a pervasive SSE-plunging
fabric element that post-dates granite formation. This
linear fabric is not present in strongly discordant pegmatite
and granite sheets that are of QOrqut granite type. The
melting episode seen here was thus separated from the
intrusion of the QOrqut granite and pegmatite sheets by
the deformation episode that formed the linear fabric.
This linear fabric occurs throughout the outer part of
Ameralik and may be the same age as the late deformation
belt through Nuuk town.

P1O,
LOI

.M.!

0.3
0. 13
0.03
0.70

Total

98 .00

98.73

97.68

99.61

28

105
148
145

99
37
561

na

na

y

12
286
510
130
34

Locality 3.2: Nipinganeq

II

Zr
Pb
Nb
Cr
Co
Ni

155
9
10
55
37
15

S4
606

A large body of mafic tonalitic gneiss (analysis 217390,
Table 5) occupies the core of a major synform. The central
part of the body has been affected by only relatively weak
deformation. It does not contain Ameralik dike-type
amphibolites and is interpreted as an early phase of the
Nfik gneisses.
In exposures On the north coast of Ameralik the tonalitic
gneiss has pervasive blebby texture and encloses many
big-hornblende pegmatites of the type that elsewhere is
seen to have developed during granulite facies metam
orphism. These features indicate that the tonalitic gneiss
was affected by late Archean granulite facies metamor

K,O

Rb
Sf

Ba
Zn

1.06
0.36

3
7
49
185
545
2
60
25

II
4

na
na
no
no
n.

0.02

142
14

no
21

n.
nd

na - nOI analyzed; nd - not detected; • as FeO .
155734: ferrodioritic gneiss, SE Qilangicssuit

131490: quart2<ordierite gneiss, Sagdlerssu8 (same unit as that on
Similltat).
162475: Amttsoq augen gneiss, Kanajorssuit.
2430S7c: quanrite, Simiuta .
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phism, but was later totally retrogressed to amphibolite
facies. Intense deformation on both limbs of the synform
has erased most textural evidence of granulite facies
metamorphism.
Niplnganeq tonalitic gneiss crops out east of the unit
of early Archean rocks on Kangimut sangmissoq and in
a very attenuated state just outside the leucogabbroic
"membrane" of the Inugssugssuaq structure (see Locality
3.4). In these areas too, there is abundant textural evidenoe
that it has been retrogressed from granulite facies.
Metamorphosed tabular bodies of amphibolite of
Ameralik dike type are absent.
The tonalitic gneiss is cut by many irregular, composite
bodies of pegmatite-granitic gneiss that post-<late granulite
facies metamorphism. They were emplaced along active
movement zones and developed a primary gneissic
structure as they crystallized. Six samples yielded a Rbi
Sr whole rock isochron age of 2692 ± 62 Ma with Sri
= 0.7060 ± 0.0015 (Roberts, 1979). The youngest rocks
in these exposures are sub-horizontal pegmatite sheets
belonging to the Q6rqut granite complex.
Four specimens of the tonalitic gneiss yielded a Rbi
Sr whole rock isochron age of 2514 ± 50 Ma with Sri
= 0.7028 ± 0.0005 (Roberts, 1979). This cannot be the
age of intrusion of the tonalite and is interpreted as the
result of Rb introduction associated with the intrusion
of the Q6rqut granite complex. It is probable that the
tonalite had been depleted in Rb during granulite facies
metamorphism.

Locality 3.3: Kangimut sangmissoq
This is the most controversial, but perhaps also the
most important locality to be visited during the workshop.
Rocks that have clearly been retrogressed from (late
Archean) granulite facies have the field characteristics of
early Archean Am1tsoq gneisses and Ameralik dikes.
However the gneisses have RblSr, PblPb and Sm/Nd
characteristics that are considered by Jones, Moorbath
and Taylor (this volume) to indicate derivation from a
mantle souroe in the late Archean. We consider that these
gneisses are dominantly early Archean in age and that
the isotopic systems in them were severely disturbed during
late Archean granulite facies metamorphism.
The locality (Fig. 26) is near the eastern edge of a unit
of Am1tsoq-type gneisses that lies within the core of the
same broad, south- to southeast-plunging synclinorium
as the Niplnganeq tonalitic gneiss. Nipinganeq (Nllk)
tonalitic gneiss crops out on the coast to the east, only
a short distanoe across strike. Both the Nuk tonalitic gneiss
and the gneisses at this locality have pervasive blebby
texture. Throughout the Kangimut sangrnissoq unit the
gneisses enclose abundant tabular bodies of amphibolite

of AmeraJik dike type. A number of these amphibolites
contain trains or scattered clots of calcic plagioclase. There
can be little doubt that these amphibolites are derived
from basic dikes indistinguishable from the type Ameralik
dikes, but their original discordant relations to the gneisses
have been erased by deformation and subsequent
recrystallization under granulite facies conditions. Mafic
pegmatites are common within the amphibolites. Toward
the northern end of the outcrop there is a 20-25-m-thick
body of well-layered basic rock that has a 2-m-thick zone
with abundant large plagioclase clots. Relic cores in this
body preserve granulite facies mineral assemblages
(specimen 152765, Table 2 and Fig. 4 in Griffm et al.,
1980). We interpret this body as an unusually thick
AmeraJik dike. Thick Ameralik dikes with similar layering
have been observed elsewhere in the region.
A number of the metamorphosed basic dikes have been
migmatized along their contacts, but are still continuous.
Others have been split into sub-parallel slioes by granitic
material emplaced parallel to their margins. Locally the
dikes have been completely broken up and occur as
separated fragments "floating" in the gneisses. Amphib
olites derived from basic dikes are completely absent from
the Nllk tonalitic gneiss to the east.
The gneisses in the Kangimut sangrnissoq unit are
variable, coarse-textured and nebulitic. In plaoes the mafic
spots that give the blebby texture are open clusters of
coarse-grained biotite, garnet, hornblende and opaque
minerals. Elsewhere they are poJygranular aggregates of
hornblende with a little biotite. The gneisses are tonalitic
to trondhjemitic in composition (analyses 152755, 152757,
Table 3; see also Nutman et al., this volume). They contain
littIe-<leformed big-hornblende pegmatites, in some of
which the large hornblendes have cores of cummingtonite
and quartz that locally contain relic orthopyroxene.
The migmatization and break-up of some of the
metamorphosed basic dikes shows that the gneisses must
contain some material that is post-basic dike, but pre
or syn-granulite facies metamorphism. Recrystallization
under granulite facies conditions (textural homogeniza
tion) has blurred or erased contacts between this material
and the earlier gneisses. It is thus quite possible that the
samples used for isotopic studies include some Nllk
material. However, the abundance of relatively unbroken
amphibolites of basic dike type, which is comparable to
the abundance of AmeraJik dikes in typical unmigmatized
Amltsoq gneisses elsewhere, indicates that the gneisses
here must be dominantly older than the basic dikes.
Thin, composite dikes and veins of granitic gneiss and
pegmatite post-<late the granulite facies metamorphism
and were intruded along movement zones. Four specimens
give a Rbl Sr whole rock isochron age of 2680 ± 180
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Ma with Sr, = 0.7045 ± 0.0010 (S. Moorbath, pers.
comm.). The field and isotopic characters of these dikes
indicate that they are the same generation as the late.
composite dikes that cut the Nipinganeq tonalitic gneiss
at the last locality. A rusty layer about half-way along
the outcrop, composed of plagioclase, quartz and pale
brown mica with smaller amounts of sulphides, sphene,
epidote and apatite, may be a late intrusive sheet.
Suites of specimens were collected as Amitsoq gneisses
retrogressed from granulite facies by Y.R.M. and Dr.
Stephen Moorbath from t~is locality and from the western
part of the same Amitsoq gneiss unit at Qasigianguit,
as well as from the tonalitic Nillc gneiss to the east, in
1976 and 1977. Isotopic results are reported for these
specimens by Jones, Moorbath and Taylor (this volume).
1. Rb/ Sr: Six gneisses retrogressed from granulite
facies define a 2770 ± 185 Ma isochron with Sr, = 0.70195
± 0.00054.
2. Pb/ Pb: The pattern of Pb isotopes in 18 samples
is analogous to the pattern in Nilk gneisses within the
belt through GodthAbsfjord that was not affected by late
Archean granulite facies metamorphism (Taylor et aI.,
1980). The Kangimut sangmissoq gneisses show evidence
for contamination with Amitsoq-type Pb, but few show
severe contamination effects, and most have a very large
proportion of their initial Pb from a juvenile source at
ca. 2770 Ma.
3. Sm / Nd: Six gneiss samples define a 2825 ± 125 Ma
lsochron with

ENd!l)

=

+ 2.2.

Rb / Sr and Sm/ Nd data on a further suite of gneisses
collected from this unit in 1980 are reported by Collerson
et aI. (this volume).
Zircons from a single gneiss specimen from this locality
have been analyzed by Professor H. Baadsgaard (pers.
comm.). The datum point lies on tlie lower part of the
same discordia line on aU/ Pb plot as Akilia association
zircons (Baadsgaard et aI., 1984). Akilia zircons that plot
near the lower end of this discordia line are from outcrops

close to the main body of the Q6rqut granite complex,
the eastern contact of which is only 5 km from this locality.
The ' 07 Pb /m pb age is 2830 Ma.
The field evidence that the rocks at this locality are
dominantly early Archean Amitsoq gneisses is:
1. The presence of abundant bodies of amphibolite
identical to Ameralik dikes in the type Amitsoq gneisses
only 10 km to the west of this unit. It is most unlikely
that these could be intra- or post-Nilk dikes since
comparable dikes are completely absent from adjacent
Nilk gneiss units, including the Nipinganeq tonalitic gneiss.
2. The continuity of the geology from the type Amitsoq
gneisses in outer Ameralik and Praestefjord, which

preserve early Archean isotopic characteristics, through
the whole length of Ameralik and east as far as our
personal knowledge of the geology extends.
Throughout this section Amitsoq gneisses, like those
at this locality, alternate with units of younger rocks from
which Ameralik dike-type amphibolites are absent. A
structural reconstruction (Fig. 26, cross section; see also
locality 3.4) indicates that the Kangimut sangrnissoq
gneisses are the same major unit as the type Ameralik
gneisses in outer Ameralik..

Locality 3.4: Naujanguit
At this locality we see post-granulite facies, granodioritic
gneisses with enclaves of anorthositic lithologies.
On the south side of Ameralik the type Amitsoq gneisses
are separated from the Kangimut sangmissoq unit by Nilk
gneisses that enclose two continuous units and abundant

enclaves of anorthositic rocks. Stainforth (1977) and
Chadwick et aI. (1982) interpreted this as a major
magmatic nappe structure, the Inugssugssuaq (lnussus
suaq in the new orthography) nappe, in which a
"membrane" of anorthositic rocks was blown up like a
balloon by granodioritic N(lk magmas that crystallized
to form tlie gneisses with abundant anorthositic enclaves
in the core of the structure. The hinge of the nappe is
not exposed in the ground mapped by Stainforth, but
was considered to be exposed within the late deformation
belt north of the mouth of Buksefjorden. Graded igneous
layering in the anorthositic units faces outwards in
opposite directions on the limbs of the structure, indicating
an isoclinal fold . Stainforth's interpretation of the
structure is incorporated into the cross section in
Fig. 26. We have reservations about this interpretation
and consider it even possible that the granodioritic gneiss
was intruded as a thick sheet into the anorthositic unit
after it had been isoclinally folded. The same unit of
granodioritic gneiss with abundant anorthositic enclaves
appears to extend from south of Faeringehavn through
central and inner Ameralik and into GodthAbsfjord at
least as far as the northern part of Stor~.
The lithologies of the Inugssugssuaq structure extend
across Ameralik, are folded around the Niplnganeq
synform, and reappear on the coast at Naujanguit. There
is no blebby texture or other evidence of previous granulite
facies metamorphism in the granodioritic gneiss with
anorthositic enclaves here or in the core of the
Inugssugssuaq structure. We conclude that the granodior
ite was intruded after the late Archean granulite facies
metamorphism, and that the Inugssugssuaq structure and
the open folds that re-fold it, including the Niplnganeq
synform, are thus also post-granulite facies.
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the product of partial melting under granulite facies

Table 5. Analyses of Rocks Seen On Excursion 3.

217390

152755

152757

Sial

62.70

66.54

69.02

Ti01

0.60

0.65

0.38

Al10,

16.50

16.02

15.52

FeO

5.54

4.45

3.30

MoO
MgO

0.09

oa

na

2.25

1.39

0 .95

CaD

5.62

5.13

4.20

Na,O

4.40

3.85

3.99

1::,0

0.85

0.43

0.94

P20S

0.14

0.12

0.08

LOJ

~

0.63

0.56

Total

98.69

99.21

98.94

t

Rb

S,
Zn
y

Z,
Co

Ni

15
236

64
J3
152
44
24

na - not analyzed .
217390: lonalilic gneiss, Nipinganeq (Roberts, 1979).
152755, 152757: Kangimut sangmissoq gneisses.

EXCURSION 4
NUUK - QORQUT
Localities for Excursion 4 are shown in Fig. 27.
Locality 4.1: MaIulo
At this stop we will see rocks affected by 3000-2950
Ma granulite facies metamorphism on the east coast of
N ordlandet.
On the north coast of the sound between MiUuto island
and the mainland we see gneisses that are only partly
retrogressed from granulite to amphibolite facies. In the
retrogressed gneisses, note that there is little blebby texture
of the type seen in gneisses retrogressed from early
Archean and from ?2800 Ma granulite facies in the
southern parts of the region. However there are abundant
mafic pegmatites and ultramafic segregations in rafts of
mafic rocks. The granulite facies rocks are cut by a sheet
of pale weathering, streaky, granodioritic gneiss, one of

the Kanasut sheets of Reed (1980). The granodioritic
gneiss does not have or appear to have had granulite
facies mineral assemblages, yet there is no indication that
it retrogressed the granulite facies rocks that it cuts. We
suggest that it was intruded under granulite facies
conditions, but contained sufficient water to prevent it
crystallizing to a granulite facies assemblage. It may be

conditions in which the granodioritic magma scavenged
water from the enclosing rocks.

There has been extensive retrogression to amphibolite
facies of rocks in the surrounding outcrops, which weather
whitish. In most places the retrogression was static, but
locally it appears to have been accompanied by
deformation, possibly of the same age as the deformation
in the late belt through Nuuk town and the western part
of Sadlell and Bjllrnellen.
Locality 4.2: Q&rusup im&
A broad arching structure can be seen on the south
western part of Bjllrnellen. This is one of a row of domal
antiforms that includes the Lille Malene antiform
(excursion I). The core of the structure is composed of
homogeneous granodioritic gneiss. The western limb of
this fold follows the edge of the late deformation belt
that extends through Nuuk town.
At the locality visited, the coarse-textured granodioritic
gneiss is cut by irregular bodies of finer-textured
trondhjemitic gneiss. The contact relations are best seen
when the rocks are wet. This was the first locality where
V.R.M. noticed discordant, intrusive relations between

different gneiss phases, when he and his assistant were
sitting on this exposure drying off after a swim in 1966.
Earlier that summer he and Professor John Sutton had
been shown the section of polyphase NOk gneisses with
rafts of Malene amphibolites and chlorite-rich ultramafic
rocks on the coasts of the sound between Bjllrnellen and
Sadlell. They were told (and they believed) that the gneisses
were metasediments derived from greywackes and arkoses

interbedded with metavolcanic chlorite schists.
However, nobody is infallible. The trondhjemitic gneiss
at this locality was considered by V.R.M. and A.P.N.
in 1980 to be a Qarusuk dike (see loeality 4.3). We were
surprised when zircons from it proved to lie on a 2880
Ma discordia line (specimen 248079, Baadsgaard and
McGregor, 1981), showing that it belongs to the type
Nuk gneisses. Zircons from the granodioritic gneiss
(248078) lie on a 2890 Ma discordia line. An analysis
of the granodioritic gneiss (163275) is given in Table 6
and a REE pattern for the same specimen in Fig. 28.
On both sides of this outcrop the gneisses are affected
by lones of strong deformation in which intrusive relations
have been lost and the granodioritic and trondhjemitic
phases have become concordant layers in a regularly
layered sequence. In this state of deformation, which is
more characteristic of the region than the low deformation
areas where discordant relations are preserved, the Nlik

gneisses could well be taken to be derived from a layered
sedimentary sequence.
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South-East Corner of 8j.,irnegen
Malene supracrustal amphibolites and ultramafic rocks
intruded by polyphase NiUe gneisses with late Archean
QArusuk aplitic dikes. This area lies within a belt where
the metamorphic grade is lower than eLSewhere in the
region and the Malene and Nilk rocks are unusually fine
grained. Primary features in all lithologies are better
preserved than elsewhere in the region with the exception
of the lvisiUtoq and Isukasia areas.
The thick Malene supracrustal unit is made up of
variable amphibolites and ultramafic rocks, Around the
point to the east there is a very small area with relic
conglomeratic (agglomeratic) structure and areas with
deformed pillow breccia and pillow lava structures
(analysis 13150 I , Table 7). The western part of the Malene
unit is made up of green ultramafic lithologies rich in
tremolite and magnesian chlorite. Locally this lithology
has relic structures suggesting pillow lavas . The
composition (analyses 152771, 152772, Table 7) is very
similar to that of Malene komatiitic pillOW lavas on
IvisAnoq (Hall, 1980).
locality 4.3:

The supracrustal unit contains lenses of brown
weathering, olivine-bearing ultramafics. Larger bodies of
similar lithologies are abundant in the gneisses to the west.
On the coast west of the supracrustal unit are some
of the best outcrops of Nilk gneisses in the region. There
is a considerable variety of lithologies that range in
composition from dioritic to trondhjemitic, with grey,
tonalitic types most abundant. Intrusive relations between
gneisses and rafts of supracrustal amphibolite and
ultramafic rocks and between Nilk gneiss phases are
commonly preserved. An analysis of typical tonalitic
gneiss (163222) from these outcrops is given in Table 6
and its REE pattern in Fig. 28. A sample of the dominant
tonalitic gneiss (248087) has given a zircon U I Pb
concordia intercept date of 3070 Ma (Baadsgaard and
McGregor, 1981).
The NOk gneisses are cut by irregular dikes of fme
grained, greenish-grey aplite belonging to the QArusuk
dikes (McGregor et aI. , 1983), for which this is the type
locality. One of the QArusuk dikes at this locality has
given a U I Pb zircon concordia intersection date of 2660

4.5
Bj~rne~ n

4.2

Qeqertat

r

Sadel\i

Fig. 27. Locality map for excursion 4. .
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Moorbath and Pankhurst (1976) and Taylor et al. (1980;
1984). They have much larger proportions of Am1tsoq
type component in their Pb compared with the enclosing
Ntlk gneisses and T~~uR model ages of 3200-3660 Ma,
suggesting that their source included a significant
component of Amitsoq gneisses or that the magmas or
fluids that migrated along the same fractures scavenged
Pb, Nd (and Sr) from Amitsoq gneisses that they passed
through.
The Qarusuk aplites appear to be contemporaneous
with the very large muscovite-gamet-bearing pegmatites
that can be seen in this area. They are assumed to be
the same generation as the large pegmatites that cut the
Malene unit on Sadle¢ and Store Malene (excursion I).
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Locality: 4.4
On the west side of the bay from locality 4.3, Nfik
gneisses are mO
ore strongly deformed and intrusive
relations are less well preserved. Rafts of Malene
amphibolite and ultramafic rocks are cut by several
generations ofNiik and Qarusuk veins that deformed more
competently than the mica- and chlorite-rich Malene
rocks. This resulted in complex interference patterns that
may not have much regional significance.

La Ce

Nd

Sm Eu Gd Tb Dy

Yb Lu

Fig. 28. REE patterns for Nfik gneisses and a Qarusuk
dike, southern Bj¢rne¢en. Unpublished data from Dr. J .G.
Arth, U.S.G.S. , Reston.

Ma (Baadsgaard and McGregor, 1981). An analysis of
this dike (163273) is given in Table 6 and its REE pattern
in Fig. 28. The Qarusuk aplites are finer-grained than
the Nfik gneisses they cut. A number of features indicate

Locality 4,5: Naqerdloq kitdleq
On the southeast coast of Bj¢rne¢en, the Malene
amphibolite is structurally underlain by a thick sheet of
homogeneous Nfik granodioritic gneiss that can be
followed south over eastern Sadle¢ and along the eastern
face of Store Malene. Intrusive relations to the Malene
amphibolite are seen as steps in the slightly transgressive
contact.
A suite of 11 samples from coastal outcrops of this
unit between Ivlnguit and Naqerdloq kitdleq defines a
Rbi Sr whole rock isochron with an age of 2980 ± 50
Ma and Sri = 0.7022 ± 0.0003, and a Pbl Pb whole rock
isochron age of 3020 ± 260 Ma. The Pbl Pb whole rock
isochron is not perfect, but indicates that this unit was
"not grossly heterogeneous with respect to initial Ph
isotopic composition" (Taylor et al., 1980). An analysis
(163265) and a REE pattern are given in Table 4 and
Fig. 28.

that they were intruded into active movement zones, Steps

in the dike contacts extend out into the country rocks
as shear zones. Cataclastic structures occur along some
dike margins. Some dikes contain quartz veins with the
form of tension gashes. The margins of the least deformed
dikes have a bleached appearanee that is attributed to
movement of fluids along the movement zones into which
the QlIrusuk magmas were intruded.
Qarusuk dikes from this area (86523, 86536, 86550)
were included in suites of N uk gneisses considered by

Locality 4.6: South Coast of Stor9
The western intrusive contact of the Q6rqut granite
complex is well exposed on the mountain face on the
southern end of Stor¢ (Fig. 29). The country rocks
comprise Am1tsoq gneisses enclosing a unit of black
Malene amphibolite. The Malene rocks are broken up
by sheets of pale granite that form a sub-rectangular
network. This relationship suggests that the rocks into
which the Q6rqut granite was intruded acted in a brittle
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manner. Few sheets of granite penetrated through the
MaJene amphibolite into the Amltsoq gneiss unit to the
west. At the very top of the 1000 m cliff, the remains
of a unit of Amitsoq gneisses can be seen east of the

Malene unit. Rafts of Amltsoq gneiss can be discerned
as grey, tabuJar blocks within the paler granite. These
rafts have been wedged inwards by granite intruded along
their foliation surfaces and thus resemble stoped blocks.
At the base of the cliff the granites comprise both
leucocratic and grey granites and contain many locally

face of the mountain Qajuta which can be contemplated
through the dining room windows. On the J530 m.
mountain NNE of the hotel, sheets of group 3 granites
can be seen fingering out laterally into the country rocks.
The intermediate and upper zones of the complex (Fig.
II) can be seen on the mountains north of the hotel on
the western side of the U-shaped valley of Nigsik.
Table 6. Analyses of Nul< gneisses and a Qarusuk djke from southern
8j9 rne¢len.

derived rafts of Amltsoq gneisses that enclose Ameralik
dikes. Some of the leucocratic granite sheets are schlieric

and contain a few highly modified gneiss enclaves which
are interpreted to have been brought in from the melting
zone.

Locality 4.7: Q6rqut Hotel
The hotel is situated near the eastern contact of the
Q6rqut granite complex. Q6rqut granite with enclaves
of country rocks, largely Amitsoq gneisses, forms the sheer
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FeO
MnO
MgO
CaO
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Total

163222

163271

163275

163265

163273

69.16
0.28
17.06
0.43
1.27
0.01
0.73
3.41
5.34
1.72
0.04
0.43
99.88

72.14
0.11
16.01
0.Q7
0.76
0.Q2
0.29
2.65
5.50
1.76
0.02
0.30
99.63

72.20
0.20
14.92
0.32
1.11
0.03
0.46
2.21
5.09
2.35
0.04
0.4 1
99.34

72.68
0.15
14.83
0.31
0.72
0.Q3
0.34
2.12

71.37
0.33
14 .74
0.25
1.64
0.02
0.47
1.80

4.74

4.14

2.77
0.04

4.12
0.13
0.47
99.48

0.49

99.22

163222: Dominant grey, lonalitic Nul< gneiss, bay west of Sitdlisit mial ,
south-east Bi0rn~n. 64° 21.7'N, Sl 0 20,Q'W
163211 : Pale, trondhjemilic gneiss sheet, 2 m. thick , euuinggrey, tonaJitic
Nuk gneiss, Qingordnt. south Bj¢Jmegen 64 0 21.tN, 5J o 21 .8'W.
263275: Ho moge neous, granodioritic No.k gneiss in core of antiform,
Qarus up tma, south Bj¢megen 64 0 22.7'N, 51 0 24 .0 'W.
163265: Homogeneous, granodi oritic Nuk gneiss, southeast coast of
Bj¢lrne¢en between IVnguil and Naqe rdloq kildleq, 64 0 23.9'N,

510 15.2'W.
163273: Qfirusuk apjitic dike cutling folded Nu k grey gneiss, QingordJit,
south Bj~m e¢Jen, 64 0 21.7'N, 51 0 2l.8'W.

EXCURSION 5
QORQUT
This excursion is planned to give people the opportunity
to stretch their legs and get some feeling of what it is
like to do field work on foot in this region. We walk
along the coast between the two streams at the head of
Q6rqut fjord .
The rocks are a little outside the eastern margin of

the Qarqut granite complex and comprise Amitsoq
gneisses with Ameralik dike amphibolites and rafts of
Akilia association, cut by Q6rqut granite and pegmatite.
There is relic blebby texture especially in the more mafic
Amitsoq gneisses and in migmatized Akilia rocks,

suggesting that these rocks have been retrogressed from
granulite facies. There are no indications of previous
granulite facies metamorphism in the relatively unbroken

Fig. 29. Intrusive contact of the Qarqut granite complex
on the southern end of Stor¢. Amitsoq gneisses are labelled
A and Malene amphibolite M.

Ameralik dikes. This suggests that the Amltsoq gneisses
in this area were affected by early Archean granulite facies
metamorphism before intrusion of the Ameralik dlkes.
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Amltsoq gneisses in the flrst outcrops contain fragments
of Ameralik dike amphibolites and enclaves of Akilia
ultramaflc rocks with zoned reaction rims against the
gneisses. Gneisses rich in biotite and hornblende may have
been contaminated with material from Akilia ultramaflc
rocks. Qorqut lithologies include biotite-magnetite
bearing pegmatites and composite aplite-pegmatite sheets.
On the point about half-way along the outcrop there
is a well-layered sequence of Akilia association rocks,
mainly amphibolite with hornblende-dinopyroxene rock,
skarn-quartzite and garnet-bearing layers. A discordant
body of very dark green rock is probably an ultramaflc
Ameralik dike. It is in turn cut by a deformed granitic
dike of Q&rusuk type. The Akilia lithologies have maflc
segregation pegmatites of the type formed in basic rocks
during granulite facies metamorphism.
Table 7. Analyses of Malene supracrustal basic and uitrabasic rocks
from Sitdlisil nllat, Bj¢'rne~en. and lvisanoq.

131501

152771

15277.

207625

47.02
0.33
9.48
10.80
0.21
16.23
11.80
1.45
0.07
0.18
0.90

43 .04
1.29
8.62
12.35
0.20
14 .49
12.92
1.70
0.20
0.25

4!>.49
0.55
9.37
11.16
0.23
17.05
11.96
2.03
0.02

PzO,
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51.47
2.48
14.44
1l.75
0.21
2.50
8.75
4.5
0.89
0.44
0.37
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97.86
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9
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2
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98.96
9
100
140
13
125
17
67

37
81
9
28

On the last point where the coast turns into the bay
with the second stream there are clearly discordant
Ameralik dike amphibolites that cut gneisses with spotty
pegmatites of the type found elsewhere in .rocks known
to have been retrogressed from granulite facies. There
are small enclaves of Akilia hornblende-clinopyroxene
rock.
From here one can return to the hotel along the coast
or by climbing up the northern branch of the stream and
then either traversing obliquely back down to the coast
or continuing up over a 600 m-high ridge and then down
to the Nigsik valley.
The basic unit that crops out in the stream above Qingua
was mapped as Malene supracrustals, but we now think
it more likely to be an unusually large unit of Akilia
association. It contains thin layers of magnetite- and
clinopyroxene-bearing quartzites, which are typical Akilia
lithologies not observed in Malene basic units. It also
contains mafic segregation pegmatites like those seen in
the Akilia unit on the coast and several layers of massive
amphibolite that may well be concordant Ameralik dikes.
Pale grey, talc-bearing ultramafic rocks with grey,
asbestiform amphibole are associated with the unit.
On the slope between the stream and the top of the
600 m ridge there is a thick basic unit with large ultramaflc
bodies that is mapped as Akilia association.
From the top of the ridge one descends into the Nigsik
valley through the same unit of Amltsoq gneisses as crops
out on the coast traversed earlier in the day. Along the
stream in the valley, Qorqut granite and pegmatite sheets
alternate with Amitsoq gneisses containing rafts of various
Akilia lithologies including quartz-magnetite ironstones,
hornblendite and other ultramaflc and maflc rocks. They
are cut by clearly discordant Amera1ik dikes_
For those who return early to the hotel, there are
pleasant and interesting walks along the coast to the west
where there are good exposures of Qorqut granite that,
especially to the west, encloses rafts of Amitsoq gneisses
and ultramaflc rocks, or up the stream behind the hotel,
where the rocks are those mentioned in the last paragraph.

EXCURSION 6
7
2641
68
607

556

131S01: Amphibolite with possi ble relic pillow-lava structure, Sitdlisit
mlat.
152771,152772: Green tremolite-chlorite rock with possible relic pilJow
lava structure, Sitdlisit nOat .
207625 : Komatiitic metavolcanic rock fr om sequence of pillow
structured and associated homogeneous flow amphibolite:;.
IvisArtoq (HaJl, 1980; friend el w., 1981).

131501, 1:5277J, 152772: Leeds University XRF analyses.

QrnQUT - NUUK
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Localities for Excursion 6 are shown in Fig. 30.

Locality 6.1:

Rockfall at Ujan';

This locality shows partial melting of Amitsoq gneisses
and the production of group I granites. It is in the lower
zone of the Qorqut granile complex and consists of
inhomogeneous. polyphase granite containing many
enclaves of modified Amitsoq gneiss.
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At Ujarll the whole process of partial melting may be
demonstrated and some idea ofthe conditions under which
this melting took place may be obtained. Given the mineral
assemblages of the pegmatite-banded Amitsoq gneisses
and the granitic product, partial melting took place under
a maximum of mid-amphibolite facies conditions.
Enclaves of slightly modified Amitsoq gneiss (mesosome)
may be found progressively changed into a banded
metatexite with granitic, hypidomorphic granular
textured felsic layers (leucosome) separated by biotite
rich layers (melanosome). A range of these textures and
structures is shown in Figs. 12 and 13. With an increase
in the volume of granitic material, fluid turbulence
occurred and the metatexite became disrupted , resulting
in the formation of inhomogeneous diatexite. This
comprises leucocratic granite containing schlieren of
biotite and enclaves of metatexite that were undergoing
disaggregation.
At this locality there is good evidence for the formation
of small batches of inhomogeneous granite, and hence
an explanation for the polyphase nature of the complex.
There was little mixing of the liquids that were produced
partly because of the small volume of each batch, and
partly because of thermal and viscosity contrasts. The
inhomogeneity of the leucocratic granite is the result of
disruption and incorporation of melanosome into the
liquid . Disaggregation of the schlieren, or their smearing
out to fonn biotite lamellae can also be seen, suggesting
that much of the biotite in the granite could be derived

from the parent gneisses. Layering in the leucocratic
granite has several origins. Most commonly it is an
alternation of slightly different granitic lithologies, often
separated by biotite lamellae. These may have been
different batches of liquid that are contained within a
biotite membrane and that have been attenuated by shear,
or a biotite lamella may have been exploited as a line
of weakness by an intrusive sheet.
The cliffs of the mountains to the north-northwest and
on the opposite ·side of Om~nap suvdlua show the
intermediate lOne of the Oorqut gran ite complex.
composed mainly of group 2 grey granites and enclaves
of country rocks. The tops of the mountains are in the
upper zonc that is made up of group 3 composite granite
sheets separating lozenge-shaped rafts of country rocks.
Locality 6.2: South-East Comer Of Stor.,-i
This locality is in the lower zone of the Qorqut granite
complex. Group 1 leucocratic granites contain enclaves
of Amitsoq gneisses and associated lithologies. A few
enclaves have been carried into this part of the granite
from parts of the complex where granite formation had
taken place, while the majority are unmodified and
therefore probably locally derived.
The enclaves at locality 6.1 are thought to have been
brought in a short distance from the melting zone. To
the north-east across the fjord, under Qaqarssuaq on the
south side of the mouth of Q6rqut, Nfik gneisses (which
contain enclaves of anorthositic rocks) show evidence of
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Fig. 30. Locality map for excursion 6.
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arrested partial melting. Because of the extent of this
outcrop it is considered that these rocks are probably
in situ and thus are part of the melting zone.
The contact zone of the Q6rqut gtanite complex on
the south side of the fjord is poorly exposed (by Greenland
standards) because of lichen and algae that gtow on the
moist, north-facing rock faces. The exposures of Arnitsoq
gneisses to the west are better and give a good impression
of the density of Ameralik: dike amphibolites in typical
AmHsoq gneisses. The thin unit of Malene amphibolite
with bodies of ultramafic rocks is the same as the unit
seen at the contact of the Qorqut gtanite on the south
coast of Stor¢.

Table 8.

Chronological sequC!:nce of events in tbe GodthAbsfjord
Ameralik: - Fa:ringhavn Region.

Event
57 Ma.

Intrusion ocwttd dikes" around the mouth of
Ameralik.

ca. 1150 Ma.

Mild thermal event shown by fission track ages.

1500-1600 Ma.

Metamorphism and metasomatism that caused
partial recrystalliz.alion and is recorded in RbI Sr
minera1 ages.

2()()()'1800 Ma.

Intrusion of basic dikes (MD dikes), faulting with
retrogression under greenschist facies oonditions.

ca. 1550 Ma.

Intrusion of post-tectonic granites and pegmatite
sheets at (QOrqt.lt granilt complex).

2700-2600 Ma.

Ductile defonnatio n under amphibolite facies
conditions. Formation of linear belts of intense
deformation and elongate basins and do mes.
Intrusion of granitoid sheets (including the

locality 6.3:
A thin, folded Ameralik dike that contains plagioclase
clots is clearly discordant to layering in Arnitsoq gneisses
on ice-polished slabs (careful, they are slippery!). It may
be an apophysis of the thick, massive Ameralik dike
exposed a little farther along the coast to the west.

locality 6.4:

Qarusuk dO",).
28OOMa.

High-grade metamorphism that reached granulite
facies conditions throughout the southeastern part
of the region (Fig. I), with amphibolite facies
conditions in the outer Faeringhaven
GodtbAbsJjord tract.

28W.JIOO Ma.

Intrusion of diorites. tonalites, granodiorites and
minor trondhjemites, the protoliths of the Nflk
gneisses, polyphase deformation .

2980 Ma.

High grade metamorphism which culminated in
granulite facie s conditions on Nordlandet.

South-West Coast Of Sadelc;j

The Same unit of Arnitsoq gneisses strongly penetrated
by Nilk gneisses as on the Nuuk peninSUla around and
east of the airport. The gneisses enclose many bodies of
Arr.eralik dike amphibolite, some sub-continuous and
others broken up, that are veined by gneiss and pegmatite.
Several of the Ameralik dikes have clots of calcic
plagioclase. The rocks are in the core of a synform and
ha.e a strong linear fabric with variable plunge.
On the steep coast to the west, many large, highly
broken-up and migmatized Ameralik dikes can be seen
as we sail past.
In these rocks it is very difficult to collect a sample
of early Archean Arnitsoq gneiss that one can be sure
does not contain any later material . We have generally
avoided this type of geology in our collecting for isotopic
and other studies.
Early Archean rocks in the south-eastem part of the
region are commonly as strongly penetrated by younger
material as those seen at Locality 6.4. In addition,
however, they have suffered textural homogenization, like
that seen in the gneisses at Kangimut sangmissoq, during
recrystallization under granulite facies conditions. The
resulting blebby textured gneisses, in which it is very
difficult or impossible to distinguish the early Archean
component from later material, remind Y.R.M. of some
of the outcrops he has seen in the Minnesota River Valley.
Where, as is commonly the case, the texturally homo
genized gneisses have been further deformed and intruded
by later granitoids, recognition of an early Archean
component becomes virtually impossible.

Intrusion of anorthosite-leucogabbro-gabbro
complexes into Malene supracrustal rocb.
Extrusion of subaqueous basic volcanic rock!; with
related sub-volcanic intrusions, deposition of
sediments (MoJeru! suprocrustal rocks) .
Intrusion of basic dik.e swarms (Ameralik dikes).

ca. 3600 Ma.

Metamorphism that reacbed granulite facies
between Faeringhaven and QOrqut, and
amprubolite facies in inner GodthAbsfjord.
Intrusion of big-feldspar granodiorites and
subordinate ferrodiorites (Ami/soq iron-rich sui/e).

ca. 3750 Ma.

intrusion (syntectonic?) of VOlumino us tonalites,
the protoliths of the Amil.roq wyered grey ~isses.
Intrusion of granite and pegmatite sheets,
defonnation and metamorphism.

ca, 3800 Ma.

Extrusion of basic and subordinate felsic volcanic
rocks, deposition of c hemical sed iments and
subordinate fel sic and pelilic sediments, intrusion
of gabbroic shuts (Akilia association). Correlated
with the Isua supracrustal rocks.
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INTRODUCTION
This brief account of the geology of the Isukasia area
(Figure 1) is biased toward the main theme of the
itinerary for the area: What has been established about
the protoliths of the early Archean rocks of the area
the Isua supracrustal belt and the Amitsoq gneisses?
However, it cannot be stressed too much that central
to this is the ability to be able to distinguish the structural,
geochemical, and isotopic variations of the rocks when
they formed from variations impressed upon them during
tectono-metamorphic and metasomatic events of early
Archean to mid Proterozoic age. Some aspects of this
theme are touched upon here; other aspects are dealt
with more fully by Rosing (1983).
After a visit by a NATO study group to the area
in 1978 (Bridgwater el al., 1979), detailed field work
was carried out in the area between 1980 and 1982
supported by GGU, the Royal Society, the Carlsberg
Fund, and the Danish NRC. The aim of this work was
to investigate the lithological variation and the structural
and metamorphic history of the Isua supracrustal belt
and adjacent gneisses, so that specialized laboratory
investigations could be interpreted on a firm geological
basis. This field work was built on the regional mapping
by the KryoHt Company of Copenhagen (which first
discovered the belt in the mid 1960s), reconnaissance
studies by GGU geologists (Bridgwaler and McGregor,
1974), and subsequent GGU mapping at 1:20,000 scale
(AI/aarl, 1976).
The Isua supracrustal belt is a 35-km-long tract up
to 4 km wide surrounded by and locally intruded by
Amitsoq gneisses. It consists of complexly folded, highly
deformed middle to upper amphibolite facies rocks
patchily retrogressed under lowermost amphibolite to
greenschist facies conditions. Mafic, ultramafic, felsic,
and quartz-rich inclusions occur throughout the known
outcrops of the Amitsoq gneisses and are included under
the term Akilia association (McGregor and Mason ,
1977). The Isua supracrustal belt and the Akilia
association probably are derived from a single volcano
sedimentary sequence that was fragmented upon
intrusion of the Amltsoq gneisses (e.g., &adsgaord el
01., 1984). Throughout much of the area the Amitsoq
gneisses are also highly deformed, but in the central
gneisses (Figure I) there is a region of low deformation
in which igneous characters of different phases of the
Amitsoq gneisses are locally well preserved.
The area's long and complex tectonometamorphic
history of events can be divided into episodes using a
combination of dike chronology, isotopic, and petro
logical studies (Table I). The earliest dil<es, the ca. 3700
Ma Inaluk dikes, intrude the earliest (tonalitic)
components of the Amltsoq gneisses but are themselves

cut up by the injection of the younger (granitic and
pegmatitic) phases of the Amltsoq gneisses of the area
(Nutman el 01., 1983). In areas of low late Archean
deformation, strongly deformed early Archean mafic
rocks have coarse-grained metamorphic segregations and
are cut by virtually undeformed mid-Archean Tarssartoq
(Ameralil<) dil<es (Table I) devoid of metamorphic
segregations. This ·shows that the area was affected by
regional amphibolite facies metamorphism in the early
Archean. Late Archean and Proterozoic metamorphic
imprints are marked to very strong in the area (Rosing,
1983). Much of the early Archean gneiss complex was
already highly deformed when the mid-Archean
TarssartOq dil<es were intruded. Within the central
gneisses the Tarssartoq dil<es locally retain igneous
textures and mineralogy but elsewhere are recrystallized
to form tineated hornblende-amphibolites that in the
Isua supracrustal belt and the gneisses to the south locally
contain garnet. After regional ductile deformation and
amphibolite facies metamorphism the area was cut by
pegmatite dikes at ca. 2550 Ma (&adsgaard el al., 1985).
Thus the post-Tarssart6q-dike amphibolite facies
metamorphism(s) and associated strong deformation are
correlated with deformation and metamorphism in the
other parts of the GodthAbsfjord region that were
contemporaneous with and perhaps related to intrusion

of the Niik gneisses and younger crustally derived
granitoids hetween ca. 3050 Ma and 2600 Ma (e.g.,
Baadsgaord and McGregor, 1981; Roberlson, 1983;
M cGregor el al., 1983). Members of the Proterozoic
dike swarms of West Greenland are found in the Isukasia
area. They are locally cut by shear zones, in which they
develop lowermost amphibolite to greenschist facies
assemblages but are otherwise undeformed. Detailed
petrological studies and isotopic interpretations have
shown that the Isua supracrustal rocks locally
recrystallized and severely reacted with hydrous fluids
during a Proterozoic amphibolite facies event at ca. 1800
Ma and that kyanite developed in shear zones late in
the area's development (Rosing, 1983). This means that,
added to the complication of nearly total recrystallization
in the late Archean, kyanite-bearing assemblages in the
Isua supracrustal belt (in the vicinity of Proterozoic shear
zones) cannot be used with certainty to determine >
3600 Ma thermal gradients in the supracrustals (see Boak
and Dymek, 1982). Fluid movement and recrystallization
at ca. 1800 Ma is probably associated with major faulting
concentrated in the western part of the area (e.g.,
Nutman , 1982). Ka/sbeek el at. (1980) recorded a ca.
1600 Ma old granite dike that cuts the Isua supracrustal
belt.
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Table l. Chronological sequence in the Isukasia area
(10) (youngest) Injection of basic dykes and crustally derived granite sheets. Faulting under lowermost amphibolite facies
to greenschist facies conditions, and metasomatism. 1600 to 2100 Ma.
(9) Intrusion of pegmatiles~ ca. 2550 Ma.
(8) Development of a strong banding with local isoclinal folding (only recognized in the south of the area) followed by
Hnear belts of strong deformation interspersed with soutberly plunging folds with wavelengths of up to more than to
km. Amphibolite facies metamorphism. Local intrusion of granitic-granodioritic sheets. 2600 to 3100 Ma.

(7) Intrusion of Tarssartoq dykes, probably equivalent to the Ameralik dykes in

Godth~bsfjord ;

ca. 3200 Ma.

(6) Deformation giving rise to upright folds .
(5) (c) Intrusion of pegmatic gneisses (ca. 3400 Ma) and thin trondhjemitic sheets. (b) Intercalation of supracrustal and
gneiss units. (a) Deformation to produce a strong banding, most important in the south. It is possible that a. b, and c
were contemporaneous.

(4) Intrusion of the white gneisses; 3650-3600 Ma.
(3) Intrusion of the Inaluk dikes.
(2) Intrusion of the grey gneisses. This group probably includes early thin tonalitic sheets discussed in Nutman el al.
(1983). Isoclinal folding of supracrustal rocks (I) may have occurred during intrusion ofthe grey gneisses; 3750-3700

Ma.
(1) (oldest) Formation of the Isua and Akilia association supracrustal rocks and intrusion of basic and ultramafic rocks
into them; ca. 3800 Ma.

ISUA SUPRACRUSTAL BELT
The Isua supracrustal belt (Figure I) is the largest
fragment of ca. 3800 Ma sedimentary and volcanic rocks
known. As it comprises the oldest rocks so far discovered,
it has attracted considerable interest and detailed
research on important aspects of crustal evolution.
Because of the antiquity of these rocks and their
significance to the study of the early crust, it is tempting
to present information from them as giving definitive
answers. However, the strong modification of these rocks
since their formation means that they are not nearly
so well preserved as somewhat younger sequences, such
as those in Western Australia. Indisputable sedimentary
structures are only preserved in exceptional exposures
and are in all cases markedly deformed . The most reliable

age of deposition of the Isua supracrustal rocks is 381 2~
~: Ma (Baadsgaard e/ al., 1984; U I Pb concordia intercept
for zircons from sediment derived from acid volcanic
rocks). The Rb-Sr, Pb-Pb, and Sm-Nd systems give ages
of over 3600 Ma but are disturbed by several periods
of Archean and Proterozoic metamorphism (Rosing ,
1983). A summary of early studies of the Isua
supracrustal belt is given by Nulman el al. (1984).
Early studies showed that the belt consists of layered
supracrustal units of detrital, chemical sedimentary, and
volcanic origin interdigitated with Mg-Al-rich, massive
chlorite leucoamphibolites (the garbenschiefer units),
and ultramafic units (dunites, peridotites, and their
hydrated and carbonated equivalents). A coherent

Fig. 1. Geological sketch map of the Isukasia area. Localities of A-G are described in tbe text. (1) Undifferentiated
cover: (2) Proterozoic dyke, (3) Tt-Mid Archean Taserssuaq tonalite, 3 Bgn Archean banded gneisses; (4) Tarssart6q

dykes; (5) Amltsoq gneisses; (6) A6 felsic formation; (7) AS calc-silicate formation; (8) A4 upper banded iron formation;
(9) A3 variegated schist formation; (10) A2 lower banded iron formation; (11) AI amphibolite formation; (12)
Undifferentiated A3- AI; (13) B2 mica schist formation; (14) BI felsic formation; (15) garbenschiefer amphibolite; (16)
ultramafic rocks; (17) Akilia association inclusions; (18) foliation! compositional layering; (19) fault; (20) late Archean

(2550 Ma) pegmatite.
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stratigraphy (Sequence A) has been established
throughout the length of the Isua supracrustal belt and
is shown to be repeated about isoclinal folds (Nutman
et al., 1984). It is impossible to estimate original
thicknesses of individual units because of strong
deformation. Excluding units of garbenschiefer and
ultramafic rocks, the supracrustal sequences total less
than I km. The garbenschiefer and ultramafic units
transgress lithological divisions in the supracrustal
sequence, and the garbenschiefer contains inclusions or

screens of metasedimentary rocks. Both these lithologies
are interpreted as intrusions into a volcano-sedimentary

sequence. Sequence A is divided into formations
designated by the dominance at different stratigraphic
levels of the sequence by different lithologies: (in
ascending order) Al amphibolite formation, A2 lower
banded iron formation, A3 variegated schist formation,
A4 upper banded iron formation, AS calc-silicate
formation, and A6 felsic formation. Likewise, Sequence

B (restricted to the eastern part of the belt) is divided
into: (in ascending order) B I felsic formation and B2
mica schist formation (Figure 2). The way-up of these
sequences is based on facing determinations on graded
layers of felsic metasediment. A full description of the
stratigraphy is given by Nutman et al. (1984).
The Isua supracrustal sequences (and Akilia associ
ation units of the area) are dominated by interlayered
sediments of diverse parentage, and altered, banded basic
rocks of igneous parentage (Figure 2; Table 2). Unaltered
igneous rocks are rare apart from those that are clearly
of intrusive origin. Supracrustal units show marked
lateral variation in their lithotype and chemical
composition. All terriginous sediments are interpreted
as derived from volcanic sources. There is no field or
isotopic evidence that older sialic basement or emerging

granite plutons contributed to the clastic material. The
felsic rocks were probably derived from dacites that
underwent alteration (possibly subaerial weathering) at

Table 2. Representative' analyses Isukasia area early Archean supracrustal rocks

Sample
SiOl
Ti0 2
AI 2O)

225996

292107

158497

67690

58526c

167655

171756

175554

117988a

50.01
1.17
13.76

87.19
0.04

13.74

n,d.

0.05
1.18
4.07
0.59
16.80
28.22

57.34
0.39
16.59
10.97
7.55
0.40
2.64
0.85
0.29
1.37
2.20

66.56
0.51
16.34
0.77
3.16
0.Q7
1.21
2.96
1.63
5.86
0.94
0.65

60.92
0.67
15.45
2.19
4.29
0.14
2.46
6.08
2.43
2.72
0.92
1.16

45.58
0.22
15.33
2.01
7.31
0.18
16.30
7.83
0.78
0.Q7
4.65

49.85
0.31
17.08
0.16
9.47
0.25
10.40
7.71
1.36
0.10
1.88

38.84
0.03
0.38
1.73
6.00
0.12
48.90
0.09

Fe 2 0 3

FeO
MnO
MgO
CaO
Na2 0

K,O
LO!
CO,
Total

Rb

Sr
Sa
y

10.87
15.34
0.26
5.52
10.21
1.94
0.36
0.83

0.11
0.76
0.34
0.01
0.10
2.50

99.50

99.40

100.11

100.67

100.84

99.52

100.30

98.59

99.45

2

n.d.

23
60
9
4
10

65
30
84

145
75
430
5
164
26

120
55
182

n.d.

n.d.

4
61

n.d.
n.d.

n.d.

55
73
85
155

I
90
34
27

6
2

Zr
Pb
Th

Cu
V

Ni

Cr

n.d.

n.d.

0.01
0.22
35.06

n.d.

274
29
55

9
35
28

6
20

113
1
38
98
205
500

23
65
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55
21
10
18

n.d.

540
1090

n.d.
n.d.

3.27

n.d.

27

16
28
9

n.d.
n.d.

16
137
160
279

n.d.

1

3975
1040

225996· banded amphibolite, upper part of amphibolite formation; 292107 - silica-rich banded iron formation, western
part of the upper banded iron formation; 158497 - carbonate rock with calc-silicate layers, upper part of the calc-silicate
formation; 167690 - garnet-mica schist, upper part of the mica schist formation; 158526c - layered felsic rock, felsic
formation of sequence A; 167655 - layered felsic rock, felsic formation of sequence B; 171756 and 175554 - mafic and
felsic garbenschiefer amphibolite unit, respectively; 117988a - metadunite. All these rocks come from the Isua
supracrustal belt.
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the time of deposition. Layered amphibolites are
interpreted as derived from basic tuffs or from altered
basalt and are predominantly of high-Fe tholeiite
affmity. Mica schists are interpreted as derived from
elther weathered basic rocks or from basic tuffs that
interacted with water at the time of deposition. The
presence of graded bedding and chemical sediments such
as banded iron formation and carbonates throughout
the succession favors that at least some deposition was
subaqueous. Water depths are unknown, but features
such as lateral facies changes and possible flat pebble
conglomerate units favor shallow water conditions with
occasional shoals. The intimate association of chemical
sediments with terriginous material occurs on all scales
down to that of individual beds. Bouma-type layering
preserved in some of the felsic sediments shows that
deposition of some of them was from turbidite flows.
The presently favored model for the Isua depositional
environment (Nurman el 01., 1984), is of a predominantly
su bmarine volcanic area. There is no evidence that the
sequence formed on a basement of older sialic crust.
Water depths fo r a least part of the time were shallow.
The topography was subdued apart from volcanic
centers. Intermittent volcanic activity and associated
instability produced clastic sediments, which alternate
and in some cases coincide with deposition of chemical
sediments.

AMiTSOQ GNEISSES
Amitsoq gneisses envelop the Isua supracrustal belt
(e.g., Bridgwaler and McGregor, 1974; Nurman el 01.,
1983). Deformation in the gneisses is heterogeneous, such
that they range from a weakly deformed , polyphase,
sheeted meta-igneous complex to strongly banded or
schlieric gneisses in which individual phases can no
longer be identified with certainty (similar banded
gneisses form at least 80% of the early Archean outcrop
in West Greenland). In parts of the Isukasia area the
regional early tonalitic gneisses and granitic gneiss sheets
are virtually undeformed and preserve their intrusive
characters. These are the best preserved very early
Archean plutonic rocks known.
Published isotopic studies of Amitsoq gneisses from
the Isukasia area are mostly based on the highly
deformed, generally well banded lithologies close to the
Isua supracrustal belt. Using the Pb-Pb and Rb-Sr
systems, ages of ca. 3750 to 3600 Ma have been obtained
from them with crustal residence prior to 3600 Ma of
not more than 200 m.y. suggested (e.g., M oorbalh el
01., 1972). Recent Sm-Nd, U-Pb, and Rb-Sr studies based
on suites comprising individual phases of Amitsoq
gneisses (Hamillon el al., 1983; Baadsgaard el al., 1983

and personal communication, 1982, 1984) do not give
evidence that any phase of the gneisses is older than
the Isua supracrustal belt. They suggest that the early
grey tonalitic phases are ca. 3750 Ma old, the intrusive
white granite sheets are ca. 3650 Ma old, and that a
younger group of pegmatites separated in the field are
ca. 3400 Ma old. Thus the sequence of intrusion of
different phases of Amltsoq gneiss spanned as long as
400 Ma (Table J).
The least deformed Amitsoq gneisses occur in the core
of the central gneisses (Figure I), which is the best area
for investigating these rocks. Even the best preserved
of the gneisses have been subject to some recrystallization
and isotopic disturbance during the late Archean and
Proterozoic events (P.N. Taylor, unpublished Pb-Pb
data; Baadsgaard, 1983; and unpublished Rb-Sr, Pb
Pb, Th-Pb, and U-Pb data). The two main groups of
gneiss (older, tonalitic grey gneisses and younger, granitic
white gneisses) are separated in time by intrusion of
mafic dikes (the Inaluk dikes; Table I). The chronology
given in Table I is probably applicable for the generally
much more deformed gneisses south of the Isua
supracrustal belt, because in augen of low deformation
there, grey gneisses are cut by Inaluk dikes and then
by white gneisses (Nulman, 1982).
The grey gneisses are tonalites apart from rare
granodiorites and quartz diorites (Figure 3; Table 3).
They form about 70% of the central gneisses. They are
polyphase, consisting of rafts of mafic tonalite occurring
in more voluminous pale tonalite. A plausible origin
for the protoliths of the grey gneisses would be partial
melting (at depth) of basic rocks like those in the Isua
supracrustal belt and Akilia association. Where least.
deformed they have a schlieric biotite banding and are
plagioclase phyric. Hornblende, which is present only
in more mafic units, Lies within the schlieric biotite fabric
and coexists with biotite. Sericitization of plagioclase,
rimming of hornblende by either pale amphibole or fine
grained biotite, local breakdown of biotite to white mica,
and also overgrowths of epidote and zoisite are
widespread. These features are attributed to events
ranging in age up to the mid-Proterozoic. Locally, grey
gneisses cut by Inaluk dikes contain inclusions of Akilia
assoeiation (McGregor and Mason, 1977) or Isua-type
supracrustal rocks (Nulman el al., 1983). Sheets of
·tonalitic gneisses intrude the Isua supracrustal belt
(Moorbalh el al., 1977) and other supracrustal units in
the area. These sheets are interpreted as equivalent to
the regional grey gneisses. Grey gneiss sheets are sparsely
distributed through most of the Isua supracrustal belt
and other large supracrustal units in the area, even where
they lie adjacent to units dominated by grey gneisses.
Contacts of supracrustal units not complicated by
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Compositional variation of the Amitsoq gneisses in the lsukasia area.

intrusion of ca. 3400 Ma pegmatites are sharp, with
biotite banding in the grey gneisses parallel to the
contacts. These contacts afe interpreted as early to
middle Archean faults, possibly rotated thrusts (Nutman,
1984).

The Inaluk dikes are sparsely distributed and intrude
the grey gneisses. Inaluk dikes have not been found in
the major supracrustal units such as the Isua supracrustal
belt, but at two localities agmatized malic amphibolite,
probably of supracrustal origin, is cut by them. Inaluk
dikes (Table 3) are fine-grained, malic, biotite- and
hornblende-bearing, dioritic intrusions normally less
than 2 m wide, that in the least deformed parts of the
central gneisses are steeply inclined. They commonly
have irregular, cuspate margins, suggesting that they
were plutonic dikes. There are several bands of coarse
grained, clinopyroxene-bearing malic amphibolite that
are up to 100m wide and are generally heavily agmatized
by pale gneisses, that may be intra-Amitsoq malic
ultramalic intrusions, perhaps related to the Inaluk dikes.

The Inaluk dikes are interpreted as being derived from
fractionated basic melts of mantIe origin.
The white gneisses are a polyphase swarm of
anastomosing sheets generally less than 25 m thick that
cut the grey gneisses. In the northeast of the central
gneisses they coalesce to form a single lens that underlies
about 10 km', whose center is devoid of grey gneiss
inclusions. In contrast, white gneisses are particularly

scarce in the northeast of the central gneisses. Overall,
the white gneisses form about 30% of the central gneisses
and a lower percentage of the gneisses south of the Isua
supracrustal belt. The white gneisses are medium to
coarse biotite, muscovite granites that grade into potassic
granodiorite locally (Figure 3; Table 3). There are some
pegmatite veins that preceded intrusion of the large
volumes of granitic white gneisses, and pegmatite also
occurs as selvages to granitic white gneiss sheets . Biotite
is less than 10% modal and forms a crude gneissosity,
accentuated in some cases by elongate biotite-nch smears
up to 5 mm thick.
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Table 3. Representative analyses of Am1Lsoq gneisses

Sample
SiO,
TiO l

AI,O,
Fc10)
FeO
MnO
MgO

CaO
Na,O

K,O
LOJ
CO,
PzO}
TOlal

Rb

Sr
Ba
Y
Zr
Pb
Th

Cu
V
Ni

Cr
La
Ce

237000

236991

236966

236955

236949

229472

292192

236961

236928

64.12
0.47
14.76
2.22
5.12
0.08
1.25
4.51
3.77
1.92
0.92

68.02
0.41
15.22
1.29

72.64
0.17
14.40
0.25
0.99
0.02
0.25
1.45
3.94
4.73
0.54

47.45
0.95
11.31
3.42
8.90
0.23
10.64
9.60
1.65
2.77
1.26

74.16
0.01
14.25
n.d.
0.44
0.01
0.01
0.85
2.24
6.30
0.15

67.10
0.39
15.94
0.80
2.69

69.31
0.35
15.50
0.67
3.01
0.06
0.75
2.98
4.87
1.47

7 i.70
0.24
14.40
0.42
2.36

0.04
1.17
3.66
4.62
1.41
0.71

71.72
0.27
14.60
0.40
1.46
0.03
0.45
1.86
4.02
3.74
0.71

0.21

0.14

0.08

0.06

0.51

0.1

0.13

0.11

0.Q7

99.35

99.35

99.34

99.44

98.69

98.42

99.01

99.08

100.88

64
267
334
26
158
12

141
224
626
6
212
27
16

116
118
567

69
189
2054
28
89
II
6
26
223
126
598

225
70
270
n.d.
18
110
4
n.d.
1

154
340
551
10
160
31
5

192
191

119
195

12
167
18
5
8

9
129
24
II

29
46
6
15
19.2
40.0

87
263
199
20
169
17
4
16
35
2
14
16.9
38.6

4.92
1.65

I

2.66

Sm

4

n.d.

4.24
0.926

45.2
91.7
20.1
3.64
0.728

3
39.6
56.7
16.2
3. 12
0.580

10.20
2.73

0.754

0.436

0.251

0.179

0.844

1.80
0.242
4.12

1.33
0.187
4.35

0.205
0.092
5.63

0.336

1.400
0.200
3.61

Nd

Eu
Gd
Tb
Dy
Er
Yb
Lu
Hf

6
20
n.d.

7

151
28
18
2
12

4.13

2

7

0.06
0.99
2.52
4.65
2.88
0.86

0.()4

2.81
2.36
4.34
2.21

33
10
21

37.2
83.7

237000 - Mafic grey gneiss, southern central gneisses; 236991 - typical grey gneiss, southern central gneisses; 236966 and
236955 - typical white gneisses. northern central gneisses; 236949 - Inalulc: dike, northern central gneisses; 229472 _
banded gneiss, ca. 5 km south of the lsua supracrustal belt; Grey gneiss inclusions in while gneisses, 236961 - 4istinct
margins; 236928 - blurred margins

In the core of the central gneisses (where deformation
is least), the white gneisses are predominantly gently
inclined and commonly break up the grey gneisses into
lozenge-shaped rafts. It is likely that in this low
deformation area the white gneiss sheets have not been
significantly rotated since their intrusion. Inaluk dikes
are commonly displaced laterally across white gneiss
sheets, and where least deformed, a schlieric flow fabric

is preserved in the white gneisses that is not seen in
the grey gneisses. The characteristics of the white gneisses
described above suggest that they were intruded at the
present level of exposure as inclined sheets (dipping less
than 40°), synchronous with lateral displacements.
Commonly grey-white gneiss contacts are slightly blurred
with a thin biotite-rich selvage. Grey gneisses that occur
as inclusions in or close to very large units of white
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gneisses are coarsely recrystallized. In extreme cases,

inclusions take on a ghost-like appearance. Some
chemical changes to the grey gneisses during i~trusio n
of the white gneisses include LREE enrichment, HREE
depletion, and enrichment of Pb, Th, and Rb (Nutman
and Bridgwater, unpublished data). The composition of
the white gneisses shows that they could be early stage,
low temperature melts. The host of the white gneisses
is -80% grey gneisses and - 20% supracrustal rocks
consisting of amphibolites with subordinate ultramafic
rocks, felsic gneisses, mica schists, metaquartzites, and

banded iron formation . Thus a possible origin for the
white gneisses is partial melting (at depth) of predom
inantly grey gneisses, with a minor contribution from
supracrustal felsic rocks and mica schists.
The pegmatitic gneisses are leucocratic, muscovite

some, probably the result of recrystallization under upper
amphibolite facies metamorphism.
Strongly banded gneisses from early studies in the
area (mostly Bridgwater, unpublished) have a wider
spread of composition than the grey gneiss samples from
areas of lower deformation (Figure 3), and form a "calc
alkali" tonalite-granite variation trend (see also

McGregor, 1979). There are now more than 60 samples
of single-phase grey and white gneisses from the area.
None of these samples fall in the 'granodiorite gap' of
Figure 3, where many banded gneisses plot. This suggests
that the variation trend of the banded gneisses could
be due to mechanical mixing of grey gneisses veined
by white gneisses and by metamorphic segregation,
during early and late Archean amphibolite facies
metamorphism. These processes allow samples of a few

and biotite-bearing quartzofeldspathic sheets ranging
from granite to quartz-albitite in composition. Although

kilograms to contain several bands of grey and white
gneisses or to be heterogeneous due to some degree of

generally coarse grained, some sheets contain garnetif
erous microgranite that grades into the more typical
pegmatite material. They are a volumetrically unimpor

segregation into granitic leucosome and mafic
melanosome.

tant component of the gneiss complex and generally
Occur as sheets less than a few meters thick. Thicker
units occur along some lithological boundaries, such as
the borders of the lsua supracrustal belt, where they
commonly have a flaser texture. It is possible that the
pegmatitic gneisses were intruded during a period of
deformation, with movement concentrated into certain
lones, such as the boundaries of supracrustal units
(Nutman , 1984). The pegmatitic gneisses may have

demonstrates that the oldest known continental crust

originated from granitic magma, which interacted with

segments, or increase in H 2 0 content in the source region

alkali-bearing fluid and country rocks during crystal

are all possible contributary factors to initiate partial

lization, to give rise to the N a-enrichment trend. Rb
Sr isotopic studies of separate units of pegmatitic gneisses

from the lsua supracrustal belt (Baadsgaard et 01., in
preparation) show that they have the same age within
error (ca. 3400 Ma) but markedly different initial "Sr I
" Sr values (in one case, more than 0.8!).
Banded gneisses with a well-<leveloped biotite foliation
are the dominant gneiss lithology adjacent to and south
of the Isua supracrustal belt. They are generally liner
grained than their less deformed white and grey gneiss
equivalents in the central gneisses, probably due to their

greater degree of deformation during recrystallization
under amphibolite facies. The banding of these gneisses

The early Archean gneiss complex of the lsukasia area
is of polyphase, polygenetic igneous origin. The grey
gneisses show that at the start of the geological record
the juvenile 'continental' crust was of typical Archean
common tonalite composition. It is possible that the
white gneisses formed by partial melting of sialic crust
dominated by rocks resembling the presently exposed
grey gneisses. High heat production from radioactive

decay in the early Archean, tectonic uplift of crustal

melting deep in the crust, generating the white gneisses.

The white gneisses are ca. 100 Ma younger than the
grey gneisses. They are probably products of reworking
of early Archean sialic crust by partial melting. The
somewhat younger pegmatitic gneisses probably record
further purging upwards of low temperature melting
fractions of the crust, and their wide variation in
composition is attributed to modification of granitic
melts by interaction with their country rocks and with
fluids. The grey gneisses, white gneisses, and pegmatitic

gneisses were intruded aver a span of ca. 400 Ma. There
is no compelling evidence that their formation should
be grouped together as a single protracted 'super-event.'

comes from two main sources. First, a large scale

(generally over 50 mm) banding is caused by intense
deformation that has reduced the grey and white
components to more or less parallel bands , with
obliteration of intrusive relations. Second, there is a

smaller scale banding and lensoid structure in the grey

ISUKASIA AREA LOCALITY DESCRIPTIONS
The amount that can be seen in the Isukasia area

in mid-June is highly dependent on how much winter

gneiss components. This is a partial separation into

snow is left lying. For this reason, several localities of
interest that are on NW-facing slopes are omitted since

biotite-rich melanosome and quartzofeldspathic leuco

there is almost 100% chance that they are under
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snowdrifts. Furthermore, restrictions are imposed by the
landing requirements of the large helicopter wed on this
excursion. Several localities demonstrate rocks of the
Isua supracrustal belt. The Amltsoq gneisses are shown
where they are virtually undeformed and then traced
out into areas where they are progressively modified
by early and late Archean tectono metamorphic events.
Rocks very strongly affected by Proterozoic metasom
atism close to the Ataneq fault are shown, and Akilia

is noted throughout the area. For example, the banded

iron formation outcrop at lsukasia and the rocks
immediately to the southwest overlie a Proterozoic fault
of lesser displacement than the Ataneq fault. Retrogres
sion under uppermost greenschist facies, carbonate, and

association rocks are visited.

quartz-veining are common close to these faults. Even
where faulting is not apparent (e.g., Stop A), partial
retrogression under lowest amphibolite to uppermost
greenschist facies is common, with associated changes
of trace element and isotopic chemistry.

Stop A (short stop)

Stop

The main lithology at this stop is the garbenschiefer
amphibolite unit-a high Al-Mg metagabbro that

At this locality in the northern part of the central gneisses
we see some of the best preserved Amltsoq gneisses.
Polyphase (3750-3700 Ma), grey metatonalites with a
gneissose fabric are cut through by numerous sheets of
(3650-3600 Ma) metagranite and associated pegmatite
(white gneisses), which have shallow to moderate
inclinations to the north. Steeply dipping Inaluk dikes,
cut by the white granite and pegmatite sheets occur.
Due to the low degree of deformation in tbe area since
ca. 3600 Ma, intrusive relations between the Amltsoq
phases are well preserved and local interaction between
the grey tonalites and the white granites can be seen.
The gneisses in this general area are virtually free of
supracrustal inclusions. Tarssart6q (Ameralik) dikes in

intrudes the interlayered metavolcanics and metasedi

ments of the lsua supracrustal belt. The garbenschiefer
here is a chlorite-bearing rock with a moderately well
defined S fabric. Within it are lenses and pods of rusty
weathering gamet-biotite schist. These are probably
modified inclusions of pelite. Cutting these rocks is a
superficially well-preserved Tarssartilq dike. It is virtually
undeformed and has large plagioclase megacrysts
concentrated near its eastern side. However, petrogra
phic, geochemical, and isotopic data (Wagner, 1982)

show the dike to be recrystallized and altered. Very little
plagioclase is left in the ground mass of the dike, but
scapolite is abundant, with associated strong enrichment
of the dike in CI. The Rb-Sr and Pb-Pb isotopic
characters of the dike are somewhat different in two
traverses across it, less than 100 m apart (Wagner, 1982).
The data point to recrystallization and alteration of the
dike in the Proterozoic. This story of Proterozoic
alteration has been well documented in this part of the
Isua supracrustal belt by field, petrographic, and isotopic
studies of the garbenschiefer unit by Rosing (J 983).
Looking east from this locality, the western part of the
central gneisses can be seen. Note the large, warped,
in places slightly podded , Tarssartilq dikes.
Stop B (short stop)

This stop shows strongly altered rocks just above the
southeasterly-dipping mid-Proterozoic Ataneq fault.
Basic rocks are transformed into (locally crenulated)
chlorite-amphibole-albite schists. Alteration is so intense
that it can be hard to distinguish between the
garbenschiefer unit, banded supracrustal amphibolites,
and Tarssartilq dikes. An ultramafic unit in the vicinity
has been altered in places to soapstone. Carbonate

C (long stop)

this area are undeformed and retain igneous textures.
Stop

D (long stop)

This stop is a traverse over sequence B of the Isua

supracrustal belt (Figure I), from its contact with the
central gneisses in the west to its contact with sequence

A in the east. A garbenschiefer amphibolite unit occurs
at the western edge of the felsic formation. Sequence
B, particularly its western margin, is intruded by

pegmatitic sheets. Some of these have been dated at
ca. 3400 Ma (Baadsgaard et aI., in preparation). Except
for these sheets, the contact between the central gnoisses
and sequence B is sharp and cuts across the stratigraphy
of the sequence (Figure 1); grey gneiss shoets in the
supracrustal rocks are rare.

B I felsic formation consists of genorally fine-grained
felsic rocks layered on a 20- I00 mm scale. Graded beds
are locally preserved . Garnetiferous mica schist units
occur throughout the formation , increasing in frequency

bearing veins are common. The strong alteration here
is correlated with movement on the Ataneq fault.

eastwards. To the east, B2 mica schist formation
outcrops, forming a scarp. Predominant are chlorite +
biotite + garnet + quartz schists that locally contain
staurolite, kyanite, carbonate, graphite, and tourmaline.
The schists have a faint , but regular layering on all scales.

Alteration of this type (although generally not so severe)

Interlayered are some units of magnetite banded iron
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fonnation, graphite schist, amphibolite, and ultramaflc
schist.
The contact between sequences A and B is a fault
with the same orientation as the Ataneq fault in the
west of the area. Alteration is common in its vicinity.
For example, rocks of B2 mica schist formation show
chloritization of garnet and development of a crenulated
schistosity of muscovite locally overgro wn by
tourmaline.
Stop E (short stop)

This locality shows somewhat more deformed
Amitsoq gneisses than at locality (C). Strain is mostly
early Archean, but with an added component since the
Tarssart6q dikes were intruded. Note the 'steepening
up ' of layering in the gneisses and rotation toward
parallelism of originally strongly discordant Inaluk dikes.
Clinopyroxenic amphibolite with subordinate banded
grey amphibolite occurs as a train of inclusions.
enshrouded in pegmatitic gneiss. These amphibolites are
probably of supracrustal origin. Note textures in the
grey gneisses locally, which suggest a small degree of
metamorphic segregation during or prior to intrusion
of the white gneisses. The Tarssart6q dikes at this localit y
commonly retain igneous textures but are slightly
deformed and commonly have altered margins.
Stop F (long stop)

The purpose of this stop is to show a broad selection
of lithologies present in sequence A of the Isua
supracrustal belt. Formations upper A3 to A6 (Figure
2) are present as are strongly deformed garbenschiefer
and ultramafic units. Pegmatite and grey gneiss sheets
are locally present. The sequence of lithologies is
corrugated by numerous (2700- 2600 Ma) steeply
plunging 'Z' folds with a strong fold-axial lineation and
is disrupted locally by tectonic slides. A6 is dominated
by the felsic nodule lithology. This is mOst spectacularly
developed in the core of a fold on a headland and
superficially resembles deformed conglomerate. How
ever, following this unit onto the southern limb of the
fold , the pods are seen to be disrupted layers in the
sedimentary protolith (this is best seen when the level
of the lake is low). Also well displayed here is the
carbonate-rich facies of A5, finely laminated A4 banded
iron formation, and A5 amphibolites with horizons of
quartz-gamet-staurolite rock (A5 being partly included
within the garbenschiefer unit). These outcrops show
the supracrustal rocks with a fairly typical state of
prese rvation, demonstrating how deformed and
recrystallized tbey are. The Tarssart6q dikes are folded

or podded and consist of hornblende-amphibolites that
in some cases contain garnet. This shows the extent of
late Archean recrystallization iu the Isua supracrustal
belt, which, taken as a whole, seems to have been a
zone of high strain in the late Archean, relative to the
adjacent gneisses.
Stop G (medium stop)

At this stop we look at Amitsoq gneisses and
Tarssart6q dikes, a Proterozoic fault, and a unit of Akilia
association rocks. The Amisoq gneisses and Tarssartoq
dikes have been so strongly affected by late Archean
deformation that the dikes are everywhere subconcor
dant to the layering of the gneisses. Note that there
are also units of deformed , post-dike granitoid in the
vicinity. As yet it is unknown if these are 3050-2900
Ma in age or younger. The Proterozoic fault is parallel
to the Ataneq fault, about 1 km to the west, and dips
at -45 0 to the southeast. Note retrogression and
discoloration of the gneisses in the fault. Total movement
is reverse, with a dextral component. A unit of Akilia
supracrustal rocks is truncated by the fault. Lithologies
include laye red amphibolite gneisses, banded amphib
olite, banded iron formation , ultramafic lenses, and a
unit of chloritic amphibolite that bears strong resemb
lance to the garbenschiefer unit of the Isua supracrustal
belt. As a package, this supracrustal unit may represent
upper Al to A3 formations of the Isua supracrustal
belt, inclusive of the garbenschiefer unit. The western
margin of the unit and the gneisses adjacent to it have
been affected by very strong, pre-Proterozoic-faulting
ductile deformation. Banded amphibolites veined by late
Archean granitoids that form the western half of the
unit are transformed into mica schists containing granitic
nodules that superficially resemble deformed co nglomer
ates in places.
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